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Physically Derived Two-Dimensional Predictive Model For Dual-Gate
Devices Using Quintic Splines

This dissertation presents the first ever application of quintic splines in the development of a dual-gate Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) model based on the well-known drift-diffusion system of differential equations.
The techniques and methodologies presented advance the current state of the art in
this particular area by implementing improved two-dimensional numerical techniques
and limiting the use of common accuracy reducing assumptions intended to decrease
semiconductor equation complexity and simulation execution time. This results in
the first known two-dimensional physics based model that uses this numerical technique, is valid in all regions of operation, includes Non-Quasi Static transient behavior, accounts for intrinsic/extrinsic device capacitance effects, determines frequency
response, and allows researchers to determine the effects of gate oxide thickness imperfections and applied gate voltage disparities on device performance.
A complimentary Computer Aided Device, or CAD, software package was
also developed to demonstrate model capability and validity. This CAD software
provides a user interface for entering device physical dimensions, material properties
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All models are wrong; some models are useful.
—George E. P. Box (1976)

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Overview

The continual trend in the semiconductor industry to improve conventional
transistor performance and single chip density through reductions in device dimensions has revealed several undesirable characteristics that limit further conventional
transistor scaling. These prohibitive factors can be attributed to the reduction in
gate influence on the channel region, impact of high lateral electric fields on carrier
mobility, subthreshold conduction, quantum effects and increased parasitic capacitances [1] [2] [3] [4]. As a result, the transistor design community is focusing on
multi-gate transistor device structures to address these issues and provide an avenue
for future device scaling [1] [3] [5]. Additionally, a vital tool for performing research
in this area is accurate pre-fabrication physics based modeling and simulation. This
gives researchers an ability to predict device performance characteristics in response
to changes in physical dimensions, material properties and external stimuli prior to
the costly fabrication process [6] [7] [8] [9].
The goal of this work is to significantly improve the current state of the art
in this focus area by applying enhanced numerical techniques and methodologies to
1

modern dual-gate device structures and selected circuits. The measure of improvement was ascertained by investigating established modeling techniques, determining
their deficiencies, and assessing the ability of newly developed techniques to mitigate these deficiencies. To establish a foundation, the material presented in [10] [11]
and summarized in the following list provides a comprehensive inventory of the critical elements of good Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET)
models.
• The data product should include pertinent result metrics of interest. These
include accurate current-voltage characteristics, charge, extrinsic parasitic, and
leakage currents.
• The calculated currents and charges should be continuous. Their associated
derivatives should also be continuous with respect to changes in external stimuli
such as the terminal voltages.
• The foundational equations should be as physical as possible.
• Non-Quasi Static analysis should be included.
• White and flicker noise should be included.
• Determining the intrinsic effects and extrinsic parasitic elements that effect
circuit performance should be included.
• The model should maintain validity over large bias ranges.

This includes

vSB(t) 6= 0 as well as the regions of inversion: weak-, moderate- and stronginversion.
2

• The model should maintain validity over the temperature range of interest.
• The model should maintain validity for any combination of channel width and
length values.
• The model input parameters should be valid for all devices of the same type.
• Numerical issues resulting from bias values outside of the normal operating
range should be appropriately handled.
• The region of validity should be understood.
• Input parameters should be limited to the minimum number required.
• The model should transition seamlessly between regions of operation. This
includes depletion, accumulation and all regions of inversion. (note: Accuracy
in these regions is important when modeling circuits requiring iterative solution
schemes like the numerical techniques presented in this work.)
• Execution and numerical efficiency is desired.
• Device asymmetry should be accounted for.
• An efficient parameter extraction method is required for post-fabrication models.

The subsequent chapters document the discovered deficiencies, provide detailed derivations for the developed techniques used to address these deficiencies,
present model verification and validation results and provide several areas for future
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research and development. A complementary focus of this work was to meet all pertinent elements listed above. In doing so, some of the presented results could not
be validated against experimental data but provides the important first step in the
model-test-model construct used throughout the modeling and simulation community.

1.2

Dual-Gate Device Introduction

The well-known Moore’s law has successfully predicted the semiconductor density trends for decades; however, this trend has slowed in recent years due to several
factors of which leakage current is a primary contributor [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [12]. This
leakage current results in increased steady state power and potentially an inability
to control device operation. The following paragraphs provide a general overview
of these factors and introduces how multi-gate device structures provide a modern
solution to the slowing trend.
The first dominant factor is Drain Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL). This is
a reduction in the gate influenced region of the transistor substrate due to the twodimensional field distribution caused by the potential applied to the drain or source
terminal [5]. The undesired result of DIBL is a perceived lowering of the devices
threshold voltage (VT ). The long channel MOSFET device depicted in Figure 1.1
illustrates the conceptual interaction between the terminal voltages, energy band
diagram, barrier height, and barrier width [13]. As the drain voltage increases a
proportional increase in leakage current is experienced. In addition, a slight shift in
the threshold voltage due to DIBL exists. In most cases, MOSFET model developers
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can ignore the effects of DIBL in long channel devices because of the minimal impact
to the resulting drain current when operating in the triode and saturation regions [5].

Figure 1.1: Illustration of a long channel MOSFET device, associated energy band
diagram and the effect of drain voltage variations.

In modern devices, channel length reductions produce a decrease in the barrier
width as well as reduces the ability of the gate voltage and associated barrier to
inhibit electron flow through the channel region when the MOSFET device is in the
off condition (vGS(t) <VT ). The short channel MOSFET device depicted in Figure 1.2
illustrates this concept.

Figure 1.2: Illustration of a short channel MOSFET device, associated energy band
diagram and the effect of drain voltage variations.
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Similar to DIBL, threshold voltage roll-off is also a perceived lowering of the
device threshold voltage. This threshold voltage reduction is a result of the charge
sharing produced as the drain and/or source support a portion of the depletion region
in the device. Expressed differently, less effort is required by the gate to produce an
equivalent depletion region due to the contributions of the source and drain [5] [13].
As in DIBL, charge sharing has a minimal impact in long channel MOSFET device
performance; however, this phenomenon can produce unwanted leakage current in
short channel devices. The devices depicted in Figure 1.3 illustrates how the ratio
of the depletion region attributed to the gate with respect to the depletion regions
attributed to the source and drain decreases as channel lengths are reduced. As a
result, the device threshold voltage is reduced and leakage current increases.

Figure 1.3: Illustration showing the conceptual area of depletion region charge sharing between gate, drain and source.

Direct tunneling is an additional contributor to leakage current. This leakage
path occurs deep in the substrate below the gate influenced region of the channel
and is attributed to the reduced separation between the drain and source supported
6

depletion regions [5]. To alleviate this undesired current deep in the substrate when
the device is theoretically off, transistor designers have experimented with several
different structures. A Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) structure is an example of a device
that was developed to address this issue [3] [14] [15] [16]. The first device structure
depicted in Figure 1.4a illustrates the gate influenced region of the substrate and the
leakage current path that exists between the source and drain at substrate locations
below this region. The SOI device structure depicted in Figure 1.4b contains an additional insulating layer that limits the drain and source induced electric field influence
on the depletion region at location deep in the substrate and eliminates this leakage
path [10].

Figure 1.4: Conceptual drawings of a typical stacked NMOS and Silicon-OnInsulator device.

The advantages achieved in the SOI device are somewhat limited due to the
isolation of the substrate terminal and associated threshold dependence on the substrate bias. A second complication arises as holes created by impact ionization build
up in the silicon body due to the isolated substrate terminal and the speed at which
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they can be removed by the forward biased source-body PN-junction [15]. This results
in a reduced threshold voltage at higher gate voltages and an observable disparity in
the device current. This disparity is commonly referred to as the kink effect [16]
where Figure 1.5 demonstrates the conceptual impact of this kink effect on device
current. Designers typically control these issues through careful selection of substrate
doping, substrate thickness and insulator thickness. An example of this is thin versus thick insulators. Devices containing thick insulators exhibit a negligible body
effect due to reduced coupling between the gate and substrate terminals. Alternately,
the capacitive coupling produced in thin insulator devices must be considered when
modeling [17] [18].

Figure 1.5: Conceptual drawings of the ”kink effect” on device currents.

The dual-gate device, sometimes referred to as a FinFET, was conceived by
Dr. Chenming Hu in 1999 at the University of California in Berkeley and is described
as the most drastic transformation in nearly 50 years [19]. Similar to the SOI device,
8

Figure 1.6: Dual-gate MOSFET device cross section

the dual-gate device cross section depicted in Figure 1.6 is one of several modern
device structures intended to dampen these leakage current contributors and increase
the gate controlled region of the substrate. The opposing gates and thin substrate
region are the primary design features that significantly reduce the DIBL, charge
sharing and deep substrate leakage path issues. This is obviously accomplished by
doubling the gates influence on the channel region, significantly reducing the ratio
of depletion region attributed to the gates versus the depletion region attributed to
the source/drain, and eliminating the direct tunneling zones. Additionally, dual-gate
MOSFET designers typically use lightly doped substrate materials to alleviate the
final issue associated with hole buildup due to the lack of a substrate terminal [18].
These novel device structures have exhibited demonstrable improvements in
the academic environment but until 2011 was not commercially viable due to the
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Figure 1.7: (a) 3D rendering of a legacy stacked gate device, (b) 3D rendering of a
dual-gate device

increased complexity of the fabrication process [20]. For completeness, Figure 1.7a and
Figure 1.7b have been included to provide better insight into the structure differences
between legacy stacked gate and dual-gate device structures.

1.3

Additional Short Channel Improvements

Although not related to leakage current, dual-gate devices offer improved mitigation of two additional and prominent short channel effects known as channel length
modulation and velocity saturation. This section will provide a general introduction
to these effects while more details pertaining to the inclusion of these effects into the
model appear later in this work.
The best way to explain channel length modulation is to consider it as a perceived shortening of the channel length (L) which occurs when the inversion layer
charge, usually at the drain end of the channel region, becomes significantly smaller
than the depletion region charge as charge balance is maintained within the tran-
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Figure 1.8: (a) Depletion and inversion layer for a device entering saturation and
(b) depletion and inversion layer for a device in saturation.

sistor [7] [8] [9] [10]. This arises when the carrier velocity saturates at some point
in the channel region in response to the potential difference between the source and
drain. Any change in the source or drain potential under these conditions results in
a modulation of the effective channel length (Lef f ) within the device. Knowing the
gate potential supports the inversion layer charge and the drain/source voltage supports the depletion region charge, the dual-gate device and associated thin substrate
thickness produces a proportional increase in the inversion layer and reduction of the
depletion region when compared to legacy stacked gate device architectures [10] [21].
Figure 1.8 and Figure 1.9 provide a conceptual view of channel length modulation
and the associated effect on steady state current while Figure 1.6 conceptualizes the
increased gate influence in the substrate region.
As the name implies, velocity saturation is a limitation on carrier velocity.
In regions of the substrate material where high lateral electric fields are experience
(≈> 1x104 V /cm for electrons, ≈> 3x104 V /cm for holes), the relationship between the
electric field and carrier velocity is no longer linear and asymptotically approaches
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Figure 1.9: Simulation data using a model that include and exclude channel length
modulation effects.

a saturation value (≈ 8x106 cm/s for electrons, ≈ 7x106 cm/s for holes) [10]. This
saturation phenomenon can be attributed to the increased scattering rate of highly
energetic carriers due to lattice interaction. This scattering increases the transit time
of the carrier through the substrate and is typically incorporated into device models
by developers as a degradation of the mobility parameter [5]. Knowing that dual-gate
devices typically have lightly doped substrates thus reducing the impact of channel
length modulation and the electric field magnitudes required for velocity saturation
to occur in the channel region between L and Lef f leads to the conclusion that dualgate devices reduce the impact of velocity saturation [10]. Figure 1.10 provides a
conceptual view of velocity saturation effects on steady state current for a typical
stacked gate device.
In summary, dual-gate device structures reduce or eliminate the impact of the
undesired short channel effects on performance and provide an avenue for continued
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Figure 1.10: Simulation data using models that include and exclude velocity saturation effects.

dimension scaling. As emphasized previously, accurate pre-fabrication modeling and
simulation can predict device performance prior to the costly fabrication process. To
achieve this, the well-know equations used in legacy stacked gate device modeling must
be revised and updated for use with the dual-gate structures. The subsequent chapters
detail these revisions, provide supporting verification and validation results, introduce
characteristics of the developed modeling technique that advances the current state
of the art in this area, and highlight areas of the model’s abstraction layer construct
that provides avenues for future enhancements.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

2.1

MOSFET Device Theory

This chapter provides background information on several of the charge and
potential balance relationships used in the development of the dual-gate device model.
Unless otherwise identified, this information was adapted for dual-gate devices using
the stacked device material presented in [7], [10], [18] and [22]. For completeness,
this section will present material for nFET devices with p-type substrates while the
corresponding figures and equations for pFET devices with n-type substrates can be
found in Appendix G.
The analysis starts by considering two terminals of a dual-gate nFET device
as depicted in Figure 2.1. Using electrostatic theory, the gate and substrate material
separated by an oxide layer form a capacitor. This oxide capacitance is typically
specified in per unit area and calculated using the following well known equation:

0
Cox
=

14

ox
tox

(2.1)

where ox is the permittivity of the oxide material (typically 3.453x10−13 F/cm
at 300K) and tox is the thickness of the oxide.

Figure 2.1: Dual-gate device cross section (two terminal).

The external connection between the polysilicon gate and source terminal as
depicted in Figure 2.1 produces a contact potential. The equation for this contact
potential (φM S ) has the form:

φM S = φgate − φf n

(2.2)

where φf n is the Fermi potential of the donor source material. By definition,
this Fermi potential is the contact potential that exists between extrinsic and undoped intrinsic semiconductor material such than:

φf n = −φt ln
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ND
ni

(2.3)

where φt is the thermal voltage, ND is the donor doping concentration and ni is
the intrinsic carrier concentration [10]. For silicon, the thermal voltage and intrinsic
carrier concentration parameters have typical room temperature values of 0.0259V
and 1.18x1010 cm−3 respectively. Similarly, the φgate parameter is the contact potential
between the polysilicon material of the gate and intrinsic semiconductor material. For
silicon substrate material with an approximate band gap (Eg ) of 1.12eV at 300K,
typical values for this parameter are −0.56V for n-type polysilicon and 0.56V for
p-type polysilicon gate material.
It should also be noted that Equation 2.2 has been modified for the dualgate device from the comparable stacked gate device formulation presented in [10].
This modification is required due to the structure differences between the two devices
where the dual-gate device is source referenced as in Figure 2.1 and the stacked gate
device is substrate referenced. For completeness, the contact potential for a stacked
gate device is:

φM S = φgate − φf p

(2.4)

where φf p is the Fermi potential of the substrate material. Similar to Equation 2.3 the Fermi potential for p-type acceptor material is calculated using the equation:

φf p = φt ln

NA
ni

where NA is the acceptor doping concentration.
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(2.5)

In addition to the contact potential between the gate and substrate, a parasitic
0
exists in the oxide as well as at the oxide-semiconductor interface. This
charge qox

parasitic charge can be attributed to the fabrication process and has four primary
contributors: oxide fixed charge, oxide trapped charge, mobile ionic charge and interface trapped charge. This aggregate charge exists across the oxide layer and produces
a second potential in the system with the equation:

ψox = −

0
qox
.
0
Cox

(2.6)

A third potential contribution is create by the PN-junction created by the
source and substrate material. This potential is referred to as the built-in potential
(φbi ) and is calculated using the equation:

φbi = φf p − φf n .

(2.7)

To counteract these three inherent potentials and transition the dual-gate
structure into a neutral or balanced state, an external voltage can be applied between
the source and gate terminals. This external voltage is referred to as the flat-band
voltage. Equation 2.8 is used to determine the flat-band voltage while Figure 2.2
depicts the flat-band voltage from a system and energy band diagram perspective.

VF B = φM S + ψox − φbi = φgate + ψox − φf p .
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(2.8)

Figure 2.2: Energy band diagram for a dual-gate device with the gate voltage bias
equal to the flat-band voltage.

As the voltage between the gate and source terminals change, the electric field
across the oxide also changes. This electric field affects the carrier concentration in the
substrate with the most significant change occurring at the oxide-substrate interface.
Additionally, the applied voltage bias and corresponding change in oxide interface
charge can be separated into three regions of operation: accumulation, depletion, and
inversion. Accumulation is defined as the region of operation where the gate-source
voltage is less than the flat-band voltage and holes accumulate at the oxide-substrate
interface. Figure 2.3 shows the energy band diagram when the system is operating in
accumulation.
If the gate-source voltage is set to a value just above the flat-band voltage, the
corresponding electric field will repel holes from the oxide interface. This condition
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Figure 2.3: Energy band diagram of a dual-gate device operating in the accumulation
region.

Figure 2.4: Energy band diagram of a dual-gate device operating in the depletion
region.

is referred to as the depletion region of operation due to the depleting of mobile
carriers at the oxide interface and a positive surface potential. Figure 2.4 illustrates
the energy band diagram when the system is operating in depletion.
Additional increases in the applied gate-source voltage above the flat-band
voltage results in a surface potential large enough to attract a significant number
of free electrons to the oxide-substrate interface. If this electron density exceeds the
hole density the surface condition is considered inverted and the device is operating in
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the inversion region. This inversion region of operation has been further subdivided
by model developers into weak, moderate and strong inversion where the surface
potential dictates the separation of regions. These three regions are:
Weak Inversion: 0V ≤ ψS(x,t) < 2(φf n + φbi )
Moderate Inversion: 2(φf n + φbi ) ≤ ψS(x,t) < 2(φf n + φbi ) + severalφt
Strong Inversion: 2(φf n + φbi ) + severalφt ≤ ψS(x,t)
where ψS(x,t) is the potential at the oxide-substrate interface with respect to the
source, channel position and time. Defining separate regions of inversion allows some
modelers to use different equations based on the operating region while others just
consider strong inversion. Numerous models have been developed using this premise
where these techniques can improve execution efficiency and reduce model complexity
at the expense of result accuracy and possible inconsistencies when transitioning
between regions of operation [21] [23] [24] [25]. The model presented in this work
avoids these simplifications and is valid in all regions of operation. This aligns with
the element of good modeling which states that ”The model should maintain validity
over large bias ranges. This includes vSB(t) 6= 0 as well as all regions of inversion:
weak-, moderate- and strong-inversion” [10]. For completeness, Figure 2.5 provides
an additional perspective into these potential distributions.
Lastly, introducing the drain terminal and associated drain-source voltage
(vDS(t) ) into this system, as depicted in Figure 2.6, produces an additional influence on the potential distribution and carrier concentrations. Understanding and
modeling this additional influence requires the introduction of a quasi-Fermi poten-
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Figure 2.5: Potential distribution within the two-terminal section of a dual-gate
device.

Figure 2.6: Dual-gate device cross section (three terminal).

tial (vCS(x,t) ) where vCS(0,t) =0 V and vCS(L,t) = vDS(t) . Figure 2.7 shows the resulting
impact to the energy band diagram.
As depicted in Figure 2.7 and presented in Chapter 1, this quasi-Fermi potential assists the gate in the creation of a depletion region in the substrate material.
Stated differently, less effort is required by the gate to produce the depletion region.
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Figure 2.7: Energy band diagram of a dual-gate device with vDS(t) > 0.

From a charge balance perspective, any increase in quasi-Fermi potential induced
depletion region charge results in an equivalent reduction in inversion layer charge.
This charge interaction is the premise behind the well-known channel length modulation effect used throughout the modeling community and will be discussed in more
detail in subsequent chapters. Additionally, this interaction supports the requirement
for two dimensional modeling where potentials and charges are a function of distance
from the gate as well as locations between the source and drain terminals. The revised
divisions between weak, moderate and strong inversion are:
Weak: vCS(x,t) ≤ ψS(x,t) < 2(φf n + φbi ) + vCS(x,t)
Moderate: 2(φf n + φbi ) + vCS(x,t) ≤ ψS(x,t) < 2(φf n + φbi ) + vCS(x,t) + severalφt
Strong: 2(φf n + φbi ) + vCS(x,t) + severalφt ≤ ψS(x,t)
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2.2

Potential/Charge Balance Equations Derived Using the Solution to
Poisson’s Equation

The previous section provided a system and energy band diagram perspective of the dual-gate device. This section transitions to the derivations, as presented
by [10], of the physical equations used in compact modeling to calculate the potential
and charge relationships in a stacked metal oxide semiconductor device and provides
valuable insight into MOSFET operation. How this derivation is affected by transitioning to a dual-gate device structure is also presented. The derivation begins with
the three terminal MOSFET structure of Figure 2.8 and Poisson’s equation:


∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t) ∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t)
q
+
=
−
p
−
n
+
N
−
N
D
A
(x,y,y)
(x,y,t)
∂x2
∂y 2
s

(2.9)

where ψ(x,y,t) is the source referenced electrostatic potential, n(x,y,t) is the free
electron concentration and p(x,y,t) is the free hole concentration.

Figure 2.8: Three terminal Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) structure.
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Using the gradual channel approximation, which states the y-directed electric
field gradient is significantly larger than the x-directed electric field gradient, reduces
Equation 2.9 to:


d2 ψ(x,y,t)
q
p
−
n
+
N
−
N
.
=
−
D
A
(x,y,y)
(x,y,t)
dy 2
s

(2.10)

Substituting the quasi-Fermi potential forms of the electron and hole concentrations derived in Appendix C and Appendix E into Equation 2.10 produces:

d2 ψx,y,t
q
=
−
dy 2
s

 −ψ

ψ(x,y,t) −vCS(x,t)
(x,y,t)
φt
po e φ t − no e
+ ND − NA .

Multiplying both sized of Equation 2.11 by 2

d
dy



dψx,y,t
dy

2

2q
=−
s

dψ(x,y,t)
dy

(2.11)

produces:

 −ψ

ψ(x,y,t) −vCS(x,t)
(x,y,t)
dψ(x,y,t)
φt
+ ND − NA
p o e φt − n o e
(2.12)
dy

and


d

dψx,y,t
dy

2

2q
=−
s

 −ψ

ψ(x,y,t) −vCS(x,t)
(x,y,t)
φ
φ
t
t
po e
− no e
+ ND − NA dψ(x,y,t) .

(2.13)

Integrating Equation 2.13 from a point deep in the substrate material where
ψ(x,y,t)=0 and

dψ(x,y,t)
dy

= 0 results in:
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Z

dψ(x,y,t)
dy

0

−

2q
s

Z

ψ(x,y,t)

 −ψ
ψ(x,y,t) −vCS(x,y,t)
(x,y,t)
φt
p o e φt − n o e

2


dψ(x,y,t) 2
d
=
dy

+ ND − NA dψ(x,y,t)


(2.14)

0

and

r
E(x,y,t) = sgn ψ(x,y,t)




 −ψ

(x,y,t)
2q
φ
t
φt po e
− 1 − (ND − NA ) ψ(x,y,t) +
s
 ψ
 12
−vCS(x,t)
(x,y,t)
φ
φ
t
e t −1
φt no e

(2.15)

.
where E(x,y,t) is the electric field with respect to position and time.
Knowing the relationship between electric field and charge per unit area is:

E(y2 ) − E(y1 ) =

0
q12


(2.16)

and applying it to Equation 2.15 where y1 is located at the oxide-substrate
interface and y2 is deep in the substrate produces:

−Esurf ace =

and
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0
qC(x,t)

s

(2.17)

0
qC(x,t)


 −ψ

S(x,t)
p
= −sgn ψS(x,t)
2qs φt po e φt − 1 − (ND − NA ) ψ(x,y,t) +
−vCS(x,t)

φt no e

φt


e

ψS(x,t)
φt

 12
(2.18)
−1

.
0
where qC(x,t)
is the channel charge per unit area.

Under flat-band conditions, where ψS(x,t) = 0 V, Equation 2.11 can be used to
derive an expression for the dopant ion concentrations such that:

po − no e

−vCS(x,t)

= − (ND − NA ) .

φt

(2.19)

Plugging Equation 2.19 in Equation 2.18 produces:

0
qC(x,t)


  −ψ
S(x,t)
p
φ
= −sgn ψS(x,t)
2qs po φt e t − φt + ψS(x,t) +
−vCS(x,t)

no e

φt

 ψ
 21
S(x,t)
φ
.
φt e t − φt − ψS(x,t)

(2.20)

.
Under zero bias conditions, where vCS(x,t) = 0 V, the Fermi potential equations
for holes and electrons are:

φf = φt ln
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po
ni

(2.21)

and

φf = −φt ln

no
ni

(2.22)

respectively.
Solving for the intrinsic carrier concentration in Equation 2.21 and assuming
the hole concentration deep in the bulk material is approximately equal the acceptor
doping concentration produces:

ni = p o e

−φf
φt

≈ NA e

−φf
φt

.

(2.23)

Substituting Equation 2.23 into Equation 2.22 and then Equation 2.20 produces:

no = ni e

−φf
φt

= NA e

−2φf
φt

(2.24)

and

0
qC(x,t)

p
= −sgn ψS(x,t)
2qs NA


 −ψ
S(x,t)
φt e φt − φt + ψS(x,t) +

−2φf −vCS(x,t)

e

φt

 ψ
 12
S(x,t)
.
φt e φt − φt − ψS(x,t)

(2.25)

The derivation continues by incorporating two additional equations that describe the potential and change balance within the system. These equations are:
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vGS(t) = ψox + ψS(x,t) + φM S

(2.26)

0
0
0
qG(t)
+ qox
+ qC(x,t)
=0

(2.27)

and

0
0
where qG(t)
= Cox
ψox .

Equations Equation 2.25, Equation 2.26 and Equation 2.27 can now be combined to produce a useful equation for determining the surface potential based on
doping concentrations and external terminal voltages. This equation has the form:

vGS(t)

√
 −ψ

S(x,t)
2qs NA
φ
φt e t − φt + ψS(x,t) +
= VF B + ψS(x,t) + sgn ψS(x,t)
0
Cox
 ψ
 21
−2φf −vCS(x,t)
S(x,t)
φt
e
φt e φt − φt − ψS(x,t)
.(2.28)


In addition to Equation 2.28, modelers typically separate the channel charge
equation into estimates for the inversion and depletion charge where:

0
0
0
qC(x,t)
= qI(x,t)
+ qB(x,t)
.

(2.29)

This is accomplished by assuming the depletion charge is approximately equal
to the channel charge when the device is operating in accumulation and depletion
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and the non-dominant terms are removed. The resulting equation for the depletion
region charge per unit area is:

0
qB(x,t)

p
= −sgn ψS(x,t)
2qs NA

 −ψ
 12
S(x,t)
φ
.
φt e t − φt + ψS(x,t)

(2.30)

Conversely, the inversion region charge is approximated by plugging Equation 2.25 and Equation 2.30 into Equation 2.29 and algebraically solving for the
0
).
inversion layer charge per unit area (qI(x,t)

Performing a similar derivation for a dual-gate device is complicated due to the
opposing gates, thin substrate region, and lack of a substrate terminal. More specifically, the assumption used to derive Equation 2.14 and Equation 2.15 which states
the electrostatic potential deep in the substrate approaches zero is no longer valid.
However, if a symmetric device structure is assumed, the electric field would be zero
at substrate locations centered between the two gates. Defining ψC(x,t) as the electrostatic potential along this center line and reevaluating the integral in Equation 2.14
produces:



2q
−
s

Z

ψ(x,y,t)


po e

−ψ(x,y,t)
φt

dψ(x,y,t)

2


dψ(x,y,t) 2
d
=
dy
0

ψ(x,y,t) −vCS(x,y,t)
φt
− no e
dψ(x,y,t)

Z

dy

ψC(x,t)

and
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(2.31)

r



 −ψ
−ψC(x,t)
(x,y,t)
2q
E(x,y,t) = sgn ψ(x,y,t)
φ t p o e φt − e φt
s
 ψ
 12
−vCS(x,t)
ψC(x,t)
(x,y,t)

− (ND − NA ) ψ(x,y,t) − ψC(x,t) + φt no e φt
e φt − e φ t
.


(2.32)

At this point it is clear that Equation 2.28 is no longer valid for a dual-gate
device due to the ψC(x,t) term. It should also be noted that several approximations
were instituted during the derivation process. These include the gradual channel approximation and device symmetry as well as assumptions that quasi-Fermi potential
only varies in the x-direction. While researching this topic it was discovered that
these assumptions and others are the predominant techniques used in the development of numerous dual-gate one-dimensional, or compact, models [21] [23] [24] [25].
The derivations in this section provide the foundational information for the material
in the next chapter that highlights current dual-gate modeling techniques and their
associated deficiencies. As previously stated, none of these assumptions were implemented in the presented model thus allowing real world dimensional variations and
the associated effects on potential distribution, charge profiles and device performance
to be analyzed.

2.3

Non-Quasi Static Theory

The following conceptual description of Non-Quasi Static theory is a summary
of the material found in [7], [10] and [22] and is the foundational basis for the transient
and frequency simulation features presented in this work. When performing transient
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simulation work it is understood that the terminal voltages vary with respect to
time. As these terminal voltages change, charge balance must be maintained within
the device and these charges must adjust accordingly in response to the changing
bias conditions. Based on the slope of the terminal voltage changes, the charges
within the device will either increase or decrease. This results in observable changes
in the measured currents at each terminal. Additionally, knowing the charge within
a system cannot change instantaneously and a finite amount of time is required for
this change to occur in response to voltage changes leads to non-quasi static theory.
For further understanding, consider the subsection of the substrate material
depicted in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9: Subsection of substrate material of Length ∆x.

Under transient conditions the current entering the right and exiting the left
is assumed to be different by the amount ∆i. Over a small time interval ∆t, the
charge entering and exiting the material is found to be (i+∆i)∆t and i∆t respectively.
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Therefore, the change in charge located in the material during the time interval ∆t is
(i+∆i)∆t - i∆t=∆i∆t and the corresponding change in charge per unit area (∆q 0 ) in
the material will simply be the total change in charge divided by the area such that:

∆q 0 =

∆i ∆t
.
W ∆x

(2.33)

Rearranging the terms in Equation 2.33 produces:

∆i
∆q 0
=W
.
∆x
∆t

(2.34)

Allowing the finite differences of Equation 2.34 to approach zero results in the
differential equation:

0

∂qI(x,t)
∂i(x,t)
=W
.
∂x
∂t

(2.35)

From a system perspective, the information in Figure 2.10 illustrates the conceptual relationship between terminal voltages, charge, channel position, time, and
terminal currents. At t = 0 it is assumed the device is off and has had enough time
to stabilize in a steady state condition prior to a pulse being applied to the gate terminal. It is also assumed that the magnitude of the drain/source voltage (vDS(t) ) is
high enough so the device will be in saturation after some transient period t > 0. At
t = 0+ the source end of the channel at x = 0 immediately reaches a strong inversion
condition while the drain end of the channel at x = L is saturated. As depicted in
Figure 2.10c, the carriers entering the source are directed towards the drain by the
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Figure 2.10: (a) Legacy MOSFET showing channel length L, (b) circuit schematic
and gate voltage stimulus plot, (c) charge with respect to channel position and time
and (d) drain current with respect to time.

electric field produced by the voltage vDS(t) and a measurable amount of time is required before these carriers reach the drain and an observable drain terminal current
is produced.
As described in [10] the carrier motion can be thought of as a wave front
traveling from the source to the drain end of the device. The arrival of the wave
front at the drain end of the device is at t = td and steady state conditions are
reached asymptotically as time approaches infinity. As stated in the elements of good
MOSFET modeling and demonstrated in the previous paragraphs, the Non-Quasi
Static effect is a crucial component of model realism and is integral to the transient
and frequency analysis methods presented in this work.
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2.4

Basic Semiconductor Physics Equations

Creating a physics based model for a semiconductor structure that is valid in
all regions of operation and includes two dimensional phenomena requires the well
know drift-diffusion system of differential equations to be solved [26] [27] [28] [29] [30].
These equations are Poisson’s equation, current continuity equations for electrons and
holes, and current density equations for electrons and holes with the following forms:

∇2 ψ(x,y,t) = −


q
p(x,y,t) − n(x,y,t)+ND −NA ,
s

(2.36)

∂n(x,y,t)
1
= ∇ · J~n(x,y,t) ,
∂t
q

(2.37)

∂p(x,y,t)
1
= − ∇ · J~p(x,y,t) ,
∂t
q

(2.38)

J~n(x,y,t) = −qµn n(x,y,t) ∇ψ(x,y,t) + qµn φt ∇n(x,y,t)



(2.39)


J~p(x,y,t) = −qµp p(x,y,t) ∇ψ(x,y,t) − qµp φt ∇p(x,y,t) .

(2.40)

and

where J~n(x,y,t) is the electron current density, J~p(x,y,t) is the hole current densities, µn is the electron mobility and µp is the hole mobility. This system of equations
can be reduced from five to three partial differential equations by inserting Equa-
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tion 2.39 and Equation 2.40 into Equation 2.37 and Equation 2.38. This results in
the equations:

∇2 ψ(x,y,t) = −


q
p(x,y,t) − n(x,y,t) + ND − NA ,
s

(2.41)


∂n(x,y,t)
1
= ∇ · −qµn n(x,y,t) ∇ψ(x,y,t) + qµn φt ∇n(x,y,t)
∂t
q

(2.42)


∂p(x,y,t)
1
= − ∇ · −qµp p(x,y,t) ∇ψ(x,y,t) − qµp φt ∇p(x,y,t)
∂t
q

(2.43)

and

where the three remaining dependant variables of interest are ψ(x,y,t) , n(x,y,t)
and p(x,y,t) .
The remainder of this section provides an introduction to these critical equations starting with Poissons equation. As stated earlier in this work, the carriers in the
substrate material react when exposed to an electric field. Knowing the relationship
between the electric field E(x,y,t) and potential is:

E(x,y,t) = −∇ψ(x,y,t)

(2.44)

combined with Equation 2.41 produces the following:

∇ · E(x,y,t) =


q
p(x,y,t) − n(x,y,t) + ND − NA .
s
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(2.45)

By inspection, it is obvious that Equation 2.45 provides a relationship between
the electron and hole carrier concentrations, doping concentrations and electric field
gradients.
The current density equations of Equation 2.39 and Equation 2.40 contain
two components that will be introduced separately. Current stemming from carrier
movement when exposed to an electric field is known as drift current. The drift
current components of Equation 2.39 and Equation 2.40 are:

J~n(x,y,t) = −qµn n(x,y,t) ∇ψ(x,y,t)



(2.46)


J~p(x,y,t) = −qµp p(x,y,t) ∇ψ(x,y,t) .

(2.47)

and

where the gradient of ψ(x,y,t) is the electric field. The product of the electron
charge and carrier concentrations account for the charge per unit volume while the
mobility terms account for the carrier velocity and lattice interaction.
Diffusion current arises when differences in carrier concentration are present
and the particles tend to move from areas of high concentration to areas of low
concentration. The diffusion current components of Equation 2.39 and Equation 2.40
are:

J~n(x,y,t) = qµn φt ∇n(x,y,t)
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(2.48)

and


J~p(x,y,t) = −qµp φt ∇p(x,y,t) .

(2.49)

In these equations, the ∇n(x,y,t) and ∇p(x,y,t) terms account for these carrier
concentration gradients while the mobility and thermal voltage terms are known as
the Einstein relationship and provides a measure of the rate at which electron (or
holes) diffuse across a concentration gradient [10].
Finally, Equation 2.37 and Equation 2.38 account for the Non-Quasi Static
carrier movement within the semi-conductor material. Utilizing and solving this
complete system of equations results in comprehensive two-dimensional profiles of the
electrostatic potential, electron concentration and hole concentration as well as other
variables of interest such as electric field and current density. A secondary advantage
of two-dimensional modeling is the automatic inclusion of short channel effects such
as channel length modulation which occurs when the horizontal and vertical electric
fields are similar in magnitude. The model presented in this work was developed
using this system of equations where details pertaining to the solution method and
improvements over existing models can be found in subsequent chapters.

2.5

Additional Background Topics

This section covers several additional background topics relevant to this work.
These topics include threshold voltage, steady state current, channel length modulation and velocity saturation. Although simplistic, this material provides a conceptual
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basis for how physical parameter changes affect model results. The model verification
chapter of this work will reference this information to explain model result trends in
response to changes in physical dimensions, material properties and external stimuli.

2.5.1

Threshold Voltage
Although the threshold voltage is typically defined as the gate voltage required

for a transistor to conduct [31], an improved definition can be found in [10] and [18].
It describes the threshold voltage as the value of vGC(x,t) which corresponds to some
portion of the channel entering strong inversion. Stated differently, the minority
carrier exceeds the majority carrier at the oxide-substrate interface and the surface
potential is approximately ψo + vCS(x,y) where ψo equals 2φf p + severalφt . One of
the conventional equations for threshold voltage can be arrived at by inserting this
approximate surface potential into Equation 2.28 and removing non-dominant terms.
The resulting equation is:
√
vT (x,t) = VF B + ψo +

2qs NA q
ψo + vCS(x,t) .
0
Cox

(2.50)

Even though the threshold voltage is a function of channel position, most
literature defines the threshold voltage as the voltage required to form an inversion
layer at the source [10] [31]. Making this assumption transforms Equation 2.50 into:
√
VT = VF B + ψo +
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2qs NA p
ψo .
0
Cox

(2.51)

Several model accuracy degrading assumptions are incorporated in the above
derivation. Already mention is the threshold being defined with respect to the source
versus being a function of the channel position. Assuming the value for vCS(x,t) is constant with respect to the y-position is the second flawed assumption. In reality vCS(x,t)
tends toward zero volts at positions away from the oxide-semiconductor interface [32].
Even with these assumptions, Equation 2.51 can be use to conceptually understand
how substrate doping, oxide thickness and oxide charge effects model result trends.

2.5.2

Current Equations for a Long Channel Device
The long channel current equation derivation for a stacked gate device begins

with the electron current density equation:


J~n(x,y,t) = −qµn n(x,y,t) ∇ψ(x,y,t) + φt ∇n(x,y,t) .

(2.52)

The gradual channel approximation reduces Equation 2.52 to:


Jn(x,y,t) = −qµn

dn(x,y,t)
dψ(x,y,t)
− φt
n(x,y,t)
dx
dx


.

(2.53)

An equation for the current at any point in the channel is created by multiplying Equation 2.53 by the channel width such that:


In(x,y,t) = −W qµn

dψ(x,y,t)
dn(x,y,t)
− φt
n(x,y,t)
dx
dx
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.

(2.54)

Additional modifications to Equation 2.54 are accomplished by taking the
derivative of the quasi-Fermi potential for the electron concentration:

n(x,y,t) = NA e

ψ(x,y,t) −2φf −vCS(x,t)
φt

.

(2.55)

The resulting equation is:

dn(x,y,t)
1
=
dx
φt



dψ(x,y,t) dvCS(x,t)
−
dx
dx


.

(2.56)

Plugging Equation 2.56 into Equation 2.54 produces:

In(x,y,t) = −W qµn n(x,y,t)

dvCS(x,t)
dx

(2.57)

If all of the inversion layer charge is assumed to exist in a thin layer at the
oxide-substrate interface, the inversion layer charge per unit area can be estimated
0
= qn(x,y,t) . Plugging this equality into Equation 2.57 produces:
to be qI(x,t)

0
In(x,0,t) = −W µn qI(x,t)

dvCS(x,t)
dx

(2.58)

where an equation for the inversion layer charge per unit area can be derived
by algebraically combining Equation 2.26 and Equation 2.27 to produce:

0
0
= −Cox
qI(x,t)

vGS(t) − VF B − ψS(x,t) +

0
qB(x,t)
0
Cox

!
.

(2.59)

Assuming the device is operating in strong inversion reduces Equation 2.59 to:
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0
0
vGC(t) − VT .
= −Cox
qI(x,t)

(2.60)

Transitioning the gate voltage reference in Equation 2.60 from the channel to
the source using vGC(x,t) = vGS(t) − vCS(x,t) results in:


0
0
vGS(t) − vCS(x,t) − VT .
= −Cox
qI(x,t)

(2.61)

Plugging Equation 2.61 into Equation 2.58 produces:

0
In(x,t) = µn Cox
W vGS(t) − vCS(x,t) − VT

 dvCS(x,t)
.
dx

(2.62)

Converting Equation 2.62 into integral form produces:

Z

L

In(x,t) dx =

0
µn Cox
W

0

Z

vDS(t)


vGS(t) − vCS(x,t) − VT dvCS(x,t) .

(2.63)

0

Assuming steady state conditions where the current is constant with respect to
the x-position and solving the integral produces the well know drain current equation:

IDSn(t)

0


W 
µn Cox
2
2 vGS(t) − VT vDS(t) − vDS(t)
.
=
2 L

(2.64)

Equation 2.64 only applies to the linear region of operation were vDS(t) <

vGS(t) − VT . The equation that is applicable for a device operating in saturation,
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were vDS(t) ≥ vGS(t) − VT , is derived by setting vDS(t) = vGS(t) − VT in Equation 2.64. This results in:

IDSn(t) =

0
2
W
µn Cox
vGS(t) − VT .
2 L

(2.65)

Although Equation 2.64 and Equation 2.65 are not consider physically accurate
enough for device modeling, they do provide insight into how the device current should
trend as doping concentration, dimensions and terminal voltages change. Also, the
steady state currents for a dual-gate device using these simplistic equations can be
roughly estimated by multiplying Equation 2.64 and Equation 2.65 by two. This
accounts for the two gates and associated inversion regions.

2.5.3

Short Channel Effects
The short channel effects known as channel length modulation, velocity satu-

ration and charge sharing were introduced in the previous chapter. This section will
provide additional details pertaining to how the simple current equations from the
previous section are modified to account for these phenomena.
From a physical perspective, experimental data shows slight increases in the
steady state current with respect to increases in the drain voltage when the device is
operating in saturation. This is due to perceived channel length changes (or modulation) attributed to charge balance within the system being maintained in reaction
to drain terminal voltage induced depletion region charge variations [31]. Simplis-
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tic semi-empirical models account for this by adding a channel length parameter to
Equation 2.65. The resulting equation is:

IDSn(t) =

0
2

W
µn Cox
vGS(t) − VT
1 + λvDS(t) .
2 L

(2.66)

where λ << 1 [31].
Other compact models use improved methods to determine the perceived reduction in channel length based on electrostatic principles [7] [8] [9]. Figure 2.11,
Equation 2.67 and Equation 2.68 provide an example of one such method where:

E(x) − E(x1)

Z

1
=
s

x

ρ(x) dx

(2.67)

E(x) dx.

(2.68)

x1

and

Z

x

v(x) − v(x1) = −
x1

The resulting equation for ∆L is:

r
∆L =

2s
qNA

"s

0
s VDS

2qNA L

s


0
+ vDS(t) − VDS
−

0
s VDS

2qNA L

#
(2.69)

0
where VDS
is the saturation voltage [33].

Although this method is physical in nature, it still represents a one-dimensional
estimate for a two-dimensional problem. This aspect is one reason supporting the twodimension method used in this work where the channel length modulation effect is
intrinsically included.
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Figure 2.11: Channel region showing channel length modulation.

Unlike saturation due to channel charge conditions, velocity saturation is a
limitation on carrier velocity. A physics substantiated equation for this phenomenon
does not exist and modelers must resort to semi-empirical methods. The derivation
of an equation for modeling purposes begins by defining several known characteristics
[10]. These include:

1. Carrier velocities are a function of an electric field.
2. At electric field values greater than a defined critical value, the carrier velocity
saturates.
3. At electric field values less than a defined critical value, the carrier velocities
are proportional to the electric field multiplied by the mobility term.
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Using these characteristics and defining Ecr as the critical electric field, the
carrier velocity v(x,y,t) can be estimated by:

v(x,y,t) ≈ µn E(x,y,t)

if

E(x,y,t) << Ecr

(2.70)

and

v(x,y,t) ≈ vsat

if

E(x,y,t) >> Ecr .

(2.71)

Typical values for the saturated carrier velocity (vsat ) at room temperature
is 8x106 cm/s for electron and 7x106 cm/s for holes. The corresponding critical
electric fields for electrons and holes are 1x104 V/cm for electron and 3x104 V/cm
respectively [10] [34].
Using a semi-empirical equation that degrades the mobility parameter based
on the lateral electric field is the predominant method for including the velocity
saturation effect into models [10] [34] [35]. This equation has the form:

µef f = "
1+

µn


|Ex(x,y,t) |

B # B1

(2.72)

Ecr

where Ex(x,y,t) is the lateral electric field and B is a fitting parameter. Further
simplification is accomplished by linearly approximating the lateral electric field as:

Ex(x,y,t) = −
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vDS(t)
.
L

(2.73)

Plugging Equation 2.73 into Equation 2.72 produces:

µn

µef f = "


1+

|vDS(t) |

B # B1

.

(2.74)

Ecr L

Applying Equation 2.74 to the current equations results in:

IDSn(including

velocity saturation)

=

IDSn(not
"

including velocity saturation)

1+



|vDS(t) |

B # B1

.

(2.75)

Ecr L

Using this linear approximation for the lateral electric field is the primary
deficiency with this method. The actual lateral electric field, as presented by [10], exponentially increases at channel positions near the drain. To alleviate this deficiency,
the developed model presented in Chapter 4 of this work includes a modified version
of Equation 2.72 that uses the localized electric field.
Charge sharing is the final predominant short channel effect introduced in this
chapter. Referencing the discussion in Chapter 1, a reversed biased condition of the
drain (or source) PN-junction supports the depletion region charge [7] [8] [9] [10].
The impact to the current equation is a perceived reduction in the threshold voltage.
Figure 2.12 conceptually depicts this depletion region in a device where the shared
regions supported by the gate and source/drain terminals are identified.
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Figure 2.12: Channel region showing approximate depletion regions attributed to
the gate, drain and source.

The lengthy derivation used to model the charge sharing impact on the device
threshold voltage can be found in [7] [8] [9] [33]. The presented method introduces a
reducing parameter (α) that is added to the threshold voltage equation. This parameter is calculated by assuming the gate supported depletion region has a trapezoidal
shape and represents the dimensional ratio of the depletion region charge with and
without short channel effects. The revised version of Equation 2.51 has the form:
√
2qs NA p
VT = VF B + ψo + α
ψo
0
Cox

(2.76)

where α ≤ 1. By inspection, shorter channel lengths reduce the threshold
voltage which results in steady state current increases.
In summary, all the topics covered in this chapter are simplistic and intended
to show the connection between the commonly used equations that are arrived at
by making numerous assumptions and approximations to the first principle physical
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equations. Although not expected to produce accurate results, these equations and
concepts provide valuable insight into expected result trends as model input parameters are modified. For this work, these established modeling methods and result
trends will be used as a verification tool for the newly developed model.
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CHAPTER 3

DEFICIENCIES IN ESTABLISHED MODELS

3.1

Model Categories

Transistor device modeling includes categories that span post-fabrication semiempirical curve-fitting to pre-fabrication physics-based techniques [7] [8] [9] [36] [37]
[38] [39] [40] [41]. Each technique has advantages tailored to specific use cases but also
contain inherent deficiencies. The focus of this work is to establish a new technique
that implements quintic splines for the purpose of creating a pre-fabrication physics
based model with characteristics of the low fidelity compact model and the high
fidelity finite difference/element models while addressing discovered deficiencies. The
following sections of this chapter introduce several of the prevailing techniques used
in dual-gate modeling and highlights associated deficiencies.

3.2

Post-Fabrication Semi-Empirical Modeling Technique

Although the post-fabrication semi-empirical curve-fit models, such as the
Berkeley Short-channel IGFET Model (BSIM) [36], are not considered a comparable
model, it is important to understand their purpose, use cases and implementation
strategy. This category of model, and similar variations, rely less on physics based
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equations and more on curve fitting parameters. The fitting parameters are derived
from parameter extraction methods that entail stimulating an actual device and measuring results [42]. The advantages of this technique include accurate simulation
results, efficient software execution times and ability to simulate large circuits. The
primary disadvantage is the requirement to complete the expensive fabrication process
prior to determining if the device meets the desired performance criteria, performing
parameter extraction testing and creating the model. As a point of reference, the
high fidelity models in this category contain several hundred fitting parameters [43].
As a result, these models are unable to provide accurate predictive pre-fabrication
device performance information without a supporting method to generate the required fitting parameters. Also worth noting, in addition to the parameter extraction
methods used on actual devices, multidimensional physical device models like the one
presented in this work have the potential to provide an alternate avenue to attain
these parameters [44].

3.3

Compact Modeling Techniques

A majority of the dual-gate models identified during the literature review
process are classified as compact models and can be traced back to the initial work
performed by Taur and Ortiz [23] [25] [45] [46] [47]. Similar to most compact models,
the gradual channel approximation is used to transition the domain to one dimension.
Additionally, these identified models assume the device is symmetric and the substrate
is fabricated using un-doped or lightly doped silicon material. This allows model
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developers to reduce Poissons equation to a solvable form. The obvious deficiencies
with this method are:

1. Due to foundry tolerances and capabilities, real devices are not perfectly symmetric and can have variances in the thicknesses of the oxide material. These
variances can be between the individual gates and along the length of each individual gate. Published data indicates these tolerance variations can be as high
as 30% [48].
2. The applied gate voltages can vary slightly due to the individual gate path
delays and impedance differences [49].
3. Models based on the un-doped substrate material assumption have a limited
region of validity that degrades if a dopant material is introduced [48].
4. Compact modeling is one-dimensional and requires approximations and numerous fitting parameters to incorporate two-dimensional short channel effects [45].
5. The identified models generate results by solving a simplified version of Poisson’s
equation. Excluding the current density and continuity equations prevent these
techniques from determining Non-Quasi Static behavior.

The following sections provide details pertaining to two of the prominent techniques used by modelers in the development of these compact models where the desired results are equations relating the surface potential and carrier concentration.
These surface equations are then used to calculate the steady state current for the
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Figure 3.1: Cross-sectional view of a dual-gate MOSFET structure.

device. Lastly, because of the assumed device dimensional and gate voltage symmetry, the coordinate system origin used by these model developers is located at the
mid-point between the two gates as depicted in Figure 3.1 [18].

3.3.1

Quasi-Fermi Potential Based Model
Work presented by Taur [25] uses a form of Poissons equation based on the

quasi-fermi potential for electron concentration. The derivation starts with the intact
version of Poissons equation.


∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t) ∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t)
q
+
=−
p(x,y,y) − n(x,y,t) + ND − NA .
2
2
∂x
∂y
s

(3.1)

Using the coordinate system identified in Figure 3.1, the gradual channel approximation states that:
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∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t)
∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t)
<<
.
∂y 2
∂x2

(3.2)

Applying this approximation reduces Equation 3.1 to:


∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t)
q
p
−
n
+
N
−
N
.
=
−
D
A
(x,y,y)
(x,y,t)
∂x2
s

(3.3)

Assuming un-doped substrate material as well as steady state analysis and
minimal communication between the hole carrier concentration (p(x,y,t) ) and changes
in electric field reduces Equation 3.3 to:

∂ 2 ψ(x,y)
q
= n(x,y) .
2
∂x
s

(3.4)

Using the Maxwell−Boltzmann approximation, the electron concentration as
a function of the quasi-Fermi potential (VCS(y) ) is:

n(x,y) = NA e

ψ(x,y) −2φf p −VCS(y)
φt

.

(3.5)

If un-doped substrate material is assumed, φf p = 0V and Equation 3.5 reduces
to:

ψ(x,y) −VCS(y)

n(x,y) = ni e

φt

.

Plugging Equation 3.6 into Equation 3.4 produces:
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(3.6)

ψ(x,y) −VCS(y)
∂ 2 ψ(x,y)
q
φt
n
e
=
.
i
∂x2
s

(3.7)

As presented in Chapter 2, due to device symmetry the electrostatic potential
at the midpoint between the two gates is defined as ψC(y) and the associated electric
field is:

∂ψC(y)
= 0.
∂x

(3.8)

Integrating Equation 3.7 with these boundary conditions produce:

dψ(x,y)
=
dx

s

2qφt ni
s


 ψ −V
ψC(y) −VCS(t)
(x,y)
CS(y)
φ
φ
y
t
−e
.
e

(3.9)

Integrating a second time produces:





ψ(x,y) = ψC(y) − 2φt ln cos e

ψC(y) −VCS(y)
2φt

r

qni
x
2φt s


.

(3.10)

The derivation continues by using Gauss’s law to estimate the electric field
at the oxide-semiconductor boundary. This results in an equation for the surface
boundary condition with the form:


dψ(x,y)
C0 
|x= tsi = ox VGS − VF B − ψ(x,y) |x= tsi .
2
2
dx
s

(3.11)

An equation for determining the surface potential is created by plugging Equation 3.9 into Equation 3.11. The resulting equation is:
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VGS − VF B

√
−VCS(y)
ψ t
2 ,y)
2qφt s ( si
2φt
= ψ( tsi ,y) +
e
0
2
Cox

r
1−e

ψC(y) −ψ t
( si
2 ,y)
2φt

.

(3.12)

Following the derivation in [25], the parameter β is introduced to convert
Equation 3.10 into the form:



ψ(x,y)

tsi
= VCS(y) − 2φt ln
2β

r

qni
cos
2s φt



2β
x
tsi


(3.13)

where

tsi
β=
2

r

−VCS(y)
qni ψC(y)2φ
t
e
.
2s φt

(3.14)

Plugging Equation 3.13 into Equation 3.11 produces:

0
2φt Cox



VGS − VF B − VCS(y)
− ln
2φt

 
 r


1
tsi
qni
+ ln
+ ln (cos (β)) =
β
2 2s φt
dψ(x,y)
tsi . (3.15)
±s
|
dx x=± 2

Taking the derivative of Equation 3.13 with respect to x produces an equation
for the derivative in Equation 3.15. This results in the equation:

dψ(x,y)
2
|x= tsi = 2φt (β tan (β)) .
2
dx
tsi
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(3.16)

Combining Equation 3.15 and Equation 3.16 produces an equation which relates the quasi-Fermi potential to the β parameter. This equation has the form:

VGS − VF B − VCS(y)
− ln
2φt
ln (β) − ln (cos (β)) +

2
tsi

s

2s φt
qni

!
=

2s
(β tan (β)) .
0 t
Cox
si

(3.17)

The β parameter in Equation 3.17 can now be determined for a given quasiFermi potential using a root finding numerical method such as bisection. A value for
electrostatic potential at the midpoint (ψC(y) ) can also be determined by combining
Equation 3.14 and Equation 3.17.
Likewise, an equation for determining the carrier concentration at the surface
can be derived by integrating Equation 3.4. The resulting equation is:

0
qI(y)
= 2s

dψ(x,y)
| tsi .
dx x= 2

(3.18)

Plugging Equation 3.18 into Equation 3.16 produces:

0
qI(y)
= 8φt

s
(β tan (β)) .
tsi

(3.19)

Equation 3.17 and Equation 3.19 can now be used with Equation 2.58 to
produce an equation for the steady state current using the derivation presented in [25].
This equation has the from:
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IDSn(t) = µn


W 4s
(2φt )2 g(βs) − g(βd )
L tsi

(3.20)

where

gβ(s,d)

2
βs,d
stox 2
= βs,d tanβs,d −
+
βs,d tan2βs,d .
2
ox tsi

In addition to the deficiencies already identified, further deficiencies for this
method include:

1. Does not determine the effect of carrier velocity on mobility.
2. Does not consider mobility to be a function of electric field and position in the
substrate material.
3. Does not account for majority and minority carrier concentrations.

Subsequent published work provides an improved effective mobility degradation model based on post-fabrication measurements and empirical parameters [21].
This equation has the form:

1
µef f

1

=
µC
o



1+

Eef f
EcC

1

v C +

(3.21)

µP
o

1+

Eef f
P
Ec

v P

where the nFET emperical parameters are:
2
C
C
µC
= 1.4, µP0 = 755cm2 /V s, EcP =
0 = 2134cm /V s, Ec = 65KV /cm, v

460KV /cm, and v P = 1.2.
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Although improved, this method for determining mobility still appears to rely
on a linearly approximated lateral electric field (Eef f ).

3.3.2

Carrier Concentration Based Model
Like Taur, the method presented in work by He [24] uses the gradual channel

approximation and un-doped substrate assumptions. Because of this, Equation 3.22
and Equation 3.23 were derived using the same method and assumptions presented
in the previous section. Repeated for completeness, these equations have the forms:

∂ 2 ψ(x,y)
q
=
n(x,y)
∂x2
s

(3.22)

and

ψ(x,y) −VCS(y)

n(x,y) = ni e

φt

.

(3.23)

If the quasi-fermi potential is assumed to be constant with respect to position
x and the device is assumed to be symmetric, the equation for electron concentration
at the midpoint between the two gates is:

nC(y) = ni e

ψC(y) −VCS(y)
φt

.

(3.24)

Differentiating Equation 3.23 with respect to x produces:

dn(x,y)
dψ(x,y) n(x,y)
=
.
dx
dx
φt
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(3.25)

Rearranging Equation 3.25 and differentiating with respect to x produces:

dψ(x,y)
dn(x,y) φt
=
dx
dx n(x,y)

(3.26)

and

d2 ψ(x,y)
φt d2 n(x,y)
φt
=
− 2
2
2
dx
n(x,y) dx
n(x,y)



dn(x,y)
dx

2
.

(3.27)

Substituting Equation 3.27 into Equation 3.22 produces:

d2 n(x,y)
1
=
2
dx
n(x,y)



dn(x,y)
dx

2

2

q n(x,y)
.
+
s φt

(3.28)

This differential equation can be solved using the boundary condition n(x,y) =
nC(y) at x = 0. The result is:

n(x,y) =
cos2

nC(y)
hq

qnC(y)
x
2s φt

i.

(3.29)

Substituting Equation 3.29 into Equation 3.22 and integrating from x = 0 to
the surface (x =

tsi
)
2

under the valid assumption that the electric field at the midpoint

of a symmetric device is zero produces:

ψ( tsi ,y) − ψC(y)
2


r

qnC(y)
−2
= φt ln cos
x .
2s φt

(3.30)

Solving for ψC(y) in Equation 3.24 and inserting the resulting equation into
Equation 3.30 produces the surface potential expression:
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ψ( tsi ,y)
2

nC(y)
cos−2
= VCS(y) + φt ln
ni

r

qnC(y)
x
2s φt


.

(3.31)

The inversion layer charge per unit area can now be obtained using Equation 3.29 and the integral:

0
qI(y)

Z
= −2q

tsi
2

Z
n(x,y) dx = −2qnC(y)

0

tsi
2

2

r

sec
0


qnC(y)
x dx.
2s φt

(3.32)

The resulting equation for the inversion layer charge per unit area is:

0
qI(y)

r

q
qnC(y) tsi
= −2 2s nC(y) qφt tan
.
2s φt 2

(3.33)

As in the previous section, the resulting steady state drain current can now
be calculated using:

0
IDS = µn W φt qI(y)

dVCS(y)
.
dy

(3.34)

Although this derivation varies slightly from the method presented by Taur [25]
in the previous section, identical deficiencies still remain.

3.4

Pre-Fabrication Multidimensional Mesh Based Modeling Techniques

In the pre-fabrication multidimensional mesh based predictive model category,
a review of previously published material revealed several numerical techniques for
solving the differential equations that appear common throughout the community [26]
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[27] [28] [29] [30] [37]. These techniques include finite difference and finite element.
The following paragraphs provide details on these methods which are considered to
be current state of the art industry standards. The discovered deficiencies will also
be discussed.

3.4.1

Finite Difference
The well established finite difference modeling technique centers around ap-

proximating the partial derivatives in the differential equations with difference equations [26] [27] [28] [29] [30]. The primary method for creating these first and second
derivative difference equations is a Taylor series where the end points are defined by
subdividing the modeled area into a grid (or mesh) as depicted in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: MOSFET device with conceptual mesh grid overlay.

The associated difference equations for approximating the derivative with respect to x typically have the forms:
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df(x,y)
f(x+∆x,y) − f(x−∆x,y)
=
dx
2∆x

(3.35)

d2 f(x,y)
f(x+∆x,y) − f(x,y) + f(x−∆x,y)
=
dx2
(∆x)2

(3.36)

and

where the derivatives with respect to y have a comparable form. Similar
variations to Equation 3.35 and Equation 3.36 also exist and are valid difference
equation forms. These include forward difference, backward difference, midpoint
method and Lagrange polynomial derived equations.
Finite difference also provides an efficient method for incorporating boundary conditions. The ”ghost” node method for Neumann boundary conditions is an
example [50]. Using the boundary condition given in Equation 3.11 as an example,
Equation 3.35 and the following derivation can be used to determine f(x−∆x,y) . The
derivation starts with the equality:

dψ( tsi ,y,t)
2

dx

=

 ψ
0 
Cox
(x+∆x,y,t) − ψ(x−∆x,y,t)
vGS(t) − VF B − ψ(x,y,t) |x= tsi =
.
2
s
2∆x

(3.37)

Solving Equation 3.37 for ψ(x−∆x,y,t) produces:

ψ(x−∆x,y,t) = ψ(x+∆x,y,t) − 2∆x


0 
Cox
vGS(t) − VF B − ψ(x,y,t) |x= tsi .
2
s
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(3.38)

Equation 3.38 can now be used in Equation 3.36 to arrive at the difference
equation for a second derivative that includes the oxide-substrate interface boundary
condition.
The primary advantages of this technique are the ability to include all five driftdiffusion differential equations, support for multidimensional modeling and ability to
handle asymmetric device structures. The primary disadvantage is the requirements
for a tight mesh spacing to accurately predict the exponential behavior of the carrier concentration near the oxide-substrate interface using linear difference equations.
With accuracy proportional to the number of mesh nodes, typical models require
several hundred to several thousand [30]. Additional deficiencies for this method
include:

1. At the individual mesh nodes this method insures continuity for the dependent
variables but discontinuities can exist for the first and second derivatives due
to the linear nature of the approximation.
2. A tight mesh with a high node count can significantly increase the execution
time due to the increased number of equations that must be simultaneously
solved using iterative solving techniques.
3. The integrals required to determine the carrier charge and terminal currents are
limited to trapezoidal integration or similar numerical integration techniques.
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3.4.2

Finite Element
The current industry standard is based on finite element techniques which, like

finite difference, requires the simulation domain to be partitioned [37]. For the twodimensional finite element method these partitioned elements are typically triangular.
The information found in [30] and [51] contains details pertaining to this method and
will be used to provide a summary. For relevance, the following summary will focus
on applying this technique to Poisson’s equation where:

∇2 ψ(x,y,t) = −f(x,y,t) .

(3.39)

In general terms, this technique centers around determining the solution to an
a
) that estimates the exact solution (ψ(x,y,t) ) in each
approximating function (ψ(x,y,t)

of the partition elements where external conditions and contributions from other
elements have no impact. Under these conditions, the approximating solution is
simply the sum of the entire population of partial solutions. The resulting equation
for the approximating solution is:

ψ(x,y,t) ≈

a
ψ(x,y,t)

=

n
X

a
ψj(x,y,t)

(3.40)

j=1

where j indicates the index of the partial solution element.
Typical forms of these partial solutions are polynomial in order to reduce
algebraic and computational complexity. Figure 3.3 is standard for MOSFET finite
element modeling and the associated shape equation has the form:
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Figure 3.3: One partition element of a finite element simulation domain.

a
ψj(x,y,t)
= a(j,0,t) + a(j,1,t) x + a(j,2,t) y.

(3.41)

a
a
a
represent the mesh nodes definand ψj(x
, ψj(x
In Figure 3.3, ψj(x
1 ,y2 ,t)
2 ,y1 ,t)
1 ,y1 ,t)

ing a single finite element. The values for the coefficients (a(j,0,t) , a(j,1,t) and a(j,2,t) )
in Equation 3.41 are easily determined to be:

a(j,0,t) =

a
ψ(x
1 ,y1 ,t)

−

a
a
ψ(x
− ψ(x
2 ,y1 ,t)
1 ,y1 ,t)

a(j,1,t) =

x2 − x1

−

a
a
ψ(x
− ψ(x
1 ,y2 ,t)
1 ,y1 ,t)

a
a
ψ(x
− ψ(x
2 ,y1 ,t)
1 ,y1 ,t)

x2 − x1

and
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y2 − y1

,

(3.42)

(3.43)

a(j,2,t) =

a
a
ψ(x
− ψ(x
1 ,y2 ,t)
1 ,y1 ,t)

y2 − y1

.

(3.44)

Although Equation 3.41 is the standard for two-dimensional semiconductor
modeling, other polynomial functions could theoretically be used if they meet the
following criteria:
• Give equal preference to the x- and y-directions.
• Should be geometrically invariant (Pascal’s triangle [52]).
• Must be continuous within the bounds of the element.
• Should be continuous at transition points between adjacent elements.
The summary continues by combining Equation 3.40 and Equation 3.41 to
produce the approximating function:

ψ(x,y,t) ≈

a
ψ(x,y,t)

=

j=1
X

a(j,0,t) + a(j,1,t) x + a(j,2,t) y.

(3.45)

n

Equation 3.39 is then multiplied by an arbitrary fuction Θ(x,y) such that:

Θ(x,y,t) ∇2 ψ(x,y,t) = −Θ(x,y,t) f(x,y,t) .

(3.46)

Integrating Equation 3.46 over the domain produces the following weak form
of the differential equation:

Z

Z

2

Θ(x,y,t) ∇ ψ(x,y,t) = −
D

Θ(x,y,t) f(x,y,t) .
D
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(3.47)

Similar to integration by parts, Green’s theorem is then used on the left hand
side of Equation 3.47. If u = Θ(x,y,t) and dv = ∇2 ψ(x,y,t) , the resulting equality is:

Z

2

Z

Θ(x,y,t) ∇ ψ(x,y,t) =
D

Z
Θ(x,y,t) ∇ψ(x,y,t) −

∂D

∇Θ(x,y,t) · ∇ψ(x,y,t)

(3.48)

D

where ∂D indicates the integral is with respect to the domain boundary. This
method is sometime called the ”method of weighted residuals” where the Θ components are the weight functions [53].
Plugging Equation 3.48 into Equation 3.47 produces the equation:

Z

Z
∇Θ(x,y,t) · ∇ψ(x,y,t) =

D

Z
Θ(x,y,t) ∇ψ(x,y,t) .

Θ(x,y,t) f(x,y,t) +
D

(3.49)

∂D

Although Θ(x,y,t) can be an arbitrary function, the reference material follows
the Galerkin method [54] where Θ(x,y,t) is defined to be the shape function of Equation 3.41. Equation 3.40 and Equation 3.41 can also be used to arrive at equations
for the gradient terms in Equation 3.49. The resulting gradient terms are:

a
∇ψ(x,y,t)
= ∇Θa(x,y,t) = a(j,1,t) x̂ + a(j,2,t) ŷ.

(3.50)

Plugging Equation 3.40 and Equation 3.50 into Equation 3.49 results in the
following system of equations matrix:
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AΨ = F.

(3.51)

where A is the matrix of coefficients factored out of the right hand side of
Equation 3.49, Ψ is the integral terms of the right hand side of Equation 3.49 after factoring out he coefficients, and F is the left hand side of Equation 3.49 that
encompasses the functional integral and the boundary conditions.
Equation 3.51 is then converted to a solvable form using the equations:

ΨT A = F

(3.52)

A = (ΨT )−1 F.

(3.53)

and

As with finite difference, a significant number of mesh nodes are required to
accurately predict dependent variables that change exponentially, such as the carrier
concentrations near the oxide substrate interface, due to the linear nature of the
shape equation. Because of this, execution efficiency and discontinuities at the mesh
nodes are concerns with this technique. Lastly, the commercial product literature
advertises the inclusion of short channel effects and gate leakage current without
detailed supporting documentation on the methodology [37] [55].
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3.5

Additional Modeling Technique

Work presented in [56] attempted to include short channel effects and account
for doping concentrations different from the intrinsic case by modifying the methodologies presented in [57] that were developed for Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) device
structures. As before, the derivation starts with the intact version of Poissons equation with the form:


d2 ψ(x,y,t) d2 ψ(x,y,t)
q
p(x,y,t) − n(x,y,t) + ND − NA .
+
=−
2
2
dx
dy
s

(3.54)

Assuming steady state analysis and the carrier concentrations are not affected
by changes in the electric field reduces Poissons equation to:

d2 ψ(x,y) d2 ψ(x,y,t)
q
+
= NA .
2
2
dx
dy
s

(3.55)

As in [57], the electrostatic potential is assumed to be a parabolic function
between the two gates. The given approximating equation is:

ψ(x,y) = c0(y) + c1(y) x + c2(y) x2 .

(3.56)

As in [25], Gauss’s law can be used to estimate the electric field at each of the
gates. These equations are:


dψ(x,y)
C0
|x=0 = ox VGS − ψ(x,y) |x=0 − VF B
dx
s
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(3.57)

and


dψ(x,y)
C0
|x=tsi = − ox VGS − ψ(x,y) |x=tsi − VF B .
dx
s

(3.58)

The derivation presented in [56] continues by assuming the device is dimensionally symmetric. Under this assumption, the electrostatic potential at the oxidesubstrate interfaces of each gate are equivalent. This results in the surface potential
equality:

ψ(x,y) |x=0 = ψ(x,y) |x=tsi = ψS(y) .

(3.59)

Equation 3.56 through Equation 3.59 are now combined to arrive at an equation for the two-dimensional electrostatic potential profile. This equation has the
form:

ψ(x,y) = ψS(y) +

0
0


1 Cox
Cox
VGS − ψS(y) − VF B y −
VGS − ψS(y) − VF B y 2 . (3.60)
s
tsi s

Equation 3.60 is then used to calculate the steady state current using a similar
process to the ones already presented in this chapter. Although this method attempts
to incorporate some rudimentary two-dimensional analysis, the identified deficiencies
with this method are:

1. Only valid for steady state analysis.
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2. The simplified version of Poisson’s equation does not accurately account for
interaction of electron and hole concentrations in response to changes in the
lateral and longitudinal electric fields.
3. The derivation uses the symmetric device assumption and is not valid for oxide
thickness and gate voltage disparities.

3.6

Frequency Analysis

In addition to steady state and transient device modeling is frequency response
modeling. In general, the intent of frequency response modeling is to determine how
fast a device or circuit can operate where the typical results metrics include magnitude and phase plots. This section will introduce two representative modeling methods used throughout the MOSFET modeling community and highlight the derivation
characteristics that have the potential to introduce result accuracy issues and region
of validity limitations. Each of these methods are based on a small-signal representation of the semiconductor device where the time dependant device characteristics
are represented by passive components and voltage controlled current sources. Subsequent chapters in this work will introduce how the developed quintic spline method
can be used to improve this type of modeling.
The first representative frequency model and associated example derivation
can be found in [10] and [58]. The derivation starts with the small-signal equivalent
circuit depicted in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Small-signal equivalent circuit.

An equation for the transconductance (gm ) is determined using the following
generic partial derivative.

gm =

∂IDS
|V ,V .
∂VGS BS DS

(3.61)

The derivation continues by inserting the appropriate equation for IDS into
Equation 3.61. For demonstration purposes, the well-know drain current equation for
a device in saturation will be used. The resulting small-signal gate transconductance
is:

gm =

0
µn Cox
W
2
L

(VGS − VT )2 (1 + λVDS )
2IDS
=
.
∂VGS
VGS − VT

(3.62)

Alternatively, arriving at the appropriate equation for gm when the device is
operating in the other regions of operation is accomplished by inserting the appropriate equation for IDS .
An equation for substrate transconductance (gmb ) is derived using a similar
process based on the equation:
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gmb =

∂IDS
|V ,V .
∂VBS GS DS

(3.63)

Knowing the threshold voltage (VT ) is a function of the voltage VBS , Equation 3.63 can be modified into the form:

gmb =

∂IDS ∂VT
.
∂VT ∂VBS

(3.64)

Using the same equation for IDS and the threshold voltage equation found in
Equation 2.51 results in an equation for gmb after performing the partial derivative
with the form:

gmb

2IDS
=
VGS − VT

√
√
1
gm
2qs NA
2qs NA
p
p
=
.
0
0
2Cox
2Cox
2φf − VBS
2φf − VBS

(3.65)

An identical technique is used to find the equation for rds . It has the form:

∂IDS
1
= gds =
|V ,V .
rds
∂VDS BS GS

(3.66)

Plugging the n-channel saturated MOSFET current equation into Equation 3.66
produces:

0
1
µn Cox
W
= gds = λ
(VGS − VT )2 .
rds
2 L
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(3.67)

Figure 3.5: N-channel MOSFET cross sections showing the gate overlap regions and
the non-saturated (a) and saturated (b) inversion region.

Numerous methods can be used to determine the capacitance values. The simplest and least accurate method estimates these capacitance values based on knowledge of the inverted channel region and the region where the gate overlaps the source
and drain. Figure 3.5 is provided to aid in this derivation.
The non-saturated regions depicted in Figure 3.5a clearly shows a capacitive
and conductive path between the gate and source as well as the gate and the drain.
Using simple parallel plate capacitance theory the resulting equation for the capacitance is:

1 0
0
W L + Cox
W LOL
CGS = CGD = Cox
2

(3.68)

where LOL is the overlap length.
In the saturated case where the conductive region to the drain does not exist,
the comparable equations are:

2 0
0
CGS = Cox
W L + Cox
W LOL
3
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(3.69)

and

CDS = 0.

(3.70)

In slightly more advanced models these capacitance values are determined
using the charge dependant differential equations:

∂qG
|V ,V ,V
∂Vs g d b

(3.71)

∂qG
|V ,V ,V .
∂Vd g s b

(3.72)

Cgs = −

and

Cgd = −

The full derivations can be found in [10] where the charge term is:

qG = − (qC + qO ) .

(3.73)

Finding the equation for qG starts with the steady state version for current
(Equation 2.58) where:

IDSn = −W µn qI0

dVCB
dx

(3.74)

and the equation for the total inversion layer charge (qI ) is given by:

Z
qI = W
0
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L

qI0 dx.

(3.75)

Solving for the dx term in Equation 3.74 and plugging the results into Equation 3.75 produces:

µn W 2
qI = −
IDSn

Z

VDS

qI02 dVCB .

(3.76)

VSB

Likewise, the equation for (qB ) is found using analogous equations for Equation 3.75 and Equation 3.76. The resulting equation is:

µn W 2
qB = −
IDSn

VDS

Z

qB0 qI0 dVCB .

(3.77)

VSB

The resulting charge equations provided in [10] for qI and qB are:

0
qI = −W LCox
(VGS − VT )

2 1 + η + η2
3 1+η

(3.78)

and

qB =

0
−W LCox





p
α−1
2 1 + η + η2
(VGS − Vt ) 1 −
λ φo + VBS +
α
3 1+η

where

η=





1 −

VDS
0
VDS




0

0
VDS
=

0
for VDS ≤ VDS
0
for VDS > VDS
,

VGS − Vt
,
α
76

(3.79)

0
(1 − η 2 )
IDS = IDS

and

0
IDS
=

2
W
0 (VGS − Vt )
µn Cox
.
L
2α

The α term in the previous equations is a semi-empirical expression used to
0
0
estimate the functional value of −qB(V
/Cox
with respect to the channel potential
CB )

VCB and has several interpretations. The most common is α = 1. In this case, the
saturation current equation reduces to the familiar form:

0
IDS
=

2
W
0 (VGS − Vt )
µn Cox
.
L
2

For the capacitance equation derivations presented in [10], the equation for
the α term is considered a constant and has the form:

γ
.
α= √
2 φo + VSB
Equation 3.73, Equation 3.78 and Equation 3.79 can now be combined to
produce an equation for the gate charge qG . This equation has the form:

qG =

0
W LCox



VGS − Vt
α




p
2 1 + η + η2
α−1+
+ γ φo + VSB − qo .
3 1+η
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(3.80)

Plugging Equation 3.80 into Equation 3.71 and Equation 3.72 produces the
required capacitance equations that are functions of channel charge conditions. These
equations have the forms:

Cgs = Cox

2 1 + 2η
3 (1 + η)2

(3.81)

Cgd = Cox

2 η 2 + 2η
.
3 (1 + η)2

(3.82)

and

Also note that the equations for Cgs and Cgd reduce to Equation 3.68, Equation 3.69 and Equation 3.70 as the drain to source voltage (VDS ) is biased at levels
greater than and less than the saturation point. Also, the numerous deficiencies associated with this method include use of the gradual channel approximation, assuming
strong inversion, fixed mobility term and single threshold voltage term. Finally, using
these capacitance equations, the following example will demonstrate how the smallsignal model provides frequency response information.
Given the common-source amplifier depicted in Figure 3.6 and associated
small-signal model depicted in Figure 3.7, a system of nodal analysis equations can
be generated.
These equations have the forms:


vgs


vs
1
+ SCgs + SCgd −
− vout SCgd = 0
RS
RS
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(3.83)

Figure 3.6: Schematic representation of a common-source amplifier.

Figure 3.7: Small-signal model for the common-source amplifier.
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and


vout

1
0
RL + SCgd


− vgs SCgd + gm vgs = 0

(3.84)

where RL0 = rds ||RL .
Solving these equations in terms of vout /vs produces:

C

AV (S)

gd
1 − S gm
vout
0
= −gm RL
=
vs
1 + Sa + s2 b

(3.85)

where

a = RS [Cgs + Cgd (1 + gm RL0 )] + RL0 Cgd
and
b = Cgs Cgd RS RL0 .
The form of Equation 3.85 indicates the frequency response has one zero and
two poles. Also, the pertinent equation to determine the mid-point gain Amid and
zero/pole values for this circuit is:

AV (S)

1 + ωSz

= Amid 
1 + ωSp1
1+

S
ωp2

.

(3.86)

Converting Equation 3.85 into the form of Equation 3.86 results in mid-point
gain and break frequency equations:
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Amid = −gm RL0 ,

fz =

fp1 =

gm
,
2πCgd

1
2π[Cgs RS + Cgd (RS + gm RL0 RS + RL0 )]

(3.87)

(3.88)

(3.89)

and

fp1 =

Cgs RS + Cgd (RS + gm RL0 )RS + RL0
.
2πCgs Cgd RL0 RS

(3.90)

Lastly, rough estimates for the -3db gain and frequency can be determine by
dividing the midpoint gain by

√

2 and performing zero value time constant analysis

on the circuit in Figure 3.7. The resulting equations are:

Amid
A−3db = √
2

(3.91)

and

ω−3db =

1
1
=
τgs + τgd
Rgs Cgs + Rgd Cgd

where

Rgs = RS
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(3.92)

and

Rgd = RS + RL0 + gm RS RL0 .
Numerous deficiencies can be identified with this method. These include:

1. Capacitances such as CSG , CDG , CSB , CDB , CBS and CBD are not included.
2. The current equations at the core of the capacitance derivations are simplistic
and rely on the semi-empirical equation for α.
3. Short channel effects on mobility are not included.
4. The channel length modulation term is semi-empirical.

An improved technique used to develop frequency analysis models can be found
in [10] and uses what is referred to as y-parameters. These improvements include
Non-Quasi static equations and behaviour as well as a more physically accurate small
signal model as shown in Figure 3.8.
The derivation of the passive and active elements of the equivalent circuit
starts with the frequency dependant system of equations. These equations are:

Ii(x,ω) = −

0
∂
µW Cox
[UI(x) Ui(x,ω) ],
α ∂x

∂Ii(x,ω)
0
W Ui(x,ω) ,
= −jωCox
∂x
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(3.93)

(3.94)

Figure 3.8: Small-signal model for the common-source amplifier.

Ui(0,ω) = Vgs + (α − 1)Vbs ,

(3.95)

Ui(L,ω) = (Vgs − Vds ) + (α − 1)(Vbs − Vds ),

(3.96)
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Id(ω) = Ii(L,ω) ,

Ig(ω) =

0
jωCox
W

(3.97)



Z
1 L
α−1
(Vgs − Vbs ) +
L
Ui(x,ω) dx
α
α 0

(3.98)

and

Ib(ω) = jω(α −

0
1)Cox
W



1
1
L (Vbs − Vgs ) +
α
α

Z

L


Ui(x,ω) dx

(3.99)

0

where

γ
α=1+ √
.
2 φo + VSB
In this derivation it should be noted that upper and lower case variables and
subscripts have meeting. For example, vgs is the small signal component of the voltage
applied to the gate, VGS is the DC component and vGS = VGS + vgs .
In the derivation, Equation 3.93 and Equation 3.94 combined with the boundary conditions given in Equation 3.95 and Equation 3.96 are used to solve for Ii(x,ω)
and Ui(0,ω) . These results can be used in Equation 3.97, Equation 3.98 and Equation 3.99 to determine equations for Id(ω) , Ig(ω) and Ib(ω) . The resulting forms of these
equations are:

Id(ω) =

Ndd(ω) Vds + Ndg(ω) Vgs + Ndb(ω) Vbs
,
D(ω)
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(3.100)

Ig(ω) =

Ndg(ω) Vds + Ngg(ω) Vgs + Ndb(ω) Vgs
D(ω)

(3.101)

Ib(ω) =

Nbd(ω) Vds + Nbg(ω) Vgs + Nbb(ω) Vbs
D(ω)

(3.102)

and

where Nkl(ω) (k, l = d, g, b) and D(ω) are infinite series with respect to jω.
Equations for Nkl(ω) and D(ω) have the forms:

Nkl(ω) = nkl0 + (jω)nkl1 + (jω)2 nkl2 + ...

and

D(ω) = d0 + (jω)d1 + (jω)2 d2 + ... .

The y-parameters can now be determined using Equation 3.97 through Equation 3.102 where:

ykl(ω) =

Nkl(ω)
.
Dω

The derivation for each of these y-parameters is algebraically lengthy and a
symbolic solving tool such as MATLAB is recommended. Using the results provided
in [10] for the coefficient, the y-parameters have one of two schematic representations
as depicted in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Small-signal model for the common-source amplifier.

The resulting y-parameters associated with Figure 3.8 are:

−ygs =

jωCgs
,
1 + jω(τ1 − τ2 )

−ybs =

jωCbs
,
1 + jω(τ1 − τ2 )

−ygd =

jωCgd
,
1 + jω(τ1 − τ3 )

−ybd =

jωCbd
,
1 + jω(τ1 − τ3 )

−ygb = jωCgb ,
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−ysd =

gsd
,
1 + jωτ1

−ym =

gm
1 + jωτ1

−ymb =

gmb
1 + jωτ1

and

where

τ1 =

τ2 =

4 1 1 + 3η + η 2
,
15 ωo (1 + η)3

1 1 2 + 8η + 5η 2
,
15 ωo (1 + η)2 (1 + 2η)

1 1 5 + 8η + 2η 2
τ3 =
15 ωo (1 + η)2 (1 + 2η)
and

ωo =

µ(VGS−VT )
.
αL2

As previously mentioned, arriving at these y-parameters is an algebraically
lengthy process as outlined in [10]. The intent of the overview contained in this work
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is to provide the relevant information needed to explain some of the deficiencies associated with this method. The following paragraphs highlight these deficiencies starting
with the initial system of equations given in Equation 3.93 through Equation 3.99.
The origin of Equation 3.93 can be traced back to the current equation:

II(x) = −µW Q0I(x)

dVCS(x)
dx

(3.103)

where the strong inversion equation for the inversion layer charge per unit area
is used. This equation has the form [10]:

0
Q0I(x) = −Cox
(VGS − VF B − φo − γ

p
φo − VBS − αVCS(x) ).

(3.104)

Following the method presented in [10], a simplifying equation is defined with
the form:

UI(x) = VGS − VF B − φo − γ

p
φo − VBS − αVCS(x) .

Using this equation in Equation 3.104 produces:

0
Q0I(x) = −Cox
UI(x) .

(3.105)

Taking the derivative of UI(x) with respect to x and plugging the resulting
equation into Equation 3.103 produces:
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II(x) =

dUI(x)
1
µW Q0I(x)
.
α
dx

(3.106)

Replacing the pertinent variables in Equation 3.105 and Equation 3.106 with
time varying equivalents results in:

0
0
UI(x,t)
= −Cox
qI(x,t)

(3.107)

and

iI(x,t) =

duI(x,t)
µW 0
qI(x,t)
.
α
dx

(3.108)

Making the assumption that the time varying variables in Equation 3.107
and Equation 3.108 can be separated into a DC and small-signal components using
iI(x,y) = II(x) + ii(x,t) , qI(x,y)0 = QI(x)0 + qi(x,t)0 and uI(x,y) = UI(x) + ui(x,t) produces:

0
QI(x)0 + qi(x,t)0 = −Cox
(UI(x) + ui(x,t) )

(3.109)

and

II(x) + ii(x,t) =

d(UI(x) + ui(x,t) )
µW
(QI(x)0 + qi(x,t)0 )
.
α
dx

(3.110)

Assuming ui(x,t) is small and separating the DC and time dependant terms in
Equation 3.109 results in the small-signal current expression:
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ii(x,t) = −

0 ∂U
µW Cox
I(x) ui(x,t)
.
α
∂x

(3.111)

Continuing with the derivation outlined in [10], the small-signal components
of Equation 3.111 are assumed to be sinusoidal. Transitioning to the frequency domain is accomplished by replacing these small-signal variables with fictitious phasor
equations. These equations are:

ii(x,t) = Ii(x,ω) ejωt

and

ui(x,t) = Ui(x,ω) ejωt .

.
Finally, plugging the phasor equations into Equation 3.111 produces Equation 3.93.
The remaining equations in the system are derived using a similar process.
The primary deficiencies with this technique are the use of the strong inversion form
of the inversion layer charge, exclusion of short channel effects such as channel length
modulation and neglecting the effects of the lateral electric field on mobility. This is
done to create an algebraically solvable system. These deficiencies limit the region
of validity for this model to strong inversion and long channel devices. Secondly, the
infinite series used in the derivation of the y-parameters are truncated after the second
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order term. This was done to reduce the complexity of the algebraic solution. Even
though the literature in [10] states that expanding beyond the second order term can
increase accuracy, supporting literature where this has been implemented could not
be identified.

3.7

Literature Review Summation

In summary, a common deficiency found in existing models was the treatment
of mobility. It is well known that carrier mobility degrades as a function of the electric
field in semiconductor material. The exception being devices with extremely short
channel lengths where velocity overshoot occurs. Every model that provided supporting methodology treated mobility as a constant or calculated an average mobility for
the entire device structure. Knowing that the electric field has a varying horizontal
and vertical distribution throughout the structure, the new approach developed for
this work calculates independent x- and y-directed mobilities for every position within
the structure based on the local electric field vector at that position.
In addition to mobility, all the published literature on compact modeling of
dual-gate devices applied assumptions to reduce differential equation and solution
complexity. These assumptions include symmetric device dimensions, equally applied
gate voltages, non-transient operation and un-doped substrate material. Although
these models provided valuable insight into the theoretical operation of dual-gate
devices, their foundational assumptions produce region of validity limitations that
affect accurate pre-fabrication predictive capabilities.
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The existing multidimensional mesh based models exhibit the best predictive
features by avoiding the equation complexity reducing assumptions and relying on first
principle differential equations. Due to the multidimensional aspects of these models
and the associated numerical techniques, the predominant short channel effects are
inherently included. Additionally, the literature indicates these models also include
other small dimension features such as thin oxide quantum effects. As identified in
this chapter, the primary potential for improvement to these models is found in the
numerical techniques implemented to solve the first principle differential equations.
The new dual-gate modeling method presented in the next chapter has three
primary objectives. The first objective is the elimination of the documented region
of validity limiting assumptions used in compact model development. The second
objective is to enhance multidimensional modeling by implementing an improved numerical technique. The last objective is to comply with the relevant critical elements
of good models outlined in [10]. To quantify these improvements, supporting verification and validation data is provided in Chapter 6. Additionally, Appendix F provides
a comparison between finite difference, finite element, cubic spline and quintic splines
using result accuracy and execution efficiency as the comparison metrics.
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CHAPTER 4

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

4.1

Numerical Method for Solving the Drift-Diffusion System of Differential Equations

Limiting input parameters to external stimuli, material properties and physical
dimensions as well as accurately solving the drift-diffusion system of differential equations are essential when developing useful predictive pre-fabrication physical models
for semiconductor devices. The drift-diffusion system of differential equations presented in Chapter 2 is repeated here and provides the relationship between electron
concentration, hole concentration and electrostatic potential with respect to time and
position. These equations are:

∇2 ψ(x,y,t) = −


q
p(x,y,t) − n(x,y,t) + ND − NA ,
s

∂n(x,y,t)
→
−
1
= ∇ · J n(x,y,t)
∂t
q
and
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(4.1)

(4.2)

∂p(x,y,t)
→
−
1
= − ∇ · J p(x,y,t)
∂t
q

(4.3)

→
−
J n(x,y,t) = −qµn n(x,y,t) ∇ψ(x,y,t) + qµn φt ∇n(x,y,t)

(4.4)

→
−
J p(x,y,t) = −qµp p(x,y,t) ∇ψ(x,y,t) − qµp φt ∇p(x,y,t) .

(4.5)

where

and

To arrive at a solution, these equations must be solved simultaneously using
appropriate numerical algorithms and techniques. This chapter documents the first
ever implementation of quintic splines as the numerical method for performing this
task versus the current industry standard finite difference and finite element methods.
This chapter includes an introduction to quintic splines [59], the methods used to
apply quintic splines in the development of a dual-gate model, techniques used to
alleviate numerical issues and a synopsis of attempted alternate approaches. It should
also be noted that several of the derivations throughout this chapter are only presented
with respect to the x-axis and comparable y-axis adaptations are derived using an
identical approach.
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4.2

Quintic Splines

Similar to finite difference/element methods, quintic splines use a series of
mesh nodes which subdivide a functional domain of interest. As depicted in Figure 4.1, the example function domain of interest is bounded by nodes x0 and xm for
the function f (x) with inner nodes x1 through xm−1 . When applied to solving the
system of differential equations in this work, f (x) represents the dependent variables
ψ(x,y,t) , n(x,y,t) , and p(x,y,t) .

Figure 4.1: Example plot of function f (x) with boundary mesh nodes f (x0 ) and
f (xm ) as well as inner mesh nodes f (x1 ) through f (xm−1 ).

The quintic spline technique first stipulates that each function segment bounded
by xi and xi+1 can be interpolated by a fifth degree polynomial such that:
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f (x) ≈ fi (x) =

5
X

(i)

ak (x − xi )k

(4.6)

k=0
(i)

for (i = 0, 1, ..., m − 1) where the ak terms are unknown coefficients that must
be determined to fully define the spline. As expected, obtaining the 6m unknown coefficients requires an equivalent number of equations. For splines, these equations are
generated by applying conditional criteria to Equation 4.6 and associated derivatives
at each mesh node such that:

fi (xi ) = f (xi ) for i = 0, 1, ..., m − 1,

(4.7)

fi (xi+1 ) = f (xi+1 ) for i = 0, 1, ..., m − 1,

(4.8)

d
d
fi (xi+1 ) =
fi+1 (xi+1 ) for i = 1, 2, ..., m − 1,
dx
dx

(4.9)

d2
d2
fi (xi+1 ) = 2 fi+1 (xi+1 ) for i = 1, 2, ..., m − 1,
dx2
dx

(4.10)

d3
d3
f
(x
)
=
fi+1 (xi+1 ) for i = 1, 2, ..., m − 1
i i+1
dx3
dx3

(4.11)

d4
d4
f
(x
)
=
fi+1 (xi+1 ) for i = 1, 2, ..., m − 1.
i i+1
dx4
dx4

(4.12)

and
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Applying the conditional equations of Equation 4.7 through Equation 4.12 to
the example function presented in Figure 4.1 result in 6m − 4 equations. The final
four equations are determine by assigning appropriate boundary conditions at node
locations x0 and xm . For quintic splines these boundary conditions are comprised of
known derivatives and/or by setting higher order derivatives to zero. For example:

d
d
fi (xi ) =
f (xi ) for (i = 0, m)
dx
dx
d4
fi (xi ) = 0 for (i = 0, m)
dx4

(4.13a)
(4.13b)

or

d3
fi (xi ) = 0 for (i = 0, m)
dx3
d4
fi (xi ) = 0 for (i = 0, m).
dx4

(4.14a)
(4.14b)

The resulting complete system of equations can now be solved to determine
(i)

the unknown coefficients (ak ). For quintic splines, these unknown coefficients are a
(i)

function of the nodal values of the interpolated function (i.e. ak is a function of f (x0 ),
f (x1 ),, f (xm−1 ), and f (xm )). For this work, MATLAB and the symbolic toolbox
were used to generate the system of equations in matrix form and apply reduced row
echelon form functions to arrive at the coefficient equations. The MATLAB code
used to perform this task can be found in Appendix B.
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After determining the coefficient functions, estimating the partial derivatives
using quintic splines is accomplished by substituting variables of interest into Equation 4.6. As an example, the interpolating function and associated partial derivative
estimates for electrostatic potential are:

5
X

ψ(x) ≈ ψi (x) =

k=0
5
X

ψ(y) ≈ ψj (y) =

(i)

(4.15a)

(i)

(4.15b)

ak (x − xi )k for (i = 0, 1, ..., m − 1)
bk (y − yj )k for (j = 0, 1, ..., n − 1),

k=0

5

X (i)
d
d
ψ(x) ≈
ψi (x) =
ak k(x − xi )k−1 for (i = 0, 1, ..., m − 1)
dx
dx
k=1

(4.16a)

5

X (i)
d
d
bk k(y − yj )k−1 for (j = 0, 1, ..., n − 1)
ψ(y) ≈ ψj (y) =
dy
dy
k=1

(4.16b)

and

5

X (i)
d2
d2
ψ(x)
≈
ψ
(x)
=
ak k(k − 1)(x − xi )k−2 for (i = 0, 1, ..., m − 1) (4.17a)
i
dx2
dx2
k=2
5

X (i)
d2
d2
ψ(y)
≈
ψ
(y)
=
bk k(k − 1)(y − yj )k−2 for (j = 0, 1, ..., n − 1). (4.17b)
j
dy 2
dy 2
k=2
Likewise, comparable equations for the electron and hole concentrations can
easily be generated.
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Quintic splines also provide an improved method for estimating integrals when
compared to the trapezoidal and Simpsons methods. This integral equation has the
generic form:

Z

xm

Z

xm

f (x)dx ≈
x0

Z

xi+1

fi (x)dx =
x0

xi

5
X

(i)

ak (x − xi )k dx for (i = 0, 1, ..., m − 1).

k=0

(4.18)
The implementation of this numerical integration technique as it relates to this
work and accurate model results will be highlighted in the sections on steady state
current, Non-Quasi Static current and intrinsic capacitance equation derivations.

4.3

Boundary Conditions

The extents of the modeled domain in this work, as identified in Figure 4.2, is
defined by the PN-junctions located at the source-substrate interface (a-c) and drainsubstrate interface (b-d) as well as the oxide-substrate interface at each gate (a-b
and c-d). Proper definition of these boundary conditions for each of the dependent
variables are required for model operation and provide the entry points for the externally applied terminal voltages and oxide thicknesses. The remainder of this section
provides the derivations and rational for the boundary conditions used in this work.
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Figure 4.2: Cross-sectional view of a dual-gate MOSFET structure.

4.3.1

Oxide-Substrate Interface Boundary Conditions
An equation for the electrostatic potential boundary condition at the Gate1

oxide-substrate boundary (a-b) can be derived using Gauss’s law which states the
electric field normal to and crossing a boundary between two materials is proportional
to material permittivity [10]. This results in the equation:

s E(x,0+ ,t) = ox E(x,0− ,t) .

(4.19)

Knowing the relationship between the electric field and electrostatic potential
is

E(x,y,t) = −

∂ψ(x, y, t)
∂y
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(4.20)

and defining the electric field across the oxide material as a function of the
potential difference, oxide permittivity and oxide thickness (tox1 ) produces:

s

ψ(x,0,t) − vGS1(t) + VF B
∂ψ(x, 0, t)
≈ ox
∂y
tox1

(4.21)

for Gate1.
Rearranging terms in Equation 4.21 produces:


∂ψ(x, 0, t)
C0
≈ ox1 ψ(x,0,t) − vGS1(t) + VF B1
∂y
s

(4.22)

where the oxide capacitance per unit area is:

0
Cox1
=

ox
.
tox1

(4.23)

In a similar fashion, knowing the electric field produced by the voltage (vGS2(t) )
at Gate2 produces an electric field in the negative y direction results in a comparable
equations to Equation 4.22 and Equation 4.23 where:

0

∂ψ(x, tsi , t)
Cox2
≈−
ψ(x,tsi ,t) − vGS2(t) + VF B2
∂y
s

(4.24)

and

0
Cox2
=

ox
.
tox2
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(4.25)

Equation 4.22 and Equation 4.24 satisfy two of the four electrostatic potential
boundary condition equations required to fully define the quintic spline. The final
two boundary condition equations used in this work for the y-directed electrostatic
potential spline definition are:

d4
ψ(x,0,t) = 0
dy 4

(4.26)

d4
ψ(x,tsi ,t) = 0.
dy 4

(4.27)

and

Of equal importance, Equation 4.22 and Equation 4.24 provide entry points
into the model for the gate voltages vGS1(1) and vGS2(t) as well as the oxide thicknesses
tox1 and tox2 . Unlike the models documented in [23] [25] [45] [46] [47] which assume
symmetric devices (i.e. equal gate voltages and oxide thicknesses), the presented
model considers these parameters as independent inputs. This allows designers to
predict the real world effects of fabrication tolerances on device performance.
The boundary condition equations for the y-directed electron and hole concentration quintic spline definition are determined using the current density equations
Equation 4.4 and Equation 4.5 under the assumption that the y-directed steady state
current density at the oxide interface is zero. The resulting form of the current density
equations for electrons and holes at the Gate1 and Gate2 oxide interfaces are:
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∂n(x,y,t)
n(x,y,t) ∂ψ(x,y,t)
=
for (y = 0, tsi )
dy
φt
∂y

(4.28)

∂p(x,y,t)
p(x,y,t) ∂ψ(x,y,t)
=−
for (y = 0, tsi ).
dy
φt
∂y

(4.29)

and

Replacing the electrostatic potential gradients in Equation 4.28 and Equation 4.29 with those derived in Equation 4.22 and Equation 4.24 produce four of the
eight equations required to fully define the quintic splines for the electron and hole
concentrations. These equations are:

0

n(x,0,t) Cox1
∂n(x,0,t)
=
ψ(x,0,t) − vGS1(t) + VF B1 ,
dy
φt
s

(4.30)

0

n(x,tsi ,t) Cox2
∂n(x,tsi ,t)
=−
ψ(x,tsi ,t) − vGS2(t) + VF B2 ,
dy
φt
s

(4.31)

0

∂p(x,0,t)
p(x,0,t) Cox1
=−
ψ(x,0,t) − vGS1(t) + VF B1
dy
φt
s

(4.32)

0

p(x,tsi ,t) Cox2
∂p(x,tsi ,t)
=
ψ(x,tsi ,t) − vGS2(t) + VF B2 .
dy
φt
s

(4.33)

and

The final four boundary condition definitions used in this work for the ydirected electron and hole spline boundary conditions are:
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d4
d4
d4
d4
n
=
n
=
p
=
p(x,tsi ,t) = 0.
(x,0,t)
(x,t
,t)
(x,0,t)
si
dx4
dx4
dx4
dx4
4.3.2

(4.34)

PN-Junction Boundary Conditions
The method for determining the source-substrate (a-c) and drain-substrate (b-

d) boundary condition equations used in the spline derivation is original to this work
and is based on well-known PN-junction material [60]. To start, the information
depicted in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 details the positional relationships between
doping concentrations, charge density, electrostatic potential and electric field with
respect to the x-axis.
From Figure 4.4, the observed maximum electrostatic potential gradient and
associated maximum electric field is located at the interface of the n- and p-type
material. Knowing

E(x) = −

dψ(x)
dx

(4.35)

produces the differential equation

d2 ψ(x)
=0
dx2

(4.36)

at these boundaries.
Plugging Equation 4.36 into Equation 4.1 results in the one-dimension Poisson’s equation:
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Figure 4.3: (a) PN-junction, (b) doping concentration and (c) charge density plots
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Figure 4.4: (a) Electrostatic potential and (b) electric field plots.


d2 ψ(y)
q
=
−
p
−
n
+
N
−
N
for x = 0, L.
D
A
(x,y,t)
(x,y,t)
dy 2
s

(4.37)

Using the derivations presented in Chapter 2 and Appendix C for p-type substrate material, the electron and hole concentrations in Equation 4.37 are replace
with their quasi-fermi potential equivalent forms [10]. The resulting equation is:

d2 ψ(y)
qNA
=−
2
dy
s

 ψ

 ψ

−2φf p −vCS(x,t)
(x,y,t)
(x,y,t)
− φ
φt
t
e
−1 −e
e φt − 1
for x = 0, L
(4.38)
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where vCS(t) is 0V at the source side PN-junction and vDS(t) at the drain side
PN-junction. The second derivative of the electrostatic potential in Equation 4.38 can
now be estimated using the quintic spline approximation given in Equation 4.17b and
boundary conditions Equation 4.22, Equation 4.24, Equation 4.26, and Equation 4.27.
Applying the iterative technique presented in the next section to solve this boundary
value problem for a given terminal voltage produces an electrostatic potential profile
for the source and drain PN-junctions. The associated profiles for the electron and
hole concentrations are determined using the quasi-fermi potential equations:

n(x,y,t) = NA e

ψ(x,y,t) −2φf p −vCS(x,t)
φt

for x = 0, L

(4.39)

and

p(x,y,t) = NA e

−ψ(x,y,t)
φt

for x = 0, L.

(4.40)

With these known values for electrostatic potential, electron concentration and
hole concentration at the source and drain PN-junctions, the x-directed boundary
conditions used in this work for the quintic spline derivation are:

d2 ψ(x,y,t)
d4 ψ(x,y,t)
d3 n(x,y,t)
d4 n(x,y,t)
d3 p(x,y,t)
=
=
=
=
=
dx2
dx4
dx3
dx4
dx3
d4 p(x,y,t)
= 0 for x = 0, L.
dx4
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(4.41)

4.4

Iterative Solving Technique

The two dimensional mesh based modeling technique employed in this work
and other previously developed models require a determination of the electrostatic
potential, electron concentration and hole concentration at each mesh node. To accomplish this, the drift-diffusion equations (Equation 4.1 through Equation 4.3) are
applied to each mesh node location and the partial derivatives are replaced with the
appropriate approximations. Solving this multivariate system of equations requires
an iterative method known as Newton-Raphson Jacobian [30] where the objective is
to determine the appropriate values for ψ(x,y,t) , n(x,y,t) and p(x,y,t) at each node location
such that fψ , fn and fp in the equations:

fψ = ∇2 ψ(x,y,t) +


q
p(x,y,t) − n(x,y,t) + ND − NA ,
s

(4.42)

fn =

∂n(x,y,t) 1
→
−
− ∇ · J n(x,y,t)
∂t
q

(4.43)

fp =

∂p(x,y,t) 1
→
−
+ ∇ · J p(x,y,t)
∂t
q

(4.44)

and

are minimized.
This two-dimensional Newton-Raphson Jacobian method is fundamentally
based on the one-dimensional root finding Newton-Raphson method. Understanding the one-dimension derivation provides insight into the techniques used in this
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work. The deviation, as presented in [61], starts with the Taylor series expansion of
the function f (x) about a point x = x0 where:

f (x) ≈

∞
X
f (n) (x0 )
n=0

n!

(x − x0 )n =

f (0) (x0 )
f (1) (x0 )
(x − x0 )0 +
(x − x0 )1 + ...
0!
1!
+

f (n) (x0 )
(x − x0 )n . (4.45)
n!

Retaining the first two terms of Equation 4.45 results in an equation for the
tangential line to the curve created by f (x) at the point (x0 , f (x0 )) where:

f (x) ≈ f (x0 ) + f 0 (x0 )(x − x0 ).

(4.46)

The value of x where the given function f (x) crosses the x-axis can be determine using Equation 4.46 and defining x1 as the point where f (x) = 0. This
produces:

0 ≈ f (x0 ) + f 0 (x0 )(x1 − x0 ).

(4.47)

Solving for x1 in Equation 4.47 produces:

x1 = x0 −
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f (x0 )
.
f 0 (x0 )

(4.48)

Figure 4.5: Newton-Raphson Iterative Method.

If the value x0 is defined as an initial guess of the root, then the resulting
value for x1 is an improved estimate. Converting Equation 4.48 into an iterative form
produces:

xn+1 = xn −

f (xn )
f 0 (xn )

(4.49)

where each iteration results in a value of x and functional value f (x) closer to
the actual root. Figure 4.5 illustrates how this iterative process works.
When the Newton-Raphson method is applied to a system of n non-linear
equations with n unknowns the general form is given by:
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f1(x1 ,...,xn ) = 0
f2(x1 ,...,xn ) = 0
..
.
fn(x1 ,...,xn ) = 0

(4.50)

→
−
→
−
→
F (−
x) = 0

(4.51)

or

→
−
→
−
where the array X contains the dependent variables and F is the system of
equations generated by Equation 4.50 [62]. The comparable version to Equation 4.49
is:
→
−
→
F (−
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
x n)
→
X n+1 = X n − →
= X n − J −1
F (−
→
x n)
−
(−
x n)
→
J (−
x n)

(4.52)

→
−
→
where the Jacobian matrix J (−
is
X n)



∂f
 ∂x11

→
−
→
J (−
x n)



 ∂f2
 ∂x1
=
 .
 ..




∂fn
∂x1

∂f1
∂x2

···

∂f1
∂xn 

∂f2
∂x2

···

∂f2 
∂xn 

..
.

..

∂fn
∂x2

···
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.




.
.. 
. 




∂fn
∂xn

(4.53)

The comparable version of Equation 4.51 and Equation 4.53 used in this work
has the forms:


→
−
→
F (−
x n)



 fψ(0,0,t) 




f

 n(0,0,t) 




f

 p(0,0,t) 




.


..
=





f

 ψ(L,tsi ,t) 






f
 n(L,tsi ,t) 




fp(L,tsi ,t)

(4.54)

and



→
−
→
J (−
x n)

∂fψ(0,0,t)

 ∂ψ(0,0,t)

 ∂fn

(0,0,t)
 ∂ψ(0,0,t)

 ∂fp

(0,0,t)
 ∂ψ(0,0,t)


..
=
.


 ∂fψ
 (L,tsi ,t)
 ∂ψ(0,0,t)

 ∂fn
 (L,tsi ,t)
 ∂ψ(0,0,t)

 ∂fp
(L,tsi ,t)

∂ψ(0,0,t)

∂fψ(0,0,t)

∂fψ(0,0,t)

∂n(0,0,t)

∂p(0,0,t)

∂fn(0,0,t)

∂fn(0,0,t)

∂n(0,0,t)

∂p(0,0,t)

∂fp(0,0,t)

∂fp(0,0,t)

∂n(0,0,t)

∂p(0,0,t)

..
.

..
.

∂fψ(L,t

si ,t)

∂n(0,0,t)
∂fn(L,t

si ,t)

∂n(0,0,t)
∂fp(L,t

si ,t)

∂n(0,0,t)

···
···
···
...

∂fψ(L,t

si ,t)

∂p(0,0,t)
∂fn(L,t

si ,t)

∂p(0,0,t)
∂fp(L,t

si ,t)

∂p(0,0,t)

···
···
···

∂fψ(0,0,t)

∂fψ(0,0,t)

∂fψ(0,0,t)

∂ψ(L,tsi ,t)

∂n(L,tsi ,t)

∂p(L,tsi ,t)

∂fn(0,0,t)

∂fn(0,0,t)

∂ψ(L,tsi ,t)

∂n(L,tsi ,t)

∂fp(0,0,t)

∂fp(0,0,t)

∂ψ(L,tsi ,t)

∂n(L,tsi ,t)

..
.

..
.

∂fψ(L,t

∂fψ(L,t

∂ψ(L,tsi ,t)

∂n(L,tsi ,t)

∂fn(L,t

∂fn(L,t

si ,t)

si ,t)

si ,t)

si ,t)

∂ψ(L,tsi ,t)

∂n(L,tsi ,t)

∂fp(L,t

∂fp(L,t

∂ψ(L,tsi ,t)

∂n(L,tsi ,t)

si ,t)

si ,t)





∂fn(0,0,t) 

∂p(L,tsi ,t) 


∂fp(0,0,t) 
∂p(L,tsi ,t) 


..
.
.


∂fψ(L,t ,t) 

si
∂p(L,tsi ,t) 


∂fn(L,t ,t) 
si
∂p(L,tsi ,t) 


∂f
p(L,tsi ,t)

∂p(L,tsi ,t)

(4.55)
Through experimentation it was determined that a two-dimensional mesh grid
of 7 x-nodes by 23 y-nodes produced accurate simulation results and constrained the
large symbolic set of Jacobian generated equations to a level that can be processed
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using standard PC platforms. Experimentation was also performed with mesh node
quantities exceeding 7x23 and it was discovered that the number of equations exceeded
the limitations in the software development environment. As a point of reference, the
7x23 grid produces functional and Jacobian matrix sets of equations for steady state
and Non-Quasi Static conditions that exceeds 1200 pages when copied into a text
editor.
To reach a solution, iterations are performed using Equation 4.52 until the convergence criteria is met. For this work, the equation used to determine the cumulative
error and test for convergence is:

v
u n 
2
uX →
−
t
−
→
F ( X n ) < CL

(4.56)

i=1

where the convergence limit (CL) is user defined. For usability, this convergence limit (CL) was exposed to the user in the developed simulation software.
Through comparison to experimental data, it was determined that a CL ≤ 1.0 produced suitable results and acceptable execution times.
Failure to converge is an issue that can arise when using the Newton-Raphson
Jacobian iterative method and was encountered in the development of the presented
model. One contributing factor was determined to be inadequate initial guesses for the
dependent variables which resulted in divergent and oscillatory behavior. Figure 4.6
provides a conceptual plot of the condition where oscillatory behavior can occur.
To alleviate this issue, three protocols were implemented. The first was a
→
−1 →
−
−
→
→
dampening factor where the results of J (−
F (−
in Equation 4.52 is assumed
X n)
X n)
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Figure 4.6: Conceptual plot demonstration the condition where oscillatory behavior
is encountered when implementing iterative root finding techniques.

to be in a direction towards the root [63]. Applying a dampening factor (DF) to
Equation 4.52 reduces, or limits, the step size incurred when determining the new
value for the dependent variables. The resulting form of Equation 4.52 is:

→
−1 →
→
−
→
−
−
−
−
→
→
X n+1 = X n − (DF ) J ( X n )
F (−
X n)

(4.57)

where 0 < (DF ) < 1. Through experimentation, it was discovered that nominal dampening factors between 0.1 and 0.5 resulted in repeatable and reliable convergence.
The second protocol implemented addresses the problems associated with the
required initial guess at the simulation start time (t = 0) where the population
of dependent variables at each mesh node are unknown. For this situation, DF
was reduced to approximately 0.01 and all the dependent variables were initialize to
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zero. This resulted in reliable convergence at simulation initiation and only impacted
execution time at the first time step.
Finally, for t > 0, the values for the dependent variables from the previous
time step were used as the initial guess for the current time step. This resulted in
reliable convergence and reduced simulation execution times as the dampening factor
was increased to nominal values. Figure 4.7 provides a comparison to demonstrate
the typical improvements attained by using the dependent variable values from the
previous time step as the initial guess for the current time step. Using the number
of iterations and the Equation 4.56 calculated cumulative error as the comparison
metrics, Convergence Test1 show the convergence profile using the presented method
and Convergence Test2 shows the convergence profile if the dependent variables are
initializes to zero.

Figure 4.7: Cumulative Error versus Number of Iterations comparison based on the
initial dependent variable values.
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4.5

Semiconductor Equation Scaling

As documented in [30], computational and numerical issues can arise when
solving Equation 4.42 through Equation 4.44 using the Newton-Raphson Jacobian
method due to the significant difference in magnitude between the electron/hole concentrations (which are on the order of 1x1010 to 1x1020 atoms/cm3 ) and the electrostatic potential (which is on the order of 0 to 5V ) as well as their associated spatial
derivatives. Because of this, scaling is critical in improving convergence rates and, as
discovered in this work, required for convergence. Two prominent scaling methods
are used throughout the modeling community and are presented in [30]. Table 4.1
provides these scale factors.
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Table 4.1: Scaling factors applied to model input parameters and system of equations.
Method1

Method2

φt

φt

no = ni
q
s φt
xo = qn
o

no = Nsubstrate
xo = max(W, L)

Mobility

Do
φt

Do
φt

Time

x2o
Do

x2o
Do

Electric Field

φt
xo

φt
xo

Do qno
xo

Do qno
xo

Do

1.0

µn φt

λ2

1.0

φt s
x2o qno

Voltage
Carrier/Doping Concentration
Dimension

Current Density

Applying these scale factors to Equation 4.42 through Equation 4.44 results
in:


fψ = λ2 ∇2 ψ(x,y,t) + p(x,y,t) − n(x,y,t) + ND − NA ,

fn =

∂n(x,y,t)
→
−
+ ∇ · J n(x,y,t)
∂t

and
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(4.58)

(4.59)

fp =

∂p(x,y,t)
→
−
− ∇ · J p(x,y,t)
∂t

(4.60)

where:

→
−
J n(x,y,t) = µn n(x,y,t) ∇ψ(x,y,t) − µn ∇n(x,y,t)

(4.61)

→
−
J p(x,y,t) = µp p(x,y,t) ∇ψ(x,y,t) + µp ∇p(x,y,t) .

(4.62)

and

Unscaled and both scaling methods were implemented and tested to determine
the effects, if any, on results accuracy and simulation times. This experimentation
resulted in findings indicating unscaled and the first scaling method failed to reliable
reach convergence when using the Newton-Raphson Jacobian iterative technique. The
second scaling method did not exhibit this behavior and was the selected method used
in this work.
From a model implementation perspective, the scaling factors were applied to
all appropriate parameters at model entry and removed at model exit. Additionally,
the matrices of Equation 4.54 and Equation 4.55 were generated using the scaled
versions presented in Equation 4.58 through Equation 4.62. The flowcharts in Appendix A and MATLAB code in Appendix B documents the implementation of this
scaling method into the developed model.
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4.6

Current Density Equation Approximation

As documented in previously published material [28] [29] [30], in addition
to scaling, a modified form of the current density equations are required to achieve
convergence. To substantiate this observation, testing was performed using the quintic
spline model. The test results confirmed that using the current density equations
of Equation 4.61 and Equation 4.62 resulted in a failure of the Newton-Raphson
Jacobian method to reliably converge to a solution. The following material provides
the derivation used to arrive at the current density equation forms used in this work.
The derivation starts with the normalized current density equations for electrons and holes:


→
−
J n(x,y,t) = µn n(x,y,t) ∇ψ(x,y,t) − ∇n(x,y,t)

(4.63)


→
−
J p(x,y,t) = µp p(x,y,t) ∇ψ(x,y,t) + ∇p(x,y,t) .

(4.64)

and

Next, the changes in current density, mobility and electric field with respect
to positions are assumed to be relatively constant at each mesh node when compared
to the spatial carrier concentration derivatives. Making this assumption transforms
Equation 4.63 and Equation 4.64 into differential equation forms that can be solved
using well-known linear first-order techniques [64]. For the x-directed portion of
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Equation 4.63, the terms can be rearranged into the form f 0 + af = b. The resulting
equation is:

dn(x,y,t)
Jnx
+ Ex n(x,y,t) = −
dx
µn
where Ex = −

(4.65)

dψ(x,y,t)
.
dx
R

Multiplying both sides of Equation 4.65 by ξ = e


ξ

Knowing

d
d

dn(x,y,t)
+ Ex n(x,y,t)
dx


dn
ξn(x,y,t) = ξ (x,y,t)
+
dx



dξ
n
dx (x,y,t)

= −ξ

and

Ex dx

= eEx x produces:

Jnx
.
µn

dξ
dx

(4.66)

= ξEx produces:


Jnx
d
.
ξn(x,y,t) = −ξ
dx
µn

(4.67)

Rearranging Equation 4.67 and integrating produces:

Z
d ξn(x,y,t)



Jnx
=−
µn

Z
ξdx

(4.68)

and

n(x,y,t) = −

Jnx
+ Ce−Ex x .
E x µn

(4.69)

Plugging n0 = n(x0 ,y,t) into Equation 4.69 and solving for C produces:

−Ex x0

C=e



Jnx
n0 +
E x µn
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.

(4.70)

Combining Equation 4.69 and Equation 4.70 and solving for the current density
term produces:

dψ(x,y,t)

Jnx

dψ(x,y,t) n0 e dx (x−x0 ) − n(x,y,t)
= µn
.
dψ(x,y,t)
dx
(x−x0 )
dx
e
−1

Inserting the discretized approximation

dψ(x,y,t)
dx

≈

ψ(x,y,t) −ψ0
(x−x0 )

(4.71)

into Equation 4.71

produces:

Jnx

µn
=
x − x0




ψ(x,y,t) − ψ0
ψ0 − ψ(x,y,t)
n0 − ψ(x,y,t) −ψ0
n(x,y,t) .
eψ0 −ψ(x,y,t) − 1
e
−1

(4.72)

Realizing that portions of Equation 4.72 have the Bernoulli function form

B(x) =

ex

x
−1

(4.73)

reduces Equation 4.72 to

Jnx =


µn 
Bψ0 −ψ(x,y,t) n0 − Bψ(x,y,t) −ψ0 n(x,y,t) .
x − x0

(4.74)

Equation 4.74 represents the scaled form of the current density equation used
in Equation 4.43 when generating the Newton-Raphson Jacobian functional and Jacobian matrices.
When incorporating this equation into the model it was discovered that the
iterative process software function produced conditions where the Bernoulli function
is undefined. This occurred when ψ0 = ψx and the resulting solution to the Bernoulli
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function was a divide by zero error versus the actual value Bψ0 −ψx = 1. The correct
solution can be proven by taking the Taylor series expansion of ex such that:

ex = 1 + x +

xn
x2
+ ... + .
2!
n!

(4.75)

Rearranging the terms in Equation 4.75 such that:

ex − 1 = x +

x2
xn
+ ... +
2!
n!

(4.76)

and inserting it into the numerator of Equation 4.73 produces:

B(x) ≈

x+

x2
2!

x
+ ... +

=

xn
n!

1+

x
2!

1
+ ... +

xn−1
n!

.

(4.77)

From Equation 4.77 it is obvious that B(0) = 1.
Some simple tests were performed to determine the best method to avoid
this software issue without effecting the range of validity for the Bernoulli function.
Figure 4.8 compares the plots for the original Bernoulli function of Equation 4.73 to
approximations generated using the Taylor series expansion Equation 4.78 with n = 5
and the addition of a small numerical offsets as shown in Equation 4.79.

B(x) =

B(x) =

1+

x
2!

1
+ ... +

x4−1
5!

x + 1x10−10
ex − (1 + 1x10−10 )
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(4.78)

(4.79)

Figure 4.8: Comparison of Bernoulli function approximation techniques.

Figure 4.8 demonstrates the addition of the small numerical offsets produce an
accurate approximation of the Bernoulli function while avoiding the software issues
discussed. The figure also demonstrates the limitations on the region of validity
experienced when using the Tayor series expansion to address the divide by zero
error. Finally, it should be noted that the technique used in Equation 4.79 is original
to this work and was not discovered in any previously published material.
For completeness, comparable equations for the y-directed electron current
density and the x- and y-directed hole current density (Equation 4.64) were also
generated using the same derivation method. The resulting equations are:

Jny


µn 
Bψ0 −ψ(x,y,t) n0 − Bψ(x,y,t) −ψ0 n(x,y,t) ,
=
y − y0
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(4.80)

Jpx


µp 
=
Bψ0 −ψ(x,y,t) p(x,y,t) − Bψ(x,y,t) −ψ0 p0
x − x0

(4.81)

Jpy


µp 
=
Bψ0 −ψ(x,y,t) p(x,y,t) − Bψ(x,y,t) −ψ0 p0 .
y − y0

(4.82)

and

Applying these current density equations to the drift-diffusion equations of
Equation 4.43 and Equation 4.44 requires the gradient to be determined. For this
work, quintic splines and the Lagrange polynomial method for approximating a
derivative were combined. When applied to Equation 4.43 at x = 0, the Lagrange
polynomial is:


Jnx(x0 ,y,t) ≈

(x − x0 )(x − x2 )
(x − x1 )(x − x2 )
Jnx(x0 ,y,t) +
Jnx(x1 ,y,t) +
(x0 − x1 )(x0 − x2 )
(x1 − x0 )(x1 − x2 )

(x − x0 )(x − x1 )
Jnx(x2 ,y,t) |x=x0 (4.83)
(x2 − x0 )(x2 − x1 )

and the associated derivative is:


dJnx(x0 ,y,t)
(x − x1 ) + (x − x2 )
(x − x0 ) + (x − x2 )
≈
Jnx(x0 ,y,t) +
Jnx(x1 ,y,t) +
dx
(x0 − x1 )(x0 − x2 )
(x1 − x0 )(x1 − x2 )

(x − x0 ) + (x − x1 )
Jnx(x2 ,y,t) |x=x0 (4.84)
(x2 − x0 )(x2 − x1 )

where Jnx(x0 ,y,t) is determine using quintic splines and the equation:
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Jnx(x0 ,y,t)



dψ(x,y,t) dn(x,y,t)
= µn n(x,y,t)
−
dx
dx

(4.85)

while Jnx(x1 ,y,t) and Jnx(x2 ,y,t) are determined using the Bernoulli approximation
equations:

Jnx(x1 ,y,t) =


µn
Bψ0 −ψ1 n(x0 ,y,t) − Bψ1 −ψ0 n(x1 ,y,t)
x1 − x 0

(4.86)

Jnx(x2 ,y,t) =


µn
Bψ0 −ψ2 n(x0 ,y,t) − Bψ2 −ψ0 n(x2 ,y,t) .
x2 − x0

(4.87)

and

In a similar fashion, the Lagrange and derivative approximations at x=L uses
the equations:


Jnx(xn ,y,t) ≈

(x − xn−1 )(x − xn )
Jnx(xn−2 ,y,t) +
(xn−2 − xn−1 )(xn−2 − xn )
(x − xn−2 )(x − xn )
Jnx(xn−1 ,y,t) +
(xn−1 − xn−2 )(xn−1 − xn )

(x − xn−2 )(x − xn−1 )
Jnx(xn ,y,t) |x=xn
(xn − xn−2 )(xn − xn−1 )

and
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(4.88)


dJnx(xn ,y,t)
(x − xn−1 ) + (x − xn )
≈
Jnx(xn−2 ,y,t) +
dx
(xn−2 − xn−1 )(xn−2 − xn )
(x − xn−2 ) + (x − xn )
Jnx(xn−1 ,y,t) +
(xn−1 − xn−2 )(xn−1 − xn )

(x − xn−2 ) + (x − xn−1 )
Jnx(xn ,y,t) |x=xn
(xn − xn−2 )(xn − xn−1 )

(4.89)

where



dψ(xn ,y,t) dn(xn ,y,t)
= µn n(xn ,y,t)
−
,
dx
dx

(4.90)


µn
Bψn −ψn−1 n(xn ,y,t) − Bψn−1 −ψn n(xn−1 ,y,t)
xn−1 − xn

(4.91)


µn
Bψn −ψn−2 n(xn ,y,t) − Bψn−2 −ψn n(xn−2 ,y,t) .
xn−2 − xn

(4.92)

Jnx(xn ,y,t)

Jnx(xn−1 ,y,t) =

and

Jnx(xn−2 ,y,t) =

Finally, the Lagrange polynomial and derivative approximation for nodes not
located at a domain boundary have the forms:
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(x − xn )(x − xn+1 )
Jnx(xn−1 ,y,t) +
(xn−1 − xn )(xn−1 − xn+1 )
(x − xn−1 )(x − xn+1 )
Jnx(xn ,y,t) +
(xn − xn−1 )(xn − xn+1 )

(x − xn−1 )(x − xn )
Jnx(xn+1 ,y,t) |x=xn
(xn+1 − xn−1 )(xn+1 − xn−1 )

Jnx(xn ,y,t) ≈

(4.93)

and


dJnx(xn ,y,t)
(x − xn ) + (x − xn+1 )
≈
Jnx(xn−1 ,y,t) +
dx
(xn−1 − xn )(xn−1 − xn+1 )
(x − xn−1 ) + (x − xn+1 )
Jnx(xn ,y,t) +
(xn − xn−1 )(xn − xn+1 )

(x − xn−1 ) + (x − xn )
Jnx(xn+1 ,y,t) |x=xn
(xn+1 − xn−1 )(xn+1 − xn−1 )

(4.94)

where


Jnx(xn ,y,t) = µn

Jnx(xn−1 ,y,t) =

dψ(xn ,y,t) dn(xn ,y,t)
−
n(xn ,y,t)
dx
dx


,


µn
Bψn −ψn−1 n(xn ,y,t) − Bψn−1 −ψn n(xn−1 ,y,t)
xn−1 − xn

and
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(4.95)

(4.96)

Jnx(xn+1 ,y,t) =


µn
Bψn −ψn+1 n(xn ,y,t) − Bψn+1 −ψn n(xn+1 ,y,t) .
xn+1 − xn

(4.97)

Although the equations and derivations in this section are relative to the xdirected electron current density, the y-directed electron current density and comparable hole current density equation sets are easily derived using the same steps. Using
these current density derivative approximations and the other documented techniques
to solve numerical issues resulted in a robust model with few computational issues.

4.7

Velocity Saturation Mobility Equation Modification

The effects of carrier velocity on electron and hole mobility introduced in
Chapter 2 is well documented [10] [35] [60]. While researching previously published
material it was discovered that a physically derived equation for this short channel
effect did not exist. It was also discovered that the prominent technique for the
incorporation of velocity induced mobility degradation into models uses an average
mobility based on a linear approximation of the lateral electric field and relies on
adjustable parameters to produce model data that provides a best fit to experimental
data . This equation has the form:

µef f ≈ 

1+
where
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µo
Eef f
Ecr

B  B1

(4.98)

Table 4.2: Values used to empirically determine mobility as a function of doping
concentration.
Parameter Approx. Values (electron)
µmin
55.0
µmax
1400.0
Nref
1x1017
α
0.7

Approx. Values (holes)
45.0
450.0
2x1017
0.7

Eef f =

vDS(t)
,
L

(4.99)

B is a fitting parameter (B ≈ 2 to 3 for electrons and B ≈ 1 to 2 for holes
[10] [60]), Ecr is the critical electric field (Ecr ≈ 7x103 to 1x104 V/cm for electrons
and Ecr ≈ 1x104 to 3x104 V/cm for holes [10] [60]) and µo is the respective intrinsic
electron and hole mobilities determined using information provided in [60] where
mobility is a function of doping concentration and doping material. This doping
concentration dependent equation has the form:

µo = µmin +

µmax − µmin

α
1 + Nsubstrate
Nref

(4.100)

and the fitting parameters determined through experimentation are listed in
Table 4.2.
Knowing the electric field profile is not linear, the correct technique for incorporating velocity induced mobility degradation, and the method used in this work,
is to require electron and hole mobility to be calculated as a function of position
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in the substrate and the local x- and y-directed electric field. The revised forms of
Equation 4.98 are:

µn

µnx(x,y,t) ≈
1+



1+



1+



Ex(x,y,t)
Ecr

B

µn

µny(x,y,t) ≈

Ey(x,y,t)
Ecr

B

µp

µpx(x,y,t) ≈

Ex(x,y,t)
Ecr

µp

µpy(x,y,t) ≈
1+



Ey(x,y,t)
Ecr

B
B .

(4.101a)

(4.101b)

(4.101c)

(4.101d)

Although an improvement, incorporating these localized mobility equations
into the model demonstrated accuracy issues when simulating devices with sub-100nm
channel lengths. Through experimentation it was discovered that the localized electric
field reached magnitudes that greatly exceeded the average electric field determined
using Equation 4.99 for short channel lengths. The larger magnitudes of the localized
electric fields resulted in velocity saturated mobilities that unrealistically approach
zero. A cause for this observed accuracy issue is attributed to velocity overshoot
where the carrier transit time is less than the time required to emit an optical phonon
[65]. To account for this, the mobility equations were further modified to include a
minimum mobility that is asymptotically reached as the electric field increases. This
modified equation is unique to this work and has the form:
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Figure 4.9: Plot comparing mobility equations.

µnx(x,y,t) = µnmin +

µnmax − µnmin
B

Ex(x,y,t)
1+
Ecr

(4.102)

where the lateral electron mobility where µnmin is a calibration parameter.
Comparable equations to Equation 4.102 for the y-directed electron mobility as well
as the x- and y-directed hole mobility were generated and applied to the current
density and continuity equations used in the developed model. Lastly, Figure 4.9 is
a comparison plot showing the mobilities calculated using Equation 4.98 and Equation 4.102 where the average mobility calculated using vDS(t) incorrectly degrades
towards 0.0cm2 /V s at higher electric fields.
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4.8

Steady State Current

A MOSFET device is considered to be in a steady state condition when the
current at any point in the substrate is constant with respect to time. This is analogous to Kirchhoffs current law which states the charge entering any node is equal to
the charge exiting. This definition is frequently expanded into the assumptions prevalent in academic material to generate an algebraic equation for this current [10] [31].
This section will document these assumptions and present an improved technique
based on quintic splines.
As presented in Chapter 2, the current in an n-channel MOSFET device contains drift and diffusion contributions such that:

0

IDS(t) = W µef f

dqI(x,t)
dψ(x,t)
0
− φt
qI(x,t)
dx
dx

!
(4.103)

where the effective mobility (µef f ) is a function of the drain-source voltage
0
) is a functions of the electrostatic po(vDS(t) ) and the electron concentration (qI(x,t)

tential and channel potential (vCS(x,t) ). As previously discussed, mobility is a function of position and direction of the electric field whereas the value for mobility used
in Equation 4.103 is calculated using a linear approximation for the lateral electric
field defined as the drain-source voltage divided by the channel length (L). Also, as
presented in [10], the channel potential degrades at locations away from the oxidesubstrate interface. Equation 4.103 is also derived using the charge sheet approximation which states that all the inversion layer charge resides in a thin layer located at
the oxide-substrate interface. This assumption is the basis for removing any depen-
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dence on position y for the electrostatic potential and electron concentration. The
final assumption states that the current at any location x in the channel is equal to the
steady state current (IDS(t) ). Using these assumptions and converting Equation 4.103
to an integral form results in:

IDS(t) dx = W µef f

W
L

"Z

ψ(x,t) |x=L

0
0
0
|x=0
|x=L − qI(x,t)
dψ(x,t) − φt qI(x,t)
qI(x,t)

#


. (4.104)

ψ(x,t) |x=0

The region of validity as identified by [10] does not include channel regions
near the n+ p junctions of the source and drain where the y-directed electric field is
not necessarily much greater than that of the x-directed electric field. The quintic
spline method first derived in this work alleviates the need to make these assumptions.
The derivation starts by realizing the results produced by the iterative solving
technique provides values for the dependent variables ψ(x,y,t) , n(x,y,t) and p(x,y,t) at each
mesh node within the model domain. Quintic splines can now be used to replace the
x-directed differential equations in Equation 4.4 and Equation 4.5. These electric field
and associated position dependent mobility values can also be determine as outlined
in Section 4.6. The resulting modified version of Equation 4.4 and Equation 4.5 are:

Jnx(x,y,t)



dψ(x,y,t)
dn(x,y,t)
= qµnx(x,y,t) −n(x,y,t)
+ φt
dx
dx

and
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(4.105)

Jpx(x,y,t)



dψ(x,y,t)
dp(x,y,t)
= qµpx(x,y,t) −p(x,y,t)
− φt
.
dx
dx

(4.106)

Using the quintic spline integration technique and multiplying by the channel
width results in equations for the electron and hole currents passing through the
geometric planes created at each vertical mesh line. These equations have the forms:

Inx(x,t) = W

m−1
X Z yj+1
j=0

Jnx(x,y,t) dy

(4.107)

Jpx(x,y,t) dy

(4.108)

yj

and

Ipx(x,t) = W

m−1
X Z yj+1
j=0

yj

where 0 < y < tsi and m is the number of vertical mesh nodes. The average
value of a function over an interval and quintic spline integration can now be used to
determine the steady state current. The equations used are:

IDSn =

n−1
X
i=0

1
xi+1 − xi

Z

1
xi+1 − xi

Z

xi+1

Inx(x,y,t) dx

(4.109)

Ipx(x,y,t) dx

(4.110)

xi

and

IDSp =

n−1
X
i=0

xi+1

xi

where 0 < x < L and n is the number of horizontal mesh nodes.
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When applied to a dual-gate device, Equation 4.107 and Equation 4.108 can be
modified to provide equations to determine the current attributed to each gate. This
feature provides the avenue for determining the steady state current in non-symmetric
device structures. In this case, the individual gate oxide thicknesses and associated
voltages are the primary dimension and external stimuli factors that influence this
result. The revised versions of Equation 4.107 and Equation 4.108 are

Inx1(x,t) = W

m−1
X Z yj+1
j=0

Inx2(x,t) = W

yj

m−1
X Z yj+1
yj

j=0

Ipx1(x,t) = W



y
Jnx(x,y,t) dy,
1−
tsi

m−1
X Z yj+1
j=0

yj



y
tsi

(4.111)


Jnx(x,y,t) dy,



y
1−
Jpx(x,y,t) dy
tsi

(4.112)

(4.113)

and

Ipx2(x,t) = W

m−1
X Z yj+1
j=0

yj



y
tsi


Jpx(x,y,t) dy

(4.114)

where Inx1(x,t) and Ipx1(x,t) are relative to Gate1 and Inx2(x,t) and Ipx2(x,t) are
relative to Gate2.
In summary, this technique avoids using the average mobility and charge sheet
approximations while including the effects of the drain and source PN-junctions.
This results in a derivation with improved physical relevance and allows designers to
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determine the effects of asymmetry on device performance. The MATLAB code used
to generate the symbolic integral equations can be found in Appendix B.

4.9

Non-Quasi Static Currents

As introduced in Chapter 2, Non-Quasi Static theory accounts for the variances
in substrate current attributed to the measurable amount of time require for the
carriers in the substrate material to react to external stimuli in an attempt to maintain
charge balance. The derivation as presented in [10] starts with the Non-Quasi Static
differential equation:

0

∂qI(x,t)
∂i(x,t)
=W
.
∂x
∂t

(4.115)

Rearranging the terms in Equation 4.115 and converting to integral form produces:

Z
i(x,t) − i(0,t) = W
0

x

0
∂qI(x,t)

∂t

dx

(4.116)

where i(0,t) is the Non-Quasi Static current at the source terminal (iS(t) ).
Rearranging the terms in Equation 4.116, multiplying both sides by dx and
integrating from the source at x = 0 to the drain at x = L produces:

iS(t)

1
=
L

Z
0

L

 Z Z x
 
d W L
0
i(x,t) dx −
qI(x̂,t) dx̂ dx .
dt L 0
0
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(4.117)

The first term of Equation 4.117 is simply the steady state current and the
second term can be further refined using integration by parts where:

x

Z

0
qI(x̂,t)
dx̂.

Gx =

(4.118)

0

The derivation to determine the solution to the integral begins by taking the
derivative of Gx x such that:

d
dGx
(Gx x) = Gx +
x.
dx
dx

(4.119)

Integrating both sides of Equation 4.119 from x = 0 to x = L and rearranging
terms results in:

Z

L

Gx dx =

Z

Gx x|L0

−

0

0

L

dGx
xdx.
dx

(4.120)

Combining Equation 4.117, Equation 4.118, Equation 4.119 and Equation 4.120
results in:

iS(t)


  Z L
Z L
d W
0
0
qI(x,t) xdx
= IDS(t) +
L
qI(x,t) dx −
dt L
0
0

(4.121)

and can be algebraically reduced to:

"Z
iS(t) = IDS(t) + W

L



0
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#
0
x  dqI(x,t)
1−
dx .
L
dt

(4.122)

Using the values for the electron and hole concentrations at each mesh as
determined by solving the system of differential equation, the derivative of the inversion layer charge with respect to time can be determine using quintic splines. In
this case, the quintic spline functional values are fj (y) =
fj (y) =

dp(x,y,t)
dt

dn(x,y,t)
dt

for electrons and

for holes.

Using the spline integration method, the integral equations for electron and
holes have the forms:

0
∂qI(x
i ,t)

∂t

≈

0
dqn(x
i ,t)

dt

=

m−1
X Z yj−1
j=0

yj

q

dn(xi ,yj ,t)
dy for electrons
dt

(4.123)

and

0
∂qI(x
i ,t)

∂t

≈

0
dqp(x
i ,t)

dt

=

m−1
X Z yj−1
j=0

yj

q

dp(xi ,yj ,t)
dy for holes.
dt

(4.124)

Equation 4.123 and Equation 4.124 are simply functions of the dependent
variables n(x,y,t) and p(x,y,t) . For this work the partial time derivative was discretized
such that:

n(x,y,t) − n(x,y,t−tstep )
n(x,y,t)
=
for electrons
dt
tstep

(4.125)

p(x,y,t) − p(x,y,t−tstep )
p(x,y,t)
=
for holes.
dt
tstep

(4.126)

and
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The resulting values for the partial time derivatives found using Equation 4.123
and Equation 4.124 can now be inserted as spline variables. This allows the solution
for the integral from x = 0 to x = L in Equation 4.122 to be determined.
A similar derivation is use to determine the drain side Non-Quasi Static current. The resulting equation comparable to Equation 4.122 is:

"Z

L

iD(t) = IDS(t) + W
0

 x  dq 0

I(x,t)

L

dt

#
dx .

(4.127)

Similar to the steady state current derivation, the developed model is capable
of modeling asymmetric devices. To maintain this feature for the Non-Quasi Static
currents, Equation 4.123 and Equation 4.124 must be modified to determine the
contributions from each gate. The resulting inversion layer charges with respect to
time attributed to Gate1 and Gate2 have the forms:

0
∂qI1(x,t)

0
dqn1(x,t)

m−1
X Z yi−1




dn(x,y,t)
y
1−
≈
=
q
dy
∂t
dt
tsi
dt
j=0 yi
m−1
0
0
X Z yi−1  y  dn(x,y,t)
dqn2(x,t)
∂qI2(x,t)
≈
=
q
dy
∂t
dt
t
dt
si
y
i
j=0

for electron, and
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(4.128a)

(4.128b)
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∂qI2(x,t)
≈
=
q
dy
∂t
dt
t
dt
si
y
i
j=0

(4.129a)

(4.129b)

for holes.
Applying these equations to Equation 4.122 and Equation 4.127 produce the
Non-Quasi Static equations used in this work. These equations have the forms:

"Z

#
0
x  dqn1(x,t)
iSn1(t) = IDSn1(t) + W
1−
dx
L
dt
0
#
"Z
0
L
x  dqn2(x,t)
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iSn2(t) = IDSn2(t) + W
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L

iDn1(t) = IDSn1(t) + W
0
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L

iDn2(t) = IDSn2(t) + W

iSp1(t)
iSp2(t)

L
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 x  dq 0

n2(x,t)
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(4.131a)
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L

(4.130b)
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(4.130a)

(4.131b)

(4.132a)
(4.132b)

and
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iDp2(t) = IDSp2(t) + W
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(4.133a)

#
dx .

(4.133b)

.
In summary, determining the Non-Quasi Static currents and the effects of
device asymmetry are two key elements of good MOSFET models highlighted in [10].
The methods presented in this section are unique and meets these critical criteria.
Additionally, a review of published literature failed to identify any material for multigate device modeling with inherent Non-Quasi Static determination capabilities and a
documented methodology. Because of this, the work presented is expected to advance
the current state of the art in this particular area. The MATLAB code used to
generate the symbolic integral equations for the Non-Quasi static currents can be
found in Appendix B.

4.10

Device Capacitance Determination

The in-circuit transient behavior of MOSFET devices exhibit a dependence
on the external stimuli and the internal capacitances. This section will introduce
the two capacitance contribution mechanisms, extrinsic and intrinsic, and provide
the derivations and equations used to incorporate these elements into the presented
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model. The extrinsic equations and derivations are identical to the well documented
methods applied to stacked gate devices [7] [8] [9] [34] while the intrinsic capacitance
determination methodology uses quintic splines and is unique to this work. The model
verification material provided in Chapter 6 will demonstrate the significance of these
capacitance contributions by presenting the transient simulation results for a CMOS
inverter where these capacitive elements values are included and excluded.

4.10.1

Extrinsic Capacitance
The predominant extrinsic capacitance contributions can be attributed to the

oxide separating the gate from the substrate, source and drain as well as the reverse
biased PN-junctions created by the drain-substrate and source-substrate interfaces.
The derivation method used mirrors the techniques presented in [7] and [34] for standard MOSFET device structures with modification as needed to adapt it to dual-gate
configurations.
During the device fabrication process involving drain/source diffusion and oxide deposition, an area exists where the gate and oxide material extend beyond the
edge of the substrate material and cover a portion of the drain/source material. As
depicted in Figure 4.10, LOL indicates the length of this overlap region where the
conductive gate material and highly doped drain/source material is separated by an
insulative oxide. As with the gate capacitance, an equation for the overlap capacitance can be determined using simple parallel plate capacitance theory.
The resulting overlap equation relative to the source, drain, Gate1 and Gate2
is:
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Figure 4.10: Cut away view of a dual-gate device structure showing the gate to
drain/substrate overlap.

0
CGkl = Cox
W LOL

(4.134)

where k indicates Source or Drain and l indicates Gate1 or Gate2.
The second extrinsic capacitance is aptly name the junction capacitance and
attributed to the reverse bias condition of the interface. The industry standard
equation describing this capacitance can be found in numerous semiconductor textbooks [7] [34] and is:

Cj0 = −

0
Cj0
∂qj0
m
=
∂vr
1 + vφR0

(4.135)

where reverse bias voltage (vR ) is zero at the source terminal and vDS(t) at the
0
drain terminal. The Cj0
term is the capacitance when the reverse bias voltage (vR )

is zero and is given by:
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r
0
Cj0

=

s q NA ND −1
φ
2 NA + ND 0

(4.136)

where the built in potential (φ0 ) is:


φ0 = φt ln

NA ND
n2i


.

(4.137)

Lastly, the m term in Equation 4.135 is used to account for the grading coefficient of the interface in a typical stacked gate structure where the bottom of the
drain/source to substrate interface is relatively flat while the side wall is curved.
Typical values for m are 1/2 and 1/3 for flat and curved surfaces respectively. For a
dual-gate device, only a flat side wall interface exists therefore m = 1/2 was used in
this work. The resulting equation for the junction capacitance is given by:

Cjl = Cj0 W tsi

(4.138)

where l indicates if it was calculated relative to the source or drain terminal.

4.10.2

Intrinsic Capacitance
The intrinsic capacitance contributions can be attributed to the changes in

charge with respect to changes in terminal voltages. The foundational equation used
to determine these capacitive elements is:

Ckl = −
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∂qk
∂vl

(4.139)

where the charges (qk ) are associated with each device terminal. Likewise, the
voltages (vl ) are associated with the individual terminal voltages [10]. Similar to the
derivation techniques used for the device currents, this is the first known instance
of quintic splines being applied to intrinsic capacitance determination. Additionally,
since the quintic spline coefficients at each mesh node are functions of the terminal
voltages and boundary conditions, this method produces an improved and efficient
avenue for deriving these capacitances when compared to other techniques found in
previously published material that rely on the gradual channel and strong inversion
approximations [10]. The derivation starts by realizing Equation 4.2 through Equation 4.5 can be combined and applied to each mesh node in the model domain. The
resulting equations are:


∂n(x,y,t)
1
= ∇ · −qµn n(x,y,t) ∇ψ(x,y,t) + qµn φt ∇n(x,y,t)
∂t
q

(4.140)


∂p(x,y,t)
1
= − ∇ · −qµp p(x,y,t) ∇ψ(x,y,t) + qµp φt ∇p(x,y,t) .
∂t
q

(4.141)

and

The quintic spline and Lagrange techniques previously discuss in this chapter
can be applied to Equation 4.140 and Equation 4.141 to produce equations that
are symbolic functions of n(x,y,t) , ψ(x,y,t) , vG1(t) , vG2(t) , vD(t) , vS(t) and p(x,y,t) , ψ(x,y,t) ,
vG1(t) , vG2(t) , vD(t) , vS(t) respectively for each mesh node. These equations can now
be algebraically manipulated to produce functions of the associated nodal electron
and hole concentrations (n(x,y,t) and p(x,y,t) ) and multiplied by the electron charge
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to create a symbolic equation for the charge per unit volume at each mesh node.
Derivatives of these equations with respect to the individual terminal voltages results
in symbolic equations for the capacitance per unit volume at each mesh node as
defined in Equation 4.139. The following quintic spline integrations are symbolically
performed to arrive at the intrinsic gate capacitance equations:

#


∂n(x,y,t)
y
q
dy dx
CGkn1(t) ≈ W
1−
tsi
∂vk
xi
yj
#
Z xi+1 "Z yj+1  
∂n(x,y,t)
y
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q
dy dx
tsi
∂vk
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yj
#

Z xi+1 "Z yj+1 
∂p(x,y,t)
y
1−
CGkp1(t) ≈ W
q
dy dx
tsi
∂vk
yj
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#
Z xi+1 "Z yj+1  
∂p(x,y,t)
y
CGkp2(t) ≈ W
dy dx
q
tsi
∂vk
yj
xi
Z

xi+1

"Z

yj+1

(4.142a)
(4.142b)
(4.142c)
(4.142d)

where i = 0, 1, · · · , m − 1, j = 0, 1, · · · , n − 1 and vk = vS , vD , vG1 and vG2 .
In a similar fashion, the capacitance with respect to the source and drain
terminals are found using the following integrations.
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(4.143a)
(4.143b)
(4.143c)
(4.143d)

.
The software used to generate these quintic spline derived symbolic expressions
can be found in Appendix B. Also note that CGS and CGD and not equal to CSG
and CDG . This aspect is overlooked in many models and can lead to model result
accuracy issues when performing transient and frequency response simulations [10].
In comparison, some models incorporate simplistic approximations for the
these capacitance values based on the saturated or non-saturated condition of the
channel region [34]. For example, if the device channel is in a nonsaturated condition, the gate influenced channel has a conductive connection to the source and the
drain. In this case, the approximated capacitance equations are:

1 0
WL
CGS = Cox
2
and

1 0
CGD = Cox
W L.
2
Alternately, if the device channel is in a saturated condition, the gate influences
channel only has a conductive connection to the source. In this case, the approximated
capacitance equations are:

2 0
WL
CGS = Cox
3
and
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CGD = 0.

The other more advanced methods found in previous material and documented
in Chapter 3 rely on several approximations and assumptions in determining these
capacitance values which include the strong inversion assumption, gradual channel
approximation and exclusion of short channel effects. These approximations and
assumptions are implemented for purpose of reducing the terminal charge equations
to a form that can be directly differentiated. As a result, the intrinsic capacitance
equations using this derivation strategy are simple algebraic expression that can be
executed efficiently but lack result accuracy if not combined with appropriate fitting
parameters.
In summary, the developed method is unique to this work and provides an
improved method for determining the intrinsic capacitance values without incorporating the accuracy reducing assumptions found in other work. Because of this, the
new method has the potential to advance the current state of the art in this particular
area.

4.11

Model Calibration

During the model validation effort several discrepancies were discovered between the simulation results and experimental data. Similar to the correction parameters and equation modification applied to mobility degradation due to carrier velocity,
several additional calibration factors were identified and applied to the model. The
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first calibration parameter is associated with the estimation for the electric field in the
oxide material when deriving the boundary condition equations for the gate-substrate
interface. This work employed a linear approximation and assumes the oxide is a perfect insulator. As stated in [66], this is a valid approximation but can introduce some
errors. To account for this, the oxide thickness was multiplied by a correction factor
(αtox ). Through experimentation, it was determine that this factor is approximately
0.8 for long channel nFET and pFET devices and degraded to 1.0 as the channel
length was reduced.
The second correction factor is associated with the steady state current at
low gate voltages. Unlike the oxide thickness correction factor that is a fixed value,
the correction to the steady state current is a function of the gate voltage and required a gate voltage dependent correction equation. Through experimentation it
was discovered that equations with the forms:

IDSn(t)

(vGS(t) − VF B )αIDSn
IDSn(t)
=
(1.0 − VF B )αIDSn

(4.144)

for (vGS(t) ≤ 1.0V ) with αIDSn = 1.5 in nFET devices and

IDSp(t)

(vSG(t) + VF B )αIDSp
=
IDSp(t)
(1.0 + VF B )αIDSp

(4.145)

for (vSG(t) ≤ 1.0V ) with αIDSn = 2.5 in pFET devices produced the desired
effect on the model calculated steady state current when compared to experimental
data.
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Two additional calibration parameters were used in the developed model for
the purpose of aligning the generated results to experimental data. These two parameters are the critical electric field and oxide charge. To incorporate these required
material properties, values within the typical ranges found in [10] were used.

4.12

Frequency Response

The material in Chapter 3 provides an introduction and overview of the conventional methods for performing frequency analysis. To summarize, the high resolution method uses the gradual channel, strong inversion and long channel approximations to reduce pertinent equations to forms such that time dependant and non-time
dependant terms can be separated. This allows equations to be derived for the time
dependant effect on substrate charges in response to applied small signal voltages at
the device terminals. The resulting lengthy derivation produces an equivalent circuit
comprised of resistive, capacitive and inductive passive elements as well as voltage
controlled current sources [10]. As previously stated, the potential disadvantages are
accuracy and region of validity limitations due to the foundational assumptions and
approximations implemented to reduce the system of equations to their separable onedimension forms. This section will introduce a technique which implements a Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) to arrive at the desired gain and phase information while
avoiding the limitations of conventionally used methods. Unlike the conventional
methods that reside in the frequency domain, the presented technique stimulates the
input of the circuit or device to be modeled with a series of small sinusoidal signals spanning the frequencies of interest and records the output response using the
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time domain simulation and model presented in this chapter. Performing a DFT on
the known input and the collected output data provides the required parameters to
generate the gain and phase information with respect to frequency for the simulated
system. The inherent advantages of this method is the inclusion of the multidimensional and small-signal effects in the physically derived model results as opposed to
the semi-empirical parameters required by the conventional techniques. The primary
disadvantage is execution efficiency where the time required to stimulate the circuit,
collect the data and produce the desired information is significantly longer than the
execution efficiency of nodal analysis techniques used in small signal equivalent circuit
methods. For completeness, the following material provides an overview of the DFT
method while the verification and flow chart information can be found in Chapter 6
and Appendix A respectively.
The standard equation for a DFT is:

Xk =

N
−1
X

2πi

xn · e− N

kn

(4.146)

n=0

where N is the number of data samples and xn = x0 , x1 , ..., xN −1 are the time
domain samples. The resulting Xk terms are complex numbers that represent the
gain and phase information of the sinusoidal elements contained in the time domain
signal where k = 0, 1, ..., N − 1. Lastly, the equation fk = kfs /N is used to correlate
the Xk terms to a frequency where fs is the sample frequency [67].
Using Euler’s identity, Equation 4.146 becomes:
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Xk =

N
−1
X





xn · cos

n=0

2πkn
N




− i · sin

2πkn
N


.

(4.147)

The following equations are now used to determine the individual magnitude
and phase information for the input and output waveforms at the desired set of
frequencies.

|Xk | =

p
Re(Xk )2 + Im(Xk )2
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U ndef ined,

(4.148)

if Re(Xk ) > 0,
if Re(Xk ) < 0 and Im(Xk ) ≥ 0,
if Re(Xk ) = 0 and Im(Xk ) > 0,

(4.149)

if Re(Xk ) = 0 and Im(Xk ) < 0,
if Re(Xk ) = 0 and Im(Xk ) = 0.

The gain and phase with respect to frequency for the simulated circuit can
now be determined using the equations:

Gain =

|Xk(output) |
|Xk(input) |

and
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(4.150)

P hase = ∠Xk(output) − ∠Xk(input) .

(4.151)

As a final note, from a modeling and simulation versatility perspective, the
sample rate and input signal is easily modified. This feature allows end users of the
developed model and simulation technique to study two-dimensional and Non-Quasi
Static effects on the frequency characteristics of the simulated device or circuit when
more complex input waveforms, such as a composite signal, are applied.

4.13

Other Attempted Techniques

In addition to the finite difference, finite element and cubic spline comparison data in Appendix F, several additional numerical techniques capable of approximating the two dimensional semiconductor differential equations were evaluated to
determine the best method based on applicability to the dual-gate device system of
equations, result accuracy, execution efficiency and software development environment/platform limitations. These techniques included piecewise Lagrange interpolation, septic splines and bi-cubic spline. The result of this analysis-of-alternatives effort
supported the decision to use quintic splines. The following paragraphs summarize
these techniques and the disqualifying reasons the methods were not selected.
The piecewise Lagrange interpolating polynomial has the form:

fn(x) =

n
X
j=0

fxj

n
Y
k=0,k6=j
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x − xj
.
xj − xk

(4.152)

Using Equation 4.152, the resulting two node equation and associated first and
second derivatives are:

fn(x) = fxj1

(x − xj1 )
(x − xj2 )
+ fxj2
,
xj1 − xj2
xj2 − xj1

(4.153)

0
= fxj1
fn(x)

1
1
+ fxj2
xj1 − xj2
xj2 − xj1

(4.154)

and

00
fn(x)
= 0.

(4.155)

Equation 4.154 and Equation 4.155 indicate the first derivative is a constant
and the second derivative is 0. This obviously is not a viable solution for the twodimensional system of equations in this work.
Expanding Equation 4.152 to three nodes results in a functional equation and
associated first and second derivatives with the forms:

fn(x) = fxj1

(x − xj2 )(x − xj3 )
(x − xj1 )(x − xj3 )
+ fxj2
+
(xj1 − xj2 )(xj1 − xj3 )
(xj2 − xj1 )(xj2 − xj3 )
(x − xj1 )(x − xj2 )
fxj3
,
(xj3 − xj1 )(xj3 − xj2 )
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(4.156)

0
fn(x)
= fxj1

(x − xj2 ) + (x − xj3 )
(x − xj1 ) + (x − xj3 )
+ fxj2
+
(xj1 − xj2 )(xj1 − xj3 )
(xj2 − xj1 )(xj2 − xj3 )
(x − xj1 ) + (x − xj2 )
fxj3
(xj3 − xj1 )(xj3 − xj2 )

(4.157)

and

00
fn(x)
= fxj1

2
2
+ fxj2
+
(xj1 − xj2 )(xj1 − xj3 )
(xj2 − xj1 )(xj2 − xj3 )
2
fxj3
.
(xj3 − xj1 )(xj3 − xj2 )

(4.158)

With the three node Lagrange derived equations, Equation 4.157 simply reduces to finite difference equations for an equally space mesh while Equation 4.158 is
a constant.
To properly apply the Lagrange method to the system of equations in this
work, a four node or greater implementation would be required. This however has
the potential to introduce an oscillatory error know as the Runge phenomenon [68] .
Figure 4.11 demonstrates this phenomenon for the function:

f(x) =

1
1 + x2

using a five node Lagrange polynomial.
Although one would surmise that adding additional node would alleviate this
issue, per [68] the problem is exacerbated. The requirement for four or more nodes and
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Figure 4.11: Runge phenomenon experience when using a Lagrange polynomial to
interpolate a function.

the potential for the Runge phenomenon induced errors were the primary disqualifying
factors for this method.
A septic spline scheme was another method attempted to increase result accuracy. Like the name implies and similar to quintic splines, a piecewise seventh degree
polynomial is used to interpolate the functional values between each mesh node using
the spline polynomial equation:

fi (x) =

7
X

(i)

ak (x − xi )k

k=0
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(i)

where (i = 0, 1, ..., m − 1) is the node number and the ak terms are unknown
coefficients. The spline implementation also imposes continuity at each mesh node out
to the sixth derivative. With the septic polynomial, obtaining the 8m unknown coefficients requires an equivalent number of equations. Attempting to implement this
method produced memory issue with MATLAB when creating the symbolic Jacobian matrix equations and prevented the development of a model with a 7x23 mesh.
An attempt was made to solve this issue by reducing the mesh nodes. Through
experimentation it was discovered that a 7x7 mesh resolved the memory issue but
introduced a potential issue with adequately interpolating the exponential nature of
the carrier concentrations near the oxide interfaces due to the mesh node reduction.
This was the primary disqualifying factor for this method. Although memory issues
were encountered when attempting to implement the septic spline, the continued advancements in computer technology has the potential to make this method relevant
and implementable in the future.
Lastly, two-dimensional splines such as bi-cubic splines are derived using similar methods to quintic splines and include cross derivatives in the solution criteria.
The resulting set of continuity derivatives are
d4
dx2 dy 2

2
2
2
3
3
d
, d, d , d , d , d , d
dx dy dxdy dx2 dy 2 dxdy 2 dx2 y

and

where the spline polynomial is:

fi,j (x, y) =

3 X
3
X

(i,j)

aki ,kj (x − xi )k (y − yj )k .

kj =0 ki =0

As with quintic splines, the method used to generate the two-dimension spline
solution was modeled after the material in [59]. Unlike the one-dimensional spline
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coefficients which are functions of all the dependent variables on the associated mesh
row (or column), two-dimensional spline coefficients are functions of the dependent
variables at every mesh node within the simulation domain. This resulted in a Jacobian matrix that also exceeded the memory and processing ability of the computer
and development software for mesh grids greater than 5x5. When evaluating this
method with the 5x5 mesh grid it was determined that the exponential behavior
of the electron and hole concentrations near the oxide interface could not be adequately approximated. However, these two-dimensional spline techniques should be
considered viable as an avenue for future improvements to this work when computer
technology and development software limitations are no longer an issue.

4.14

Advantages of Presented Technique (Summary)

The quintic spline method has numerous desirable characteristics when compared to the techniques found in referenced literature and commercial products. A
summary of the advantages include:

• Significant calibration parameter reduction when compared to Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis (SPICE) type models.
• A 5th degree polynomial can interpolate the exponential behavior of the carrier
concentration near the oxide interface better than current multidimensional
models based on finite difference and finite element techniques.
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• The implemented method does not assume device symmetry. Determining the
effects of gate voltage and oxide thickness disparities allows the evaluation of
real word fabrication tolerances on device performance.
• Using the complete set of drift-diffusion equations allow the Non-Quasi Static
behaviour of the device to be evaluated.
• Quintic spines exhibit a desired balance between a reduced number of mesh
nodes, second derivative predictive ability, software footprint and execution
time.
• Avoiding the assumptions used by others to reduce equation complexity results
in improved physical accuracy.
• Calculating the effects of the horizontal and vertical electric fields on mobility
at each mesh node results in improved physical accuracy.
• Splines provide an improved method for performing the integrations associated
with calculating the steady state current, Non-Quasi Static current and device
intrinsic capacitances.
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CHAPTER 5

THEORETICAL APPLICATIONS

When developing the dual-gate model, several features and capabilities were
included using derivations based on previous model development efforts associated
with stacked gate and floating gate memory devices [22] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74].
Although these derivations are based on sound engineering principles and physical
equations, at the time this work was completed the pertinent experimental data
required to adequately validate these features was not available. Because of this, these
features will be considered theoretical until a proper validation effort is performed.

5.1

SiGe Substates

Similar to the short channel effect performance reducing characteristics supporting the evolution of multi-gate device structures, devices are being designed using
augmented substrate materials to address these issues and increase performance. One
such material is Germanium (Ge) because it, like Silicon (Si), has four valence electrons and forms covalent bonds with typical donor materials (Phosphorous and Arsenic) and acceptor materials (Boron and Aluminum). Figure 5.1 is an excerpt from
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Figure 5.1: Periodic table showing intrinsic substrate materials as well as acceptor
and donor material.

the periodic table depicting the class III acceptor materials, class IV semiconductor
materials and class V donor materials.
Although Si and Ge are similar in that both lack four outer shell electrons
from being complete, there are several differences. The first of which is their atomic
numbers where Si is 14 and Ge is 32. Figure 5.2 depicts these electron quantity differences where the electron configuration for Si is 1S 2 2S 2 2P 6 3S 2 3P 2 and the electron
configuration for Ge is 1S 2 2S 2 2P 6 3S 2 3P 2 3D10 4S 2 4P 2 . With each, covalent bonds
can be formed to complete the outer shell. Figure 5.3 depicts these outer shell electron covalent bonds.
From an energy band diagram perspective, Si and Ge also have observable
differences. Figure 5.4 depicts these differences.
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Figure 5.2: Electron shell diagram for Si and Ge.

Figure 5.3: Covalent bonds of Si and Ge atoms.

Figure 5.4: Energy band diagram differences between Si and Ge.
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Figure 5.5: Example diagram showing free electrons and free holes created as a
result of combining intrinsic Silicon with donor and acceptor material.

Like Si, Ge can also be combined with pentavalent donor material, such as
Phosphorous and Arsenic, and trivalent acceptor material, such as Boron and Aluminum, to form the n-type and p-type materials used in modern semiconductor devices. Figure 5.5 depicts the extra electron resulting from the molecular bond with
donor material and the extra hole resulting from the molecular bond with acceptor
material.
Combining Silicon and Germanium to form an intrinsic substrate highlights
an additional key difference between Si and Ge which is the atomic spacing. This
refers to the distance between the individual nuclei of atoms within a material where
Germaniums is larger. The resulting atomic material structure is depicted in Figure 5.6.
Many designers use SiGe substrate material in the fabrication of devices referred to as strained Si devices where a thin layer of Si is located in the channel region
between the oxide material and the SiGe substrate [75] [76] [77]. The atomic spacing
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Figure 5.6: Example diagram comparing the atomic structures of Si and Ge.

Figure 5.7: Example diagram showing a MOSFET device with a strained Si channel
region.

of the SiGe material produces a stain on this thin Si layer as depicted in Figure 5.7.
The result is increased mobility and therefore an increase in steady state current. The
performance altering characteristics as a function of Si and Ge percentages are a key
factor that contributes to the importance of predictive modeling where the device
performance can be estimated prior to the costly and time consuming fabrication
process.
Current trends, based on recent publications, indicate work is being performed
with substrates comprised entirely of SiGe [74] [78] [79]. This is the substrate struc-
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ture that was incorporated into the developed dual-gate model. The following information will present the pertinent material property parameters affected by the
introduction of Ge into the substrate material as well as show the equations used to
augment these parameters based on Si and Ge percentages and the resulting changes
in model results. The four material property input parameters in the presented model
effected by substrate Ge content are permittivity (s ), intrinsic carrier concentration
(ni ), electron mobility (µn ) and hole mobility (µp ).
Permittivity is a property that describes a materials ability to resist an electric
field [80]. As an example, the silicon dioxide material of the gate oxide has a relatively low permittivity when compared to the substrate material. The material in [5]
provides these parameters for Si and Ge as 1.05x10−12 and 1.42x10−12 respectively.
To incorporate this parameter into the presented model, linear interpolation was used
to determine an estimated value based on the percentages of Si and Ge [81]. This
equation has the form:

s = s(Si) − (s(Si) − s(Ge) )

Ge%
.
100

(5.1)

The intrinsic carrier concentration is the measure of the number of electrons
in the conduction band per unit volume in an un-doped semiconductor. Calculating
the intrinsic carrier concentration is not as straight forward. Determining this value
requires knowledge of the Maxwell-Boltzmann’s approximation of the Fermi-Dirac
function equations:
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Ei −Ec

ni = no |Ef =Ei = NC e Kj TK

(5.2)

and

Ev −Ei

ni = po |Ef =Ei = NV e Kj TK

(5.3)

where
Nc is the conduction band effective density of state and Nv is the valence band
effective density of state.
Multiplying Equation 5.2 and Equation 5.3 produces:

ni =

p

Ec −Ev

NC NV e 2Kj TK =

Eg
p
NC NV e 2Kj TK

(5.4)

where Eg is the bandgap distance between the conduction and valence bands.
The intrinsic carrier concentration equation is expanded further by incorporating the conduction and valence density of state equations. These equations are:


NC = 2

2πm∗n Kj TK
h2j

 32

2πm∗p Kj TK
h2j

 32

(5.5)

and


NV = 2

where
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(5.6)

m∗n - electron effective mass (kg) (9.83x10−31 for Si and 5.01x10−31 for Ge)
m∗p - hole effective mass (kg) (7.37x10−31 for Si and 3.37x10−31 for Ge)
Kj - Boltzmanns constant (1.38x10−23 J/K)
K - Boltzmanns constant (8.62x10−5 eV/K)
hj = Planks constant (6.63x10−34 Js).
Plugging the density of state equations of Equation 5.5 and Equation 5.6 into
the intrinsic carrier concentration equation of Equation 5.4 produces:

s 
3
−Eg
2πKj TK
3
∗ m∗ ) 2 e Kj TK .
(m
ni = 4
n p
h2j

(5.7)

As with permittivity, linear interpolation was used to determine the effective
mass values based on Si and Ge percentages [81]. For the band gap value, published
material provides these values for Si and Ge as 1.1205eV and 0.6634eV respectively
as well as a temperature dependant semi-empirical equation given by:

Eg = Ego −

αTK2
TK + β

where Table 5.1 presents the values for the parameters Ego , α and β [5].
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(5.8)

Table 5.1: Empirical parameters for band gap equation.

Ego (eV )

Si

Ge

1.166

0.7437

α(eV /K) 0.000473 0.000477
β(K)

636

235

Figure 5.8 is a plot for the band gap versus Ge content using Equation 5.8 and
linear interpolation for the empirical parameters in Table 5.1 compared to experimental data [82]. Using these band gap results, the intrinsic carrier concentration as a
function of Ge content can be determined. These results are presented in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.8: Band gap versus Ge content in the substrate. (Eg1 is the semi-empirical
results and Eg2 is experimental data provided by Virginia Semiconductor)
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Figure 5.9: Intrinsic carrier concentration versus Ge content in the substrate.

Finally, electron and hole mobility are characterizations of how quickly or efficiently the carrier can move through a material. Like the band gap, these mobility parameters are a function of temperature and doping concentration. The semi-empirical
equations from [60] used to determine these bulk mobility values as a function of doping concentration and Ge content are:


µn = µn(min)

TK
300

−0.57

(µn(max) − µn(min) )
1.0 +

Nsubstrate


TK 2.4
1.26x1017 300


Tn −Tn
300

TK −0.146
300

(5.9)

and


µp = µp(min)

−0.57 (µ
p(max) − µp(min) )
TK
Nsubstrate
300

2.4
1.0 +
2.35x1017

TK
300



Tp
300

−Tn


TK −0.146
300

(5.10)

where TK is the temperature in degrees Kelvin and the linearly interpolated
values for µn(min/max) , µp(min/max) , Tn and Tp are calculated using the values in Ta-
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Figure 5.10: Electron mobility with respect to doping concentration.

ble 5.2. Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 present the mobility profiles for both n-type and
p-type devices as a function of Ge content and doping concentration.

Table 5.2: Empirical parameters for mobility equation.

Si
µn(max)

Ge

1338.0 3900.0

µn(min)

88.0

88.0

µp(max)

461.3

1900.

µp(min)

54.3

54.3

Tn

2.4

1.7

Tp

2.2

2.3
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Figure 5.11: Hole mobility with respect to doping concentration.

Likewise, Figure 5.12 presents the effects on the steady state and Non-Quasi
Static current results based on Ge content in the substrate. As expected, adding
Germanium to the substrate material results in a steady state current increase and
a Non-Quasi Static current reduction. From a device performance perspective, these
steady state and Non-Quasi Static current changes are considered improvements.
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Figure 5.12: Steady state and Non-Quasi Static current for 0, 50 and 100% Ge
substrate material.

5.2

Temperature Effects

Similar to Germanium content, temperature has a significant effect on device
performance and the associated physical parameters that are inputs to the presented
model. For the developed model, these physical parameters are φt , Eg , ni , µn and µp .
Additionally, the electron and hole concentration equations used in the model were
derived using the Maxwell-Boltzmann’s approximation of the Fermi-Dirac function.
To determine the region of validity when using the Maxwell-Boltzmann’s approximation, a comparative analysis was performed to establish and understand the effects of
this approximation when calculating the electron and hole concentrations. The details
of this analysis can be found in Appendix E. As presented, an error of less than 1% is
observed between the Maxwell-Boltzmann’s approximation and Fermi-Dirac function
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for doping concentrations less than 1x1018 atoms/cm3 and temperatures below 370
degrees K.
For thermal voltage the equation used is:

φt =

Kj TK
.
q

(5.11)

The remaining equations are identical to those presented for Ge content in the
substrate and are repeated for completeness. These equations are:

αTK2
Eg = Ego −
,
TK + β

(5.12)

s 
3
−Eg
2πKj TK
3
∗ m∗ ) 2 e Kj TK ,
ni = 4
(m
n p
h2j

(5.13)


µn = µn(min)

TK
300

−0.57

(µn(max) − µn(min) )
1.0 +

Nsubstrate


TK 2.4
1.26x1017 300


Tn −Tn
300

TK −0.146
300

(5.14)

and


µp = µp(min)

−0.57 (µ
p(max) − µp(min) )
TK
Nsubstrate
300

2.4
1.0 +
2.35x1017

TK
300



Tp
300

−Tn

.

TK −0.146
300

(5.15)

Figure 5.13 through Figure 5.16 present the results attained using these equations to demonstrate how these important model parameters are affected by temperature. For this demonstration the temperatures were limited to values between -45
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and 85 degrees C. These limits were selected to align with the typical operating limits
of current industrial grade integrated circuits.

Figure 5.13: Band gap with respect to Germanium percentage at -45, 26.85 and 85
degrees C.

Figure 5.14: Intrinsic carrier concentration with respect to Germanium percentage
at -45, 26.85 and 85 degrees C.
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Figure 5.15: Electron mobility with respect to Germanium percentage at -45, 26.85
and 85 degrees C.

Figure 5.16: Hole mobility with respect to Germanium percentage at -45, 26.85 and
85 degrees C.

Figure 5.17 presents the notional effects of temperature on the steady state
and Non-Quasi Static currents for standard silicon devices. As depicted, increases in
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temperature in the −45o C to 85o C range results in decreases in both the steady state
and Non-Quasi Static current components. The primary contributor to this current
decrease as temperature increases is the electron-phonon scattering interaction as
the lattice vibrations increase with temperature. The scattering that occurs in this
temperature range results in a mobility decrease [83].

Figure 5.17: Steady state and NQS current at -45, 26.85 and 85 degrees C.

5.3

Effects of Non-Ideal Oxide Thicknesses and Gate Voltages

As discussed in previous chapters, the fabrication process can introduce variances in device dimensions and external stimuli. Some published material estimates
these variances to be as high as 30% [48]. Unlike many of the dual-gate models documented in previously published material, the presented model does not assume device
symmetry and generates simulation results that allow designers to evaluate the effects
of asymmetry on device performance. For this work, device asymmetry was included
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by allowing for variances in the applied Gate1 and Gate2 voltages as well as the Gate1
and Gate2 associated oxide thicknesses. Both of these model parameters are incorporated into the developed model through the oxide-substrate boundary conditions
and have a direct impact on the gate influenced carrier concentrations. For example,
decreases in oxide thickness increases the capacitive coupling between the gate terminal and the substrate. The real word impact is an increase in the resulting device
current. Also, as expected, increases in gate voltages produce a real world increase
in the resulting device current. The impact of these model parameter variances on
device performance will be explored further in the verification section of Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6

VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

This chapter contains the verification and validation results for the newly developed model. The primary purpose of the verification testing is to demonstrate the
resulting output data generated by the model trends correctly in response to input
parameter changes. These input parameters include physical dimensions, material
properties and terminal voltages. Each of these parameters were individually examined and systematically modified to verify the model responds correctly to these
changes. A subset of these test results have been included in the following sections of
this chapter. Conversely, the validation results are intended to assess the accuracy of
the newly developed model. This is accomplished by comparing the generated results
to the results produced by other models and experimental data. The validation test
results for both n-type and p-type dual-gate devices are also included in this chapter.
For both the verification and validation testing, Figure 6.1 provides a schematic representation of the nFET and pFET dual-gate devices and identifies the steady state
and Non-Quasi Static currents.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation and current definitions for the dual-gate nFET
and pFET devices used in the verification/validation testing.

6.1

Model Verification

As introduce in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, the simplistic steady state current
equations can be used as a reference to understand the appropriate trend of model
results. The long and short channel versions of these equations have the forms:

IDSn(t) =

0


W 
µn Cox
2
2 vGS(t) − VT vDS(t) − vDS(t)
2 L

(6.1)

for non-saturated long channel devices,

IDSn(t) =

0
2

W
µn Cox
vGS(t) − VT
1 + λvDS(t)
2 L

for saturated long channel devices and
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(6.2)

IDSn(including

velocity saturation)

=

IDSn(not
"

including velocity saturation)



1+

|vDS(t) |

B # B1

(6.3)

Ecr L

if including carrier velocity effects on mobility. It should also be noted that
these equations apply to stacked MOSFET devices and multiplying each equation by
two is a simplistic method for adapting these equations to dual-gate devices for the
purpose of academic understanding.
Also presented in Chapter 3 is an equation derived in [25] which is a more
physically accurate determination of the steady state current. This equation has the
form:

IDSn(t) = µn


W 4s
(2φt )2 g(βs) − g(βd )
L tsi

(6.4)

where

gβ(s,d) = βs,d tanβs,d −

2
βs,d
stox 2
+
β tan2 .
2
ox tsi s,d βs,d

The source and drain terms (βs and βd ) in Equation 6.4 are determined using:

vGS(t)−VF B −vCS(t)
2φt

− ln

2
tsi

s

2s φt
qni

!
= lnβ − ln(cosβ) +

where vCS(t) is set to 0.0 and vDS(t) respectively.
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2s tox
)(βtanβ)
ox tsi

Several additional equation were leverage for the verification testing. These
equations include:

Ex = −

VDS
L

(6.5)

for the estimated x-directed electric field,

Ex(x,y,t) = −

∂ψ(x,y,t)
∂x

(6.6)

for the actual x-directed electric field,


∂ψ(x, 0, t)
C0
≈ ox1 ψ(x,0,t) − vGS1(t) + VF B1
∂y
s

(6.7)

for the Gate1 electrostatic potential boundary condition,


C0
∂ψ(x, tsi , t)
≈ − ox2 ψ(x,tsi ,t) − vGS2(t) + VF B2
∂y
s

(6.8)

for the Gate2 electrostatic potential boundary condition and
√
2qs NA p
VT = VF B + ψo +
ψo
0
Cox

(6.9)

for the threshold voltage of a stacked MOSFET device. Using the above
equations, several of the expected result trends in response to input parameter changes
can be determined.
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6.1.1

Changes in Channel Width (nFET)
This section will demonstrate the newly developed model reacts correctly to

changes in channel width. This test was performed with the device parameters outlined in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Device parameters used to verify the newly developed model reacts correctly to changes in channel width.
Device NA (/cm3 )
nFET

1x1015

W (µm) L(µm)

tsi (µm) tox (nm) vDS(t) (V )

vGS(t) (V )

1, 5, 10

1

0→5→0

10

260

5

Equation 6.1 through Equation 6.4 indicate the steady state current should
increase as channel width increases. As demonstrated in Figure 6.2, the newly developed model trends correctly.

Figure 6.2: Steady state current with respect to changes in channel width.
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6.1.2

Changes in Channel Length (nFET)
This section will demonstrate the newly developed model reacts correctly to

changes in channel length. These tests were performed with the device parameters
outlined in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Device parameters used to verify the newly developed model reacts correctly to changes in channel length.
Device NA (/cm3 )
nFET

6.1.2.1

1x1015

W (µm) L(µm)

tsi (µm) tox (nm) vDS(t) (V )

vGS(t) (V )

10

1

0→5→0

1, 5, 10

260

5

Steady state current

Equation 6.1 through Equation 6.4 indicate the steady state current should
decrease as channel length increases. As demonstrated in Figure 6.3, the newly developed model trends correctly.
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Figure 6.3: Steady state current with respect to changes in channel length.

6.1.2.2

Non-quasi static current

Non-Quasi Static theory indicates the amount of time required for the carrier
to traverse the channel region in response to these test conditions should decrease as
the channel length is reduced. As demonstrated in Figure 6.4, the newly developed
model trends correctly as indicated by the separation of the source and drain NonQuasi Static currents at each channel length.
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Figure 6.4: Non-quasi static current with respect to changes in channel length.

6.1.2.3

Leakage current

As discussed in Chapter 2, leakage current increases as the channel length is
reduced. As demonstrated in Table 6.3, the newly developed model trends correctly.

Table 6.3: Leakage current with respect to changes in channel length (vGS(t) = 0.0V ).

Channel Length (µm) Steady state current (A)
10

7.02199430767553x10−14

5

6.10622313226726x10−13

1

2.60406539918048x10−12
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6.1.2.4

Electric Field

As discussed in Chapter 2, some modelers simply use Equation 6.5 to estimate
the electric field. Based on this estimating equation, the magnitude of the electric
field should increase as the channel length decreases. The newly developed model
implements an improved methodology by calculating the electric field with respect
to position using the more physically accurate Equation 6.6. As demonstrated in
Figure 6.5, decreasing the channel length results in an electric field magnitude increase
in the negative x direction. This figure also demonstrates how the x-directed electric
field varies with respect to position.

Figure 6.5: X-directed Electric field with respect to channel length. (vGS(t) = 5.0V )

6.1.2.5

X-directed Electron Mobility

As discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, the mobility can degrade due to carrier velocity saturation which is a function of electric field. As previously mentioned,
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most modelers use the constant electric field based on Equation 6.5. This leads to
a constant effective mobility that degrades as the channel length shortens due to
increases in the electric field magnitude above the critical electric field. The newly
developed model implements an improved methodology by calculating the mobility
with respect to position using the position dependent electric field of Equation 6.6.
As demonstrated in Figure 6.6, the localized mobility degrades as the electric field
magnitudes increase.

Figure 6.6: X-directed mobility with respect to channel length. (vGS(t) = 5.0V )

6.1.3

Changes in Oxide thickness (nFET)
This section will demonstrate the model reacts correctly to changes in ox-

ide thickness. These tests were performed with the device parameters outlined in
Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4: Device parameters used to verify the newly developed model reacts correctly to changes in the oxide thickness.
Device NA (/cm3 )
nFET

6.1.3.1

1x1015

W (µm) L(µm)

tsi (µm) tox (nm)

10

1

1

vDS(t) (V ) vGS(t) (V )

200, 250, 300 5

0→5→0

Steady state current of a symmetric device

0
Knowing the oxide capacitance term in Equation 6.1 and Equation 6.4 is Cox
=

ox /tox indicates decreases in oxide thickness results in steady state current increases.
As demonstrated in Figure 6.7, the steady state current in the newly developed model
trends correctly where the current increase is primarily due to increased gate terminal
coupling to the substrate as the oxide thickness in reduced.

Figure 6.7: Steady state current with respect to changes in oxide thickness.
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6.1.3.2

Gate Current

When performing Non-Quasi Static transient simulations, the gate current can
be defined as the difference between the source and drain currents. This gate current
can conceptually be thought of as the current through a capacitor where the equation:

iG(t) ≈ C

dV
dt

(6.10)

can be used to understand the appropriate gate current trend. Replacing the
0
voltage term in Equation 6.10 with vGS(t) and the capacitor term with Cox
= ox /tox

indicates the gate current should increase as the oxide thickness is reduced. As
demonstrated in Figure 6.8, the gate current in the newly developed model trends
correctly.

Figure 6.8: Gate current with respect to changes in oxide thickness.
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6.1.3.3

Y-directed electric field of a symmetric device

The oxide boundary conditions presented in Equation 6.7 and Equation 6.8 for
Gate1 and Gate2 respectively indicate the electric fields should increase as the oxide
thickness decreases. Equation 6.7 also indicates the Gate1 electric field under these
test conditions should be directed in the positive y direction. Likewise, Equation 6.8
indicates the Gate2 electric field should be directed in the negative y direction. As
demonstrated in Figure 6.9, the y-directed electric field trends correctly as the oxide
thickness parameter changes.

Figure 6.9: Y-directed electric field with respect to changes in oxide thickness of a
symmetric device. (vGS = 5.0)

For symmetric devices the equal and opposite y-directed electric fields should
cancel out in the substrate at a point halfway between the two gates. As demonstrated
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in Figure 6.10, the model correctly produces an electric field of 0.0V /cm at this
substrate location.

Figure 6.10: Y-directed electric field with respect to changes in oxide thickness of a
symmetric device. (vGS(t) = 5.0V )

6.1.3.4

Electron concentration of a symmetric device

Decreases in the oxide thickness results in increases in gate coupling to the
channel surfaces at the oxide-substrate interfaces. This increased coupling results in
increases in the number of electrons attracted to these interfaces under the designated
test conditions. Also, device symmetry dictates the electron concentration at the
Gate1 and Gate2 interfaces should be identical. As demonstrated in Figure 6.11, the
electron concentration profile trends correctly as the oxide thickness changes.
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Figure 6.11: Electron concentration with respect to changes in oxide thickness of a
symmetric device. (vGS(t) = 5.0V )

6.1.3.5

Y-directed electric field of an asymmetric device

To demonstrate asymmetric device features of the newly developed model,
tests were performed with different Gate1 and Gate2 oxide thicknesses. As demonstrated in Figure 6.12, the electric field profile trends correctly as the oxide thickness
at Gate2 changes.
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Figure 6.12: Y-directed electric field with respect to changes in oxide thickness of
an asymmetric device. (vGS(t) = 5.0V )

Oxide thickness asymmetry also shifts the location where the Gate1 and Gate2
induced electric fields cancel away from the midpoint between the two gates. Under
the test condition where tox1 is less than tox2 , the y-directed electric field magnitude
at Gate1 is greater that the electric field magnitude at Gate2 and the location where
the electric field is approximately 0.0V /cm shifts towards Gate2. As demonstrated in
Figure 6.13, the electric field profile trends correctly under the condition where tox1
is less than tox2 .
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Figure 6.13: Y-directed electric field with respect to changes in oxide thickness of
an asymmetric device. (vGS(t) = 5.0V )

6.1.3.6

Electron concentration of an asymmetric device

As with a symmetric device, decreases in oxide thickness results in increases in
carrier concentration at the oxide-substrate interface. As demonstrated in Figure 6.14,
the electron concentration profile trends correctly under the condition where tox1 is
less than tox2 .
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Figure 6.14: Electron concentration with respect to changes in oxide thickness of
an asymmetric device. (vGS(t) = 5.0)

6.1.4

Changes in Channel Substrate Thickness (nFET)
This section will demonstrate the model reacts correctly to changes in sub-

strate thickness. These tests were performed with the device parameters outlined in
Table 6.5

Table 6.5: Device parameters used to verify the newly developed model reacts correctly to changes in the substrate thickness.
Device NA (/cm3 )
nFET

1x1015

W (µm) L(µm)

tsi (µm)

10

0.6, 0.8, 1.0 260

1
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tox (nm) vDS(t) (V )
5

vGS(t) (V )
0→5→0

6.1.4.1

Steady state current

Equation 6.4 indicates the steady state current should increase as the substrate
thickness decreases. As demonstrated in Figure 6.15, the newly developed model
trends correctly.

Figure 6.15: Steady state current with respect to changes in substrate thickness.

6.1.4.2

Leakage current

As discussed in Chapter 2, leakage current decreases as the substrate thickness
is reduced. As demonstrated in Table 6.6, the newly developed model trends correctly.
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Table 6.6: Leakage current with respect to changes in channel thickness. (vGS(t) =
0.0V )

Channel thickness (µm)

Steady state current (A)

0.6

3.13369828763066x10−13

0.8

3.91760878318044x10−11

1.0

5.51824637178734x10−9

6.1.4.3

Electron concentration

As the substrate thickness decreases, the gate influenced regions of the substrate increases and the drain/source influenced regions decrease. This results in an
increased carrier concentration at the oxide-substrate interface as the substrate thickness decreases. As demonstrated in Figure 6.16, the newly developed model trends
correctly.
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Figure 6.16: Electron concentration with respect to changes in substrate thickness.

6.1.4.4

X-directed electron current density

The increase in steady state current realized as the substrate thickness is
reduced indicates an increase in the magnitude of the x-directed current density.
As demonstrated in Figure 6.17, the newly developed model trends correctly.
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Figure 6.17: X-directed electron current density with respect to changes in substrate
thickness. (vGS(t) = 5.0V )

6.1.5

Changes in gate voltages (nFET)
This section will demonstrate the model reacts correctly to changes in the gate

to source voltage. These tests were performed with the device parameters outlined
in Table 6.7.

Table 6.7: Device parameters used to verify the newly developed model reacts correctly to changes in the gate voltage.
Device NA (/cm3 )
nFET

1x1015

W (µm) L(µm)

tsi (µm) tox (nm) vDS(t) (V )

vGS(t) (V )

10

1

0 → 3, 4, 5 → 0

1

199

260

5

6.1.5.1

Steady state current (symmetric device)

Equation 6.1 through Equation 6.3 indicate the steady state current should
increase as the gate to source voltage increases. As demonstrated in Figure 6.18, the
newly developed model trends correctly.

Figure 6.18: Steady state current with respect to changes in gate voltage. (symmetric device)

6.1.5.2

Electron concentration (symmetric device)

The oxide boundary conditions presented in Equation 6.7 and Equation 6.8
for Gate1 and Gate2 respectively and Equation 6.6 indicate the electric fields should
increase as vGS(t) increases. This electric field increase at the respective gates results
in increased carrier concentrations at the oxide-substrate interfaces. As demonstrated
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in Figure 6.19, the electron concentration profile trends correctly as the gate to source
voltage changes.

Figure 6.19: Electron concentration with respect to changes in gate voltage. (symmetric device operating in inversion)

6.1.5.3

Hole concentration (symmetric device)

The newly developed model was also designed to transition through the regions of operation without using separate region dependant equations or exhibiting
discontinuities when transitioning between regions of operation. To test the newly
developed model’s ability to transition into the accumulation region of operation, a
negative gate to source voltage was applied. This negative gate to source voltage
attracts holes to the oxide-substrate interface. As demonstrated in Figure 6.20, the
hole concentration profile trends correctly under this test condition.
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Figure 6.20: Hole concentration with respect to changes in gate voltage. (symmetric
device operating in accumulation)(vGS(t) = −5V )

6.1.5.4

Steady state current (asymmetric device)

In asymmetric devices, the voltages applied to Gate1 and Gate2 can differ.
A reduced gate to source voltage at Gate2 should result in a reduced steady state
current attributed to that gate. As demonstrated in Figure 6.21, the steady state
current trends correctly under the test condition where vGS1(t) is greater than vGS2(t) .
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Figure 6.21: Steady state current with respect to changes in gate voltage. (asymmetric device)(vGS1(t) = 5V , vGS2(t) = 4.9V, 4.8V, 4.7V )

6.1.5.5

Electron concentration (asymmetric device)

As with a symmetric device, decreases in gate to source voltage results in
decreases in carrier concentration at the oxide-substrate interface. As demonstrated
in Figure 6.22, the electron concentration profile trends correctly as the voltage at
Gate2 differs from the voltage at Gate1.
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Figure 6.22: Electron concentration with respect to changes in gate voltage. (asymmetric device operating in inversion)(vGS1(t) = 5V , vGS2(t) = 4.9V, 4.8V, 4.7V )

6.1.5.6

X-Directed Current Density (asymmetric device)

The decrease in steady state current realized as the Gate2 voltage is reduced
indicates a decrease in the magnitude of the x-directed current density. As demonstrated in Figure 6.23, the x-directed electron current density produced by the newly
developed model trends correctly.
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Figure 6.23: X-directed current density with respect to changes in gate voltage.
(asymmetric device operating in inversion)(vGS1(t) = 5V , vGS2(t) = 4.9V, 4.8V, 4.7V )

6.1.6

Changes in drain voltage (nFET)
This section will demonstrate the model reacts correctly to changes in the drain

to source voltage. These tests were performed with the device parameters outlined
in Table 6.9.

Table 6.8: Device parameters used to verify the newly developed model reacts correctly to changes in the drain voltage.
Device NA (/cm3 )
nFET

1x1015

W (µm) L(µm)

tsi (µm) tox (nm) vDS(t) (V )

vGS(t) (V )

10

1

0→5→0

1

205

260

3, 4, 5

6.1.6.1

Steady state current

Equation 6.1 through Equation 6.3 indicate the steady state current should
increase as the drain to source voltage increases. As demonstrated in Figure 6.24, the
newly developed model trends correctly.

Figure 6.24: Steady state current with respect to changes in drain voltage.

6.1.6.2

Electron concentration

As discussed in Chapter 2, the applied drain to source voltage supports the
depletion region in the channel and the carrier concentration is reduces in order
to maintain charge balance in the system. As demonstrated in Figure 6.25, drain
to source voltage increases reduce the carrier concentration at the drain-substrate
interface.
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Figure 6.25: Electron concentration with respect to changes in drain voltage.

6.1.6.3

X-directed electric field

As discussed in Chapter 2, some modelers simply use Equation 6.5 to estimate
the electric field. Based on this estimating equation, the magnitude of the electric field
should increase as the drain to source potential increases. The newly developed model
implements an improved methodology by calculating the electric field with respect
to position using the more physically accurate Equation 6.6. As demonstrated in
Figure 6.26, increasing the voltage at the drain terminal results in an electric field
magnitude increase in the negative x direction. This figure also demonstrates how
the x-directed electric field varies with respect to position.
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Figure 6.26: X-directed electric field with respect to changes in drain voltage.

6.1.6.4

X-directed electron mobility

As discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, the mobility can degrade due to carrier velocity saturation which is a function of electric field. As previously mentioned,
most modelers use the constant electric field bases on Equation 6.5. This leads to
a constant effective mobility that degrades as the drain terminal voltage and associated electric field magnitude increases. The newly developed model implemented an
improved methodology by calculating the mobility with respect to position using the
position dependent electric field of Equation 6.7. As demonstrated in Figure 6.27,
the localized mobility degrades proportional to increased electric field magnitudes.
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Figure 6.27: X-directed electron mobility with respect to changes in drain voltage.

6.1.7

Non-Quasi Static Current (nFET)
As discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, the Non-Quasi Static current ca-

pabilities of the newly developed model accounts for carrier motion in response to
terminal voltage changes for the purpose of maintaining charge balance. This section will demonstrate the newly developed model produces Non-Quasi Static results
that mimic documented results in [10]. These tests were performed with the device
parameters outlined in Table 6.9.

Table 6.9: Device parameters for the Non-Quasi Static verification test.
Device NA (/cm3 )
nFET

1x1015

W (µm) L(µm)

tsi (µm) tox (nm) vDS(t) (V )

vGS(t) (V )

10

1

0→5

10.0

209

260

5

As depicted in Figure 6.28, under the specified test conditions a source current
appears immediately as electrons enter the source terminal and are directed towards
the drain. Eventually these electrons reach the drain terminal as indicated by the
presence of a drain current. Also, at the conclusion of the test scenario, the terminal
voltages remain constant and the individual terminal currents reach a steady state
condition.

Figure 6.28: Non-quasi static current with respect to time.

The xy surface plots of Figure 6.29 through Figure 6.33 compliment Figure 6.28
by depicting the change in carrier concentration with respect to time at different times
during the test. These plots provide additional insight into carrier movement with
respect to time and position within the substrate material and demonstrates the newly
developed model results mimic the Non-Quasi Static behaviour described in [10].
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Figure 6.29: Change in electron concentration with respect to time at time (a).

Figure 6.30: Change in electron concentration with respect to time at time (b).
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Figure 6.31: Change in electron concentration with respect to time at time (c).

Figure 6.32: Change in electron concentration with respect to time at time (d).
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Figure 6.33: Change in electron concentration with respect to time at time (e).

6.1.8

Substrate Doping Concentration (nFET)
This section will demonstrate the model reacts correctly to changes in the sub-

strate doping concentration. These tests were performed with the device parameters
outlined in Table 6.10.

Table 6.10: Device parameters for the substrate doping concentration verification
test.
Device NA (/cm3 )
nFET

1, 5, 10x1014

W (µm)

L(µm)

tsi (µm)

tox (nm)

vDS(t) (V )

vGS(t) (V )

10

1

1

260

5

0→5→0
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6.1.8.1

Steady state current

Although an equation for the threshold voltage of a dual-gate device is not
easily derived due to the absence of a substrate terminal, the threshold voltage equation presented as Equation 6.9 for a stacked gate MOSFET device provides relevant
insight into the effects of substrate dopant concentration changes on device performance. The stacked gate threshold voltage equation indicates increases in the substrate carrier concentration (NA ) produces an increase in the threshold voltage. This
threshold voltage increase results in a lower steady state current for a given set of
terminal voltages. As demonstrated in Figure 6.34, the newly developed model trends
correctly as the substrate doping concentration changes.

Figure 6.34: Steady state current with respect to changes in substrate doping concentration.
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6.1.8.2

Electron concentration

The resulting threshold voltage increase due to increases in doping concentration means fewer electrons are attracted to the oxide-substrate interface for a given
gate to source voltage. As demonstrated in Figure 6.35, the newly developed model
trends correctly as the substrate doping concentration changes.

Figure 6.35: Electron carrier concentration with respect to changes in substrate
doping concentration.

6.1.9

Changes in interface charge density (nFET)
This section will demonstrate the model reacts correctly to changes in the

oxide charge. These tests were performed with the device parameters outlined in
0
Table 6.11 where the oxide charge (qox
) was set to typical values of 1x10−8 (C/cm2 ),

5x10−9 (C/cm2 ) and 1x10−9 (C/cm2 ).
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Table 6.11: Device parameters for the oxide charge verification test.
Device NA (/cm3 )
nFET

6.1.9.1

1x1015

W (µm) L(µm)

tsi (µm) tox (nm) vDS(t) (V )

vGS(t) (V )

10

1

0→5→0

1

260

5

Steady state current

Per [10] the interface charge in MOSFET devices is always positive. This
positive interface charge enhances the ability of an applied gate to source voltage to
attract carriers to the oxide-substrate interface. The result is an increase in steady
state current as the interface charge increases. As demonstrated in Figure 6.36, the
newly developed model trends correctly as the interface charge increases.

Figure 6.36: Steady state current with respect to changes in the interface charge
density.
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6.1.9.2

Electron concentration

As stated in the previous section, increases in the oxide charge results in an
increase in the carrier concentration at the oxide-substrate interface. As demonstrated
in Figure 6.37, the newly developed model trends correctly as the interface charge
increases.

Figure 6.37: Electron concentration with respect to changes in the interface charge
density.

6.1.10

Changes in Channel Width (pFET)
This section will demonstrate the newly developed model reacts correctly to

changes in channel width. This test was performed with the device parameters outlined in Table 6.12.
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Table 6.12: Device parameters used to verify the newly developed model reacts
correctly to changes in channel width.
Device ND (/cm3 ) W (µm)
pFET

1x1015

1, 5, 10

L(µm) tsi (µm)

tox (nm)

vSD(t) (V )

vSG(t) (V )

10

260

5

0→5→0

1

Equation G6.1 through Equation G6.4 indicate the steady state current should
increase as channel width increases. As demonstrated in Figure 6.38, the newly
developed model trends correctly.

Figure 6.38: Steady state current with respect to changes in channel width.
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6.1.11

Changes in Channel Length (pFET)
This section will demonstrate the newly developed model reacts correctly to

changes in channel length. These tests were performed with the device parameters
outlined in Table 6.13.

Table 6.13: Device parameters used to verify the newly developed model reacts
correctly to changes in channel length.
Device ND (/cm3 ) W (µm)
pFET

6.1.11.1

1x1015

10

L(µm) tsi (µm)

tox (nm)

vSD(t) (V )

vSG(t) (V )

1, 5, 10

260

5

0→5→0

1

Steady state current

Equation G6.1 through Equation G6.4 indicate the steady state current should
decrease as channel length increases. As demonstrated in Figure 6.39, the newly
developed model trends correctly.
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Figure 6.39: Steady state current with respect to changes in channel length.

6.1.11.2

Non-quasi static current

Non-Quasi Static theory indicates the amount of time required for the carrier
to traverse the channel region in response to these test conditions should decrease as
the channel length is reduced. As demonstrated in Figure 6.40, the newly developed
model trends correctly as indicated by the separation of the source and drain NonQuasi Static currents at each channel length.
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Figure 6.40: Non-quasi static current with respect to changes in channel length.

6.1.11.3

Leakage current

As discussed in Chapter 2, leakage current increases as the channel length is
reduced. As demonstrated in Table 6.14, the newly developed model trends correctly.

Table 6.14: Leakage current with respect to changes in channel length. (vSG(t) =
0.0V )

Channel Length (µm) Steady state current (A)
10

−3.62580909968901x10−15

5

−7.18114634301982x10−15

1

−3.2679623019279x10−14
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6.1.11.4

Electric Field

As discussed in Chapter 2, some modelers simply use Equation G6.5 to estimate the electric field. Based on this estimating equation, the magnitude of the
electric field should increase as the channel length decreases. The newly developed
model implements an improved methodology by calculating the electric field with respect to position using the more physically accurate Equation 6.6. As demonstrated
in Figure 6.41, decreasing the channel length results in an electric field magnitude
increase in the positive x direction. This figure also demonstrates how the x-directed
electric field varies with respect to position.

Figure 6.41: X-directed Electric field with respect to channel length. (vSG(t) = 5.0V )
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6.1.11.5

X-directed Hole Mobility

As discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, the mobility can degrade due to
carrier velocity saturation which is a function of electric field. As previously mentioned, most modelers use the constant electric field bases on Equation G6.5. This
leads to a constant effective mobility that degrades as the channel length shortens due
to increases in the electric field magnitude above the critical electric field. The newly
developed model implements an improved methodology by calculating the mobility
with respect to position using the position dependent electric field of Equation 6.6.
As demonstrated in Figure 6.42, the localized mobility degrades as the electric field
magnitudes increase.

Figure 6.42: X-directed mobility with respect to channel length. (vSG(t) = 5.0V )
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6.1.12

Changes in Oxide thickness (pFET)
This section will demonstrate the model reacts correctly to changes in ox-

ide thickness. These tests were performed with the device parameters outlined in
Table 6.15.

Table 6.15: Device parameters used to verify the newly developed model reacts
correctly to changes in the oxide thickness.
Device ND (/cm3 ) W (µm)
pFET

6.1.12.1

1x1015

10

L(µm) tsi (µm)

tox (nm)

1

200, 250, 300 5

1

vSD(t) (V ) vSG(t) (V )
0→5→0

Steady state current of a symmetric device

Knowing the oxide capacitance term in Equation G6.1 and Equation G6.4 is
0
= ox /tox indicates decreases in oxide thickness results in steady state current
Cox

increases. As demonstrated in Figure 6.43, the steady state current in the newly
developed model trends correctly. This current increase is primarily due to increased
gate terminal coupling to the substrate as the oxide thickness in reduced.
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Figure 6.43: Steady state current with respect to changes in oxide thickness.

6.1.12.2

Gate Current

When performing Non-Quasi Static transient simulations, the gate current can
be defined as the difference between the source and drain currents. This gate current
can conceptually be thought of as the current through a capacitor where the equation:

iG(t) ≈ C

dV
dt

(6.11)

can be used to understand the appropriate gate current trend. Replacing the
0
voltage term in Equation 6.11 with vSG(t) and the capacitor term with Cox
= ox /tox

indicates the gate current should increase as the oxide thickness is reduced. As
demonstrated in Figure 6.44, the gate current in the newly developed model trends
correctly.
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Figure 6.44: Gate current with respect to changes in oxide thickness.

6.1.12.3

Y-directed electric field of a symmetric device

The oxide boundary conditions presented in Equation 6.7 and Equation 6.8 for
Gate1 and Gate2 respectively indicate the electric fields should increase as the oxide
thickness decreases. Equation 6.7 also indicates the Gate1 electric field under these
test conditions should be directed in the negative y direction. Likewise, Equation 6.8
indicates the Gate2 electric field should be directed in the positive y direction. As
demonstrated in Figure 6.45, the y-directed electric field trends correctly as the oxide
thickness parameter changes.
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Figure 6.45: Y-directed electric field with respect to changes in oxide thickness of a
symmetric device. (vSG = 5.0)

For symmetric devices the equal and opposite y-directed electric fields should
cancel out in the substrate at a point halfway between the two gates. As demonstrated
in Figure 6.46, the model correctly produces an electric field of 0.0V /cm at this
substrate location.
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Figure 6.46: Y-directed electric field with respect to changes in oxide thickness of a
symmetric device. (vSG(t) = 5.0V )

6.1.12.4

Hole concentration of a symmetric device

Decreases in the oxide thickness results in increases in gate coupling to the
channel surface at the oxide-substrate interfaces. This increased coupling results in
increases in the number of holes attracted to these interfaces under the designated
test conditions. Also, device symmetry dictates the hole concentration at the Gate1
and Gate2 interfaces should be identical. As demonstrated in Figure 6.47, the hole
concentration profile trends correctly as the oxide thickness changes.
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Figure 6.47: Hole concentration with respect to changes in oxide thickness of a
symmetric device. (vSG(t) = 5.0V )

6.1.12.5

Y-directed electric field of an asymmetric device

To demonstrate asymmetric device features of the newly developed model,
tests were performed with different Gate1 and Gate2 oxide thicknesses. As demonstrated in Figure 6.48, the electric field profile trends correctly as the oxide thickness
at Gate2 changes.
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Figure 6.48: Y-directed electric field with respect to changes in oxide thickness of a
asymmetric device. (vSG(t) = 5.0V )

Oxide thickness asymmetry also shifts the location where the Gate1 and Gate2
induced electric fields cancel away from the midpoint between the two gates. Under
the test condition where tox1 is less than tox2 , the y-directed electric field magnitude
at Gate1 is greater that the electric field magnitude at Gate2 and the location where
the electric field is approximately 0.0V /cm shifts towards Gate2. As demonstrated in
Figure 6.49, the electric field profile trends correctly under the condition where tox1
is less than tox2 .
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Figure 6.49: Y-directed electric field with respect to changes in oxide thickness of a
asymmetric device. (vSG(t) = 5.0V )

6.1.12.6

Hole concentration of an asymmetric device

As with a symmetric device, decreases in oxide thickness results in increases in
carrier concentration at the oxide-substrate interface. As demonstrated in Figure 6.50,
the hole concentration profile trends correctly under the condition where tox1 is less
than tox2 .
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Figure 6.50: Hole concentration with respect to changes in oxide thickness of a
asymmetric device. (vSG(t) = 5.0)

6.1.13

Changes in Channel Substrate Thickness (pFET)
This section will demonstrate the model reacts correctly to changes in sub-

strate thickness. These tests were performed with the device parameters outlined in
Table 6.16.

Table 6.16: Device parameters used to verify the newly developed model reacts
correctly to changes in the substrate thickness.
Device ND (/cm3 ) W (µm)
pFET

1x1015

10

L(µm) tsi (µm)
1

tox (nm)

0.6, 0.8, 1.0 260
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vSD(t) (V )

vSG(t) (V )

5

0→5→0

6.1.13.1

Steady state current

Equation G6.4 indicates the steady state current should increase as the substrate thickness decreases. As demonstrated in Figure 6.51, the newly developed
model trends correctly.

Figure 6.51: Steady state current with respect to changes in substrate thickness.

6.1.13.2

Leakage current

As discussed in Chapter 2, leakage current decreases as the substrate thickness is reduced. As demonstrated in Table 6.17, the newly developed model trends
correctly.
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Table 6.17: Leakage current with respect to changes in channel thickness. (vSG(t) =
0.0V )

Channel thickness (µm)

Steady state current (A)

0.6

−3.40338632405241x10−15

0.8

−2.18812231124967x10−13

1.0

−3.40338632405241x10−11

6.1.13.3

Hole concentration

As the substrate thickness decreases, the gate influenced regions of the substrate increases and the drain/source influenced regions decrease. This results in an
increased carrier concentration at the oxide-substrate interface as the substrate thickness decreases. As demonstrated in Figure 6.52, the newly developed model trends
correctly.
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Figure 6.52: Hole concentration with respect to changes in substrate thickness.

6.1.13.4

X-directed hole current density

The increase in steady state current realized as the substrate thickness is
reduced indicates an increase in the magnitude of the x-directed current density.
As demonstrated in Figure 6.53, the newly developed model trends correctly.
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Figure 6.53: X-directed hole current density with respect to changes in substrate
thickness. (vSG(t) = 5.0V )

6.1.14

Changes in gate voltages (pFET)
This section will demonstrate the model reacts correctly to changes in the

source to gate voltage. These tests were performed with the device parameters outlined in Table 6.18.

Table 6.18: Device parameters used to verify the newly developed model reacts
correctly to changes in the gate voltage.
Device ND (/cm3 ) W (µm)
pFET

1x1015

10

L(µm) tsi (µm)

tox (nm)

vSD(t) (V )

vSG(t) (V )

1

260

5

0 → 3, 4, 5 → 0

1
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6.1.14.1

Steady state current (symmetric device)

Equation G6.1 through Equation G6.3 indicate the steady state current should
increase as the source to gate voltage increases. As demonstrated in Figure 6.54, the
newly developed model trends correctly.

Figure 6.54: Steady state current with respect to changes in gate voltage. (symmetric device)

6.1.14.2

Hole concentration (symmetric device)

The oxide boundary conditions presented in Equation 6.7 and Equation 6.8
for Gate1 and Gate2 respectively and Equation 6.6 indicate the electric fields should
increase as vSG(t) increases. This electric field increase at the respective gates results
in increased carrier concentrations at the oxide-substrate interfaces. As demonstrated
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in Figure 6.55, the hole concentration profile trends correctly as the source to gate
voltage changes.

Figure 6.55: Hole concentration with respect to changes in gate voltage. (symmetric
device operating in inversion)

6.1.14.3

Electron concentration (symmetric device)

The newly developed model was also designed to transition through the regions of operation without using separate region dependant equations or exhibiting
discontinuities when transitioning between regions of operation. To test the newly
developed model’s ability to transition into the accumulation region of operation, a
negative source to gate voltage was applied. This negative source to gate voltage
attracts electrons to the oxide-substrate interface. As demonstrated in Figure 6.56,
the electron concentration profile trends correctly under this test condition.
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Figure 6.56: Electron concentration with respect to changes in gate voltage. (symmetric device operating in accumulation)(vSG(t) = −5V )

6.1.14.4

Steady state current (asymmetric device)

In asymmetric devices, the voltages applied to Gate1 and Gate2 can differ.
A reduced source to gate voltage at Gate2 should result in a reduced steady state
current attributed to that gate. As demonstrated in Figure 6.57, the steady state
current trends correctly under the test condition where vSG1(t) is greater than vSG2(t) .
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Figure 6.57: Steady state current with respect to changes in gate voltage. (asymmetric device)(vSG1(t) = 5V , vSG2(t) = 4.9V, 4.8V, 4.7V )

6.1.14.5

Hole concentration (asymmetric device)

As with a symmetric device, decreases in source to gate voltage results in
decreases in carrier concentration at the oxide-substrate interface. As demonstrated
in Figure 6.58, the hole concentration profile trends correctly as the voltage at Gate2
differs from the voltage at Gate1.
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Figure 6.58: Hole concentration with respect to changes in gate voltage. (asymmetric device operating in inversion)(vSG1(t) = 5V , vSG2(t) = 4.9V, 4.8V, 4.7V )

6.1.14.6

X-Directed Current Density (asymmetric device)

The decrease in steady state current realized as the source to Gate2 voltage
is reduced indicates a decrease in the magnitude of the x-directed current density.
As demonstrated in Figure 6.59, the x-directed hole current density produced by the
newly developed model trends correctly.
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Figure 6.59: X-directed current density with respect to changes in gate voltage.
(asymmetric device operating in inversion)(vSG1(t) = 5V , vSG2(t) = 4.9V, 4.8V, 4.7V )

6.1.15

Changes in drain voltage (pFET)
This section will demonstrate the model reacts correctly to changes in the

source to drain voltage. These tests were performed with the device parameters
outlined in Table 6.19.

Table 6.19: Device parameters used to verify the newly developed model reacts
correctly to changes in the drain voltage.
Device ND (/cm3 ) W (µm)
pFET

1x1015

10

L(µm) tsi (µm)

tox (nm)

vSD(t) (V )

vSG(t) (V )

1

260

3, 4, 5

0→5→0

1
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6.1.15.1

Steady state current

Equation G6.1 through Equation G6.3 indicate the steady state current should
increase as the source to drain voltage increases. As demonstrated in Figure 6.60, the
newly developed model trends correctly.

Figure 6.60: Steady state current with respect to changes in drain voltage.

6.1.15.2

Hole concentration

As discussed in Chapter 2, the applied source to drain voltage supports the
depletion region in the channel and the carrier concentration is reduces in order
to maintain charge balance in the system. As demonstrated in Figure 6.61, source
to drain voltage increases reduce the carrier concentration at the drain-substrate
interface.
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Figure 6.61: Hole concentration with respect to changes in drain voltage.

6.1.15.3

X-directed electric field

As discussed in Chapter 2, some modelers simply use Equation G6.5 to estimate the electric field. Based on this estimating equation, the magnitude of the
electric field should increase as the source to drain potential increases. The newly
developed model implements an improved methodology by calculating the electric
field with respect to position using the more physically accurate Equation 6.6. As
demonstrated in Figure 6.62, increasing the source to drain voltage results in an electric field magnitude increase in the positive x direction. This figure also demonstrates
how the x-directed electric field varies with respect to position.
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Figure 6.62: X-directed electric field with respect to changes in drain voltage.

6.1.15.4

X-directed hole mobility

As discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, the mobility can degrade due to
carrier velocity saturation which is a function of electric field. As previously mentioned, most modelers use the constant electric field bases on Equation G6.5. This
leads to a constant effective mobility that degrades as the source to drain voltage and
associated electric field magnitude increases. The newly developed model implements
an improved methodology by calculating the mobility with respect to position using
the position dependent electric field of Equation 6.7. As demonstrated in Figure 6.63,
the localized mobility degrades proportional to increased electric field magnitudes.
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Figure 6.63: X-directed hole mobility with respect to changes in drain voltage.

6.1.16

Non-Quasi Static Current (pFET)
As discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, the Non-Quasi Static current ca-

pabilities of the newly developed model accounts for carrier motion in response to
terminal voltage changes for the purpose of maintaining charge balance. This section will demonstrate the newly developed model produces Non-Quasi Static results
that mimic documented results in [10]. These tests were performed with the device
parameters outlined in Table 6.20.

Table 6.20: Device parameters for the Non-Quasi Static verification test.
Device ND (/cm3 ) W (µm)
pFET

1x1015

10

L(µm) tsi (µm)

tox (nm)

vSD(t) (V )

vSG(t) (V )

10.0

260

5

0→5

1
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As depicted in Figure 6.64, under the specified test conditions a source current
appears immediately as holes enter the source terminal and are directed towards the
drain. Eventually these holes reach the drain terminal as indicated by the presence
of a drain current. Also, at the conclusion of the test scenario, the terminal voltages
remain constant and the individual terminal currents reach a steady state condition.

Figure 6.64: Non-quasi static current with respect to time.

The xy surface plots of Figure 6.65 through Figure 6.69 compliment Figure 6.64
by depicting the change in carrier concentration with respect to time at different times
during the test. These plots provide additional insight into carrier movement with
respect to time and position within the substrate material and demonstrates the newly
developed model results mimic the Non-Quasi Static behaviour described in [10].
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Figure 6.65: Change in hole concentration with respect to time at time (a).

Figure 6.66: Change in hole concentration with respect to time at time (b).
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Figure 6.67: Change in hole concentration with respect to time at time (c).

Figure 6.68: Change in hole concentration with respect to time at time (d).
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Figure 6.69: Change in hole concentration with respect to time at time (e).

6.1.17

Substrate Doping Concentration (pFET)
This section will demonstrate the model reacts correctly to changes in the sub-

strate doping concentration. These tests were performed with the device parameters
outlined in Table 6.21.

Table 6.21: Device parameters for the substrate doping concentration verification
test.
Device ND (/cm3 )
pFET

1, 5, 10x1014

W (µm)

L(µm)

tsi (µm)

tox (nm)

vSD(t) (V )

vSG(t) (V )

10

1

1

260

5

0→5→0
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6.1.17.1

Steady state current

Although an equation for the threshold voltage of a dual-gate device is not
easily derived due to the absence of a substrate terminal, the threshold voltage equation presented as Equation G6.9 for a stacked gate MOSFET device provides relevant
insight into the effects of substrate dopant concentration changes on device performance. The stacked gate threshold voltage equation indicates increases in the substrate carrier concentration (ND ) produces a decrease in the threshold voltage. This
threshold voltage decrease results in a lower steady state current for a given set of
terminal voltages. As demonstrated in Figure 6.70, the newly developed model trends
correctly as the substrate doping concentration changes.

Figure 6.70: Steady state current with respect to changes in substrate doping concentration.
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6.1.17.2

Hole concentration

The resulting threshold voltage decrease due to increases in doping concentration means fewer holes are attracted to the oxide-substrate interface for a give source
to gate voltage. As demonstrated in Figure 6.71, the newly developed model trends
correctly as the substrate doping concentration changes.

Figure 6.71: Hole carrier concentration with respect to changes in substrate doping
concentration.

6.1.18

Changes in interface charge density (pFET)
This section will demonstrate the model reacts correctly to changes in the

oxide charge. These tests were performed with the device parameters outlined in
0
Table 6.22 where the oxide charge (qox
) was set to typical values of 1x10−8 (C/cm2 ),

5x10−9 (C/cm2 ) and 1x10−9 (C/cm2 ).
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Table 6.22: Device parameters for the oxide charge verification test.
Device ND (/cm3 ) W (µm)
pFET

6.1.18.1

1x1015

10

L(µm) tsi (µm)

tox (nm)

vSD(t) (V )

vSD(t) (V )

1

260

5

0→5→0

1

Steady state current

Per [10] the interface charge in MOSFET devices is always positive. This
positive interface charge degrades the ability of an applied source to gate voltage to
attract carriers to the oxide-substrate interface. The result is a decrease in steady
state current as the interface charge increases. As demonstrated in Figure 6.72, the
newly developed model trends correctly as the interface charge increases.

Figure 6.72: Steady state current with respect to changes in the interface charge
density.
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6.1.18.2

Hole concentration

As stated in the previous section, increases in the oxide charge results in a decrease in the carrier concentration at the oxide-substrate interface. As demonstrated
in Figure 6.73, the newly developed model trends correctly as the interface charge
increases.

Figure 6.73: Hole concentration with respect to changes in the interface charge
density.

6.1.19

Intrinsic Capacitance
This section presents a subset of the intrinsic capacitance verification test re-

sults for the newly developed model. As mentioned previously, device performance
simulations are not impacted by the intrinsic capacitances; however, intrinsic capacitances are critical when performing circuit simulations where these capacitances
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impact the transient behaviour. For completeness, the equation from Chapter 4 for
determining the intrinsic capacitances is:

Ckl = −

∂qk
∂vl

(6.12)

where qk is defined as the charge relative to device terminal k and vl is the
voltage relative to device terminal l where k and l can be the Source, Drain, Gate1
or Gate2.
The first test analyzes the effects of oxide thickness changes on Cgs and Cgd
as an nFET device transitions from a saturated to a non-saturate state.

Figure 6.74: Cgs and Cgd with respect to vGS(t) as the oxide thickness changes.

Figure 6.74 demonstrates two key characteristics pertaining to the intrinsic
capacitances under the specified test conditions. The first characteristic is the in-
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crease capacitance trend as the oxide thickness is reduced. This is due to increases
in qG as the reduced oxide thickness allows the Gate1 and Gate2 terminals to attract additional carriers to the oxide-substrate interface. The second characteristic is
the capacitance trend as the region of operation transitions from saturated to nonsaturated. As previously stated, the drain voltage supports the depletion region at
the drain-substrate interface and higher gate voltages are required for the creation
of an inversion layer. As demonstrated in Figure 6.74, the newly developed model
trends correctly under the specified test conditions.
The second test verifies the model correctly determines values for Cgd and Cdg
where their values should differ.

Figure 6.75: Cgd and Cdg with respect to vGS(t) .
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As demonstrated in Figure 6.75, the newly developed model produces results
for the calculated intrinsic capacitances that align with the information provided
in [10].
The final test verifies the model correctly determines values for Cgs and Cgd
as the device transitions from a non-saturated state to saturated.

Figure 6.76: Cgd and Cgs with respect to vDS(t) .

As demonstrated in Figure 6.76, the newly developed model produces results
for the calculated intrinsic capacitances that align with the information provided
in [10].
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6.2

Model Validation

As previously mentioned, the validation effort documented in this section
encompasses comparisons between data generated by the newly developed Quintic
Spline (QS) model and ground truth data found in other sources. These ground
truth data sources span published experimental data, data generated by a commercial dual-gate simulator and SPICE simulation. To ensure a complete and comprehensive validation effort, testing was performed on n-type and p-type devices with
various channel lengths, doped and un-doped substrates, oxide thicknesses, substrate
thicknesses and bias conditions.

6.2.0.1

Comparison to experimental data

The experimental data used for this comparison effort can be found in [21].
The publish information includes data measurements for un-doped n-type and ptype dual-gate devices with varying channel lengths and bias conditions. Table 6.23
provides the physical dimension, material property and terminal voltage parameters
while Table 6.24 and Table 6.25 contain the extracted calibration parameters used.
Subsequent figures contain the steady state current comparison plots at various gate
bias conditions.
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Table 6.23: Device parameters for the experimental data comparison tests.

Parameter

nFET

pFET

Nsubstrate (atoms/cm3 ) ni

ni

qo0 (C/cm2 )

1x10−9

1x10−9

µn,p (cm2 /V s)

1400.0

750.0

W (nm)

150.0

150.0

L(µm)

10, 1, 0.25, 0.095 10, 1, 0.25, 0.095

tsi (nm)

30.0

30.0

Lol (nm)

4.7

7.45

tox (nm)

2.0

2.0

vGS(t) (V )

1.0, 0.8, 0.6

1.0, 0.8, 0.6

vDS(t) (V )

0.0 → 1.0

0.0 → 1.0

Table 6.24: Calibration parameters for the nFET experimental data comparison
tests.
Parameter

10µm

1µm

250nm 95nm

αIDS

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

µn(min) (cm2 /V s) 325.0

325.0

325.0

325.0

αtox

0.8

0.82

1.0

1.0

Ecr (V /cm)

8x103

8x103

2x104

3x104
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Table 6.25: Calibration parameters for the pFET experimental data comparison
tests.
Parameter

10µm

1µm

250nm 95nm

αIDS

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

µn(min) (cm2 /V s) 225.0

225.0

225.0

225.0

αtox

0.8

0.875

1.0

1.0

Ecr (V /cm)

8x103

8x103

3x104

6x104

Figure 6.77: Steady state current with respect to vDS(t) . (nFET with L = 10µm)
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Figure 6.78: Steady state current with respect to vDS(t) . (nFET with L = 1µm)

Figure 6.79: Steady state current with respect to vDS(t) . (nFET with L = 250nm)
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Figure 6.80: Steady state current with respect to vDS(t) . (nFET with L = 95nm)

Figure 6.81: Steady state current with respect to vSD(t) . (pFET with L = 10µm)
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Figure 6.82: Steady state current with respect to vSD(t) . (pFET with L = 1µm)

Figure 6.83: Steady state current with respect to vSD(t) . (pFET with L = 250nm)
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Figure 6.84: Steady state current with respect to vSD(t) . (pFET with L = 95nm)

The following list provides observations and conclusions pertaining to the experimental data comparison testing.

• The newly developed model generates data that adequately matches the experimental data over the span of channel lengths and terminal bias conditions.
• The extracted calibration parameters for αIDS , µn(min) and µp(min) were constant
over the span of channel lengths and terminal bias conditions.
• The extracted calibration parameter αtox decreased as the channel length decreased, this supports the theory that this parameter is correcting a spacial
error introduced by the electric field estimating equation used as the oxidesemiconductor interface boundary condition.
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• The extracted critical electric field calibration parameter Ecr increased as the
channel length decreased. This aligns with the observations documented in [21].

6.2.0.2

Comparison to Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD data

The simulation data used for this comparison effort can be found in [84] and
was generated using the commercial finite element based Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD
software product. The published information includes data measurements for n-type
and p-type FinFET devices with varying channel widths and bias conditions. Table 6.26 provides the physical dimension, material property and terminal voltage parameters while Table 6.27 contains the extracted calibration parameters used. Subsequent figures contain the steady state current comparison plots at the various channel
widths.
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Table 6.26: Device parameters for the Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD data comparison
tests.
Parameter

nFET

pFET

Nsubstrate (atoms/cm3 ) 2x1018

2x1018

qo0 (C/cm2 )

1x10−9

1x10−9

µn,p (cm2 /V s)

1400.0

750.0

W (nm)

20.0

20.0

L(nm)

25.0

25.0

tsi (nm)

12.5

12.5

Lol (nm)

2.0

4.0

tox (nm)

0.6

0.6

vGS(t) (V )

0.0 → 0.8 0.8 → 0.0

vDS(t) (V )

0.05

−0.05

Table 6.27: Calibration parameters for the Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD data comparison tests.

Parameter

nF ET

pF ET

αIDS

1.5

2.5

µn(min) (cm2 /V s) 325.0

225.0

αtox

1.0

1.0

Ecr (V /cm)

3x104

6x104
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Figure 6.85: Steady state current with respect to vGS(t) at different channel widths.
(nFET)

Figure 6.86: Steady state current with respect to vSG(t) at different channel widths.
(pFET)
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The following list provides observations and conclusions pertaining to the Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD data comparison testing.

• The newly developed model generates data that adequately matches the Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD data over the span of channel widths.
• The extracted calibration parameters align with the ones used for the experimental data comparison testing.
• The overlap length was not provided; however, the values used align with the
ones used for the experimental data comparison testing.

6.2.0.3

Comparison to SPICE data

The simulation data used for this comparison effort was generated using a
SPICE simulation tool and a 45nm FinFET dual-gate model. The published information includes data measurements for n-type and p-type FinFET devices with
varying channel widths and bias conditions. Table 6.28 provides the physical dimension, material property and terminal voltage parameters while Table 6.29 contains the
extracted calibration parameters used. Subsequent figures contain the steady state
current comparison plots at the various channel widths.
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Table 6.28: Device parameters for the SPICE data comparison tests.

Parameter

nFET

pFET

Nsubstrate (atoms/cm3 ) 1x1015

1x1015

qo0 (C/cm2 )

1x10−9

1x10−9

µn,p (cm2 /V s)

1400.0

750.0

W (nm)

30, 60, 120

30, 60, 120

L(nm)

180.0

180.0

tsi (nm)

8.4

8.4

Lol (nm)

0.0

0.0

tox (nm)

1.5

1.5

vGS(t) (V )

0.0 → 0.5

0.5 → 0.0

vDS(t) (V )

0.05

−0.05

Table 6.29: Calibration parameters for the SPICE data comparison tests.

Parameter

nF ET

pF ET

αIDS

1.5

2.5

µn(min) (cm2 /V s) 325.0

225.0

αtox

1.0

1.0

Ecr (V /cm)

1x104

3x104
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Figure 6.87: Steady state current versus vGS(t) at different channel widths. (nFET)

Figure 6.88: Steady state current versus vSG(t) at different channel widths. (pFET)
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The following list provides observations and conclusions pertaining to the
SPICE data comparison testing.

• The newly developed model generates data that adequately matches the SPICE
data over the span of channel widths.
• The extracted calibration parameters align with the ones used for the experimental data comparison testing.

6.3

CMOS Inverter

The CMOS inverter, as shown in Figure 6.89, is one of the most basic and foundational circuit forms used to demonstrate and characterize MOSFET technologies.
For this work, the inverter will be used to demonstrate the newly developed model and
associated simulation can be used for simple circuit analysis. Additionally, progression from a single device to this simple circuit introduces the requirement to correctly
incorporate and include the extrinsic and time dependant intrinsic capacitance values
when determining the output voltage at each time. Lastly, these simulation results
provide insight into the interaction of the n-type and p-type Nonquasi-Static currents.
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Figure 6.89: Schematic for a CMOS inverter. (Designed with dual-gate devices)

Using Figure 6.89, Kirchhoff’s current law can be used to define an equation
for the output current iL(t) . This equation has the form:

iL(t) = −iDn(t) − iDp(t)

(6.13)

where iDn(t) and iDp(t) are the Non-Quasi Static currents entering the drains
of the n-type and p-type devices respectively. Also, the output current and output
voltage (vout(t) ) can be related using the equation:
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iL(t) = CL(t)

dvout(t)
.
dt

(6.14)

For this work, the output current equation was discretized and rearranged to
produce an equation suitable for estimating the value of the output voltage at t + 1.
This equation has the form:

vout(t+∆t) = vout(t) +

iL(t) ∆t
.
CL(t)

(6.15)

The final equation is the load capacitance (CL(t) ) which includes the intrinsic
and extrinsic contributions from the nFET and pFET as well as any output load
capacitor. The resulting equation has the following form:

CL(t) = CGDn + CGDp + CjDn + CjDp + CDGn(t) + CDSn(t) + CDDn(t) + CDGp(t)
+CDSp(t) + CDDp(t) + Cload .(6.16)

Following the simulation steps outlined in the inverter simulation flowchart
found in Appendix A, the following transient data was generated.
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Figure 6.90: Vin vs. Vout for a CMOS inverter.

Figure 6.91: Drain currents for the dual-gate devices and the load current.
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Using the transient response data, the dynamic performance can be determined
by calculating the estimated propagation delay (tp ) and max frequency (fmax ). The
propagation delay metric can be thought of as the delay of a signal through the gate
and the max frequency metric characterizes the maximum frequency the circuit can
operate at without demonstrating degradation. The two commonly used equations
for these metrics are:

tp =

tpHL + tpLH
2

(6.17)

where tpHL and tpLH are the high-to-low and low-to-high propagation delays
respectively and

fmax =

1
tr + tf

(6.18)

where tr and tf are the output rise and fall times respectively.
The high-to-low and low-to-high propagation times can be determined by measuring the time between the 50% transition voltage of the input waveform to the 50%
transition voltage of the output waveform. Similarly, the rise and fall times are
determined by measuring the 10% to 90% transition times of the output voltage.
Figure 6.92 provides additional insight into these values.
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Figure 6.92: Plot indicating the voltage locations used to determine the propagation
and max frequency estimates.

Testing was performed on the inverter circuit to verify the result trends generated by the newly developed model. Figure 6.93 and Figure 6.94 present data from
two of the performed tests where the effects of channel width and load capacitance
changes were analyzed. These plots indicate faster rise times are achieved by increasing the channel width and/or lowering the load capacitance. These results align with
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real world inverter characteristics and verify the quintic spline model and simulation
functionality.

Figure 6.93: Comparison of inverter performance with changes to Wn and Wp .

Figure 6.94: Comparison of inverter performance with changes to Cload .
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Inverter validation testing was performed using the 45nm FinFET SPICE
model. Figure 6.95 provides the vIN (t) versus vOU T (t) comparison results and demonstrates the SPICE and newly developed model produce similar results. Table 6.30 has
also been included and provides the rise/fall time and maximum frequency results.

Figure 6.95: Comparison of inverter results between the newly developed model and
a 45nm FinFET SPICE model.

Table 6.30: Rise/fall time result comparison.

Parameter

tr (ns)

tf (ns) fmax (M Hz)

Quintic Splines 6.0

3.05

110.49

SPICE

3.52

103.95

6.1
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6.4

Ring Oscillator

A relevant extension of the inverter is the ring oscillator. The ring oscillator
is comprised of an odd number of inverters in series where the output of the final
stage inverter provides an input to the first stage inverter. In this configuration the
oscillatory behaviour is dictated by the number of inverter stages and the time require
for a signal to propagate through the circuit. Adjusting the frequency is accomplished
by adding stages to increase/decrease the total circuit delay or, as demonstrated in
the previous section, adjusting the W/L ratio to produce the desired circuit delays.
For this work a three stage ring oscillator (Figure 6.96) was used to demonstrate the
versatility of the newly developed model and associated simulation.

Figure 6.96: Schematic representation of a ring oscillator.

Numerous tests were performed using the newly developed model and simulation which culminated in a validation comparison test with the 45nm SPICE FinFET
model. Figure 6.97 and Figure 6.98 present the simulation results where the respective newly developed model and SPICE model oscillatory frequencies are 25.77M Hz
and 24.87M Hz.
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Figure 6.97: Vout generated using the newly developed model for a ring oscillator.

Figure 6.98: Vout generated using a 45nm SPICE FinFET model for a ring oscillator.
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As presented, the newly developed model predicts a oscillatory frequency
slightly higher than the 45nm SPICE FinFET model. This predicted frequency difference can be attributed to the maximum frequencies predicted for a single inverter
using both models where the maximum frequency of the newly developed model is
higher than the 45nm SPICE FinFET model.

6.5

Cross-Coupled Oscillator

A cross-coupled oscillator provides an additional demonstration of the functional abilities of the newly developed model and associated simulation. The schematic
for the cross-coupled oscillator is presented as Figure 6.99 and the simulation flowchart
can be found in Appendix A.
This test was performed with the device parameters outlined in Table 6.31.

Table 6.31: Device parameters used to verify cross-coupled oscillator simulation
capabilities.
NA (/cm3 )

W (µm) L(µm)

tsi (µm) tox (nm) vCC (V )

R(Ω) L(nH)

C(pF )

2.685x1016

1000

1

52

10

1

200

3

10

Based on information provided in [5], the current ISS must be large enough
to keep the nFET devices in saturation. This is done to ensure the circuit reaches
and maintains a stable oscillation. By simulating a single nFET device using the
parameters in Table 6.31, it was determined an ISS of 60mA meets this requirement.
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Figure 6.99: Cross-coupled oscillator schematic. (Designed with dual-gate devices)

The material in [5] also provides estimating equations for the oscillating frequency and peak-to-peak voltage. These equations are:

f≈

1
√
2π LC

and
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(6.19)

vpeak−peak ≈

4
ISS R.
π

(6.20)

Using these equations, the estimated values for the oscillating frequency and
peak-to-peak voltage are f = 503.29M Hz and vpeak−peak = 3.97V . The actual simulation results are presented in Figure 6.100.

Figure 6.100: Cross-coupled oscillator test results. (f = 450.9M Hz vpeak−peak =
3.43V )

As presented, the frequency estimating equation predicts a higher frequency
than the one produced by the newly developed model. This is expected and can
be attributed to the newly developed model’s inclusion of the intrinsic and extrinsic
device capacitances into the total capacitive load connected to the drain of each
nFET device and the Non-Quasi Static effects. To improve the frequency estimate,
the extrinsic gate capacitance can be included in Equation 6.20. When included, the
new frequency estimate is 499M Hz. Additional testing was also performed where
the Non-Quasi Static current contributions where disables to determine the impact
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on the oscillation frequency. Under these test conditions, the measured frequency was
490.19MHz.

6.6

Frequency Response

Frequency response is a key metric when determining the performance of a
circuit. As presented in Chapter 4, the newly developed model and associated simulation performs this analysis by stimulating the input with a small sinusoidal signal
while measuring the voltage response at the circuit output. Fourier analysis is then
performed on the collected data to determine the frequency response. This approach
departs from the standard methods that rely on small signal equivalent circuits. The
simulation flowchart can be found in Appendix A and the following plots present the
comparison test results between the newly developed model and data generated by
the 45nm FinFET SPICE model simulating a CMOS inverter using the parameters
listed in Table 6.28 and Table 6.29 with Wp = 540nm and Wn = 240nm.
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Figure 6.101: Inverter frequency response magnitude data generated using a 45nm
SPICE FinFET model and the newly developed model.

Figure 6.102: Inverter frequency response phase data generated using a 45nm
SPICE FinFET model and the newly developed model.
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In addition to the inverter, a frequency response test was performed to compare data generated using the Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD software and the newly
developed model for a differential amplifier designed with 32nm FinFET devices [85].
Figure 6.104 presents the comparison test results associated with the differential amplifier schematic of Figure 6.103. The associated flow chart for the developed differential amplifier simulation can also be found in Appendix A.

Figure 6.103: Differential amplifier schematic. (Designed with dual-gate devices)
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Figure 6.104: Differential amplifier frequency response magnitude data generated
using Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD and the newly developed model.

In summary, these validation plots demonstrate the viability of the newly developed model and method to predict frequency response with reasonable accuracy for
the selected circuits. The noticeable differences between the results generated by the
newly developed model and the SPICE/Sentaurus software at the higher frequencies
may be due to the different techniques used to determine the intrinsic capacitances.
To determine which is correct, experimental frequency response data and a validation
effort is required.
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CHAPTER 7

AREAS FOR CONTINUED RESEARCH

Although the improvements presented in this work enhances the current state
of the art in predictive dual-gate device modeling, several relevant areas have been
identified that could further improve result accuracy, optimize execution efficiency or
both. Some of the improvement areas outlined in the following paragraphs can be
implemented using current computer platforms and software while others will require
enhancements in these areas.

7.1

Oxide Leakage Current

The model documented in this body of work only includes one component of
current through the oxide material. Using the Non-Quasi effects, the gate current is
defined as the difference between the source and drain current. Stated differently, this
current is essentially the current through a capacitor as a function of the change in
voltage with respect to time. Several additional potential components of gate current
exist and could be incorporated to further improve the model. These include the
quantum mechanical effects experience when thin oxide materials are used and oxide
tunneling currents.
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The need for inclusion of quantum mechanical effects into semiconductor physics
models is a result of the continued scaling of device dimension, in particular, the oxide thickness [86] [87] [88]. Unlike traditional approaches that implement the classical
movement of particles due to some force, such as carriers exposed to an electric field,
quantum mechanics introduces the additional property that treats the carrier movement as a wave. This is typically observed in devices with oxide thickness less than
2nm where the high electric field at the substrate-oxide interface compared to other
regions of the substrate produces a potential well. While in this inverted channel
condition, the electrons energies are defined as quantized and the electrons are confined to discrete energy levels. Relating this phenomenon to gate current requires an
understanding of quantum particle motion. In general, the location of a particle is
known to be within a region. Within this region, finding a particle at a specific point
is described by a probability. Additionally, when the direction of particle motion is
in the direction of the oxide barrier, the probability envelope extends into the oxide
material and degrades towards zero. In thin oxide materials, the probability envelope
hasn’t degraded significantly towards zero prior to reaching the gate. In this situation,
thinner oxide material results in a higher probability of electrons reaching the gate
through the gate insulator. Incorporating this probability into the developed model
would require the addition of Schrodinger’s equation to the existing system of differential equations [86] [87]. Figure 7.1 provides a conceptual view of the probability
envelope extending through the oxide material into the gate.
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Figure 7.1: Conceptual image of the metal-oxide-semiconductor interface and the
quantum probability envelope.

Tunneling currents are an additional current mechanism which can be attributed to the oxide thickness. These currents also have a dependence on the horizontal and vertical electric fields and are known as Channel Hot Electron Injection (ICHEI ) and Channel Initiated Secondary Electron Injection (ICHISEL ) [70] [89].
Channel Hot Electron Injection occurs when electrons gain enough kinetic energy
from the horizontal electric field to surmount the oxide barrier and are redirected
towards the oxide barrier by the vertical electric field. The Channel Initiated Secondary Electron Injection component arises due to hot electron generation caused
by hole impact ionization in the substrate material. The typical equations used to
model these currents are based on electric field dependant probabilities and are the
primary tunneling mechanisms used to model the programming and erasing currents
associated with floating gate type memory cells. Incorporating these currents into the
developed model would require the addition of the current equations presented in [70].
Figure 7.2 is included to provide a conceptual view of these current mechanisms [90].
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Figure 7.2: Conceptual image of the Channel Hot Electron Injection and Channel
Initiated Secondary Electron Injection gate current mechanisms.

7.2

Include Generation/Recombination in the Current Density Equation

Although not a dominant contributor, carrier generation/recombination is an
additional mechanism that occurs in semiconductor physics and has the potential to
alter the current density throughout the semiconductor material. As described in [5],
this generation/recombination can be attributed to several phenomenon which include
band-to-band, trap assisted, surface and auger recombination. Standard practice is to
include generation/recombination in models by combining these elements together.
This is accomplished by assuming the generation/recombination effects result in a
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net difference between the number of electrons entering and exiting a piece of silicon.
This difference is attributed to the disparity between the rate of electron generation
and recombination. While researching this topic, it was discovered that many semiempirical methods have been developed to include this phenomenon and adding this
characteristic to the developed model would require incorporation of one of these
methods.

7.3

Temperature and Germanium Content Result Validation

The temperature and substrate germanium content features incorporated into
the developed model and documented in the presented material is based on physically
derived equations. At the time this work was completed, experimentally collected data
for performing verification and validation efforts was not available. As a result, the
simulation data presented is considered theoretical until further comparative analysis
is performed. Also, as mentioned previously, theoretical results are the first step in
the model-fabricate-test-model construct and provides an area for continued research.

7.4

Numerical Method Improvement

Several numerical technique improvements also exist. Initial attempts were
made to construct the model using bi-cubic and septic splines. This resulted in a
Jacobian matrix whose size exceeded the memory limitations of the computer, MATLAB and Visual Studio. Similar limitations were also experienced when attempts
were made to increase the number of quantic spline nodes. As PC performance improves, these design avenues merit further research. Improvements can also be made
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in the Newton-Raphson Jacobian damped iteration method. This work uses fixed
dampening factors for the initial time step and t > 0. Developing a method for dynamically determining an optimal dampening factor to improve the convergence rate
while still avoiding the potential overshoot issue can significantly increase execution
efficiency.

7.5

Expand to Three Dimensions

The two dimensional model presented has some region of validity limitations.
Although insignificant, narrow channel edge effects produced when the channel height
is not significantly greater than channel width has an effect. Incorporating these
narrow channel effects can be accomplished semi-empirically but the correct method
would be to expand to three dimensions. Transitioning to three dimensions also
allows the model to be used for tri- and quad-gate devices as well as cylindrical gateall-around devices. Although this can theoretically be accomplished, documented
limitation issues with computer memory, MATLAB and Visual Studio is evidence of
potential issues with implementing this enhancement at the current time. Figure 7.3
is included to provide a conceptual view of a device structure requiring the developed
model to be expanded to three dimensions.
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Figure 7.3: Conceptual image of a Gate-All-Around device.

7.6

Expanding the Simulation Domain Beyond the Substrate

Expanding the model domain to include the implant dopant regions and gate
oxide material is another potential improvement to the presented model. At the
time this work was completed, the model domain was bounded by the PN-junctions
formed by the source-substrate and drain-substrate interfaces as well as the oxidesubstrate interfaces. Limiting the domain to this region was strategically selected to
maximize the number of mesh nodes in device regions that have a dominant impact
on simulation results while keeping the number of equations required to perform
the quintic spline analysis at a level that could be handled with current computer
hardware and programming software. Including these additional device regions in
the simulation domain is expected to provide some additional result accuracy in two
areas. The first area is the voltage drop between the source/drain contact and the
PN-junction. Although minimal at high doping concentration, this value can become
influential if the doping concentration at the source or drain is reduced. Secondly, this
work uses a linear approximation for the electric field across the oxide and ignores the
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existence of mobile carriers in this region [30]. Doing so reduces Poisson’s equation to
the Leplace equation and sets n = p = 0. Removing these assumptions and developing
an appropriate method for modeling the interaction of carriers and electric field in
the oxide region could eliminate the need for one of the calibration parameters used
in the presented model.

7.7

Parameter Extraction for SPICE Models

Each modeling technique has desirable and undesirable aspects. This is observed when comparing the slower execution times of high fidelity device models to
the semi-empirical SPICE type models. The SPICE model execution efficiency is
due to the algebraic form of model equations which can execute significantly faster
than mesh based iterative predictive models. As mention previously, the numerous
BSIM/SPICE model parameters are generated using an extraction method which
involves stimulating and measuring responses from actual transistors after fabrication. The physical nature of the presented model has the potential to generate the
require results that mimic the current parameter extraction methods used to create
the BSIM/SPICE model parameters. Doing this would allow designers to expand beyond the prefabrication analysis of device performance to a prediction of how larger
circuits would perform using the device.

7.8

Floating Gate Memory

The physical structure of floating gate memory, such as Flash and EEPROM,
is similar to the physical structure of standard MOSFET devices with the exception
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being the addition of a floating gate located between the gate terminal and substrate
region. This floating gate is isolated from the gate terminal and substrate region by
insulator material and functions as a capacitive element that can store charge. This
electron charge is transitioned to the floating gate during the programming process
and removed during the erase process. Functionally, during the memory read process,
the device operates like a standard MOSFET device where the amount of floating gate
charge alters the threshold voltage. For single level memory, the programming process
adjusts the threshold voltage to a level such that the device remains off during the read
process. For multi-level cells, the programming operation sets the device threshold
voltage to discernible levels by controlling the amount of electrons transitioned to
the floating gate. When a multi-level cell is read, the values stored are determined
by detecting the device current produced. For these multi-level cells, transitioning
the correct number of electron to the floating gate is accomplished by setting the
terminal voltages to levels that promote electron energy levels that can surmount the
oxide potential barrier and controlling the time the voltage is applied. Expanding
the presented model to include the oxide current transport equations can be used to
provide a pre-fabrication physics base model when designing new and denser memory
devices.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the primary goal of this work was to develop an improved method
for modeling the performance of dual-gate MOS devices prior to the fabrication process. To meet this goal, an extensive analysis was performed to assess the current
state of the art in the area of physics based predictive modeling and identify potential
areas for improvements. Excluding the empirical post-fabrication models, this investigative process resulted in the identification of numerous models that reside in two
distinct categories. The first category is compact modeling where numerous assumptions are imposed for the purpose of reducing the system of physics based differential
equations from a multidimensional space to one dimension. This assumption is referred to as the gradual channel approximation and intended to reduce the driving
differential equations into a form that is directly solvable. A majority of these models
also incorrectly assume the devices are symmetric. The second category is multidimensional mesh based modeling. This modeling method uses numerical techniques to
approximate the partial derivatives in the differential equations. The two numerical
techniques currently used throughout the modeling community and commercial products are finite difference and finite element. Comparing these modeling techniques
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to the listed characteristics of good MOSFET models exposed the potential areas
for improvement and provided the justification for the original material presented in
this work. The following paragraphs highlight the innovations and contributions of
this work that are expected to significantly advance the current state of the art in
predictive modeling.
The first improvement and significant contribution of this work is the numerical method used to solve the system of differential equations. As mentioned, a review
of current literature published in relevant peer reviewed journals and commercial
products revealed finite difference and finite element as the numerical methods utilized for multidimensional modeling. The deficiencies associated with these methods
are linear approximations of the dependant variables between mesh nodes, limitations when performing integrals to arrive at results such as steady state current and
dependant variable discontinuities at mesh nodes for higher order derivatives.
To mitigate these deficiencies, piecewise splines were applied to the differential equations. Initially a cubic spline method was implemented and proved to be a
valuable proof of concept by demonstrating the two-dimensional system of differential
equations could be solved using splines. During development however, it was discovered that even though cubic splines offer an improved intra-node predictive ability
when compared to the finite difference/element techniques, the associated cubic polynomial reduces to a linear equation when approximating the second order differential
portions of Poisson’s equation. As with the finite different/element techniques, this
linear approximation corresponded to simulation result errors, especially for the electron and hole concentrations which change exponentially near the oxide-substrate
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interface. To resolve this issue, quintic splines were applied to the differential equations. Unlike cubic splines, and as the name implies, a piecewise quintic spline uses a
fifth degree polynomial to predict the dependent variable values and reduces to a cubic polynomial when applied to Poisson’s equation. As demonstrated in Appendix F,
the newly developed quintic spline method provides improved result accuracy when
compared to the current numerical techniques used in industry where the improvements can be attributed to better intra-node and integration attributes. As as result,
the developed quintic spline method meets many of the characteristics of a good
MOSFET model which includes device asymmetry and Non-Quasi Static behavior.
The quintic spline technique also provides a new method for determining
charge based intrinsic capacitances. As documented in this work, the quintic spline
solution to the current continuity equations at each mesh node symbolically includes
the carrier concentrations at that location as well as contributions from each terminal
voltage. This characteristic provides the avenue for determining the partial derivative
of the carrier concentrations with respect to each terminal voltage. Quintic spline integration is then used to ascertain the pertinent capacitances. This newly developed
method provides improved physical relevance and avoids the accuracy reducing equation simplifications used in current techniques. When applied to predictive modeling,
this new technique has the potential to provide improved transient simulation result
accuracy and extend the region of validity for frequency response modeling to higher
frequencies.
Improving mobility degradation effect modeling is another significant contribution of this work. The predominant method identified in current models relies on
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a linear approximation for the lateral electric field derived using the drain to source
voltage divided by the channel length. Other identified methods incorporate several
semi-empirical parameters to arrive at a single mobility parameter that is a function
of applied terminal voltages. This single parameter incorrectly assumes mobility is
uniform throughout the semiconductor material and reduces the complexity of the
system of differential equations. The improvement developed and documented in this
work uses the localized electric field throughout the semiconductor material to arrive
at a mobility profile that is a function of position. Incorporating this methodology
and accounting for velocity overshoot improves physical correctness and simulation
result accuracy which satisfies two key elements listed in the characteristics of good
MOSFET models.
Improvements to the Newton-Raphson Jacobian iterative solving technique is
also worth highlighting. All identified published material relating to this technique
being applied for semiconductor modeling discusses the requirements for adequate
guesses of initial values. This requirement relates to the ability of this iterative technique to reach convergence. Several methods for arriving at the dependant variable
initial values can be found in these publications and the reasoning for adequate initial
guesses was discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Knowing the iteration results using this
method accurately provides the direction each dependent variable should change in
order to reach convergence led to the damped method incorporated into this work. To
summarize the damped method, at simulation start time (t = 0s) all the dependant
variables are initialized to zero. The resulting direction produced by the NewtonRaphson Jacobian method is used but the resulting step size for each dependant
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variable is damped by a user defined value less than one. Through experimentation,
typical values for this dampening factor were determined to be between 0.01 and 0.05.
As a result, no convergence failures were experienced. It should also be noted that
the dependant variables were only initialized to zero at simulation start time. For the
remainder of the simulation, the results for the dependant variables from the previous
time step were used as the initial guess for the current time step and the dampening
factor was increase to values between 0.1 and 1.0.
As as final consideration, a comprehensive list of recommended areas for continued research has been provided in Chapter 7. These areas include quantum effect
and parameter extraction suggestions as well as documented areas requiring advancements in PC platforms or porting to high performance computers. Future students
may wish to apply these improvements to the existing model in an effort to advance
pre-fabrication predictive modeling in order to stay in sync with advances in semiconductor technologies.
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APPENDIX A

FLOW CHARTS

A.1

Main Thread
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Start Simulation
(Main Thread)

Load Constant Values
• q (Electron charge)(1.60217646x10-19 C)
• εsi (Permittivity of Si)(1.053626x10-12 F/cm)
• εge (Permittivity of Ge)(1.41664x10-12 F/cm)
• εox (Permittivity of oxide)(3.453x10-13 F/cm)
• Kj (Boltzmann’s constant)(1.3806504x10-23 J/K)
• hj (Plank’s constant)(6.62606896x10-34 Js)
• mnsi (Electron effective mass of Si)(9.838132722x10-31 Kg)
• mnge (Electron effective mass of Ge)(5.0101601825x10-31 Kg)
• mpsi (Hole effective mass of Si)(7.378599541x10-31 Kg)
• mpge (Hole effective mass of Ge)(3.3704713955x10-31 Kg)

Load Material Property Values for nFET and pFET
• Nsub (Substrate doping concentration)(atoms/cm3)
• Ndiff (Diffusion doping concentration)(atoms/cm3)
• q’ox (Oxide interface charge)(C/cm2)
• Ecn (Critical electric field for electrons)(V/cm)
• Ecp (Critical electric field for holes)(V/cm)
• µn_max (Maximum electron mobility)(cm2/Vs)
• µn_min (Minimum electron mobility)(cm2/Vs)
• µp_max (Maximum hole mobility)(cm2/Vs)
• µp_min (Minimum hole mobility)(cm2/Vs)
• Gate Material (n-type/p-type polysilicon)(N/A)
• Si_percentage (Percentage of Si in the substrate)(%)
• Ge_percentage (Percentage of Ge in the substrate)(%)
• Undopped Substrate (Yes/No)(N/A)

Load Device Dimension Values
• W (Device width)(cm)
• L (Device length)(cm)
• tsi (Device depth)(cm)
• LOL (Gate overlap length)(cm)
• tox1 (Oxide thickness at Gate1)(cm)
• tox2 (Oxide thickness at Gate 2)(cm)

A
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A

Load Calibration Parameters
• tox_factor (Oxide electric field estimate parameter)(N/A)
• IDS_factor (Low gate voltage drain current parameter)(N/A)
• Bn (Electron mobility parameter)(N/A)
• Bp (Electron mobility parameter)(N/A)

Load External Stimuli
• TK (Temperature)(K)

Execute
Dual-Gate
Device
Thread

Execute
Inverter
Thread

Execute
Ring
Oscillator
Thread

Execute
Frequency
Response
Thread

End Simulation
(Main Thread)
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Execute
Cross-Coupled
Oscillator
Thread

A.2

Newton Raphson Jacobian Function
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Start Newton-Raphson Jacobian
Function

Input parameters
• W (Device width)(cm)
• Leff (Device effective mobility)(cm)
• tsi (Device depth)(cm)
• ni (Intrinsic doping concentration)(atoms/cm3)
• Ecn (Electron critical electric field)(V/cm)
• Ecp (Hole critical electric field)(V/cm)
• es (Substrate permittivity)(cm2/Vs)
• ϕt (Thermal voltage)(V)
• C’ox1(Gate1 capacitance)(cm)
• C’ox2 (Gate2 capacitance)(cm)
• vG1(t) (Gate1 voltage)(V)
• vG2(t) (Gate2 voltage)(V)
• vS(t) (Source voltage)(V)
• vD(t) (Drain voltage)(V)
• ϕbi (Build-in voltage)(V)
• VFB1 (Gate1 flat-band voltage)(V)
• VFB2 (Gate2 flat-band voltage)(V)
• Eg (Band gap)(eV)
• q’ox (Oxide charge)(C/cm2)
• Nsub (Substrate doping concentration)(atoms/cm3)
• Ndiff (Diffusion doping concentration)(atoms/cm3)
• µn_max (Maximum electron mobility)(cm2/Vs)
• µn_min (Minimum electron mobility)(cm2/Vs)
• Bn (Electron mobility parameter)(N/A)
• µp_max (Maximum hole mobility)(cm2/Vs)
• µp_min (Minimum hole mobility)(cm2/Vs)
• Bp (Hole mobility parameter)(N/A)
• q (Electron charge)(C)
• ϕf (Fermi potential)(V)
• Stime (Simulation time)(s)
• Ststart (Simulation start time)(s)
• Ststop (Simulation stop time)(s)
• Ststep (Simulation time step)(s)
• DF (Dampening factor)(N/A)
• Convergence_limit
• DC_flag (yes,no)(N/A)
• FET_number
• FET_type
A
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A

Scale Values

yes
Is Stime > Ststart
Initial Guess
no

DF/=10

B
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B

Generate Matrix & Vector Values At the Source

(if nFET)

(if pFET)

Perform Newton-Raphson Jacobian Iteration

Calculate Error

Is Error>
Convergence
Limit

yes

no

Calculate Carrier Concentrations (if nFET)

Calculate Carrier Concentrations (if pFET)

C
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C

Generate Matrix & Vector Values At the Source

(if nFET)

(if pFET)

Perform Newton-Raphson Jacobian Iteration

Calculate Error

Is Error>
Convergence
Limit

yes

no

Calculate Carrier Concentrations (if nFET)

Calculate Carrier Concentrations (if pFET)

D
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D

Calculate Electric Fields and Mobilities

Generate Matrix & Vector Values In The Substrate

(if nFET)
(if pFET)

Perform Newton-Raphson Jacobian Iteration

Calculate Error

Is Error>
Convergence
Limit
no
E
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yes

E

Calculate Current Densities

Remove Scaling

Calculate Steady State Currents w.r.t. Gate1 and Gate2

Calculate Non-Quasi Static Currents w.r.t. Gate1 and Gate2

F
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F

Calculate Parasitic Capacitances

Retain Values

Return Results

End Newton-Raphson Jacobian
Function

313

A.3

Dual-Gate Device Thread
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Start Dual-Gate Device
Thread

Load External Stimuli
• vG(t) (Gate voltage)(V)
• vS(t) (Source voltage)(V)
• vD(t) (Drain voltage)(V)
• Pulse Terminal (Gate/Drain/Source)
• Ststart (Simulation start time)(s)
• Ststop (Simulation stop time)(s)
• Ststep (Simulation time step)(s)
• tpw (Pulse width)(s)
• trf (Pulse rise/fall time)(s)
• Vinitial (Initial pulse voltage)(V)
• Vfinal (Final pulse voltage)(V)
• vG_delta (Voltage delta between Gate1 and Gate2)(V)

Select 3D Plots
• ψ(x,y,t) (Electrostatic potential)(V)
• n(x,y,t), p(x,y,t) (Carrier concentrations)(atoms/cm3)
• Ex(x,y,t), Ey(x,y,t) (Electric fields)(V/cm)
• Jnx(x,y,t), Jny(x,y,t) (Electron current densities)(A/cm)
• Jpx(x,y,t), Jpy(x,y,t) (Hole current densities)(A/cm)
• µnx(x,y,t), µny(x,y,t) (Electron mobility)(cm2/Vs)
• µpx(x,y,t), µpy(x,y,t) (Hole mobility)(cm2/Vs)
• dn(x,y,t)/dt (Change in electron concentration w.r.t. time)(atoms/cm3s)
• dp(x,y,t)/dt (Change in hole concentration w.r.t. time)(atoms/cm3s)

Load Additional Information
• Device type (nFET/pFET)(N/A)
• Simulation type (DC/Transient)(N/A)

Initialize vS(t), vD(t), vG1(t) and vG2(t)

A
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A

Calculate εS

Calculate ϕt

Calculate Eg

Calculate ni

B
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B

Set ND and NA
If (nFET)
ND=Ndiff
NA=Nsub
If(pFET)
NA=Ndiff
ND=Nsub

Calculate Leff

Calculate Fermi-Potentials

Calculate built-in potential

Calculate ϕMS
If (n-type polysilicon)

If (p-type polysilicon)

C
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C

Calibrate tox

Calculate C’ox1 and C’ox2

Calculate VFB1 and VFB2

D
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D

Calculate capacitance values

If (nFET)

If (pFET)

Newton-Raphson Jacobian
Function

E
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E

ReturnCurrent Results
• IDSn1(t) (Electron steady state current due to Gate1)(A)
• IDSn2(t) (Electron steady state current due to Gate2)(A)
• IDSp1(t) (Hole steady state current due to Gate1)(A)
• IDSp2(t) (Hole steady state current due to Gate2)(A)
• iDn1(t) (Electron NQS current at the drain due to Gate1)(A)
• iDn2(t) (Electron NQS current at the drain due to Gate2)(A)
• iSn1(t) (Electron NQS current at the source due to Gate1)(A)
• iSn2(t) (Electron NQS current at the source due to Gate2)(A)
• iGn1(t) (Electron NQS current at Gate1)(A)
• iGn2(t) (Electron NQS current at Gate2)(A)
• iDp1(t) (Hole NQS current at the drain due to Gate1)(A)
• iDp2(t) (Hole NQS current at the drain due to Gate2)(A)
• iSp1(t) (Hole NQS current at the source due to Gate1)(A)
• iSp2(t) (Hole NQS current at the source due to Gate2)(A)
• iGp1(t) (Hole NQS current at Gate1)(A)
• iGp2(t) (Hole NQS current at Gate2)(A)
• Intrinsic Capacitances (F)
• Extrinsic Capacitances (F)

Update Time
t time  t time  t step

•Populate Tabular Listing
• Update Plots

Update vS(t), vD(t), vG1(t) and vG2(t)

no
D

Is Stime> Ststop

yes

End Dual-Gate Device
Thread
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A.4

Inverter Thread
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Start Inverter
Thread

Load External Stimuli
• VCC (Power supply voltage)(V)
• ststart (Simulation start time)(s)
• Ststop (Simulation stop time)(s)
• Ststep (Simulation time step)(s)
• tpw (Pulse width)(s)
• trf (Pulse rise/fall time)(s)
• Vinitial (Initial pulse voltage)(V)
• Vfinal (Final pulse voltage)(V)
• Cload (Load capacitance)(F)

Load Additional Information
• Simulation type (DC/Transient)(N/A)

Initialize vIN(t) and vOUT(t)

A
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A

Calculate εS

Calculate ϕt

Calculate Eg

Calculate ni

B
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B

Set ND and NA
For nFET
ND_n=Ndiff_n
NA_n=Nsub_n

Set ND and NA
For pFET
NA_p=Ndiff_p
ND_p=Nsub_p

Calculate Leff
For nFET

Calculate Leff
For pFET

Calculate Fermi-Potentials for
nFET

Calculate Fermi Potentials for
pFET

Calculate built-in potential for
nFET

Calculate built-in potential for
pFET

Calculate ϕMS for nFET

Calculate ϕMS for pFET

If (n-type polysilicon)

If (n-type polysilicon)

If (p-type polysilicon)

If (p_type polysilicon)

C
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C

Calibrate tox for nFET

Calibrate tox for pFET

Calculate C’ox1 and C’ox2 for nFET

Calculate C’ox1 and C’ox2 for pFET

Calculate VFB1 and VFB2 for pFET

Calculate VFB1 and VFB2 for nFET

Store output voltage

D
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D

Calculate capacitance values
For nFET

Calculate capacitance values
For pFET

Newton-Raphson Jacobian
Function (pFET)

Newton-Raphson Jacobian
Function (nFET)

Calculate Iout(t)

Calculate Cout(t)

E
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E

Calculate vout(t)

Return Results for nFET and pFET
• IDSn(t)_n (Electron steady state current for nFET)(A)
• IDSp(t)_n (Hole steady state current for nFET)(A)
• IDSn(t)_p (Electron steady state current for pFET)(A)
• IDSp(t)_p (Hole steady state current for pFET)(A)
• iDn(t)_n (Electron NQS current at drain for nFET)(A)
• iSn(t)_n (Electron NQS current at source for nFET)(A)
• iGn(t)_n (Electron NQS current at gate for nFET)(A)
• iDn(t)_p (Electron NQS current at drain for pFET)(A)
• iSn(t)_p (Electron NQS current at source for pFET)(A)
• iGn(t)_p (Electron NQS current at gate for pFET)(A)
• iDp(t)_n (Hole NQS current at drain for nFET)(A)
• iSp(t)_n (Hole NQS current at source for nFET)(A)
• iGp(t)_n (Hole NQS current at gate for nFET)(A)
• iDp(t)_p (Hole NQS current at drain for pFET)(A)
• iSp(t)_p (Hole NQS current at source for pFET)(A)
• iGp(t)_p (Hole NQS current at gate for pFET)(A)
• vIN(t) (Input voltage)(V)
• vOUT(t) (Output voltage)(V)
• iOUT(t) (Output current)(A)
• Intrinsic Capacitances (F)
• Extrinsic Capacitances (F)

Update Time

•Populate Tabular Listing
• Update Plots

Update vIN(t)

F
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F

Store output voltage

no
Is Stime> Ststop

yes

End Inverter
Thread
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D

A.5

Inverter Frequency Response Thread
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Start Inverter Frequency
Response
Thread

Load External Stimuli
• VCC (Power supply voltage)(V)
• Cload (Load capacitance)(F)
• Sfstart (Simulation start frequency)(Hz)
• Sfstop (Simulation stop frequency)(HZ)
• SAmp (Input sinusoid amplitude)(V)

Load Additional Information To Find Q-point
• Simulation type =DC

(Initial Guess)

A
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A

Calculate εS

Calculate ϕt

Calculate Eg

Calculate ni

B
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B

Set ND and NA
For nFET
ND_n=Ndiff_n
NA_n=Nsub_n

Set ND and NA
For pFET
NA_p=Ndiff_p
ND_p=Nsub_p

Calculate Leff
For nFET

Calculate Leff
For pFET

Calculate Fermi-Potentials for
nFET

Calculate Fermi Potentials for
pFET

Calculate built-in potential for
nFET

Calculate built-in potential for
pFET

Calculate ϕMS for nFET

Calculate ϕMS for pFET

If (n-type polysilicon)

If (n-type polysilicon)

If (p-type polysilicon)

If (p_type polysilicon)

C
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C

Calibrate tox for nFET

Calibrate tox for pFET

Calculate C’ox1 and C’ox2 for nFET

Calculate C’ox1 and C’ox2 for pFET

Calculate VFB1 and VFB2 for pFET

Calculate VFB1 and VFB2 for nFET

Store output voltage

D
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D

Calculate capacitance values
For nFET

Calculate capacitance values
For pFET

Newton-Raphson Jacobian
Function (nFET)

Newton-Raphson Jacobian
Function (pFET)
Use Bisection to find
a value for vOUT(t)
that produces
equivalent nFET and
pFET drain currents

Calculate Error

Is Error<
1x10-14
yes
E
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no

E

Store Q-point

Set Simulation type =Transient

Initialize External Stimuli Variables
• Stime=0 (Simulation time)(s)
• Ststart=0 (Simulation start time)(s)
• SFreq=Sfstart (Starting frequency)(Hz)
• SAmp (Small signal amplitude)(V)
• SamplePerPeriod=32

F
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F

Set External Stimuli Variables

Set the input voltage

Newton-Raphson Jacobian
Function (pFET)

Newton-Raphson Jacobian
Function (nFET)

Calculate Cout(t)

Calculate vout(t)

Calculate Error
Use Bisection to find
a value for vOUT (t)
that produces
equivalent nFET and
pFET drain currents

G

yes

Is Error<
1x10-14
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no

G

Return Results for nFET and pFET
• IDSn(t)_n (Electron steady state current for nFET)(A)
• IDSp(t)_n (Hole steady state current for nFET)(A)
• IDSn(t)_p (Electron steady state current for pFET)(A)
• IDSp(t)_p (Hole steady state current for pFET)(A)
• iDn(t)_n (Electron NQS current at drain for nFET)(A)
• iSn(t)_n (Electron NQS current at source for nFET)(A)
• iGn(t)_n (Electron NQS current at gate for nFET)(A)
• iDn(t)_p (Electron NQS current at drain for pFET)(A)
• iSn(t)_p (Electron NQS current at source for pFET)(A)
• iGn(t)_p (Electron NQS current at gate for pFET)(A)
• iDp(t)_n (Hole NQS current at drain for nFET)(A)
• iSp(t)_n (Hole NQS current at source for nFET)(A)
• iGp(t)_n (Hole NQS current at gate for nFET)(A)
• iDp(t)_p (Hole NQS current at drain for pFET)(A)
• iSp(t)_p (Hole NQS current at source for pFET)(A)
• iGp(t)_p (Hole NQS current at gate for pFET)(A)
• vIN(t) (Input voltage)(V)
• vOUT(t) (Output voltage)(V)
• iOUT(t) (Output current)(A)
• Intrinsic Capacitances (F)
• Extrinsic Capacitances (F)

• Update Plots
• Store vIN(t) and vOUT(t)
Update Time

H
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H

no
F

Is Stime> Ststop

yes
Perform DFT on vIN(t) and
vOUT(t) data sets

Return Results
• vIN_mag (Input signal magnitude)(V)
• vIN_phase (Input signal phase)(deg.)
• vOUT_mag (Output signal magnitude)(V)
• vOUT_phase (Output signal phase)(deg.)
• Magnitude
• Phase

no
Is SFreq> Sfstop

• Populate Tabular Listing
• Update Plots

Update Frequency SFreq
10 frequencies/decade

yes

Update Time

End Inverter Frequency
Response
Thread

F
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A.6

Differential Amplifier Frequency Response Thread
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Start Differential Amplifier
Frequency Response
Thread

Load External Stimuli
• VCC (Power supply voltage)(V)
• VBIAS (Bias voltage)(V)
• Cload (Load capacitance)(F)
• Sfstart (Simulation start frequency)(Hz)
• Sfstop (Simulation stop frequency)(HZ)
• SAmp (Input sinusoid amplitude)(V)

Load Additional Information To Find Q-point
• Simulation type =DC

(Initial Guess)

A
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A

Calculate εS

Calculate ϕt

Calculate Eg

Calculate ni

B
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B

Set ND and NA
For nFET 1,2,3
ND_n=Ndiff_n
NA_n=Nsub_n

Set ND and NA
For pFET 1,2
NA_p=Ndiff_p
ND_p=Nsub_p

Calculate Leff
For nFET 1,2,3

Calculate Leff
For pFET 1,2

Calculate Fermi-Potentials for
nFET 1,2,3

Calculate Fermi Potentials for
pFET 1,2

Calculate built-in potential for
nFET 1,2,3

Calculate built-in potential for
pFET 1,2

Calculate ϕMS for nFET 1,2,3

Calculate ϕMS for pFET 1,2

If (n-type polysilicon)

If (n-type polysilicon)

If (p-type polysilicon)

If (p_type polysilicon)

C
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C

Calibrate tox for nFET 1,2,3

Calibrate tox for pFET 1,2

Calculate C’ox1 and C’ox2 for nFET 1,2,3

Calculate C’ox1 and C’ox2 for pFET 1,2

Calculate VFB1 and VFB2 for pFET 1,2

Calculate VFB1 and VFB2 for nFET 1,2,3

Store output voltage

D
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D

Calculate capacitance values
for nFET 1,2,3

Calculate capacitance values
For pFET 1,2

E

344

E

Newton-Raphson Jacobian
Function (nFET)

Newton-Raphson Jacobian
Function (pFET)

Calculate Errors

Are all
Errors <
1x10-14

yes
Store Q-point

Set Simulation type =Transient

Load External Stimuli
• Stime=0 (Simulation time)(s)
• Ststart=0 (Simulation start time)(s)
• SFreq=Sfstart (Starting frequency)(Hz)
• SAmp(Small signal amplitude)(V)
• SamplePerPeriod=32

F

345

no

Use Bisection to find
a values for vSn(t),
vGp(t) and vOUT(t) that
produce correct
nFET and pFET
currents

F

Load External Stimuli

Set the input voltage

Newton-Raphson Jacobian
Function (pFET)

Newton-Raphson Jacobian
Function (nFET)
Calculate Cout(t)

Calculate vout(t)

Calculate Errors

Are All
Errors<
1x10-14
yes
G
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no

Use Bisection to find
a values for vSn(t),
vGp(t) and vOUT(t) that
produce correct
nFET and pFET
currents

G

Return Results for nFET and pFET
• IDSn(t)_n (Electron steady state current for nFET)(A)
• IDSp(t)_n (Hole steady state current for nFET)(A)
• IDSn(t)_p (Electron steady state current for pFET)(A)
• IDSp(t)_p (Hole steady state current for pFET)(A)
• iDn(t)_n (Electron NQS current at drain for nFET)(A)
• iSn(t)_n (Electron NQS current at source for nFET)(A)
• iGn(t)_n (Electron NQS current at gate for nFET)(A)
• iDn(t)_p (Electron NQS current at drain for pFET)(A)
• iSn(t)_p (Electron NQS current at source for pFET)(A)
• iGn(t)_p (Electron NQS current at gate for pFET)(A)
• iDp(t)_n (Hole NQS current at drain for nFET)(A)
• iSp(t)_n (Hole NQS current at source for nFET)(A)
• iGp(t)_n (Hole NQS current at gate for nFET)(A)
• iDp(t)_p (Hole NQS current at drain for pFET)(A)
• iSp(t)_p (Hole NQS current at source for pFET)(A)
• iGp(t)_p (Hole NQS current at gate for pFET)(A)
• vIN(t) (Input voltage)(V)
• vOUT(t) (Output voltage)(V)
• iOUT(t) (Output current)(A)
• Intrinsic Capacitances (F)
• Extrinsic Capacitances (F)

• Update Plots
• Store vIN(t) and vOUT(t)
Update Time

H
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H

no
F

Is Stime> Ststop

yes
Perform DFT on vIN(t) and
vOUT(t) data sets

Return Results
• vIN_mag (Input signal magnitude)(V)
• vIN_phase (Input signal phase)(deg.)
• vOUT_mag (Output signal magnitude)(V)
• vOUT_phase (Output signal phase)(deg.)
• Magnitude
• Phase

no
Is SFreq> Sfstop

• Populate Tabular Listing
• Update Plots

Update Frequency SFreq
10 frequencies/decade

yes

Update Time

End Differential Amplifier
Frequency Response
Thread

F
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Ring Oscillator Thread
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Start Ring Oscillator
Thread

Load External Stimuli
• VCC (Power supply voltage)(V)
• Ststart (Simulation start time)(s)
• Ststop (Simulation stop time)(s)
• Ststep (Simulation time step)(s)
• Cload (Load capacitance)(F)

Load Additional Information
• Simulation type (DC/Transient)(N/A)

Initialize vGS1(t) , vGS2(t) and vGS3(t)

A
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A

Calculate εS

Calculate ϕt

Calculate Eg

Calculate ni

B
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B

Set ND and NA
For nFET 1,2,3
ND_n=Ndiff_n
NA_n=Nsub_n

Set ND and NA
For pFET 1,2,3
NA_p=Ndiff_p
ND_p=Nsub_p

Calculate Leff
For nFET 1,2,3

Calculate Leff
For pFET 1,2,3

Calculate Fermi-Potentials for
nFET 1,2,3

Calculate Fermi Potentials for
pFET 1,2,3

Calculate built-in potential for
nFET 1,2,3

Calculate built-in potential for
pFET 1,2,3

Calculate ϕMS for nFET 1,2,3

Calculate ϕMS for pFET 1,2,3

If (n-type polysilicon)

If (n-type polysilicon)

If (p-type polysilicon)

If (p_type polysilicon)

C
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C

Calibrate tox for nFET 1,2,3

Calibrate tox for pFET 1,2,3

Calculate C’ox1 and C’ox2 for nFET 1,2,3

Calculate C’ox1 and C’ox2 for pFET 1,2,3

Calculate VFB1 and VFB2 for pFET 1,2,3

Calculate VFB1 and VFB2 for nFET 1,2,3

Store gate voltages

D
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D

Calculate capacitance values
For nFET 1,2,3

Calculate capacitance values
For pFET 1,2,3

E
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E

Newton-Raphson Jacobian
Function (nFET 1,2,3)

Newton-Raphson Jacobian
Function (pFET 1,2,3)

Calculate Cout(t) for inverter 1,2,3

Calculate the currents entering/leaving Cout(t) for inverter 1,2,3

Calculate the output voltages for inverter 1,2,3

F
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F

Return Results for nFET and pFET 1,2,3
• IDSn(t)_n (Electron steady state current for nFET)(A)
• IDSp(t)_n (Hole steady state current for nFET)(A)
• IDSn(t)_p (Electron steady state current for pFET)(A)
• IDSp(t)_p (Hole steady state current for pFET)(A)
• iDn(t)_n (Electron NQS current at drain for nFET)(A)
• iSn(t)_n (Electron NQS current at source for nFET)(A)
• iGn(t)_n (Electron NQS current at gate for nFET)(A)
• iDn(t)_p (Electron NQS current at drain for pFET)(A)
• iSn(t)_p (Electron NQS current at source for pFET)(A)
• iGn(t)_p (Electron NQS current at gate for pFET)(A)
• iDp(t)_n (Hole NQS current at drain for nFET)(A)
• iSp(t)_n (Hole NQS current at source for nFET)(A)
• iGp(t)_n (Hole NQS current at gate for nFET)(A)
• iDp(t)_p (Hole NQS current at drain for pFET)(A)
• iSp(t)_p (Hole NQS current at source for pFET)(A)
• iGp(t)_p (Hole NQS current at gate for pFET)(A)
• vIN(t) (Input voltage)(V)
• vOUT(t) (Output voltage)(V)
• iOUT(t) (Output current)(A)
• Intrinsic Capacitances (F)
• Extrinsic Capacitances (F)

Update Time

•Populate Tabular Listing
• Update Plots

Store gate voltages

G
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G

no
Is Stime> Ststop

yes

End Ring Oscillator
Thread

357

D

A.8

Cross Coupled Oscillator Thread
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Start Cross-Coupled
Oscillator
Thread

Load External Stimuli
• VCC (Power supply voltage)(V)
• ststart (Simulation start time)(s)
• Ststop (Simulation stop time)(s)
• Ststep (Simulation time step)(s)
• Cload (Load capacitance)(F)
• R (Tank resistancd)(Ω)
• C (Tank capacitance)(pF)
• L (Tank inductance)(nH)
• ISS (Tail current)(mA)

Load Additional Information
• Simulation type (DC/Transient)(N/A)

Initialize vD1(t) , vD2(t) and vS(t)

A
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A

Calculate εS

Calculate ϕt

Calculate Eg

Calculate ni

B
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B

Set ND and NA
For nFET 1,2
ND_n=Ndiff_n
NA_n=Nsub_n

Calculate Leff
For nFET 1,2

Calculate Fermi-Potentials for
nFET 1,2

Calculate built-in potential for
nFET 1,2

Calculate ϕMS for nFET 1,2
If (n-type polysilicon)

If (p-type polysilicon)

C
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C

Calibrate tox for nFET 1,2

Calculate C’ox1 and C’ox2 for nFET 1,2

Calculate VFB1 and VFB2 for nFET 1,2

Store drain voltages

D
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D

Calculate capacitance values
For nFET 1,2

E
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E

Newton-Raphson Jacobian
Function (nFET 1,2)
Use Bisection
to find a value
for vS(t) that
supports the
ISS current

Calculate ERRORS

Is ERRORS>
1x10-8

yes
Newton-Raphson Jacobian
Function (nFET 1,2)

Calculate initial iL(t)_old Values for nFET 1,2

F
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no

F

Calculate tank capacitance values

Calculate new values for vD1(t) and vD2(t)

Newton-Raphson Jacobian
Function (nFET 1,2)
Use Bisection
to find a value
for vS(t) that
supports the
ISS current

Calculate ERRORS

Is ERRORS>
1x10-8
yes
G

365

no

F

Return Results for nFET 1,2
• IDSn(t)_n (Electron steady state current for nFET)(A)
• IDSp(t)_n (Hole steady state current for nFET)(A)
• iDn(t)_n (Electron NQS current at drain for nFET)(A)
• iSn(t)_n (Electron NQS current at source for nFET)(A)
• iGn(t)_n (Electron NQS current at gate for nFET)(A)
• iDp(t)_n (Hole NQS current at drain for nFET)(A)
• iSp(t)_n (Hole NQS current at source for nFET)(A)
• iGp(t)_n (Hole NQS current at gate for nFET)(A)
• vD1(t) (Output voltage)(V)
• vD2(t) (Output voltage)(V)
• Intrinsic Capacitances (F)
• Extrinsic Capacitances (F)

Update Time

•Populate Tabular Listing
• Update Plots

Store drain voltages

Update inductor currents

G
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G

no
Is Stime> Ststop

yes
End Cross-Coupled
Oscillator
Thread

367

E

APPENDIX B

MATLAB CODE

B.1

Generates Functional, Jacobian, Electric Field and Current Density
Systems of Equations

368

Newton-Raphson Jacobian
Matrices (Quintic Splines)
Table of Contents
Clear All Variables .............................................................................................................. 1
Define Number of Rows and Columns ................................................................................... 1
Define Symbolic Variables ................................................................................................... 1
Initialize Knot Arrays and Locations ...................................................................................... 2
Generate x-directed Quintic Spline Polynomials for n, p and psi .................................................. 3
Generate y-directed Quintic Spline Polynomials for n, p and psi .................................................. 6
Generate Spline Polynomials for First and Second Derivatives .................................................. 11
Generate System of Equations for Jacobian ............................................................................ 19
Generate System of Equations for Electric Fields and Current Densities ...................................... 20
Create Jacobian Matricies ................................................................................................... 21
Convert Equations from Matlab Symbolic to C-Code ............................................................... 21
1. Use Quintic splines to generate the Matrices needed to solve the semiconductor equations using the Newton-Raphson Jacobian method.
2. Generate the equation sets for the x and y directed electric fields and current densities.

Clear All Variables
clear all;

Define Number of Rows and Columns
X_POSs = 7;
Y_POSs = 23;
NQS_flag = 0; % (1 - Non-Quasi Static)(0 - Steady State)

Define Symbolic Variables
psi_Matrix = sym('psi%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
nxy_Matrix = sym('nxy%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
pxy_Matrix = sym('pxy%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
psiold_Matrix = sym('psiold%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
nxyold_Matrix = sym('nxyold%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
pxyold_Matrix = sym('pxyold%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
unx_Matrix = sym('unx%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
uny_Matrix = sym('uny%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
upx_Matrix = sym('upx%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
upy_Matrix = sym('upy%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
syms x xi y yi;
syms Leff tsi;
syms Ns Na Nd;
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syms
syms
syms
syms
syms
syms
syms
syms
syms
syms
syms
syms
syms

Ststep;
Vd Vs Vb;
un up;
Ecn Ecp;
phif;
An Ap;
Bn Bp;
psiYmin psiYmax nxyYmin nxyYmax pxyYmin pxyYmax;
es;
Nflag Pflag;
tmp1;
Coxp1 Coxp2 VFB1 VFB2 es Vg1 Vg2;
gamma2;

Initialize Knot Arrays and Locations
X_Knots = sym(ones([1 X_POSs]));
Y_Knots = sym(ones([1 Y_POSs]));
X_Knots(1,1)
X_Knots(1,2)
X_Knots(1,3)
X_Knots(1,4)
X_Knots(1,5)
X_Knots(1,6)
X_Knots(1,7)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

sym('0*Leff');
sym('1/6*Leff');
sym('2/6*Leff');
sym('3/6*Leff');
sym('4/6*Leff');
sym('5/6*Leff');
sym('1*Leff');

if(Y_POSs == 7)
Y_Knots(1,1) = sym('0*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,2) = sym('1/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,3) = sym('2/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,4) = sym('3/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,5) = sym('4/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,6) = sym('5/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,7) = sym('1*tsi');
else
Y_Knots(1,1) = sym('0*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,2) = sym('1/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,3) = sym('2/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,4) = sym('3/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,5) = sym('4/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,6) = sym('5/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,7) = sym('6/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,8) = sym('7/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,9) = sym('8/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,10) = sym('9/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,11) = sym('10/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,12) = sym('11/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,13) = sym('12/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,14) = sym('13/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,15) = sym('14/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,16) = sym('15/22*tsi');
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Y_Knots(1,17)
Y_Knots(1,18)
Y_Knots(1,19)
Y_Knots(1,20)
Y_Knots(1,21)
Y_Knots(1,22)
Y_Knots(1,23)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

sym('16/22*tsi');
sym('17/22*tsi');
sym('18/22*tsi');
sym('19/22*tsi');
sym('20/22*tsi');
sym('21/22*tsi');
sym('1*tsi');

end;

Generate x-directed Quintic Spline Polynomials
for n, p and psi
f = [((x-xi)^0) ((x-xi)^1) ((x-xi)^2) ((x-xi)^3) ((x-xi)^4) ((xxi)^5)];
% Derivatives of quintic polynomial
fx = diff(f,x);
fxx = diff(fx,x);
fxxx = diff(fxx,x);
fxxxx = diff(fxxx,x);
f_Matrix = sym('F', [X_POSs,1]);
f_S = sym(ones([X_POSs 6]));
fx_S = sym(ones([X_POSs 6]));
fxx_S = sym(ones([X_POSs 6]));
fxxx_S = sym(ones([X_POSs 6]));
fxxxx_S = sym(ones([X_POSs 6]));
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
f_S(x_pos,:) = subs(f,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
fx_S(x_pos,:) = subs(fx,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
fxx_S(x_pos,:) = subs(fxx,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
fxxx_S(x_pos,:) = subs(fxxx,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
fxxxx_S(x_pos,:) = subs(fxxxx,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%% Create Spline Matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%
MATRIX_x = sym(zeros((X_POSs-1)*6,(X_POSs-1)*6+1));
for index = 1:X_POSs-2
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
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MATRIX_x(index*6-2,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxxxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxxxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
end
index = X_POSs-1;
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index+1,1);
%Source
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,1:6) = subs(fxx_S(1,:),x,X_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,1:6) = subs(fxxxx_S(1,:),x,X_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%Drain
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(X_POSs-1)*6-5:(X_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(fxx_S(X_POSs-1,:),x,X_Knots(1,X_POSs));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(X_POSs-1)*6-5:(X_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(fxxxx_S(X_POSs-1,:),x,X_Knots(1,X_POSs));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Weights_x = rref(MATRIX_x);
WEIGHTS_x = Weights_x(:,(X_POSs-1)*6+1);
C = transpose(reshape(WEIGHTS_x,6,[]));
clear Cx;
Cx = C*transpose(f);
index = 1;
for x_pos = 1:(X_POSs-1)
Cx(index,1) = subs(Cx(index,1), xi, X_Knots(1,x_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
clear Xpsi;
index = 1;
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for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
Xpsi(index,:) = subs(Cx, f_Matrix, psi_Matrix(:,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%% Create Spline Matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%
MATRIX_x = sym(zeros((X_POSs-1)*6,(X_POSs-1)*6+1));
for index = 1:X_POSs-2
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxxxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxxxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
end
index = X_POSs-1;
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index+1,1);
%Source
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,1:6) = subs(fxxx_S(1,:),x,X_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,1:6) = subs(fxxxx_S(1,:),x,X_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%Drain
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(X_POSs-1)*6-5:(X_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(fxxx_S(X_POSs-1,:),x,X_Knots(1,X_POSs));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
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MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(X_POSs-1)*6-5:(X_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(fxxxx_S(X_POSs-1,:),x,X_Knots(1,X_POSs));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Weights_x = rref(MATRIX_x);
WEIGHTS_x = Weights_x(:,(X_POSs-1)*6+1);
C = transpose(reshape(WEIGHTS_x,6,[]));
clear Cx;
Cx = C*transpose(f);
index = 1;
for x_pos = 1:(X_POSs-1)
Cx(index,1) = subs(Cx(index,1), xi, X_Knots(1,x_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
clear Xnxy;
index = 1;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
Xnxy(index,:) = subs(Cx, f_Matrix, nxy_Matrix(:,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
clear Xpxy;
index = 1;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
Xpxy(index,:) = subs(Cx, f_Matrix, pxy_Matrix(:,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
end

Generate y-directed Quintic Spline Polynomials
for n, p and psi
g = [((y-yi)^0) ((y-yi)^1) ((y-yi)^2) ((y-yi)^3) ((y-yi)^4) ((yyi)^5)];
% Derivatives of quintic polynomial
gy = diff(g,y);
gyy = diff(gy,y);
gyyy = diff(gyy,y);
gyyyy = diff(gyyy,y);
g_Matrix = sym('G', [Y_POSs,1]);
g_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
gy_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
gyy_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
gyyy_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
gyyyy_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
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for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
g_S(y_pos,:) = subs(g,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
gy_S(y_pos,:) = subs(gy,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
gyy_S(y_pos,:) = subs(gyy,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
gyyy_S(y_pos,:) = subs(gyyy,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
gyyyy_S(y_pos,:) = subs(gyyyy,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%% Create Spline Matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%
MATRIX_y_psi = sym(zeros((Y_POSs-1)*6,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1));
for index = 1:Y_POSs-2
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-5,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-4,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-3,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-3,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-2,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-2,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-1,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-1,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-0,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyyyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-0,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyyyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
end
index = Y_POSs-1;
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-5,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-4,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-3,1:6) = subs(gy_S(1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-3,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = (Coxp1/es)*(psiYmin-(Vg1Vb)+VFB1);
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-2,1:6) = subs(gyyyy_S(1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-2,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
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MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-1,(Y_POSs-1)*6-5:(Y_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(gy_S(Y_POSs-1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,Y_POSs));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-1,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = -(Coxp2/es)*(psiYmax-(Vg2Vb)+VFB2);
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-0,(Y_POSs-1)*6-5:(Y_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(gyyyy_S(Y_POSs-1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,Y_POSs));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-0,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Weights_y_psi=rref(MATRIX_y_psi)
WEIGHTS_y_psi = Weights_y_psi(:,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1);
C = transpose(reshape(WEIGHTS_y_psi,6,[]));
clear Cy;
Cy = C*transpose(g);
index = 1;
for y_pos = 1:(Y_POSs-1)
Cy(index,1) = subs(Cy(index,1), yi, Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
clear Ypsi;
index = 1;
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
Ypsi(index,:) = subs(Cy, g_Matrix,
transpose(psi_Matrix(x_pos,:)));
Ypsi(index,:) = subs(Ypsi(index,:), {psiYmin,psiYmax},
{psi_Matrix(x_pos,1),psi_Matrix(x_pos,Y_POSs)});
index = index + 1;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%% Create Spline Matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%
MATRIX_y_nxy = sym(zeros((Y_POSs-1)*6,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1));
for index = 1:Y_POSs-2
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-5,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-4,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-3,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-3,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-2,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-2,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
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MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-1,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-1,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-0,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyyyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-0,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyyyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
end
index = Y_POSs-1;
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-5,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-4,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-3,1:6) = subs(gy_S(1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-3,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = nxyYmin*(Coxp1/es)*(psiYmin(Vg1-Vb)+VFB1);
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-2,1:6) = subs(gyyyy_S(1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-2,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-1,(Y_POSs-1)*6-5:(Y_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(gy_S(Y_POSs-1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,Y_POSs));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-1,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = -nxyYmax*(Coxp2/es)*(psiYmax(Vg2-Vb)+VFB2);
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-0,(Y_POSs-1)*6-5:(Y_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(gyyyy_S(Y_POSs-1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,Y_POSs));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-0,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Weights_y_nxy=rref(MATRIX_y_nxy)
WEIGHTS_y_nxy = Weights_y_nxy(:,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1);
C = transpose(reshape(WEIGHTS_y_nxy,6,[]));
clear Cy;
Cy = C*transpose(g);
index = 1;
for y_pos = 1:(Y_POSs-1)
Cy(index,1) = subs(Cy(index,1), yi, Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
clear Ynxy;
index = 1;
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
Ynxy(index,:) = subs(Cy, g_Matrix,
transpose(nxy_Matrix(x_pos,:)));
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Ynxy(index,:) = subs(Ynxy(index,:), {psiYmin,psiYmax},
{psi_Matrix(x_pos,1),psi_Matrix(x_pos,Y_POSs)});
Ynxy(index,:) = subs(Ynxy(index,:), {nxyYmin,nxyYmax},
{nxy_Matrix(x_pos,1),nxy_Matrix(x_pos,Y_POSs)});
index = index + 1;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%% Create Spline Matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%
MATRIX_y_pxy = sym(zeros((Y_POSs-1)*6,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1));
for index = 1:Y_POSs-2
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-5,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-4,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-3,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-3,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-2,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-2,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-1,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-1,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-0,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyyyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-0,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyyyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
end
index = Y_POSs-1;
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-5,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-4,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-3,1:6) = subs(gy_S(1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-3,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = -pxyYmin*(Coxp1/es)*(psiYmin(Vg1-Vb)+VFB1);
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-2,1:6) = subs(gyyyy_S(1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-2,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
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MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-1,(Y_POSs-1)*6-5:(Y_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(gy_S(Y_POSs-1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,Y_POSs));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-1,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = pxyYmax*(Coxp2/es)*(psiYmax(Vg2-Vb)+VFB2);
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-0,(Y_POSs-1)*6-5:(Y_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(gyyyy_S(Y_POSs-1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,Y_POSs));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-0,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Weights_y_pxy = rref(MATRIX_y_pxy)
WEIGHTS_y_pxy = Weights_y_pxy(:,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1);
C = transpose(reshape(WEIGHTS_y_pxy,6,[]));
clear Cy;
Cy = C*transpose(g);
index = 1;
for y_pos = 1:(Y_POSs-1)
Cy(index,1) = subs(Cy(index,1), yi, Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
clear Ypxy;
index = 1;
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
Ypxy(index,:) = subs(Cy, g_Matrix,
transpose(pxy_Matrix(x_pos,:)));
Ypxy(index,:) = subs(Ypxy(index,:), {psiYmin,psiYmax},
{psi_Matrix(x_pos,1),psi_Matrix(x_pos,Y_POSs)});
Ypxy(index,:) = subs(Ypxy(index,:), {pxyYmin,pxyYmax},
{pxy_Matrix(x_pos,1),pxy_Matrix(x_pos,Y_POSs)});
index = index + 1;
end

Generate Spline Polynomials for First and Second Derivatives
psi_x_temp = diff(Xpsi,x);
nxy_x_temp = diff(Xnxy,x);
pxy_x_temp = diff(Xpxy,x);
psi_xx_temp = diff(psi_x_temp,x);
nxy_xx_temp = diff(nxy_x_temp,x);
pxy_xx_temp = diff(pxy_x_temp,x);
psi_y_temp = diff(Ypsi,y);
nxy_y_temp = diff(Ynxy,y);
pxy_y_temp = diff(Ypxy,y);
psi_yy_temp = diff(psi_y_temp,y);
nxy_yy_temp = diff(nxy_y_temp,y);
pxy_yy_temp = diff(pxy_y_temp,y);
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psi_x_temp = transpose(psi_x_temp);
nxy_x_temp = transpose(nxy_x_temp);
pxy_x_temp = transpose(pxy_x_temp);
psi_xx_temp = transpose(psi_xx_temp);
nxy_xx_temp = transpose(nxy_xx_temp);
pxy_xx_temp = transpose(pxy_xx_temp);
clear psi_x;
clear nxy_x;
clear pxy_x;
clear psi_xx;
clear nxy_xx;
clear pxy_xx;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
if(x_pos == X_POSs)
psi_x(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(psi_x_temp(x_pos-1,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
nxy_x(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(nxy_x_temp(x_pos-1,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
pxy_x(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(pxy_x_temp(x_pos-1,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
psi_xx(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(psi_xx_temp(x_pos-1,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
nxy_xx(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(nxy_xx_temp(x_pos-1,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
pxy_xx(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(pxy_xx_temp(x_pos-1,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
else
psi_x(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(psi_x_temp(x_pos,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
nxy_x(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(nxy_x_temp(x_pos,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
pxy_x(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(pxy_x_temp(x_pos,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
psi_xx(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(psi_xx_temp(x_pos,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
nxy_xx(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(nxy_xx_temp(x_pos,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
pxy_xx(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(pxy_xx_temp(x_pos,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
end
end
end
clear psi_y;
clear psi_yy;
clear nxy_y;
clear nxy_yy;
clear pxy_y;
clear pxy_yy;
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
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for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
if(y_pos == Y_POSs)
psi_y(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(psi_y_temp(x_pos,y_pos-1), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
psi_yy(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(psi_yy_temp(x_pos,y_pos-1), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
nxy_y(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(nxy_y_temp(x_pos,y_pos-1), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
nxy_yy(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(nxy_yy_temp(x_pos,y_pos-1), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
pxy_y(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(pxy_y_temp(x_pos,y_pos-1), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
pxy_yy(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(pxy_yy_temp(x_pos,y_pos-1), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
else
psi_y(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(psi_y_temp(x_pos,y_pos), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
psi_yy(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(psi_yy_temp(x_pos,y_pos), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
nxy_y(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(nxy_y_temp(x_pos,y_pos), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
nxy_yy(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(nxy_yy_temp(x_pos,y_pos), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
pxy_y(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(pxy_y_temp(x_pos,y_pos), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
pxy_yy(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(pxy_yy_temp(x_pos,y_pos), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
end
end
end
psi_x = simplify(psi_x);
nxy_x = simplify(nxy_x);
pxy_x = simplify(pxy_x);
psi_y = simplify(psi_y);
nxy_y = simplify(nxy_y);
pxy_y = simplify(pxy_y);
psi_xx = simplify(psi_xx);
nxy_xx = simplify(nxy_xx);
pxy_xx = simplify(pxy_xx);
psi_yy = simplify(psi_yy);
nxy_yy = simplify(nxy_yy);
pxy_yy = simplify(pxy_yy);
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear

Jnxp
Jnxm
Jnyp
Jnym
Jpxp
Jpxm
Jpyp

Jnxp1
Jnxm1
Jnyp1
Jnym1
Jpxp1
Jpxm1
Jpyp1

Jnxp2;
Jnxm2;
Jnyp2;
Jnym2;
Jpxp2;
Jpxm2;
Jpyp2;
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clear Jpym Jpym1 Jpym2;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
if(x_pos == 1)
deltaXp1 = (X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)-X_Knots(1,x_pos+0));
temp1 = psi_Matrix(x_pos+0,y_pos)-psi_Matrix(x_pos
+1,y_pos);
temp2 = psi_Matrix(x_pos+1,y_pos)-psi_Matrix(x_pos
+0,y_pos);
BER1 = (temp1-tmp1)/(exp(temp1)-(tmp1+1));
BER2 = (temp2-tmp1)/(exp(temp2)-(tmp1+1));
Jnxp1(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaXp1))*(BER1*nxy_Matrix(x_pos+0,y_pos)-BER2*nxy_Matrix(x_pos
+1,y_pos));
Jpxp1(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaXp1))*(BER1*pxy_Matrix(x_pos+1,y_pos)-BER2*pxy_Matrix(x_pos
+0,y_pos));
deltaXp2 = (X_Knots(1,x_pos+2)-X_Knots(1,x_pos+0));
temp1 = psi_Matrix(x_pos+0,y_pos)-psi_Matrix(x_pos
+2,y_pos);
temp2 = psi_Matrix(x_pos+2,y_pos)-psi_Matrix(x_pos
+0,y_pos);
BER1 = (temp1-tmp1)/(exp(temp1)-(tmp1+1));
BER2 = (temp2-tmp1)/(exp(temp2)-(tmp1+1));
Jnxp2(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaXp2))*(BER1*nxy_Matrix(x_pos+0,y_pos)-BER2*nxy_Matrix(x_pos
+2,y_pos));
Jpxp2(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaXp2))*(BER1*pxy_Matrix(x_pos+2,y_pos)-BER2*pxy_Matrix(x_pos
+0,y_pos));
elseif(x_pos == X_POSs)
deltaXm2 = (X_Knots(1,x_pos-2)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-0));
temp1 = psi_Matrix(x_pos-0,y_pos)psi_Matrix(x_pos-2,y_pos);
temp2 = psi_Matrix(x_pos-2,y_pos)psi_Matrix(x_pos-0,y_pos);
BER1 = (temp1-tmp1)/(exp(temp1)-(tmp1+1));
BER2 = (temp2-tmp1)/(exp(temp2)-(tmp1+1));
Jnxm2(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaXm2))*(BER1*nxy_Matrix(x_pos-0,y_pos)BER2*nxy_Matrix(x_pos-2,y_pos));
Jpxm2(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaXm2))*(BER1*pxy_Matrix(x_pos-2,y_pos)BER2*pxy_Matrix(x_pos-0,y_pos));
deltaXm1 = (X_Knots(1,x_pos-1)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-0));
temp1 = psi_Matrix(x_pos-0,y_pos)psi_Matrix(x_pos-1,y_pos);
temp2 = psi_Matrix(x_pos-1,y_pos)psi_Matrix(x_pos-0,y_pos);
BER1 = (temp1-tmp1)/(exp(temp1)-(tmp1+1));
BER2 = (temp2-tmp1)/(exp(temp2)-(tmp1+1));
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Jnxm1(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaXm1))*(BER1*nxy_Matrix(x_pos-0,y_pos)BER2*nxy_Matrix(x_pos-1,y_pos));
Jpxm1(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaXm1))*(BER1*pxy_Matrix(x_pos-1,y_pos)BER2*pxy_Matrix(x_pos-0,y_pos));
else
deltaX1 = (X_Knots(1,x_pos-1)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-0));
temp1 = psi_Matrix(x_pos-0,y_pos)psi_Matrix(x_pos-1,y_pos);
temp2 = psi_Matrix(x_pos-1,y_pos)psi_Matrix(x_pos-0,y_pos);
BER1 = (temp1-tmp1)/(exp(temp1)-(tmp1+1));
BER2 = (temp2-tmp1)/(exp(temp2)-(tmp1+1));
Jnxm(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaX1))*(BER1*nxy_Matrix(x_pos-0,y_pos)BER2*nxy_Matrix(x_pos-1,y_pos));
Jpxm(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaX1))*(BER1*pxy_Matrix(x_pos-1,y_pos)BER2*pxy_Matrix(x_pos-0,y_pos));
deltaX2 = (X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)-X_Knots(1,x_pos+0));
temp1 = psi_Matrix(x_pos+0,y_pos)-psi_Matrix(x_pos
+1,y_pos);
temp2 = psi_Matrix(x_pos+1,y_pos)-psi_Matrix(x_pos
+0,y_pos);
BER1 = (temp1-tmp1)/(exp(temp1)-(tmp1+1));
BER2 = (temp2-tmp1)/(exp(temp2)-(tmp1+1));
Jnxp(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/(deltaX2))*(BER1*nxy_Matrix(x_pos
+0,y_pos)-BER2*nxy_Matrix(x_pos+1,y_pos));
Jpxp(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/(deltaX2))*(BER1*pxy_Matrix(x_pos
+1,y_pos)-BER2*pxy_Matrix(x_pos+0,y_pos));
end
if(y_pos == 1)
deltaYp1 = (Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos+0));
temp1 = psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos+0)-psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos
+1);
temp2 = psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos+1)-psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos
+0);
BER1 = (temp1-tmp1)/(exp(temp1)-(tmp1+1));
BER2 = (temp2-tmp1)/(exp(temp2)-(tmp1+1));
Jnyp1(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaYp1))*(BER1*nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos+0)BER2*nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos+1));
Jpyp1(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaYp1))*(BER1*pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos+1)BER2*pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos+0));
deltaYp2 = (Y_Knots(1,y_pos+2)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos+0));
temp1 = psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos+0)-psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos
+2);
temp2 = psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos+2)-psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos
+0);
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BER1 = (temp1-tmp1)/(exp(temp1)-(tmp1+1));
BER2 = (temp2-tmp1)/(exp(temp2)-(tmp1+1));
Jnyp2(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaYp2))*(BER1*nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos+0)BER2*nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos+2));
Jpyp2(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaYp2))*(BER1*pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos+2)BER2*pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos+0));
elseif(y_pos == Y_POSs)
deltaYm2 = (Y_Knots(1,y_pos-2)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-0));
temp1 = psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-0)psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-2);
temp2 = psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-2)psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-0);
BER1 = (temp1-tmp1)/(exp(temp1)-(tmp1+1));
BER2 = (temp2-tmp1)/(exp(temp2)-(tmp1+1));
Jnym2(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaYm2))*(BER1*nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-0)BER2*nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-2));
Jpym2(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaYm2))*(BER1*pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-2)BER2*pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-0));
deltaYm1 = (Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-0));
temp1 = psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-0)psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-1);
temp2 = psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-1)psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-0);
BER1 = (temp1-tmp1)/(exp(temp1)-(tmp1+1));
BER2 = (temp2-tmp1)/(exp(temp2)-(tmp1+1));
Jnym1(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaYm1))*(BER1*nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-0)BER2*nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-1));
Jpym1(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaYm1))*(BER1*pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-1)BER2*pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-0));
else
deltaY1 = (Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-0));
temp1 = psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-0)psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-1);
temp2 = psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-1)psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-0);
BER1 = (temp1-tmp1)/(exp(temp1)-(tmp1+1));
BER2 = (temp2-tmp1)/(exp(temp2)-(tmp1+1));
Jnym(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaY1))*(BER1*nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-0)BER2*nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-1));
Jpym(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaY1))*(BER1*pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-1)BER2*pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-0));
deltaY2 = (Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos+0));
temp1 = psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos+0)-psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos
+1);
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temp2 = psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos+1)-psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos
+0);
BER1 = (temp1-tmp1)/(exp(temp1)-(tmp1+1));
BER2 = (temp2-tmp1)/(exp(temp2)-(tmp1+1));
Jnyp(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaY2))*(BER1*nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos+0)-BER2*nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos
+1));
Jpyp(x_pos,y_pos) = (1.0/
(deltaY2))*(BER1*pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos+1)-BER2*pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos
+0));
end
end
end
clear Jnx_Matrix;
clear Jny_Matrix;
clear Jpx_Matrix;
clear Jpy_Matrix;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
Jnx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos) =
(nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*psi_x(x_pos,y_pos)-nxy_x(x_pos,y_pos));
Jpx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos) =
(pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*psi_x(x_pos,y_pos)+pxy_x(x_pos,y_pos));
Jny_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos) =
(nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*psi_y(x_pos,y_pos)-nxy_y(x_pos,y_pos));
Jpy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos) =
(pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*psi_y(x_pos,y_pos)+pxy_y(x_pos,y_pos));
end
end
clear Jnx_x;
clear Jny_y;
clear Jpx_x;
clear Jpy_y;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
if(x_pos == 1)
h1 = ((X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos
+1))+(X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos+2)))/((X_Knots(1,x_pos)X_Knots(1,x_pos+1))*(X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos+2)));
h2 = ((X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos+2)))/
((X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)-X_Knots(1,x_pos))*(X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)X_Knots(1,x_pos+2)));
h3 = ((X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)))/
((X_Knots(1,x_pos+2)-X_Knots(1,x_pos))*(X_Knots(1,x_pos+2)X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)));
Jnx_x(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jnx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)+h2*Jnxp1(x_pos,y_pos)+h3*Jnxp2(x_pos,y_pos);
Jpx_x(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jpx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)+h2*Jpxp1(x_pos,y_pos)+h3*Jpxp2(x_pos,y_pos);
elseif(x_pos == X_POSs)
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h1 = ((X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-1)))/
((X_Knots(1,x_pos-2)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-1))*(X_Knots(1,x_pos-2)X_Knots(1,x_pos)));
h2 = ((X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-2)))/
((X_Knots(1,x_pos-1)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-2))*(X_Knots(1,x_pos-1)X_Knots(1,x_pos)));
h3 = ((X_Knots(1,x_pos)X_Knots(1,x_pos-2))+(X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-1)))/
((X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-2))*(X_Knots(1,x_pos)X_Knots(1,x_pos-1)));
Jnx_x(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jnxm2(x_pos,y_pos)+h2*Jnxm1(x_pos,y_pos)+h3*Jnx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos);
Jpx_x(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jpxm2(x_pos,y_pos)+h2*Jpxm1(x_pos,y_pos)+h3*Jpx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos);
else
h1 = ((X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)))/
((X_Knots(1,x_pos-1)-X_Knots(1,x_pos))*(X_Knots(1,x_pos-1)X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)));
h2 = ((X_Knots(1,x_pos)X_Knots(1,x_pos-1))+(X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)))/
((X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-1))*(X_Knots(1,x_pos)X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)));
h3 = ((X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-1)))/
((X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-1))*(X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)X_Knots(1,x_pos)));
Jnx_x(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jnxm(x_pos,y_pos)+h2*Jnx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)+h3*Jnxp(x_pos,y_pos);
Jpx_x(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jpxm(x_pos,y_pos)+h2*Jpx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)+h3*Jpxp(x_pos,y_pos);
end
if(y_pos == 1)
h1 = ((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos
+1))+(Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos+2)))/((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1))*(Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos+2)));
h2 = ((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos+2)))/
((Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos))*(Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)Y_Knots(1,y_pos+2)));
h3 = ((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)))/
((Y_Knots(1,y_pos+2)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos))*(Y_Knots(1,y_pos+2)Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)));
Jny_y(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jny_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)+h2*Jnyp1(x_pos,y_pos)+h3*Jnyp2(x_pos,y_pos);
Jpy_y(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jpy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)+h2*Jpyp1(x_pos,y_pos)+h3*Jpyp2(x_pos,y_pos);
elseif(y_pos == Y_POSs)
h1 = ((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1)))/
((Y_Knots(1,y_pos-2)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1))*(Y_Knots(1,y_pos-2)Y_Knots(1,y_pos)));
h2 = ((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-2)))/
((Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-2))*(Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1)Y_Knots(1,y_pos)));
h3 = ((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)Y_Knots(1,y_pos-2))+(Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1)))/
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((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-2))*(Y_Knots(1,y_pos)Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1)));
Jny_y(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jnym2(x_pos,y_pos)+h2*Jnym1(x_pos,y_pos)+h3*Jny_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos);
Jpy_y(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jpym2(x_pos,y_pos)+h2*Jpym1(x_pos,y_pos)+h3*Jpy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos);
else
h1 = ((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)))/
((Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos))*(Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1)Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)));
h2 = ((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1))+(Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)))/
((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1))*(Y_Knots(1,y_pos)Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)));
h3 = ((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1)))/
((Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1))*(Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)Y_Knots(1,y_pos)));
Jny_y(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jnym(x_pos,y_pos)+h2*Jny_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)+h3*Jnyp(x_pos,y_pos);
Jpy_y(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jpym(x_pos,y_pos)+h2*Jpy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)+h3*Jpyp(x_pos,y_pos);
end
end
end

Generate System of Equations for Jacobian
clear F;
index = 1;
for x_pos = 2:(X_POSs-1)
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
F(index,1) = gamma2*(psi_xx(x_pos,y_pos) +
psi_yy(x_pos,y_pos)) + pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos) nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos) + Ns;
index = index + 1;
if(NQS_flag == 1)
F(index,1) = (nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)nxyold_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos))/Ststep +
(unx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*Jnx_x(x_pos,y_pos) +
uny_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*Jny_y(x_pos,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
F(index,1) = (pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)pxyold_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos))/Ststep (upx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*Jpx_x(x_pos,y_pos) +
upy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*Jpy_y(x_pos,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
else
F(index,1) = (unx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*Jnx_x(x_pos,y_pos) +
uny_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*Jny_y(x_pos,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
F(index,1) = -(upx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*Jpx_x(x_pos,y_pos)
+ upy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*Jpy_y(x_pos,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
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end
end
end
clear FS;
index = 1;
x_pos = 1;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
FS(index,1) = gamma2*(psi_xx(x_pos,y_pos) +
psi_yy(x_pos,y_pos)) + abs(Ns)*(exp(Pflag*(2*phif+(VsVb)))*(exp(-psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos))-1)-exp(Nflag*(-2*phif-(VsVb)))*(exp(psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos))-1));
index = index + 1;
end
clear FD;
index = 1;
x_pos = X_POSs;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
FD(index,1) = gamma2*(psi_xx(x_pos,y_pos) +
psi_yy(x_pos,y_pos)) + abs(Ns)*(exp(Pflag*(2*phif+(VdVb)))*(exp(-psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos))-1)-exp(Nflag*(-2*phif-(VdVb)))*(exp(psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos))-1));
index = index + 1;
end

Generate System of Equations for Electric
Fields and Current Densities
clear Ex;
clear Ey;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
Ex(x_pos,y_pos) = -psi_x(x_pos,y_pos);
Ey(x_pos,y_pos) = -psi_y(x_pos,y_pos);
end
end
clear Jnx;
clear Jpx;
clear Jny;
clear Jpy;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
Jnx(x_pos,y_pos) =
unx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*(nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*psi_x(x_pos,y_pos)nxy_x(x_pos,y_pos));
Jpx(x_pos,y_pos) =
upx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*(pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*psi_x(x_pos,y_pos)+pxy_x(x_pos,y_pos));
Jny(x_pos,y_pos) =
uny_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*(nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*psi_y(x_pos,y_pos)nxy_y(x_pos,y_pos));
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Jpy(x_pos,y_pos) =
upy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*(pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*psi_y(x_pos,y_pos)+pxy_y(x_pos,y_pos));
end
end

Create Jacobian Matricies
clear V;
index = 1;
for x_pos = 2:(X_POSs-1)
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
V(1,index) = psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos);
index = index + 1;
V(1,index) = nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos);
index = index + 1;
V(1,index) = pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos);
index = index + 1;
end
end
clear VS;
index = 1;
x_pos = 1;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
VS(1,index) = psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos);
index = index + 1;
end
clear VD;
index = 1;
x_pos = X_POSs;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
VD(1,index) = psi_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos);
index = index + 1;
end
JACOBIAN = jacobian(F, V);
JACOBIANS = jacobian(FS, VS);
JACOBIAND = jacobian(FD, VD);

Convert Equations from Matlab Symbolic to CCode
J_Matrix = regexprep(ccode((JACOBIAN)), 't0 = ', '');
F_Matrix = regexprep(ccode((F)), 't0 = ', '');
J_MatrixS = regexprep(ccode((JACOBIANS)), 't0 = ', '');
F_MatrixS = regexprep(ccode((FS)), 't0 = ', '');
J_MatrixD = regexprep(ccode((JACOBIAND)), 't0 = ', '');
F_MatrixD = regexprep(ccode((FD)), 't0 = ', '');
Ex = regexprep(ccode((Ex)), 't0 = ', '');
Ey = regexprep(ccode((Ey)), 't0 = ', '');
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Jnx
Jpx
Jny
Jpy

=
=
=
=

regexprep(ccode((Jnx)),
regexprep(ccode((Jpx)),
regexprep(ccode((Jny)),
regexprep(ccode((Jpy)),

't0
't0
't0
't0

=
=
=
=

',
',
',
',

JF = [J_Matrix F_Matrix];
JFS = [J_MatrixS F_MatrixS];
JFD = [J_MatrixD F_MatrixD];
ExEy = [Ex Ey];
JnxJpxJnyJpy = [Jnx Jpx Jny Jpy];

Published with MATLAB® R2015b
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'');
'');
'');
'');

B.2

Generates Non-Quasi Static Current System of Equations
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Generate Non-Quasi Static
Current Equations Using
Splines (Quintic Splines)
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Clear All Variables
clear all;

Define Number of Rows and Columns
X_POSs = 7;
Y_POSs = 23;

Define Symbolic Variables
dnxy_dt_Matrix = sym('dnxy_dt%d_%d', [X_POSs
dpxy_dt_Matrix = sym('dpxy_dt%d_%d', [X_POSs
In1x_Matrix
Ip1x_Matrix
In2x_Matrix
Ip2x_Matrix

=
=
=
=

sym('In1x%d_%d',
sym('Ip1x%d_%d',
sym('In2x%d_%d',
sym('Ip2x%d_%d',

[X_POSs
[X_POSs
[X_POSs
[X_POSs

Y_POSs]);
Y_POSs]);

Y_POSs]);
Y_POSs]);
Y_POSs]);
Y_POSs]);

syms x xi y yi;
syms W Leff tsi ueff;

Initialize Knot Arrays and Locations
X_Knots = sym(ones([1 X_POSs]));
Y_Knots = sym(ones([1 Y_POSs]));
% Assign X and Y knot locations

1
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1
1
1
1
2
5
7
8

X_Knots(1,1)
X_Knots(1,2)
X_Knots(1,3)
X_Knots(1,4)
X_Knots(1,5)
X_Knots(1,6)
X_Knots(1,7)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Generate Non-Quasi Static Current Equations Using Splines (Quintic Splines)
sym('0*Leff');
sym('1/6*Leff');
sym('2/6*Leff');
sym('3/6*Leff');
sym('4/6*Leff');
sym('5/6*Leff');
sym('1*Leff');

if(Y_POSs == 7)
Y_Knots(1,1) = sym('0*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,2) = sym('1/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,3) = sym('2/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,4) = sym('3/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,5) = sym('4/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,6) = sym('5/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,7) = sym('1*tsi');
else
Y_Knots(1,1) = sym('0*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,2) = sym('1/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,3) = sym('2/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,4) = sym('3/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,5) = sym('4/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,6) = sym('5/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,7) = sym('6/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,8) = sym('7/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,9) = sym('8/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,10) = sym('9/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,11) = sym('10/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,12) = sym('11/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,13) = sym('12/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,14) = sym('13/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,15) = sym('14/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,16) = sym('15/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,17) = sym('16/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,18) = sym('17/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,19) = sym('18/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,20) = sym('19/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,21) = sym('20/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,22) = sym('21/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,23) = sym('1*tsi');
end;

Generate y-directed Quintic Spline Polynomials
for inx' and ipx'
g = [((y-yi)^0) ((y-yi)^1) ((y-yi)^2) ((y-yi)^3) ((y-yi)^4) ((yyi)^5)];
% Derivatives of quintic polynomial
gy = diff(g,y);
gyy = diff(gy,y);
gyyy = diff(gyy,y);
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gyyyy = diff(gyyy,y);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
g_Matrix = sym('G', [Y_POSs,1]);
g_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
gy_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
gyy_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
gyyy_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
gyyyy_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
g_S(y_pos,:) = subs(g,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
gy_S(y_pos,:) = subs(gy,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
gyy_S(y_pos,:) = subs(gyy,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
gyyy_S(y_pos,:) = subs(gyyy,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
gyyyy_S(y_pos,:) = subs(gyyyy,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%% Create Spline Matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%
MATRIX_y = sym(zeros((Y_POSs-1)*6,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1));
for index = 1:Y_POSs-2
MATRIX_y(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_y(index*6-5,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_y(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-4,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_y(index*6-3,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-3,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-2,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-2,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-1,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-1,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-0,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyyyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-0,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyyyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
end
index = Y_POSs-1;
MATRIX_y(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_y(index*6-5,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index,1);
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MATRIX_y(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-4,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index+1,1);
%Source
MATRIX_y(index*6-3,1:6) = subs(gyyy_S(1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-3,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_y(index*6-2,1:6) = subs(gyyyy_S(1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-2,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%Drain
MATRIX_y(index*6-1,(Y_POSs-1)*6-5:(Y_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(gyyy_S(Y_POSs-1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,Y_POSs));
MATRIX_y(index*6-1,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_y(index*6-0,(Y_POSs-1)*6-5:(Y_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(gyyyy_S(Y_POSs-1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,Y_POSs));
MATRIX_y(index*6-0,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Weights_Y=rref(MATRIX_y)
WEIGHTS_Y = Weights_Y(:,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1);
C = transpose(reshape(WEIGHTS_Y,6,[]));
clear Cy;
Cy = C*transpose(g);
index = 1;
for y_pos = 1:(Y_POSs-1)
Cy(index,1) = subs(Cy(index,1), yi, Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
clear Ydnxy_dt;
clear Ydpxy_dt
index = 1;
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
Ydnxy_dt(index,:) = subs(Cy, g_Matrix,
transpose(dnxy_dt_Matrix(x_pos,:)));
Ydpxy_dt(index,:) = subs(Cy, g_Matrix,
transpose(dpxy_dt_Matrix(x_pos,:)));
index = index + 1;
end
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
In1x(x_pos,1) = sym('0');
Ip1x(x_pos,1) = sym('0');
for y_pos = 1:(Y_POSs-1)
%top gate
In1x(x_pos,1) = In1x(x_pos,1) + int((1-(y/
tsi))*Ydnxy_dt(x_pos,y_pos),y,Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1),Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
Ip1x(x_pos,1) = Ip1x(x_pos,1) + int((1-(y/
tsi))*Ydpxy_dt(x_pos,y_pos),y,Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1),Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
end
end
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for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
In2x(x_pos,Y_POSs) = sym('0');
Ip2x(x_pos,Y_POSs) = sym('0');
for y_pos = 1:(Y_POSs-1)
%bottom gate
In2x(x_pos,Y_POSs) = In2x(x_pos,Y_POSs) + int((y/
tsi)*Ydnxy_dt(x_pos,y_pos),y,Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1),Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
Ip2x(x_pos,Y_POSs) = Ip2x(x_pos,Y_POSs) + int((y/
tsi)*Ydpxy_dt(x_pos,y_pos),y,Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1),Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
end
end

Generate x-directed Quintic Spline Polynomials
for inx and ipx
f = [((x-xi)^0) ((x-xi)^1) ((x-xi)^2) ((x-xi)^3) ((x-xi)^4) ((xxi)^5)];
% Derivatives of quintic polynomial
fx = diff(f,x);
fxx = diff(fx,x);
fxxx = diff(fxx,x);
fxxxx = diff(fxxx,x);
f_Matrix = sym('F', [X_POSs,1]);
f_S = sym(ones([X_POSs 6]));
fx_S = sym(ones([X_POSs 6]));
fxx_S = sym(ones([X_POSs 6]));
fxxx_S = sym(ones([X_POSs 6]));
fxxxx_S = sym(ones([X_POSs 6]));
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
f_S(x_pos,:) = subs(f,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
fx_S(x_pos,:) = subs(fx,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
fxx_S(x_pos,:) = subs(fxx,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
fxxx_S(x_pos,:) = subs(fxxx,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
fxxxx_S(x_pos,:) = subs(fxxxx,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%% Create Spline Matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%
MATRIX_x = sym(zeros((X_POSs-1)*6,(X_POSs-1)*6+1));
for index = 1:X_POSs-2
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index+1,1);
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MATRIX_x(index*6-3,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxxxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxxxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
end
index = X_POSs-1;
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index+1,1);
%Source
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,1:6) = subs(fxxx_S(1,:),x,X_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,1:6) = subs(fxxxx_S(1,:),x,X_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%Drain
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(X_POSs-1)*6-5:(X_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(fxxx_S(X_POSs-1,:),x,X_Knots(1,X_POSs));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(X_POSs-1)*6-5:(X_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(fxxxx_S(X_POSs-1,:),x,X_Knots(1,X_POSs));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Weights_x = rref(MATRIX_x)
WEIGHTS_x = Weights_x(:,(X_POSs-1)*6+1);
C = transpose(reshape(WEIGHTS_x,6,[]));
clear Cx;
Cx = C*transpose(f);
index = 1;
for x_pos = 1:(X_POSs-1)
Cx(index,1) = subs(Cx(index,1), xi, X_Knots(1,x_pos));
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index = index + 1;
end
clear XIn1x;
clear XIp1x;
clear XIn2x;
clear XIp2x;
index = 1;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
XIn1x(index,:) = subs(Cx,
XIp1x(index,:) = subs(Cx,
XIn2x(index,:) = subs(Cx,
XIp2x(index,:) = subs(Cx,
index = index + 1;
end
XIn1x
XIp1x
XIn2x
XIp2x

=
=
=
=

f_Matrix,
f_Matrix,
f_Matrix,
f_Matrix,

In1x_Matrix(:,y_pos));
Ip1x_Matrix(:,y_pos));
In2x_Matrix(:,y_pos));
Ip2x_Matrix(:,y_pos));

transpose(XIn1x);
transpose(XIp1x);
transpose(XIn2x);
transpose(XIp2x);

Generate Equations for the Non-Quasi Static
Currents
iDn1 = sym('0');
iDp1 = sym('0');
iSn1 = sym('0');
iSp1 = sym('0');
y_pos = 1;
for x_pos = 1:(X_POSs-1)
iSn1 = iSn1 + int((1-(x/
Leff))*XIn1x(x_pos,y_pos),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
iSp1 = iSp1 + int((1-(x/
Leff))*XIp1x(x_pos,y_pos),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
iDn1 = iDn1 + int(((x/Leff))*XIn1x(x_pos,y_pos),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos
+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
iDp1 = iDp1 + int(((x/Leff))*XIp1x(x_pos,y_pos),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos
+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
end
iDn2 = sym('0');
iDp2 = sym('0');
iSn2 = sym('0');
iSp2 = sym('0');
y_pos = Y_POSs;
for x_pos = 1:(X_POSs-1)
iSn2 = iSn2 + int((1-(x/
Leff))*XIn2x(x_pos,y_pos),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
iSp2 = iSp2 + int((1-(x/
Leff))*XIp2x(x_pos,y_pos),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
iDn2 = iDn2 + int(((x/Leff))*XIn2x(x_pos,y_pos),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos
+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
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iDp2 = iDp2 + int(((x/Leff))*XIp2x(x_pos,y_pos),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos
+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
end

Convert Equations from Matlab Symbolic to CCode
In1x
Ip1x
In2x
Ip2x

=
=
=
=

regexprep(ccode((In1x)),
regexprep(ccode((Ip1x)),
regexprep(ccode((In2x)),
regexprep(ccode((Ip2x)),

't0
't0
't0
't0

=
=
=
=

',
',
',
',

'');
'');
'');
'');

iDn1
iDn2
iSn1
iSn2

=
=
=
=

regexprep(ccode((iDn1)),
regexprep(ccode((iDn2)),
regexprep(ccode((iSn1)),
regexprep(ccode((iSn2)),

't0
't0
't0
't0

=
=
=
=

',
',
',
',

'');
'');
'');
'');

iDp1
iDp2
iSp1
iSp2

=
=
=
=

regexprep(ccode((iDp1)),
regexprep(ccode((iDp2)),
regexprep(ccode((iSp1)),
regexprep(ccode((iSp2)),

't0
't0
't0
't0

=
=
=
=

',
',
',
',

'');
'');
'');
'');

In = [In1x In2x];
Ip = [Ip1x Ip2x];
iDniSn = [iDn1 iDn2 iSn1 iSn2];
iDpiSp = [iDp1 iDp2 iSp1 iSp2];
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Splines (Quintic Splines)
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Use quintic splines to generate the equations for the steady state currents

Clear All Variables
clear all;

Define Number of Rows and Columns
X_POSs = 7;
Y_POSs = 23;

Define Symbolic Variables
Jnx_Matrix = sym('Jnx%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
Jpx_Matrix = sym('Jpx%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
Inx_Matrix = sym('Inx%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
Ipx_Matrix = sym('Ipx%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
In1x_Matrix = sym('In1x%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
Ip1x_Matrix = sym('Ip1x%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
In2x_Matrix = sym('In2x%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
Ip2x_Matrix = sym('Ip2x%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
syms x xi y yi;
syms W Leff tsi ueff;

Initialize Knot Arrays and Locations
X_Knots = sym(ones([1 X_POSs]));
Y_Knots = sym(ones([1 Y_POSs]));
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X_Knots(1,1)
X_Knots(1,2)
X_Knots(1,3)
X_Knots(1,4)
X_Knots(1,5)
X_Knots(1,6)
X_Knots(1,7)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

sym('0*Leff');
sym('1/6*Leff');
sym('2/6*Leff');
sym('3/6*Leff');
sym('4/6*Leff');
sym('5/6*Leff');
sym('1*Leff');

if(Y_POSs == 7)
Y_Knots(1,1) = sym('0*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,2) = sym('1/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,3) = sym('2/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,4) = sym('3/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,5) = sym('4/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,6) = sym('5/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,7) = sym('1*tsi');
else
Y_Knots(1,1) = sym('0*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,2) = sym('1/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,3) = sym('2/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,4) = sym('3/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,5) = sym('4/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,6) = sym('5/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,7) = sym('6/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,8) = sym('7/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,9) = sym('8/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,10) = sym('9/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,11) = sym('10/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,12) = sym('11/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,13) = sym('12/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,14) = sym('13/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,15) = sym('14/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,16) = sym('15/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,17) = sym('16/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,18) = sym('17/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,19) = sym('18/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,20) = sym('19/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,21) = sym('20/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,22) = sym('21/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,23) = sym('1*tsi');
end;

Generate y-directed Quintic Spline Polynomials
for Inx' and Ipx'
g = [((y-yi)^0) ((y-yi)^1) ((y-yi)^2) ((y-yi)^3) ((y-yi)^4) ((yyi)^5)];
% Derivatives of quintic polynomial
gy = diff(g,y);
gyy = diff(gy,y);
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gyyy = diff(gyy,y);
gyyyy = diff(gyyy,y);
g_Matrix = sym('G', [Y_POSs,1]);
g_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
gy_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
gyy_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
gyyy_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
gyyyy_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
g_S(y_pos,:) = subs(g,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
gy_S(y_pos,:) = subs(gy,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
gyy_S(y_pos,:) = subs(gyy,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
gyyy_S(y_pos,:) = subs(gyyy,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
gyyyy_S(y_pos,:) = subs(gyyyy,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%% Create Spline Matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%
MATRIX_y = sym(zeros((Y_POSs-1)*6,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1));
for index = 1:Y_POSs-2
MATRIX_y(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_y(index*6-5,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_y(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-4,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_y(index*6-3,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-3,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-2,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-2,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-1,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-1,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-0,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyyyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-0,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyyyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
end
index = Y_POSs-1;
MATRIX_y(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_y(index*6-5,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index,1);
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MATRIX_y(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-4,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index+1,1);
%Source
MATRIX_y(index*6-3,1:6) = subs(gyyy_S(1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-3,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_y(index*6-2,1:6) = subs(gyyyy_S(1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-2,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%Drain
MATRIX_y(index*6-1,(Y_POSs-1)*6-5:(Y_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(gyyy_S(Y_POSs-1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,Y_POSs));
MATRIX_y(index*6-1,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_y(index*6-0,(Y_POSs-1)*6-5:(Y_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(gyyyy_S(Y_POSs-1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,Y_POSs));
MATRIX_y(index*6-0,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Weights_Y=rref(MATRIX_y)
WEIGHTS_Y = Weights_Y(:,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1);
C = transpose(reshape(WEIGHTS_Y,6,[]));
clear Cy;
Cy = C*transpose(g);
index = 1;
for y_pos = 1:(Y_POSs-1)
Cy(index,1) = subs(Cy(index,1), yi, Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
clear YJnx;
clear YJpx
index = 1;
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
YJnx(index,:) = subs(Cy, g_Matrix,
transpose(Jnx_Matrix(x_pos,:)));
YJpx(index,:) = subs(Cy, g_Matrix,
transpose(Jpx_Matrix(x_pos,:)));
index = index + 1;
end
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
Jnx(x_pos,1) = sym('0');
Jpx(x_pos,1) = sym('0');
Jnx1(x_pos,1) = sym('0');
Jpx1(x_pos,1) = sym('0');
Jnx2(x_pos,1) = sym('0');
Jpx2(x_pos,1) = sym('0');
for y_pos = 1:(Y_POSs-1)
%total
Jnx(x_pos,1) = Jnx(x_pos,1) +
int(YJnx(x_pos,y_pos),y,Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1),Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
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Jpx(x_pos,1) = Jpx(x_pos,1) +
int(YJpx(x_pos,y_pos),y,Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1),Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
%top gate
Jnx1(x_pos,1) = Jnx1(x_pos,1) + int((1-(y/
tsi))*YJnx(x_pos,y_pos),y,Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1),Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
Jpx1(x_pos,1) = Jpx1(x_pos,1) + int((1-(y/
tsi))*YJpx(x_pos,y_pos),y,Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1),Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
%bottom gate
Jnx2(x_pos,1) = Jnx2(x_pos,1) + int((y/
tsi)*YJnx(x_pos,y_pos),y,Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1),Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
Jpx2(x_pos,1) = Jpx2(x_pos,1) + int((y/
tsi)*YJpx(x_pos,y_pos),y,Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1),Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
end
end
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
Inx(x_pos,1) = W*Jnx(x_pos,1);
Ipx(x_pos,1) = W*Jpx(x_pos,1);
In1x(x_pos,1) = W*Jnx1(x_pos,1);
Ip1x(x_pos,1) = W*Jpx1(x_pos,1);
In2x(x_pos,1) = W*Jnx2(x_pos,1);
Ip2x(x_pos,1) = W*Jpx2(x_pos,1);
end

Generate x-directed Quintic Spline Polynomials
for Inx and Ipx
f = [((x-xi)^0) ((x-xi)^1) ((x-xi)^2) ((x-xi)^3) ((x-xi)^4) ((xxi)^5)];
% Derivatives of quintic polynomial
fx = diff(f,x);
fxx = diff(fx,x);
fxxx = diff(fxx,x);
fxxxx = diff(fxxx,x);
f_Matrix = sym('F', [X_POSs,1]);
f_S = sym(ones([X_POSs 6]));
fx_S = sym(ones([X_POSs 6]));
fxxx_S = sym(ones([X_POSs 6]));
fxxxx_S = sym(ones([X_POSs 6]));
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
f_S(x_pos,:) = subs(f,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
fx_S(x_pos,:) = subs(fx,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
fxx_S(x_pos,:) = subs(fxx,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
fxxx_S(x_pos,:) = subs(fxxx,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
fxxxx_S(x_pos,:) = subs(fxxxx,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
end
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%%%%%%%%%%%% Create Spline Matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%
MATRIX_x = sym(zeros((X_POSs-1)*6,(X_POSs-1)*6+1));
for index = 1:X_POSs-2
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxxxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxxxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
end
index = X_POSs-1;
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index+1,1);
%Source
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,1:6) = subs(fxxx_S(1,:),x,X_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,1:6) = subs(fxxxx_S(1,:),x,X_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%Drain
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(X_POSs-1)*6-5:(X_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(fxxx_S(X_POSs-1,:),x,X_Knots(1,X_POSs));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(X_POSs-1)*6-5:(X_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(fxxxx_S(X_POSs-1,:),x,X_Knots(1,X_POSs));
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MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Weights_x = rref(MATRIX_x)
WEIGHTS_x = Weights_x(:,(X_POSs-1)*6+1);
C = transpose(reshape(WEIGHTS_x,6,[]));
clear Cx;
Cx = C*transpose(f);
index = 1;
for x_pos = 1:(X_POSs-1)
Cx(index,1) = subs(Cx(index,1), xi, X_Knots(1,x_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
clear XInx;
clear XIpx;
clear XIn1x;
clear XIp1x;
clear XIn2x;
clear XIp2x;
index = 1;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
XInx(index,:) = subs(Cx, f_Matrix, Inx_Matrix(:,y_pos));
XIpx(index,:) = subs(Cx, f_Matrix, Ipx_Matrix(:,y_pos));
XIn1x(index,:) = subs(Cx, f_Matrix, In1x_Matrix(:,y_pos));
XIp1x(index,:) = subs(Cx, f_Matrix, Ip1x_Matrix(:,y_pos));
XIn2x(index,:) = subs(Cx, f_Matrix, In2x_Matrix(:,y_pos));
XIp2x(index,:) = subs(Cx, f_Matrix, Ip2x_Matrix(:,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
XInx = transpose(XInx);
XIpx = transpose(XIpx);
XIn1x = transpose(XIn1x);
XIp1x = transpose(XIp1x);
XIn2x = transpose(XIn2x);
XIp2x = transpose(XIp2x);

Generate Equations for the Steady State Currents
IDSn = sym('0');
IDSp = sym('0');
IDSn1 = sym('0');
IDSp1 = sym('0');
IDSn2 = sym('0');
IDSp2 = sym('0');
y_pos = 1;
for x_pos = 1:(X_POSs-1)
IDSn = IDSn + int(XInx(x_pos,y_pos),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos
+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
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IDSp = IDSp + int(XIpx(x_pos,y_pos),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos
+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
IDSn1 = IDSn1 + int(XIn1x(x_pos,y_pos),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos
+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
IDSp1 = IDSp1 + int(XIp1x(x_pos,y_pos),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos
+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
IDSn2 = IDSn2 + int(XIn2x(x_pos,y_pos),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos
+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
IDSp2 = IDSp2 + int(XIp2x(x_pos,y_pos),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos
+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
end
IDSn = -IDSn/X_Knots(1,X_POSs);
IDSp = -IDSp/X_Knots(1,X_POSs);
IDSn1 = -IDSn1/X_Knots(1,X_POSs);
IDSp1 = -IDSp1/X_Knots(1,X_POSs);
IDSn2 = -IDSn2/X_Knots(1,X_POSs);
IDSp2 = -IDSp2/X_Knots(1,X_POSs);

Convert Equations from Matlab Symbolic to CCode
Inx = regexprep(ccode((Inx)), 't0 =
Ipx = regexprep(ccode((Ipx)), 't0 =
In1x = regexprep(ccode((In1x)), 't0
Ip1x = regexprep(ccode((Ip1x)), 't0
In2x = regexprep(ccode((In2x)), 't0
Ip2x = regexprep(ccode((Ip2x)), 't0

', '');
', '');
= ', '');
= ', '');
= ', '');
= ', '');

IDSn = regexprep(ccode((IDSn)), 't0 =
IDSp = regexprep(ccode((IDSp)), 't0 =
IDSn1 = regexprep(ccode((IDSn1)), 't0
IDSp1 = regexprep(ccode((IDSp1)), 't0
IDSn2 = regexprep(ccode((IDSn2)), 't0
IDSp2 = regexprep(ccode((IDSp2)), 't0
In = [Inx In1x In2x IDSn IDSn1 IDSn2];
Ip = [Ipx Ip1x Ip2x IDSp IDSp1 IDSp2];

', '');
', '');
= ', '');
= ', '');
= ', '');
= ', '');
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Generate Capacitance Equations
Using Splines (Quintic Splines)
Table of Contents
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Use quintic splines to generate the equations for intrinsic device capacitances

Clear All Variables
clear all;

Define Number of Rows and Columns
X_POSs = 7;
Y_POSs = 23;
NQS_flag = 0; % (1 - Non-Quasi Static)(0 - Steady State)

Define Symbolic Variables
f_Matrix = sym('F', [X_POSs,1]);
psi_Matrix = sym('psi%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
nxy_Matrix = sym('nxy%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
pxy_Matrix = sym('pxy%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
phyold_Matrix = sym('psiold%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
nxyold_Matrix = sym('nxyold%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
pxyold_Matrix = sym('pxyold%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
unx_Matrix = sym('unx%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
uny_Matrix = sym('uny%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
upx_Matrix = sym('upx%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
upy_Matrix = sym('upy%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
value_Matrix = sym('value%d_%d', [X_POSs Y_POSs]);
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syms
syms
syms
syms
syms
syms
syms
syms
syms
syms
syms

x xi y yi;
W Leff tsi ueff q;
Ns Na Nd phif phit;
Coxp1 Coxp2 es;
psiXmin psiXmax nxyXmin nxyXmax pxyXmin pxyXmax;
psiYmin psiYmax nxyYmin nxyYmax pxyYmin pxyYmax;
Vg1 Vg2 Vs Vd Vb;
VFB1 VFB2;
Nflag Pflag;
tmp1;
S_StepT;

Initialize Knot Arrays and Locations
X_Knots = sym(ones([1 X_POSs]));
Y_Knots = sym(ones([1 Y_POSs]));
X_Knots(1,1)
X_Knots(1,2)
X_Knots(1,3)
X_Knots(1,4)
X_Knots(1,5)
X_Knots(1,6)
X_Knots(1,7)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

sym('0*Leff');
sym('1/6*Leff');
sym('2/6*Leff');
sym('3/6*Leff');
sym('4/6*Leff');
sym('5/6*Leff');
sym('1*Leff');

if(Y_POSs == 7)
Y_Knots(1,1) = sym('0*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,2) = sym('1/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,3) = sym('2/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,4) = sym('3/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,5) = sym('4/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,6) = sym('5/6*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,7) = sym('1*tsi');
else
Y_Knots(1,1) = sym('0*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,2) = sym('1/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,3) = sym('2/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,4) = sym('3/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,5) = sym('4/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,6) = sym('5/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,7) = sym('6/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,8) = sym('7/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,9) = sym('8/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,10) = sym('9/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,11) = sym('10/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,12) = sym('11/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,13) = sym('12/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,14) = sym('13/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,15) = sym('14/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,16) = sym('15/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,17) = sym('16/22*tsi');
Y_Knots(1,18) = sym('17/22*tsi');
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Y_Knots(1,19)
Y_Knots(1,20)
Y_Knots(1,21)
Y_Knots(1,22)
Y_Knots(1,23)

=
=
=
=
=

sym('18/22*tsi');
sym('19/22*tsi');
sym('20/22*tsi');
sym('21/22*tsi');
sym('1*tsi');

end;

Initialize electrostatic potential at the source/
drain
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
psi_Matrix(1,y_pos) = 2*phif+(VsVb)+phit*(Nflag*log(nxy_Matrix(1,y_pos)/Na)Pflag*log(pxy_Matrix(1,y_pos)/Nd));
psi_Matrix(X_POSs,y_pos) = 2*phif+(VdVb)+phit*(Nflag*log(nxy_Matrix(X_POSs,y_pos)/Na)Pflag*log(pxy_Matrix(X_POSs,y_pos)/Nd));
end

Generate x-directed Quintic Spline Polynomials
for dqn_dVd, dqp_dVd, dqn_dVs and dqp_dVs
f = [((x-xi)^0) ((x-xi)^1) ((x-xi)^2) ((x-xi)^3) ((x-xi)^4) ((xxi)^5)];
% Derivatives of quintic polynomial
fx = diff(f,x);
fxx = diff(fx,x);
fxxx = diff(fxx,x);
fxxxx = diff(fxxx,x);
f_Matrix = sym('F', [X_POSs,1]);
f_S = sym(ones([X_POSs 6]));
fx_S = sym(ones([X_POSs 6]));
fxx_S = sym(ones([X_POSs 6]));
fxxx_S = sym(ones([X_POSs 6]));
fxxxx_S = sym(ones([X_POSs 6]));
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
f_S(x_pos,:) = subs(f,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
fx_S(x_pos,:) = subs(fx,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
fxx_S(x_pos,:) = subs(fxx,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
fxxx_S(x_pos,:) = subs(fxxx,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
fxxxx_S(x_pos,:) = subs(fxxxx,xi,X_Knots(x_pos));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%% Create Spline Matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%
MATRIX_x = sym(zeros((X_POSs-1)*6,(X_POSs-1)*6+1));
for index = 1:X_POSs-2
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MATRIX_x(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxxxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxxxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
end
index = X_POSs-1;
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index+1,1);
%Source
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,1:6) = subs(fxxx_S(1,:),x,X_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,1:6) = subs(fxxxx_S(1,:),x,X_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%Drain
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(X_POSs-1)*6-5:(X_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(fxxx_S(X_POSs-1,:),x,X_Knots(1,X_POSs));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(X_POSs-1)*6-5:(X_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(fxxxx_S(X_POSs-1,:),x,X_Knots(1,X_POSs));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Weights_x = rref(MATRIX_x)
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WEIGHTS_x = Weights_x(:,(X_POSs-1)*6+1);
C = transpose(reshape(WEIGHTS_x,6,[]));
clear Cx;
Cx = C*transpose(f);
index = 1;
for x_pos = 1:(X_POSs-1)
Cx(index,1) = subs(Cx(index,1), xi, X_Knots(1,x_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
clear Xpsi;
index = 1;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
Xpsi(index,:) = subs(Cx, f_Matrix, psi_Matrix(:,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%% Create Spline Matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%
MATRIX_x = sym(zeros((X_POSs-1)*6,(X_POSs-1)*6+1));
for index = 1:X_POSs-2
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxxxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxxxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
end
index = X_POSs-1;
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index,1);
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MATRIX_x(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index+1,1);
%Source
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,1:6) = subs(fxxx_S(1,:),x,X_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,1:6) = subs(fxxxx_S(1,:),x,X_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%Drain
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(X_POSs-1)*6-5:(X_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(fxxx_S(X_POSs-1,:),x,X_Knots(1,X_POSs));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(X_POSs-1)*6-5:(X_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(fxxxx_S(X_POSs-1,:),x,X_Knots(1,X_POSs));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Weights_x = rref(MATRIX_x)
WEIGHTS_x = Weights_x(:,(X_POSs-1)*6+1);
C = transpose(reshape(WEIGHTS_x,6,[]));
clear Cx;
Cx = C*transpose(f);
index = 1;
for x_pos = 1:(X_POSs-1)
Cx(index,1) = subs(Cx(index,1), xi, X_Knots(1,x_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
clear Xnxy;
index = 1;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
Xnxy(index,:) = subs(Cx, f_Matrix, nxy_Matrix(:,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
clear Xpxy;
index = 1;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
Xpxy(index,:) = subs(Cx, f_Matrix, pxy_Matrix(:,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
end

Generate y-directed Quintic Spline Polynomials
for n, p and psi
g = [((y-yi)^0) ((y-yi)^1) ((y-yi)^2) ((y-yi)^3) ((y-yi)^4) ((yyi)^5)];
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% Derivatives of quintic polynomial
gy = diff(g,y);
gyy = diff(gy,y);
gyyy = diff(gyy,y);
gyyyy = diff(gyyy,y);
g_Matrix = sym('G', [Y_POSs,1]);
g_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
gy_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
gyy_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
gyyy_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
gyyyy_S = sym(ones([Y_POSs 6]));
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
g_S(y_pos,:) = subs(g,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
gy_S(y_pos,:) = subs(gy,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
gyy_S(y_pos,:) = subs(gyy,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
gyyy_S(y_pos,:) = subs(gyyy,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
gyyyy_S(y_pos,:) = subs(gyyyy,yi,Y_Knots(y_pos));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%% Create Spline Matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%
MATRIX_y_psi = sym(zeros((Y_POSs-1)*6,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1));
for index = 1:Y_POSs-2
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-5,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-4,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-3,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-3,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-2,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-2,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-1,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-1,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-0,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyyyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-0,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyyyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
end
index = Y_POSs-1;
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MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-5,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-4,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-3,1:6) = subs(gy_S(1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-3,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = (Coxp1/es)*(psiYmin-(Vg1Vb)+VFB1);
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-2,1:6) = subs(gyyyy_S(1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-2,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-1,(Y_POSs-1)*6-5:(Y_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(gy_S(Y_POSs-1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,Y_POSs));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-1,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = -(Coxp2/es)*(psiYmax-(Vg2Vb)+VFB2);
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-0,(Y_POSs-1)*6-5:(Y_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(gyyyy_S(Y_POSs-1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,Y_POSs));
MATRIX_y_psi(index*6-0,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Weights_y_psi=rref(MATRIX_y_psi)
WEIGHTS_y_psi = Weights_y_psi(:,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1);
C = transpose(reshape(WEIGHTS_y_psi,6,[]));
clear Cy;
Cy = C*transpose(g);
index = 1;
for y_pos = 1:(Y_POSs-1)
Cy(index,1) = subs(Cy(index,1), yi, Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
clear Ypsi;
index = 1;
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
Ypsi(index,:) = subs(Cy, g_Matrix,
transpose(psi_Matrix(x_pos,:)));
Ypsi(index,:) = subs(Ypsi(index,:), {psiYmin,psiYmax},
{psi_Matrix(x_pos,1),psi_Matrix(x_pos,Y_POSs)});
index = index + 1;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%% Create Spline Matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%
MATRIX_y_nxy = sym(zeros((Y_POSs-1)*6,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1));
for index = 1:Y_POSs-2
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-5,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index,1);
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MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-4,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-3,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-3,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-2,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-2,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-1,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-1,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-0,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyyyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-0,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyyyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
end
index = Y_POSs-1;
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-5,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-4,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index+1,1);
%Source
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-3,1:6) = subs(gy_S(1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-3,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = nxyYmin*(Coxp1/es)*(psiYmin(Vg1-Vb)+VFB1);
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-2,1:6) = subs(gyyyy_S(1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-2,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%Drain
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-1,(Y_POSs-1)*6-5:(Y_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(gy_S(Y_POSs-1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,Y_POSs));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-1,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = -nxyYmax*(Coxp2/es)*(psiYmax(Vg2-Vb)+VFB2);
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-0,(Y_POSs-1)*6-5:(Y_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(gyyyy_S(Y_POSs-1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,Y_POSs));
MATRIX_y_nxy(index*6-0,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Weights_y_nxy=rref(MATRIX_y_nxy)
WEIGHTS_y_nxy = Weights_y_nxy(:,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1);
C = transpose(reshape(WEIGHTS_y_nxy,6,[]));
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clear Cy;
Cy = C*transpose(g);
index = 1;
for y_pos = 1:(Y_POSs-1)
Cy(index,1) = subs(Cy(index,1), yi, Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
clear Ynxy;
index = 1;
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
Ynxy(index,:) = subs(Cy, g_Matrix,
transpose(nxy_Matrix(x_pos,:)));
Ynxy(index,:) = subs(Ynxy(index,:), {psiYmin,psiYmax},
{psi_Matrix(x_pos,1),psi_Matrix(x_pos,Y_POSs)});
Ynxy(index,:) = subs(Ynxy(index,:), {nxyYmin,nxyYmax},
{nxy_Matrix(x_pos,1),nxy_Matrix(x_pos,Y_POSs)});
index = index + 1;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%% Create Spline Matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%
MATRIX_y_pxy = sym(zeros((Y_POSs-1)*6,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1));
for index = 1:Y_POSs-2
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-5,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-4,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-3,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-3,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-2,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-2,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-1,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-1,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-0,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyyyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-0,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyyyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
end
index = Y_POSs-1;
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index));
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MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-5,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-4,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index+1,1);
%Source
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-3,1:6) = subs(gy_S(1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-3,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = -pxyYmin*(Coxp1/es)*(psiYmin(Vg1-Vb)+VFB1);
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-2,1:6) = subs(gyyyy_S(1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-2,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%Drain
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-1,(Y_POSs-1)*6-5:(Y_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(gy_S(Y_POSs-1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,Y_POSs));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-1,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = pxyYmax*(Coxp2/es)*(psiYmax(Vg2-Vb)+VFB2);
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-0,(Y_POSs-1)*6-5:(Y_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(gyyyy_S(Y_POSs-1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,Y_POSs));
MATRIX_y_pxy(index*6-0,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Weights_y_pxy = rref(MATRIX_y_pxy)
WEIGHTS_y_pxy = Weights_y_pxy(:,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1);
C = transpose(reshape(WEIGHTS_y_pxy,6,[]));
clear Cy;
Cy = C*transpose(g);
index = 1;
for y_pos = 1:(Y_POSs-1)
Cy(index,1) = subs(Cy(index,1), yi, Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
clear Ypxy;
index = 1;
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
Ypxy(index,:) = subs(Cy, g_Matrix,
transpose(pxy_Matrix(x_pos,:)));
Ypxy(index,:) = subs(Ypxy(index,:), {psiYmin,psiYmax},
{psi_Matrix(x_pos,1),psi_Matrix(x_pos,Y_POSs)});
Ypxy(index,:) = subs(Ypxy(index,:), {pxyYmin,pxyYmax},
{pxy_Matrix(x_pos,1),pxy_Matrix(x_pos,Y_POSs)});
index = index + 1;
end

Generate Spline Polynomials for First and Second Derivatives
psi_x_temp = diff(Xpsi,x);
nxy_x_temp = diff(Xnxy,x);
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pxy_x_temp = diff(Xpxy,x);
psi_xx_temp = diff(psi_x_temp,x);
nxy_xx_temp = diff(nxy_x_temp,x);
pxy_xx_temp = diff(pxy_x_temp,x);
psi_y_temp = diff(Ypsi,y);
nxy_y_temp = diff(Ynxy,y);
pxy_y_temp = diff(Ypxy,y);
psi_yy_temp = diff(psi_y_temp,y);
nxy_yy_temp = diff(nxy_y_temp,y);
pxy_yy_temp = diff(pxy_y_temp,y);
psi_x_temp = transpose(psi_x_temp);
nxy_x_temp = transpose(nxy_x_temp);
pxy_x_temp = transpose(pxy_x_temp);
psi_xx_temp = transpose(psi_xx_temp);
nxy_xx_temp = transpose(nxy_xx_temp);
pxy_xx_temp = transpose(pxy_xx_temp);
clear psi_x;
clear nxy_x;
clear pxy_x;
clear psi_xx;
clear nxy_xx;
clear pxy_xx;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
if(x_pos == X_POSs)
psi_x(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(psi_x_temp(x_pos-1,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
nxy_x(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(nxy_x_temp(x_pos-1,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
pxy_x(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(pxy_x_temp(x_pos-1,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
psi_xx(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(psi_xx_temp(x_pos-1,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
nxy_xx(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(nxy_xx_temp(x_pos-1,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
pxy_xx(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(pxy_xx_temp(x_pos-1,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
else
psi_x(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(psi_x_temp(x_pos,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
nxy_x(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(nxy_x_temp(x_pos,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
pxy_x(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(pxy_x_temp(x_pos,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
psi_xx(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(psi_xx_temp(x_pos,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
nxy_xx(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(nxy_xx_temp(x_pos,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
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pxy_xx(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(pxy_xx_temp(x_pos,y_pos), x,
X_Knots(1,x_pos));
end
end
end
clear psi_y;
clear psi_yy;
clear nxy_y;
clear nxy_yy;
clear pxy_y;
clear pxy_yy;
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
if(y_pos == Y_POSs)
psi_y(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(psi_y_temp(x_pos,y_pos-1), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
psi_yy(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(psi_yy_temp(x_pos,y_pos-1), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
nxy_y(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(nxy_y_temp(x_pos,y_pos-1), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
nxy_yy(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(nxy_yy_temp(x_pos,y_pos-1), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
pxy_y(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(pxy_y_temp(x_pos,y_pos-1), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
pxy_yy(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(pxy_yy_temp(x_pos,y_pos-1), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
else
psi_y(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(psi_y_temp(x_pos,y_pos), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
psi_yy(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(psi_yy_temp(x_pos,y_pos), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
nxy_y(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(nxy_y_temp(x_pos,y_pos), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
nxy_yy(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(nxy_yy_temp(x_pos,y_pos), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
pxy_y(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(pxy_y_temp(x_pos,y_pos), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
pxy_yy(x_pos,y_pos) = subs(pxy_yy_temp(x_pos,y_pos), y,
Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
end
end
end
psi_x = simplify(psi_x);
nxy_x = simplify(nxy_x);
pxy_x = simplify(pxy_x);
psi_y = simplify(psi_y);
nxy_y = simplify(nxy_y);
pxy_y = simplify(pxy_y);
psi_xx = simplify(psi_xx);
nxy_xx = simplify(nxy_xx);
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pxy_xx = simplify(pxy_xx);
psi_yy = simplify(psi_yy);
nxy_yy = simplify(nxy_yy);
pxy_yy = simplify(pxy_yy);

Generate current density equaitons and associated derivatives
clear Jnx_Matrix;
clear Jny_Matrix;
clear Jpx_Matrix;
clear Jpy_Matrix;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
Jnx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos) = q*unx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*(nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*psi_x(x_pos,y_pos)
- phit*nxy_x(x_pos,y_pos));
Jpx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos) = q*upx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*(pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*psi_x(x_pos,y_pos)
+ phit*pxy_x(x_pos,y_pos));
Jny_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos) = q*uny_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*(nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*psi_y(x_pos,y_pos)
- phit*nxy_y(x_pos,y_pos));
Jpy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos) = q*upy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*(pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)*psi_y(x_pos,y_pos)
+ phit*pxy_y(x_pos,y_pos));
end
end
clear Jnx_x;
clear Jny_y;
clear Jpx_x;
clear Jpy_y;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
if(x_pos == 1)
h1 = ((X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos
+1))+(X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos+2)))/((X_Knots(1,x_pos)X_Knots(1,x_pos+1))*(X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos+2)));
h2 = ((X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos+2)))/
((X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)-X_Knots(1,x_pos))*(X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)X_Knots(1,x_pos+2)));
h3 = ((X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)))/
((X_Knots(1,x_pos+2)-X_Knots(1,x_pos))*(X_Knots(1,x_pos+2)X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)));
Jnx_x(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jnx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)+h2*Jnx_Matrix(x_pos
+1,y_pos)+h3*Jnx_Matrix(x_pos+2,y_pos);
Jpx_x(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jpx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)+h2*Jpx_Matrix(x_pos
+1,y_pos)+h3*Jpx_Matrix(x_pos+2,y_pos);
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elseif(x_pos == X_POSs)
h1 = ((X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-1)))/
((X_Knots(1,x_pos-2)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-1))*(X_Knots(1,x_pos-2)X_Knots(1,x_pos)));
h2 = ((X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-2)))/
((X_Knots(1,x_pos-1)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-2))*(X_Knots(1,x_pos-1)X_Knots(1,x_pos)));
h3 = ((X_Knots(1,x_pos)X_Knots(1,x_pos-2))+(X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-1)))/
((X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-2))*(X_Knots(1,x_pos)X_Knots(1,x_pos-1)));
Jnx_x(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jnx_Matrix(x_pos-2,y_pos)+h2*Jnx_Matrix(x_pos-1,y_pos)+h3*Jnx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos);
Jpx_x(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jpx_Matrix(x_pos-2,y_pos)+h2*Jpx_Matrix(x_pos-1,y_pos)+h3*Jpx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos);
else
h1 = ((X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)))/
((X_Knots(1,x_pos-1)-X_Knots(1,x_pos))*(X_Knots(1,x_pos-1)X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)));
h2 = ((X_Knots(1,x_pos)X_Knots(1,x_pos-1))+(X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)))/
((X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-1))*(X_Knots(1,x_pos)X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)));
h3 = ((X_Knots(1,x_pos)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-1)))/
((X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)-X_Knots(1,x_pos-1))*(X_Knots(1,x_pos+1)X_Knots(1,x_pos)));
Jnx_x(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jnx_Matrix(x_pos-1,y_pos)+h2*Jnx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)+h3*Jnx_Matrix(x_pos
+1,y_pos);
Jpx_x(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jpx_Matrix(x_pos-1,y_pos)+h2*Jpx_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)+h3*Jpx_Matrix(x_pos
+1,y_pos);
end
if(y_pos == 1)
h1 = ((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos
+1))+(Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos+2)))/((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1))*(Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos+2)));
h2 = ((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos+2)))/
((Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos))*(Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)Y_Knots(1,y_pos+2)));
h3 = ((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)))/
((Y_Knots(1,y_pos+2)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos))*(Y_Knots(1,y_pos+2)Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)));
Jny_y(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jny_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)+h2*Jny_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos
+1)+h3*Jny_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos+2);
Jpy_y(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jpy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)+h2*Jpy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos
+1)+h3*Jpy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos+2);
elseif(y_pos == Y_POSs)
h1 = ((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1)))/
((Y_Knots(1,y_pos-2)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1))*(Y_Knots(1,y_pos-2)Y_Knots(1,y_pos)));
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h2 = ((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-2)))/
((Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-2))*(Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1)Y_Knots(1,y_pos)));
h3 = ((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)Y_Knots(1,y_pos-2))+(Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1)))/
((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-2))*(Y_Knots(1,y_pos)Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1)));
Jny_y(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jny_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-2)+h2*Jny_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-1)+h3*Jny_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos);
Jpy_y(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jpy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-2)+h2*Jpy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-1)+h3*Jpy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos);
else
h1 = ((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)))/
((Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos))*(Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1)Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)));
h2 = ((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1))+(Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)))/
((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1))*(Y_Knots(1,y_pos)Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)));
h3 = ((Y_Knots(1,y_pos)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1)))/
((Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)-Y_Knots(1,y_pos-1))*(Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1)Y_Knots(1,y_pos)));
Jny_y(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jny_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-1)+h2*Jny_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)+h3*Jny_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos
+1);
Jpy_y(x_pos,y_pos) =
h1*Jpy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos-1)+h2*Jpy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)+h3*Jpy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos
+1);
end
end
end

Generate system of equations
clear f1;
clear f2;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
if (NQS_flag == 1)
f1(x_pos,y_pos) = (nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)nxyold_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos))/S_StepT + (Jnx_x(x_pos,y_pos) +
Jny_y(x_pos,y_pos));
f2(x_pos,y_pos) = (pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos)pxyold_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos))/S_StepT - (Jpx_x(x_pos,y_pos) +
Jpy_y(x_pos,y_pos));
else
f1(x_pos,y_pos) = (Jnx_x(x_pos,y_pos) +
Jny_y(x_pos,y_pos));
f2(x_pos,y_pos) = -(Jpx_x(x_pos,y_pos) +
Jpy_y(x_pos,y_pos));
end
end
end
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Solve for carrier concentrations
clear fn;
clear fp;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
for x_pos = 2:X_POSs-1
fn(x_pos,y_pos) =
solve(f1(x_pos,y_pos),nxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos));
fp(x_pos,y_pos) =
solve(f2(x_pos,y_pos),pxy_Matrix(x_pos,y_pos));
end
end
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
fn(1,y_pos) = abs(Ns)*exp((psi_Matrix(1,y_pos)-Nflag*(2*phif+VsVb))/phit);
fn(X_POSs,y_pos) = abs(Ns)*exp((psi_Matrix(X_POSs,y_pos)Nflag*(2*phif+Vd-Vb))/phit);
fp(1,y_pos) = abs(Ns)*exp((-psi_Matrix(1,y_pos)+Pflag*(2*phif+VsVb))/phit);
fp(X_POSs,y_pos) = abs(Ns)*exp((psi_Matrix(X_POSs,y_pos)+Pflag*(2*phif+Vd-Vb))/phit);
end

Perform derivatives
clear dqndVg1;
clear dqndVg2;
clear dqndVd;
clear dqndVs;
clear dqpdVg1;
clear dqpdVg2;
clear dqpdVd;
clear dqpdVs;
for y_pos = 1:Y_POSs
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
dqndVg1(x_pos,y_pos) = diff(fn(x_pos,y_pos),Vg1);
dqndVg2(x_pos,y_pos) = diff(fn(x_pos,y_pos),Vg2);
dqndVd(x_pos,y_pos) = diff(fn(x_pos,y_pos),Vd);
dqndVs(x_pos,y_pos) = diff(fn(x_pos,y_pos),Vs);
dqpdVg1(x_pos,y_pos) = diff(fp(x_pos,y_pos),Vg1);
dqpdVg2(x_pos,y_pos) = diff(fp(x_pos,y_pos),Vg2);
dqpdVd(x_pos,y_pos) = diff(fp(x_pos,y_pos),Vd);
dqpdVs(x_pos,y_pos) = diff(fp(x_pos,y_pos),Vs);
end
end

Generate integral equations using splines
MATRIX_y = sym(zeros((Y_POSs-1)*6,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1));
for index = 1:Y_POSs-2
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MATRIX_y(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_y(index*6-5,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_y(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-4,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_y(index*6-3,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-3,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-2,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-2,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-1,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-1,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-0,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(gyyyy_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-0,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(gyyyy_S(index+1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
end
index = Y_POSs-1;
MATRIX_y(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_y(index*6-5,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_y(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(g_S(index,:),y,Y_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-4,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = g_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_y(index*6-3,1:6) = subs(gyyy_S(1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-3,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_y(index*6-2,1:6) = subs(gyyyy_S(1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_y(index*6-2,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_y(index*6-1,(Y_POSs-1)*6-5:(Y_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(gyyy_S(Y_POSs-1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,Y_POSs));
MATRIX_y(index*6-1,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_y(index*6-0,(Y_POSs-1)*6-5:(Y_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(gyyyy_S(Y_POSs-1,:),y,Y_Knots(1,Y_POSs));
MATRIX_y(index*6-0,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Weights_y=rref(MATRIX_y)
WEIGHTS_y = Weights_y(:,(Y_POSs-1)*6+1);
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C = transpose(reshape(WEIGHTS_y,6,[]));
clear Cy;
Cy = C*transpose(g);
index = 1;
for y_pos = 1:(Y_POSs-1)
Cy(index,1) = subs(Cy(index,1), yi, Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
clear Yvalue;
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
Yvalue(x_pos,:) = subs(Cy, g_Matrix,
transpose(value_Matrix(x_pos,:)));
end

Integrate to generate equations for the capacitance per unit area
clear YCapacitance1;
clear YCapacitance2;
for x_pos = 1:X_POSs
YCapacitance1(x_pos,1) = sym('0');
YCapacitance2(x_pos,1) = sym('0');
for y_pos = 1:(Y_POSs-1)
YCapacitance1(x_pos,1) = YCapacitance1(x_pos,1) + int((1-(y/
tsi))*Yvalue(x_pos,y_pos),y,Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1),Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
YCapacitance2(x_pos,1) = YCapacitance2(x_pos,1) + int((y/
tsi)*Yvalue(x_pos,y_pos),y,Y_Knots(1,y_pos+1),Y_Knots(1,y_pos));
end
end

Generate integral equations using splines
MATRIX_x = sym(zeros((X_POSs-1)*6,(X_POSs-1)*6+1));
for index = 1:X_POSs-2
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index+1,1);
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
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MATRIX_x(index*6-2,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(fxxxx_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(index+1)*6-5:(index+1)*6) =
(-1)*subs(fxxxx_S(index+1,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
end
index = X_POSs-1;
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index));
MATRIX_x(index*6-5,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index,1);
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,index*6-5:index*6) =
subs(f_S(index,:),x,X_Knots(1,index+1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-4,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = f_Matrix(index+1,1);
%Source
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,1:6) = subs(fxxx_S(1,:),x,X_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-3,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,1:6) = subs(fxxxx_S(1,:),x,X_Knots(1,1));
MATRIX_x(index*6-2,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%Drain
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(X_POSs-1)*6-5:(X_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(fxxx_S(X_POSs-1,:),x,X_Knots(1,X_POSs));
MATRIX_x(index*6-1,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(X_POSs-1)*6-5:(X_POSs-1)*6) =
subs(fxxxx_S(X_POSs-1,:),x,X_Knots(1,X_POSs));
MATRIX_x(index*6-0,(X_POSs-1)*6+1) = sym('0');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Weights_x = rref(MATRIX_x)
WEIGHTS_x = Weights_x(:,(X_POSs-1)*6+1);
C = transpose(reshape(WEIGHTS_x,6,[]));
clear Cx;
Cx = C*transpose(f);
index = 1;
for x_pos = 1:(X_POSs-1)
Cx(index,1) = subs(Cx(index,1), xi, X_Knots(1,x_pos));
index = index + 1;
end
clear XCapacitance1;
clear XCapacitance2;
XCapacitance1(1,:) = subs(Cx, f_Matrix, YCapacitance1(:,1));
XCapacitance2(1,:) = subs(Cx, f_Matrix, YCapacitance2(:,1));
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Generate Capacitance Equations
Using Splines (Quintic Splines)

XCapacitance1 = transpose(XCapacitance1);
XCapacitance2 = transpose(XCapacitance2);

Integrate to generate equations for the capacitance per unit width
clear Capacitanceqg1;
clear Capacitanceqg2;
Capacitanceqg1 = sym('0');
Capacitanceqg2 = sym('0');
for x_pos = 1:(X_POSs-1)
Capacitanceqg1 = Capacitanceqg1 +
int(XCapacitance1(x_pos,1),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
Capacitanceqg2 = Capacitanceqg2 +
int(XCapacitance2(x_pos,1),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
end
clear Capacitanceqs;
Capacitanceqs = sym('0');
% source side
for x_pos = 1:(X_POSs-1)
Capacitanceqs = Capacitanceqs + int((1-x/
Leff)*XCapacitance1(x_pos,1),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
Capacitanceqs = Capacitanceqs + int((1-x/
Leff)*XCapacitance2(x_pos,1),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
end
clear Capacitanceqd;
Capacitanceqd = sym('0');
% drain side
for x_pos = 1:(X_POSs-1)
Capacitanceqd = Capacitanceqd + int((x/
Leff)*XCapacitance1(x_pos,1),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
Capacitanceqd = Capacitanceqd + int((x/
Leff)*XCapacitance2(x_pos,1),x,X_Knots(1,x_pos+1),X_Knots(1,x_pos));
end

Convert Equations from Matlab Symbolic to CCode
dqndVg1 = regexprep(ccode((dqndVg1)), 't0
dqndVg2 = regexprep(ccode((dqndVg2)), 't0
dqndVd = regexprep(ccode((dqndVd)), 't0 =
dqndVs = regexprep(ccode((dqndVs)), 't0 =
dqpdVg1 = regexprep(ccode((dqpdVg1)), 't0
dqpdVg2 = regexprep(ccode((dqpdVg2)), 't0
dqpdVd = regexprep(ccode((dqpdVd)), 't0 =
dqpdVs = regexprep(ccode((dqpdVs)), 't0 =
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= ', '');
= ', '');
', '');
', '');
= ', '');
= ', '');
', '');
', '');

Generate Capacitance Equations
Using Splines (Quintic Splines)
Capacitanceqg1 = regexprep(ccode((Capacitanceqg1)), 't0
Capacitanceqg2 = regexprep(ccode((Capacitanceqg2)), 't0
Capacitanceqs = regexprep(ccode((Capacitanceqs)), 't0 =
Capacitanceqd = regexprep(ccode((Capacitanceqd)), 't0 =

= ', '');
= ', '');
', '');
', '');

Derivative = [dqndVg1 dqndVg2 dqndVd dqndVs dqpdVg1 dqpdVg2 dqpdVd
dqpdVs]

Published with MATLAB® R2015b
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APPENDIX C

NFET PN-JUNCTION BOUNDARY EQUATION DERIVATION

The boundaries of the presented model are defined by the oxide-Gate1, oxideGate2, Source-substrate, and Drain-substrate interfaces. Properly defined boundary
conditions and associated equations are required and critical to model result accuracy.
The following material provides justification and derivation details pertaining to the
method used for determining the source-substrate and drain-substrate boundary electrostatic potential (ψ(x,y,t) ), electron concentration (n(x,y,t) ), and hole concentration
(p(x,y,t) ) in an nFET system with p-type substrate material. Also, the presented equations and derivations in this appendix have been applied to dual-gate device structures
and are based on the stacked gate device information found in [10] and [60].
The well know Poisson’s equation used to describe the relationship between
the electrostatic potential, electron and hole concentrations, and Donor and Acceptor
concentrations (ND and NA ) in semiconductor material has the form:

ρ(x,y,t)
∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t) ∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t)
+
=−
x
2
∂x
∂y
s
where
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(C.1)


ρ(x,y,t) = q p(x,y,t) − n(x,y,t) + ND − NA .

(C.2)

The material in [10] provides a slightly modified version of this equation where
the electron and hole concentrations are replace with their equivalent quasi-Fermi
potential forms:

n(x,y,t) = no e

ψ(x,y,t) −vCS(x,t)
φt

(C.3)

and

−ψ(x,y,t)

p(x,y,t) = po e

φt

(C.4)

where vCS(x,t) is the Source referenced channel potential.
Plugging Equation C.3 and Equation C.4 into Equation C.1 and Equation C.2
results in Poisson’s equation with the form:

∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t) ∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t)
q
+
=−
x
2
∂x
∂y
s

 −ψ

ψ(x,y,t) −vCS(x,t)
(x,y,t)
φt
+ ND − NA .
p o e φt − n o e

(C.5)

An examination of the four terminal MOS system of Figure C.1 and associated
energy band diagrams of Figure C.2 and Figure C.3 provide insight into the equation
proposed by [10] and its validity.
Arriving at Equation C.3 requires the application of the Maxwell-Boltzmann
approximation for electron concentration derived in Appendix E and the energy band
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Figure C.1: Conceptual four terminal stacked gate MOS structure.

Figure C.2: Energy band diagram when vCS(x,t) = 0V .

Figure C.3: Energy band diagram when vCS(x,t) > 0V .
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diagram of Figure C.2. This results in an equation for electron concentration in the
form:

Ef −Ei

n(x,y,t) = ni e KeV TK .

(C.6)

Applying a positive voltage to the n+ drain terminal, as in Figure C.3, produces a non-equilibrium condition and a reversed biased PN-junction. This condition
induces a split in the Fermi levels by a value of qvCB(x,t) where Ef n and Ef p represent
the surface and bulk Fermi levels respectively. The relevant electron concentration
equations under this non-equilibrium condition have the forms:

n(surf ace) = ni e

Ef n −Ei(surf ace)
KeV TK

(C.7)

and

n(bulk) = ni e

Ef p −Ei(bulk)
KeV TK

= no .

(C.8)

This non-equilibrium condition also reduces the energy level separation between Ef and Ei at the surface resulting in a reduction in surface electron concentration for a given gate voltage. Stated differently, an increase in the gate voltage
is required to re-establishing a surface electron concentration equivalent to the levels
attained prior to the application of a voltage to the n+ terminal.
The derivation continues by algebraically solving for ni in Equation C.8 and
plugging the results into Equation C.7. The resulting equation is :
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(Ei(bulk) −Ei(surf ace) )−(Ef p −Ef n )
n(surf ace) = no e

.

KeV TK

(C.9)

Rewriting Equation C.9 in terms of potentials results in the equation:

n(surf ace) = no e

ψ(surf ace) −vCS(x,t)
φt

.

(C.10)

A general form of Equation C.10 can also be created by combining Equation C.6 and Equation C.8 to produce an equation for the electron concentration at
any depth in the substrate. The resulting equation is:

n(x,y,t) = no e

ψ(x,y,t) −vCS(x,t)
φt

(C.11)

which is identical to Equation C.3.
Unlike electrons in the p-type material, the n+ regions do not have the same
reactionary effect on holes. This results in a hole Fermi level, and Fermi potential,
that is unaffected by the channel potential [10]. The resulting general form of the
hole concentration equation is:

−ψ(x,y,t)

p(x,y,t) = po e

φt

(C.12)

which is identical to Equation C.4.
For a dual-gate device, Poisson’s equation and the Fermi level derivations are
identical. For completeness, Figure C.4 through Figure C.6 have been included to
depict the dual-gate version of Figure C.1 through Figure C.3.
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Figure C.4: Conceptual four terminal dual-gate MOS structure.

Figure C.5: Energy band diagram when vCS(x,t) = 0V .

Figure C.6: Energy band diagram when vCS(x,t) > 0V .
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The next step in the derivation uses charge neutrality, where ψ(x,y,t) = 0V , on
Equation C.5. Under these conditions Equation C.5 becomes:

po − no e

−vCS(x,t)
φt

+ ND − NA = 0.

(C.13)

Solving for ND − NA in Equation C.13 and plugging the result into Equation C.5 produces:

 
−ψ(x,y,t)
q
p o e φt
−
s

∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t) ∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t)
+
=
∂x2
∂y 2

 ψ

−vCS(x,t)
(x,y,t)
− 1 − no e φt
e φt − 1 .

(C.14)

Equation C.14 can be further reduced by replacing the electrically neutral
electron and hole concentrations with their Fermi potential equivalent forms. These
Fermi potential equations are:

φf

po = ni e φt

(C.15)

and

no = ni e
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−φf
φt

.

(C.16)

Solving for ni in Equation C.15, inserting the result into Equation C.16, and
assuming all the impurity atoms are ionized such that po = NA results in a Poisson’s
equation with the form:


qNA  −ψ(x,y,t)
e φt
−
s

∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t) ∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t)
+
=
∂xx
∂y 2
 ψ


−2φf −v(CS(x,t))
(x,y,t)
φt
e φt − 1 .
−1 −e

(C.17)

Finally, knowing the x-directed electric field at the PN-junction boundary is
zero, such that

∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t)
∂x2

= 0, reduces Equation C.17 to the form used to determine the

electrostatic potential at the source-substrate and drain-substrate boundaries. This
equation has the form:



 ψ

−2φf −vCS(x,t)
(x,y,t)
∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t)
qNA  −ψ(x,y,t)
φt
=−
e φt − 1 − e
e φt − 1
∂y 2
s

(C.18)

where vCS(x,t) = 0V at the Source and vCS(x,t) = vDS(t) at the Drain. As
outlined in Chapter 4, Newton-Raphson Jacobian and quintic spines can be used
to solve for the electrostatic potential profile at the PN-junction boundaries using
Equation C.18.
Likewise, equations for the electron and hole concentrations at these PNjunctions can be derived by combining Equation C.11, Equation C.12, Equation C.15
and Equation C.16. The resulting equations are:
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ψ(x,y,t) −2φf −vCS(x,t)

n(x,y,t) = NA e

φt

(C.19)

−ψ(x,y,t)
φt

(C.20)

and

p(x,y,t) = NA e

where the electrostatic potential profile determined using Equation C.18 is
used as the input.
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APPENDIX D

PFET PN-JUNCTION BOUNDARY EQUATION DERIVATION

The boundaries of the presented model are defined by the oxide-Gate1, oxideGate2, Source-substrate, and Drain-substrate interfaces. Properly defined boundary
conditions and associated equations are required and critical to model result accuracy. The following material provides justification and derivation details pertaining to the method used for determining the Source-substrate and Drain-substrate
boundary electrostatic potential (ψ(x,y,t) ), electron concentration (n(x,y,t) ), and hole
concentration (p(x,y,t) ) in an pFET system with n-type substrate material. Also, the
presented equations and derivations in this appendix have been applied to dual-gate
device structures and are based on the stacked gate device information found in [10]
and [60].
The well know Poisson’s equation used to describe the relationship between
the electrostatic potential, electron and hole concentrations, and Donor and Acceptor
concentrations (ND and NA ) in semiconductor material has the form:

ρ(x,y,t)
∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t) ∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t)
+
=
−
∂xx
∂y 2
s
where
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(D.1)


ρ(x,y,t) = q p(x,y,t) − n(x,y,t) + ND − NA .

(D.2)

Adapting the material in [10] for a pFET provides a slightly modified version
of this equation where the electron and hole concentrations are replace with their
equivalent quasi-Fermi potential forms:

n(x,y,t) = no e

ψ(x,y,t)
φt

(D.3)

and

−ψ(x,y,t) +vCS(x,t)

p(x,y,t) = po e

φt

(D.4)

where vCS(x,t) is the Source referenced channel potential.
Plugging Equation D.3 and Equation D.4 into Equation D.1 and Equation D.2
results in Poisson’s equation with the form:

∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t) ∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t)
q
+
=−
x
2
∂x
∂y
s

 −ψ

ψ(x,y,t)
(x,y,t) +vCS(x,t)
φt
− no e φt + ND − NA .
po e

(D.5)

An examination of the four terminal MOS system of Figure D.1 and associated
energy band diagrams of Figure D.2 and Figure D.3 provide insight into the equation
proposed by [10] and its validity.
Arriving at Equation D.4 requires the application of the Maxwell-Boltzmann
approximation for hole concentration derived in Appendix E and the energy band
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Figure D.1: Conceptual four terminal stacked gate MOS structure.

Figure D.2: Energy band diagram when vCS(x,t) = 0V .

Figure D.3: Energy band diagram when vCS(x,t) < 0V .
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diagram of Figure D.2. This results in an equation for the hole concentration in the
form:

Ei −Ef

p(x,y,t) = ni e KeV TK .

(D.6)

Applying a negative voltage to the p+ drain terminal, as in Figure D.3, produces a non-equilibrium condition and a reversed biased PN-junction. This condition
induces a split in the Fermi levels by a value of qvCB(x,t) where Ef p and Ef n represent the surface and bulk Fermi levels respectively. The relevant hole concentration
equations under this non-equilibrium condition have the forms:

p(surf ace) = ni e

Ei(surf ace) −Ef p
KeV TK

(D.7)

and

p(bulk) = ni e

Ei(bulk) −Ef n
KeV TK

= po .

(D.8)

This non-equilibrium condition also reduces the energy level separation between Ef and Ei at the surface resulting in a reduction in surface hole concentration
for a given gate voltage. Stated differently, an decrease in the gate voltage is required
to re-establishing a surface hole concentration equivalent to the levels attained prior
to the application of a voltage to the p+ terminal.
The derivation continues by algebraically solving for ni in Equation D.8 and
plugging the results into Equation D.7. The resulting equation is :
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(Ei(surf ace) −Ei(buld) )+(Ef p −Ef n )
p(surf ace) = po e

.

KeV TK

(D.9)

Rewriting Equation D.9 in terms of potentials results in the equation:

p(surf ace) = po e

−ψ(surf ace) +vCS(x,t)
φt

.

(D.10)

A general form of Equation D.10 can also be created by combining Equation D.6 and Equation D.8 to produce an equation for the hole concentration at any
depth in the substrate. The resulting equation is:

−ψ(x,y,t) +vCS(x,t)

p(x,y,t) = po e

φt

(D.11)

which is identical to Equation D.4.
Unlike holes in the n-type material, the p+ regions do not have the same
reactionary effect on electrons. This results in a electron Fermi level, and Fermi
potential, that is unaffected by the channel potential [10]. The resulting general form
of the electron concentration equation is:

n(x,y,t) = no e

ψ(x,y,t)
φt

(D.12)

which is identical to Equation D.3.
For a dual-gate device, Poisson’s equation and the Fermi level derivations are
identical. For completeness, Figure D.4 through Figure D.6 have been included to
depict the dual-gate version of Figure D.1 through Figure D.3.
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Figure D.4: Conceptual four terminal dual-gate MOS structure.

Figure D.5: Energy band diagram when vCS(x,t) = 0V .

Figure D.6: Energy band diagram when vCS(x,t) < 0V .
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The next step in the derivation uses charge neutrality, where ψ(x,y,t) = 0V , on
Equation D.5. Under these conditions Equation D.5 becomes:

vCS(x,t)

po e

φt

− no + ND − NA = 0.

(D.13)

Solving for ND − NA in Equation D.13 and plugging the result into Equation D.5 produces:

 v
 −ψ(x,y,t)
CS(x,t)
q
p o e φt
e φt
−
s

∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t) ∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t)
+
=
∂x2
∂y 2

 ψ

(x,y,t)
− 1 − n o e φt − 1 .

(D.14)

Equation D.14 can be further reduced by replacing the electrically neutral
electron and hole concentrations with their Fermi potential equivalent forms. These
Fermi potential equations are:

φf

po = ni e φt

(D.15)

and

no = ni e
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−φf
φt

.

(D.16)

Solving for ni in Equation D.16, inserting the result into Equation D.15, and
assuming all the impurity atoms are ionized such that no = ND results in a Poisson’s
equation with the form:


 −ψ(x,y,t)
qND 2φf +v(CS(x,t))
φt
e
e φt
−
s

∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t) ∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t)
+
=
∂xx
∂y 2

  ψ(x,y,t)
− 1 − e φt − 1 .

(D.17)

Finally, knowing the x-directed electric field at the PN-junction boundary is
zero, such that

∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t)
∂x2

= 0, reduces Equation D.17 to the form used to determine the

electrostatic potential at the source-substrate and drain-substrate boundaries. This
equation has the form:



  ψ(x,y,t)
∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t)
qND 2φf +vφCS(x,t)  −ψ(x,y,t)
t
=−
e
e φ t − 1 − e φt − 1
∂y 2
s

(D.18)

where vCS(x,t) = 0V at the Source and vCS(x,t) = vDS(t) at the Drain. As
outlined in Chapter 4, Newton-Raphson Jacobian and quintic spines can be used
to solve for the electrostatic potential profile at the PN-junction boundaries using
Equation D.18.
Likewise, equations for the electron and hole concentrations at these PNjunctions can be derived by combining Equation D.11, Equation D.12, Equation D.15
and Equation D.16. The resulting equations are:
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ψ(x,y,t)
φt

(D.19)

−ψ(x,y,t) +2φf +vCS(x,t)
φt

(D.20)

n(x,y,t) = ND e

and

p(x,y,t) = ND e

where the electrostatic potential profile determined using Equation D.18 is
used as the input.
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APPENDIX E

MAXWELL-BOLTZMANN DISTRIBUTION REGION OF VALIDITY

The well known equations used for electron and hole concentrations in equilibrium were derived using the Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation of the Fermi-Dirac
function. Understanding the origin of these equations and the associated region of
validity with respect to temperature and doping concentration is required when determining the effects of parameter changes on model and simulation result accuracy [10] [28] [29] [30] [60]. The following sections in this chapter will explore these
functions for the purpose of determining a region of validity as a function of temperature.

E.1

Derivation of the carrier concentration equations using the MaxwellBoltzmann approximation

The derivation begins by assuming the free carrier densities (electrons and
holes) in the semiconductor material are significant enough so the laws of statistical
mechanics can be used in determining carrier concentrations. This assumption leads
to the use of the Fermi-Dirac energy distribution function for electron (fn(E) ) and
holes (fp(E) ). These equations have the forms:
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1

fn(E) =

E−Ef

(E.1)

1 + e KeV TK
and

1

fp(E) =

Ef −E

(E.2)

1 + e KeV TK
where Ef is the Fermi levels in the semiconductor material, KeV is Boltzmann’s constant (8.61733035x10−5 eV /K), and TK is temperature in degrees Kelvin.
These density functions describe the probability that an energy state (E) contains an
electron or hole. To determine the carrier concentrations, the Fermi functions must
be multiplied by the appropriate quantum physics derived density of available state
functions for electrons (ρc(E) ) and holes (ρv(E) ). These equations have the forms:

3

ρc(E)

4π (2m∗n ) 2 p
E − Ec
=
h3eV

ρv(E)

4π 2m∗p
=
h3eV

(E.3)

and

 23
p

Ev − E

(E.4)

where m∗n and m∗p are the electron and hole effective masses, heV is Plank’s
constant (4.135667662x10−15 eV s), Ec is the energy level at the conduction band edge,
and Ev is the energy level at the valence band edge. Figure E.1 and Figure E.2
provide additional insight into the relationships between energy bands, probabilities,
and distribution functions.
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Figure E.1: Energy band diagram for electrically neutral semiconductor material.

Figure E.2: Fermi-Dirac functions, density of state functions and carrier distribution.
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Integrating the products of Equation E.1 and Equation E.3 for electrons and
Equation E.2 and Equation E.4 for holes produces the desired equations for the
electron and hole concentrations of electrically neutral semiconductor material in
equilibrium. These integrals have the forms:

Z

inf

Z

inf

ρc(E) fn(E) dE =

no =
Ec

Ec

3

4π (2m∗n ) 2 p
E − Ec
h3eV

1
E−Ef

dE

(E.5)

dE.

(E.6)

1 + e KeV TK

and

Z

Ev

Z

Ev

ρc(E) fn(E) dE =

po =
− inf

− inf

4π 2m∗p
h3eV

 23
p
Ev − E

1
1+e

Ef −E
KeV TK

Due to the complexity of the Equation E.5 and Equation E.6 integrals, the
Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation of the Fermi-Dirac function is commonly used.
This approximation states that if Ec − Ef >> KeV TK then Equation E.1 can be
approximated by:

fn(E) = e

−(E−Ef )
KeV TK

.

(E.7)

Likewise, if Ef − Ev >> KeV TK then Equation E.2 can be approximated by:

fp(E) = e

−(Ef −E)
KeV TK
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.

(E.8)

Using Equation E.7 and Equation E.8, the integrals of Equation E.5 and Equation E.6 can be rewritten as:

Z

inf

Z

inf

ρc(E) fn(E) dE =

no =

Ec

Ec

3

E−Ef
4π (2m∗n ) 2 p
KeV TK
E
−
E
e
dE
c
h3eV

(E.9)

and

Z

Ev

Z

Ev

ρc(E) fn(E) dE =

po =
− inf

− inf

4π 2m∗p
h3eV

 23
p

Ef −E

Ev − Ee KeV TK dE.

(E.10)

Solving Equation E.9 and Equation E.10 produce the following commonly used
equations for the electron and hole concentrations of electrically neutral semiconductor material in equilibrium. These equations have the forms:

Ef −Ec

no = Nc e KeV TK

(E.11)

and

Ev −Ef

po = Nv e KeV TK

(E.12)

where


Nc = 2

2πKeV TK m∗n
h2eV

and
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Nv = 2

2πKeV TK m∗p
h2eV

 32
.

Additional modifications to Equation E.11 and Equation E.12 can be made
by introducing the intrinsic, or undoped, carrier concentration ni where by definition
no = po = ni when Ef = Ei . The purpose of this substitution is to produce equations
for the carrier concentrations with respect to the intrinsic Fermi level. These equations
have the forms:

Ec −Ei

Nc = ni e KeV TK

(E.13)

and

Ei −Ev

Nv = ni e KeV TK .

(E.14)

Substituting Equation E.13 and Equation E.14 into Equation E.11 and Equation E.12 produce the following equations for the carrier concentrations:

n = ni e

Ef −Ei
KeV TK

(E.15)

and

Ei −Ef

p = ni e KeV TK .
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(E.16)

The final modification converts the energy levels to voltages using the equations:

φf =

Ei − EF
q

(E.17)

φt =

KeV TK
.
q

(E.18)

and

The final forms of the carrier concentration equations for electrically neutral
semiconductor material in equilibrium are:

no = ni e

−φf
φt

(E.19)

and

φf

po = ni e φt .

(E.20)

In the non-electrically neutral case were the semiconductor material is exposed
to an electric field, the electron and hole concentrations, n and p, will no longer equal
no and po . Figure E.3 illustrates the effect of an electric field on the energy band
diagram of Figure E.1.
Under these conditions, the slope of the energy bands Ec , Ev , and Ei are
related to the electric field by the equation:
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Figure E.3: Energy band diagram for non-electrically neutral semiconductor material.

dEv
dEi
dφy
dEc
=
=
= −q
dy
dy
dy
dy

(E.21)

where φy is the potential with respect to position y and the derivative of −φy
is the applied electric field.
Due to the applied electric field, the electron and hole concentration equations
of Equation E.19 and Equation E.20 are no longer valid and must be modified. These
equations have the forms:

n = ni e

φy −φf
φt

(E.22)

and

p = ni e

−φy +φf
φt
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.

(E.23)

E.2

Error comparison between the Fermi-Dirac and Maxwell-Boltzmann
derived carrier concentrations

Two entries in the list of critical elements of good MOSFET models are [10]:

• The model should maintain validity over the temperature range of interest.
• The region of validity should be understood.

The following information provides details pertaining to the errors induced
by the Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation with respect to temperature and doping
concentration for the purpose of quantifying the limits of validity.
In addition to the obvious temperature dependence in Equation E.1 through
Equation E.23 due to the TK term, the band gap (Eg ) as well as the effective masses
are functions of temperature. The band gap, according to [5], decreases as the temperature increases due to increases in the inter-atomic spacing. Included in the referenced
material is a semi-empirical equation based on experimental parameter extraction.
This equation has the form:

Eg(TK ) = 1.166 −

4.73x10−4 TK2
.
636.0 + TK

(E.24)

Effective masses describe the perceived mass in response to an externally applied force. For semiconductor material, the crystal lattice is the influencing force.
The semi-empirical equations provided in [28] for the electron and hole effective masses
are:
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Figure E.4: Electron concentrations with respect to the Fermi level calculated using
the Fermi-Dirac and Maxwell-Boltzmann derived integrals. (TK = 300K)

m∗n



−4 TK
= mo 1.08 + 4.5x10
300.0

(E.25)

and

m∗p



−3

= mo 0.57 + 1.4x10

T2
TK
− 1.48x10−6 K
300.0
300.0


(E.26)

where mo is the free electronic mass with a value of 9.1093835611x10−31 Kg.
The remaining figures starting with Figure E.4 contain the results when comparing Equation E.5 and Equation E.6 to Equation E.9 and Equation E.10 as the
Fermi level and temperature parameters change. These results provide designers with
a critical tool for determining the potential model errors attributed to the MaxwellBoltzmann approximation.
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Figure E.5: Percent error between the electron concentrations calculated using the
Fermi-Dirac and Maxwell-Boltzmann derived integrals. (TK = 300K)

Figure E.6: Hole concentrations with respect to the Fermi level calculated using the
Fermi-Dirac and Maxwell-Boltzmann derived integrals. (TK = 300K)
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Figure E.7: Percent error between the hole concentrations calculated using the
Fermi-Dirac and Maxwell-Boltzmann derived integrals. (TK = 300K)

Figure E.4 through Figure E.7 indicate the percent error between the FermiDirac and Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation at 300K remains below 1% for Fermi
levels between −0.44eV and 0.44eV . These Fermi levels correspond to doping concentrations less than 2.1664x1017 for both n-type and p-type dopant.
Figure E.8 through Figure E.19 indicate the percent error between the FermiDirac and Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation for n-type and p-type doping concentrations of 1x1017 remains below 1% for temperatures less than 100 deg C. The data
also indicates that lowering the doping concentration increases the region of validity
such that a 1% error is not observed at doping concentrations less than 1x1015 .
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Figure E.8: Concentrations and percent error comparison for electrons and holes
calculated using the Fermi-Dirac and Maxwell-Boltzmann derived integrals with respect to temperature. Highlighted sections indicate errors greater than 1%. (TK =
300K, ND = 1x1017 )

Figure E.9: Percent error for electrons calculated using the Fermi-Dirac and
Maxwell-Boltzmann derived integrals. (TK = 300K, ND = 1x1017 )
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Figure E.10: Percent error for holes calculated using the Fermi-Dirac and MaxwellBoltzmann derived integrals. (TK = 300K, ND = 1x1017 )

Figure E.11: Concentrations and percent error comparison for electrons and holes
calculated using the Fermi-Dirac and Maxwell-Boltzmann derived integrals with respect to temperature. Highlighted sections indicate errors greater than 1%. (TK =
300K, ND = 1x1015 )
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Figure E.12: Percent error for electrons calculated using the Fermi-Dirac and
Maxwell-Boltzmann derived integrals. (TK = 300K, ND = 1x1015 )

Figure E.13: Percent error for holes calculated using the Fermi-Dirac and MaxwellBoltzmann derived integrals. (TK = 300K, ND = 1x1015 )
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Figure E.14: Concentrations and percent error comparison for electrons and holes
calculated using the Fermi-Dirac and Maxwell-Boltzmann derived integrals with respect to temperature. Highlighted sections indicate errors greater than 1%. (TK =
300K, NA = 1x1017 )

Figure E.15: Percent error for electrons calculated using the Fermi-Dirac and
Maxwell-Boltzmann derived integrals. (TK = 300K, NA = 1x1017 )
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Figure E.16: Percent error for holes calculated using the Fermi-Dirac and MaxwellBoltzmann derived integrals. (TK = 300K, NA = 1x1017 )

Figure E.17: Concentrations and percent error comparison for electrons and holes
calculated using the Fermi-Dirac and Maxwell-Boltzmann derived integrals with respect to temperature. Highlighted sections indicate errors greater than 1%. (TK =
300K, NA = 1x1015 )
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Figure E.18: Percent error for electrons calculated using the Fermi-Dirac and
Maxwell-Boltzmann derived integrals. (TK = 300K, NA = 1x1015 )

Figure E.19: Percent error for holes calculated using the Fermi-Dirac and MaxwellBoltzmann derived integrals. (TK = 300K, NA = 1x1015 )
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APPENDIX F

NUMERICAL METHOD COMPARISON

F.1

Comparison Introduction

The material presented in Chapter 3 highlights the deficiencies identified in
previously published modeling methods and includes several mesh based approaches
that employ numerical techniques for solving the multidimensional system of differential equations. This appendix provides test results for the purpose of comparing these
numerical methods (finite difference, finite element, cubic splines) with the quintic
spline method derived in this work by solving a simplified version of Poissons equation for a dual-gate device as presented in material by [23] [25] [45] [46] [47] [91]. The
objective of this comparison is to demonstrate that quintic splines improve result
accuracy without drastically increasing software execution times. The comparison
metrics chosen include simulation execution times and numerical solution errors for
ψy ,

2
dψy
, ddyψ2y
dy

and ny . To ensure validity, equivalent input parameters (vGS , vDS ,

tox , tsi , qo , φt , ni , q, s , ox ), number of mesh nodes, and convergence limits were
maintained. The primary comparison testing was performed at various gate voltages
(vGS ) to demonstrate persistent quintic spine accuracy gains spanning several bias
conditions. Also, a final comparison test was performed to determine the number
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of additional mesh nodes required to improve the finite difference and finite element
accuracy metrics to a level comparable with quintic splines.

F.2

Baseline Equations

To provide comparison ground truth data an analytically solvable version of
Poisson’s equation was selected [25] [91]. The remainder of this section presents this
analytical solution starting with the device structure presented in Figure F.1 and the
associated differential equation and boundary conditions. These equations are:

Figure F.1: Cross-sectional view of a dual-gate MOSFET structure.

ψ(x,y) −VCS(x)
∂ 2 ψ(x,y)
q
φt
= ni e
,
∂y 2
si
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(F.1)

∂ψ(x,0)
C0
= ox (ψ(x,0) − VGS − VF B )
∂y
si

(F.2)

∂ψ(x,tsi )
C0
= − ox (ψ(x,tsi ) − VGS − VF B )
∂y
si

(F.3)

and

where:
ψ(x,t) - Electrostatic potential
q - Electron charge
si - Semiconductor permittivity
n(x,y) - Electron carrier concentration
ni - Intrinsic carrier concentration
VCS(x) - Source references channel potential (VCS(L) =VDS )
φt - Thermal voltage
Cox ’ - Oxide capacitance per unit area
VGS - Gate voltage
VF B - Flat band voltage.

The origin of Equation F.1 can be found in [10]. This material presents the
complete version of Poissons equation for an n-channel device as:
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−2φf p −VCS(x,t)
ψ(x,y,t)
∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t) ∂ 2 ψ(x,y,t)
qNA −ψ(x,y,t)
φt
φt
φt
[(e
−
1)
−
e
(e
− 1)]
+
=
−
∂x2
∂y 2
si

(F.4)

where:
NA - Acceptor doping concentration
φf p - Fermi potential.

Deriving Equation F.1 from Equation F.4 requires the application of the gradual channel approximation, un-doped substrate assumption and symmetric device
criteria. The material in [10] also presents the derivations for the boundary condition
equations of Equation F.2 and Equation F.3 where Gauss’s law is used to approximate the electric field normal to and passing through a material boundary.

Using the methodology presented in [25] and [91] for solving the system of
equations presented in Equation F.1 through Equation F.3 results in:

ψ(x,y) = VCS(x) − 2φt ln(

qni 1
2βy
tsi
)(
) 2 cos(
)
2β 2si φt
tsi

and
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(F.5)

VGS − VF B − VCS(X)
2si tox
2 2is φt 1
−ln[ (
) 2 ] = ln(β)−ln[cos(β)]+(
)βtan(β) (F.6)
2φt
tsi qni
ox tsi

where the value of β in Equation F.6 can be determined using an iterative
technique such as bisection. Additionally, equations for the first and second partial
derivatives of the electrostatic potential are determine by simply taking the appropriate derivative of Equation F.5 with respect to y.

F.3

Numerical Method Overview

The formulation for each of the numerical methods used in this comparison effort are well documented and will be described versus re-derived in this work. These
methods include finite difference, finite element, cubic splines and quintic splines.
Each of these methods are mesh centric but implement different techniques for arriving at an approximate solution to a differential equation.
The well-established finite difference method has been used by numerous semiconductor device modelers [28] [29] [30]. This technique spatially discretizes the partial
derivatives using difference equation approximations. The straightforward implementation is the primary advantage of this method but the localized linear derivative
approximations and potential for discontinuities at the mesh nodes can introduce
undesired accuracy issues.
Many of the current high fidelity multidimensional software simulations rely on
finite element based models [92] [93]. Unlike finite difference which approximates the
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partial derivatives in a differential equation, this technique approximates the solution
to the differential equation by converting it to its weak form. Typical implementation
of this technique use linear or planar equations when determining the dependent variable of interest. Like finite difference, this can lead to the requirement for additional
mesh nodes to produce the desired accuracy when approximating the exponential
behavior of some dependent variables.
The piecewise cubic spline method relies on cubic polynomials to approximate the value of a dependent variable at locations between defined mesh nodes.
This method also imposes continuity requirements at the inner mesh nodes for the
basis equation as well as the first and second derivatives of the basis equation. Several compact semiconductor models have successfully implemented this technique for
solving the one-dimensional version of the system of differential equations [18] [94].
One potential disadvantage of using this technique can be found in the approximation of the second order partial derivative. This occurs when the cubic polynomial
approximating the dependent variables of interest becomes linear.
The newly applied piecewise quintic spline method is similar to cubic splines
with the exception being the approximating polynomial. As the name implies, a fifth
degree polynomial is used as the estimating equation for the dependent variable at
locations between mesh nodes. This method however imposes continuity requirements
at the inner mesh nodes out to the forth derivative thus avoiding the potential issue
identified with cubic splines. Additionally, a fifth degree polynomial provides an
improved approximation of an exponentially changing dependent variable, such as
electron concentration, when compared to the other numerical techniques mentioned.
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This provides an avenue to maintain the desired simulation result accuracy while
reducing the number of required mesh nodes.
Numerous tests were performed where the device dimension, external voltages
and mesh densities were systematically varied to obtain comparison metrics for the
numerical methods identified. The collected data demonstrates a consistent trend
across the entire test matrix. The following section contains a subset of these results.

F.4

Comparison Results

To produce verifiable results, models were developed using each numerical
method and simulations were performed using identical input parameters and iteration convergence error limits. The parameters for the results presented are:
VGS = 1.0 V and 3.0 V
VDS = 1.0 V
tox = 2.6x10−5 cm
tsi = 1 um
qo = 5x10−10 C/cm2
φt = 0.0259 V
ni = 1x1010 atoms/cm3
q = 1.6x1019 C
s = 1.04x10−12 F/cm
ox = 3.45x10−14 F/cm
Number of mesh nodes = 9.
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The following plots and tabular information present a subset of the comparison
results attained. The surface potential and surface carrier concentration accuracy
was determined by comparison to the baseline data produced using Equation F.5 and
Equation F.6. The execution times are also presented. Each plot pair contains the
functional plots and the associated error between the actual and numerically derived
solution to the differential equation using each of the methods mentioned above. The
subsequent table provides percent error quantities at the domain boundaries which
correspond to the oxide-substrate interfaces. This interface error metric was chosen
due to the predominant influence of surface condition on the resulting device current.
Tables containing the software execution times and aggregate surface interface error
data are also provided to facilitate the comparison assessment and conclusion.

Figure F.2: Electrostatic potential comparison with respect to position y. (VGS =1V,
nodes=9)
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Figure F.3: Error with respect to position y for the electrostatic potential. (VGS =1V,
nodes=9)

Table F.1: Percent error comparison at the surface for the electrostatic potential.
(VGS =1V, nodes=9)

%error ψsurf ace

Quintic Splines Cubic Splines

Finite Difference

Finite Element

0.007614196

0.045164238

0.058649295

0.029297883
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Figure F.4: First derivative of electrostatic potential with respect position y.
(VGS =1V, nodes=9)

Figure F.5: Error with respect to position y for the first derivative of electrostatic
potential. (VGS =1V, nodes=9)
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Table F.2: Percent error comparison at the surface for the first derivative of the
electrostatic potential. (VGS =1V, nodes=9)

0
%error ψsurf
ace

Quintic Splines Cubic Splines

Finite Difference

Finite Element

0.012477117

0.081463315

0.106237796

0.05231396

Figure F.6: Second derivative of electrostatic potential with respect to position y.
(VGS =1V, nodes=9)
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Figure F.7: Error with respect to position y for the second derivative of electrostatic
potential. (VGS =1V, nodes=9)

Table F.3: Percent error comparison at the surface for the second derivative of the
electrostatic potential. (VGS =1V, nodes=9)

%error ψ”surf ace

Quintic Splines Cubic Splines

Finite Difference

Finite Element

0.3680259

2.163261833

0.049650661

1.408685236
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Figure F.8: Electron concentration with respect to position y. (VGS =1V, nodes=9)

Figure F.9: Error with respect to position y for electron concentration. (VGS =1V,
nodes=9)
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Table F.4: Percent error comparison at the surface for the electron concentration.
(VGS =1V, nodes=9)

%error nsurf ace

Figure F.10:

Quintic Splines Cubic Splines

Finite Difference

Finite Element

0.368025963

2.163261889

2.800046178

1.408685307

Electrostatic potential comparison with respect to position y.

(VGS =3V, nodes=9)
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Figure F.11: Error with respect to position y for the electrostatic potential.
(VGS =3V, nodes=9)

Table F.5: Percent error comparison at the surface for the electrostatic potential.
(VGS =3V, nodes=9)

%error ψsurf ace

Quintic Splines Cubic Splines

Finite Difference

Finite Element

0.136831821

0.371480562

0.371873592

0.243780601
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Figure F.12: First derivative of electrostatic potential with respect position y.
(VGS =3V, nodes=9)

Figure F.13: Error with respect to position y for the first derivative of electrostatic
potential. (VGS =3V, nodes=9)
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Table F.6: Percent error comparison at the surface for the first derivative of the
electrostatic potential. (VGS =3V, nodes=9)

0
%error ψsurf
ace

Quintic Splines Cubic Splines

Finite Difference

Finite Element

0.067870708

0.184953256

0.185149367

0.12123488

Figure F.14: Second derivative of electrostatic potential with respect to position y.
(VGS =3V, nodes=9)
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Figure F.15: Error with respect to position y for the second derivative of electrostatic
potential. (VGS =3V, nodes=9)

Table F.7: Percent error comparison at the surface for the second derivative of the
electrostatic potential. (VGS =3V, nodes=9)

%error ψ”surf ace

Quintic Splines Cubic Splines

Finite Difference

Finite Element

6.689093183

17.13513794

16.93359664

11.60425596
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Figure F.16: Electron concentration with respect to position y. (VGS =3V, nodes=9)

Figure F.17: Error with respect to position y for electron concentration. (VGS =3V,
nodes=9)
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Table F.8: Percent error comparison at the surface for the electron concentration.
(VGS =3V, nodes=9)

%error nsurf ace

Quintic Splines Cubic Splines

Finite Difference

Finite Element

6.689093183

17.13513794

17.15161505

11.60425596

From the test result data presented in the previous plots and tables is clear that
the quintic splines method demonstrated the best surface and intra-node accuracy.
Subsequent testing was performed to determine the number of additional mesh nodes
required to improve the accuracy of the finite element method to a level comparable
to quintic splines when determining the surface potential and carrier concentration.
From this testing it was determine that an approximate 111% increase in the number
of mesh nodes was required to produce the desired results. It should also be noted
that even though the surface potential and carrier concentration results were improved
by increasing the mesh density, the finite difference and finite element method still
exhibit accuracy issues at intra-node locations. The following figures and tabular
listings present a subset of these test results.
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Figure F.18:

Electrostatic potential comparison with respect to position y.

(VGS =3V, nodes=19)

Figure F.19: Error with respect to position y for electrostatic potential. (VGS =3V,
nodes=19)
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Figure F.20: First derivative of electrostatic potential with respect to position y.
(VGS =3V, nodes=19)

Figure F.21: Error with respect to position y the first derivative of electrostatic
potential. (VGS =3V, nodes=19)
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Figure F.22: Second derivative of electrostatic potential with respect to position y.
(VGS =3V, nodes=19)

Figure F.23: Error with respect to position y the second derivative of electrostatic
potential. (VGS =3V, nodes=19)
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Figure F.24:

Electron concentration with respect to position y.

(VGS =3V,

nodes=19)

Figure F.25: Error with respect to position y for electron concentration. (VGS =3V,
nodes=19)
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Table F.9: Execution Time Comparison.

Execution Times (s)

Quintic Splines Cubic Splines

Finite Diff.

Finite Element

VGS = 1V (9 nodes)

19.47338386

18.94351313

18.01846848 5.061212132

VGS = 3V (9 nodes)

21.76092586

21.8490953

21.58485004 6.634669617

VGS = 3V (19 nodes)

78.29097943

66.26001491

56.58339951 22.63125234

Table F.10: Percent error comparison at the surface for the electrostatic potential.

%error ψsurf ace

Quintic Splines Cubic Splines

Finite Diff.

Finite Element

VGS = 1V (9 nodes)

0.007614196

0.029297883

0.045164238 0.058649295

VGS = 3V (9 nodes)

0.136831821

0.243780601

0.371480562 0.371873592

VGS = 3V (19 nodes)

0.020442349

0.059199868

0.097675089 0.098054706

Table F.11: Percent error comparison at the surface for the first derivative of the
electrostatic potential.
0
%error ψsurf
ace

Quintic Splines Cubic Splines

Finite Diff.

VGS = 1V (9 nodes)

0.012477117

0.05231396

0.081463315 0.106237796

VGS = 3V (9 nodes)

0.067870708

0.12123488

0.184953256 0.185149367

VGS = 3V (19 nodes)

0.009795919

0.029134736

0.048332696 0.048522113
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Finite Element

Table F.12: Percent error comparison at the surface for the second derivative of the
electrostatic potential.

%error ψ”surf ace

Quintic Splines Cubic Splines

Finite Diff.

Finite Element

VGS = 1V (9 nodes)

0.3680259

1.408685236

2.163261833 0.049650661

VGS = 3V (9 nodes)

6.689093183

11.60425596

17.13513794 16.93359664

VGS = 3V (19 nodes)

1.028996559

2.950936392

4.821959883 4.565416822

Table F.13: Percent error comparison at the surface for the electron concentration.

%error nsurf ace

Quintic Splines Cubic Splines

Finite Diff.

VGS = 1V (9 nodes)

0.368025963

1.408685307

2.163261889 2.800046178

VGS = 3V (9 nodes)

6.689093183

11.60425596

17.13513794 17.15161505

VGS = 3V (19 nodes)

1.02899656

2.950936393

4.821959883 4.840239541

F.5

Finite Element

Comparison Conclusion

Several notable conclusions can be established by analyzing the presented comparison information. This includes:

1. Numerically solving the differential equation using quintic splines increased the
accuracy of the resulting solution when compared to other industry standard
methods.
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2. The finite element method has the most efficient software execution time but
was the least accurate.
3. Increasing the number of mesh nodes to increase the accuracy of the finite
element method to the levels achieved by the quintic spline method resulted in
analogous execution times.
4. The finite difference and finite element methods rely on linear approximations
for functional values between mesh nodes. The error plots demonstrate the resulting protuberances due to linear approximations of exponential curves. Cubic splines also exhibit this behavior in the functional estimate for the second
derivative of the electrostatic potential. This is obviously due to the resulting equation for a line produced when taking the second derivative of a cubic
polynomial. The fifth degree polynomial used in the Quintic spline method
alleviates this issue.
5. A secondary advantage of spline techniques is improved numerical integration.
This is important when performing the required integrations to determine the
steady state and Non-Quasi Static current. The linear intra-node predictions
of the finite difference and finite element methods limit numerical integration
approaches to well-known techniques such as trapezoidal and Simpsons rule.
The polynomial intra-node predictions of quintic splines facilitate a numerically
efficient method for performing these crucial integrations while also eliminating
the asymptotic errors associated with trapezoidal type approaches.
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In summary, the numerical techniques presented and compared provide methods for solving the differential equations associates with semiconductor modeling
where software execution times and result accuracy are the trade space parameters
requiring consideration. For this work, increasing result accuracy was a primary objective and the results presented provide conclusive evidence this can be achieved
using quintic splines.
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APPENDIX G

PFET EQUATIONS AND FIGURES

φM S = φgate − φf p

φf p = φt ln

NA
ni

φM S = φgate − φf n

φf n = −φt ln

ND
ni

VF B = φM S + ψox + φbi = φgate − φf n + ψox

d2 ψx,y,t
q
=−
2
dy
s

 −ψ

ψ(x,y,t)
(x,y,t) +vCS(x,t)
φ
φ
t
po e
− no e t + ND − NA
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(G2.2)

(G2.3)

(G2.4)

(G2.5)

(G2.8)

(G2.11)

Figure G2.1: Dual-gate device cross section (two terminal).

d
dy



dψx,y,t
dy

2
=
2q
−
s


d

dψx,y,t
dy

2

2q
=−
s


po e

−ψ(x,y,t) +vCS(x,t)
φt

− no e

ψ(x,y,t)
φt


+ ND − NA

dψ(x,y,t)
(G2.12)
dy

 −ψ

ψ(x,y,t)
(x,y,t) +vCS(x,t)
φt
po e
− no e φt + ND − NA dψ(x,y,t) (G2.13)
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Figure G2.2: Energy band diagram for a dual-gate device with the gate voltage bias
equal to the flat-band voltage.

Figure G2.3: Energy band diagram of a dual-gate device operating in the accumulation region.
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Figure G2.4: Energy band diagram of a dual-gate device operating in the depletion
region.

Figure G2.5: Potential distribution within the two-terminal section of a dual-gate
device.
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Figure G2.6: Dual-gate device cross section (three terminal).

Figure G2.7: Energy band diagram of a dual-gate device with vDS(t) < 0.



Z

dψ(x,y,t)

2



dy

d
0


dψ(x,y,t) 2
=
dy
 −ψ

Z
ψ(x,y,t)
(x,y,t) +vCS(x,y,t)
2q ψ(x,y,t)
φ
φ
t
−
po e
− no e t
dψ(x,y,t) (G2.14)
s 0
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Figure G2.8: Three terminal Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) structure

r
E(x,y,t) = sgn ψ(x,y,t)

0
qC(x,t)





 −ψ
+vCS(x,t)
(x,y,t)
2q
φt po e φt
e φt − 1 − (ND − NA ) ψ(x,y,t) +
s
 ψ
 12
(x,y,t)
φt no e φt − 1
(G2.15)


 −ψ

vCS(x,t)
S(x,t)
p
φ
φ
2qs φt po e t
e t − 1 − (ND − NA ) ψ(x,y,t) +
= −sgn ψS(x,t)
 ψ
 12
S(x,t)
φ
φt no e t − 1
(G2.18)

vCS(x,t)

po e

φt

− no = − (ND − NA )
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(G2.19)

0
qC(x,t)

 v
 −ψ

CS(x,t)
S(x,t)
p
= −sgn ψS(x,t)
2qs po e φt
φt e φt − φt + ψS(x,t) +
 ψ
 12
S(x,t)
(G2.20)
no φt e φt − φt − ψS(x,t)

φf

φf

ni = no e φt ≈ ND e φt

φf

po = ni e φt = ND e

0
qC(x,t)

2φf
φt

(G2.23)

(G2.24)


 2φ +v
 −ψ
f
CS(x,t)
S(x,t)
p
φ
φ
t
2qs ND e
φt e t − φt + ψS(x,t) +
= −sgn ψS(x,t)
 ψ
 12
S(x,t)
(G2.25)
φt e φt − φt − ψS(x,t)

vGS(t) = VF B +ψS(x,t) +sgn ψS(x,t)

0
qB(x,t)



√

 −ψ

S(x,t)
2qs ND +2φf +vφCS(x,t)
t
e
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(G2.30)

Figure G2.10: (a) Legacy MOSFET showing channel length L, (b) Circuit schematic
and gate voltage stimulus plot, (c) Charge with respect to channel position and time
and (d) Drain current with respect to time.
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Figure G2.11: Channel region showing channel length modulation.
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(G2.75)

(G2.76)

Figure G2.12: Channel region showing approximate depletion regions attributed to
the gate, drain and source.
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